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MESSAGE 
 

 

Greetings! 

I am immensely happy that the Centre for Ethics and Human Values of 

Seethalakshmi Ramaswami College, Trichy is organizing a National Seminar on 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT on 22nd and 23rd of 

December 2016 and has planned to bring out a collection of various technical papers in 

the proceedings.  

 
Conflicts do arise in life. No two persons look at life from the same perspective. 

Conflict is natural and it is up to the individual how to respond to conflict situations 

quickly and professionally. Conflict can be very positive, if dealt with openly. Conflicting 

views give a chance to learn more about and explore views of others to develop 

productive relationships. Clear and open communication is the cornerstone of successful 

conflict resolution. I am sure that this seminar would certainly explore the different 

dimensions of conflicts faced by youth and evolve and analyse the possible management 

strategies to resolve the conflicts. 

 
It is heartening to note that the event has attracted academicians, research scholars 

and students. I am convinced that the discussions of this seminar will scan the strategies 

of dealing with disputes in a rational, balanced and effective way.  

 
I take this opportunity to congratulate Dr.S.Usha, Co-ordinator, Centre for Ethics 

and Human Values and Dr. J. Senthamarai, Organising Secretary for the efforts taken to 

make this National Seminar a reality.  

 
I wish the organizers and the participants a meaningful onward journey. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                  M.Jayanthi 

Principal 

 

                                                                                                       



  



 

MESSAGE 

 

Hearty congratulations to the Centre for Ethics and Human Values on your 

achievement in the conduct of UGC sponsored two day seminar on Conflict 

Management for Youth Development and I applaud the publication of the proceedings 

as a special edition in an international journal with ISSN. It is a good reminder to look on 

the positive side of our daily challenges.  

 
This event provides innovative information for the development and 

empowerment of youngsters. I am confident that your deliberation will contribute 

strategies for our students to reach greater heights in future. As diversified attention 

seeking environment surrounds the youngsters, promoting such an understanding is 

highly essential.   

 
My best wishes for all your future endeavours. 

 

 

Dr. R. Selvameena 

Vice Principal  

Head, Department of Chemistry 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



 

MESSAGE 

 

 
 

15 February 2017, Chennai 
 

I am extremely happy to have been associated with the UGC Sponsored One Day 

Seminar on “Conflict Management for Youth Development” by the „Centre for Ethics and 

Human Values‟ of the Seethalakshmi Ramaswami College. The Centre for Ethics and 

Human Values is endeavoring to promote ethical value system among the youth by 

conducting Seminars.  The Seminars create an atmosphere where the students, who are 

youth in prime age group, are exposed to the current thinking and developments in 

various areas connected with promotion of ethical value system in the society.  The recent 

Seminar brought messages from the ancient knowledge and modern science in „Conflict 

Management‟.    I congratulate the efforts of the College and the Department and wish all 

success in all future endeavors. 

 

S. Sridharan 

Trustee, Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram, Chennai; 

Member, Executive Committee, Indian Yoga Association; 
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EDITORIAL 
 

 

Youth constitute the greatest wealth, strength and pride of any country. The future of 

a nation depends upon the quality and quantity of its youth. Recent UN report clearly 

declares that India has the largest youth population in the world. This quantitative human 

resource requires qualitative refinements to get evolved as the potential force that can make 

our mother land – Bharatam, a leading nation in the globe.  

 
The youth population of the current click era is well equipped intellectually as it has 

wider and deeper exposure to all the vistas of knowledge by the great technological 

advancements. But their physical, psychological and spiritual developments too need to be 

carefully nurtured to ensure their holistic development. This holistic development is most 

essential to make even their intellectual acumen powerful and purposeful.  

 
Especially in this globalized era, there are a lot of compelling challenges and threats 

faced by the youth. They have to thrive in a highly competitive and commercial world. 

Consequently, they undergo conflicts of several dimensions like social, economic, political, 

physical, psychological, cultural, ethical, value based personal internal conflicts. Conflicts are 

not only unavoidable, but are signs of true and purposeful interactions. Conflicts as such are 

not bad. The way in which conflicts are handled makes it good or bad. Proper handling of 

conflicts pave way for development and bad handling leads to big chaos and mess. 

 
Conflicts are great impediments that cripple youth development. Educating proper 

ways, means and strategies to manage or resolve conflicts and guiding the youth in the 

proper direction are the most required services to be rendered in the current context.  

A sympathetic and empathetic concern will surely resolve much of the conflicts faced by 

youth and will definitely help in a full-fledged delightful bloom of youth power.  

 
With a view to identify the areas and causes of youth and evolve all possible conflict 

management techniques, papers from psychologists, social scientists, philosophers, yoga 

experts, artists  management experts, researchers and others were invited for the UGC 

sponsored National Seminar on Conflict Management for Youth Development.    

 
The papers presented in the seminar are compiled in this publication. Papers 

covering a wider range of fields like Psychology, Philosophy, Sociology, Ayurveda, Yoga, 

Management, Arts, Education, Economics, Language and Literature and Women Studies 

written in five languages – Sanskrit,. Tamil, Hindi, Kannada and English are complied in this 

volume. This is done with a hope that these deliberations will encourage inter-disciplinary 

and traditional approaches to conflict management for youth development.  

 

Dr. S. Usha  

Dr. J. Senthamarai 
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1

Understanding Conflict and its Management from the 

perspective of Bhagavad Gétä  
(S SRIDHARAN, TRUSTEE, KRISHNAMACHARYA YOGA MANDIRAM, CHENNAI) 

Introduction 

 

The alarm rings at the set time and does its duty. The eyes refuse to open and the hand 

automatically goes to put the alarm in snooze mode for ten minutes. Should I get up now or 

catch up some more sleep? Conflict starts as the day begins.  System says it needs more rest, 

intellect reminds the duties before the day.  Often there are well-wishers to add to the advice 

of the intellect.  

  

Conflict calls for two entities to work in opposite directions. Both have reasons to do so.  We 

live in a society and our individual interests are intertwined with others.  It is impossible and 

irresponsible to keep aloof.  Our conscience reminds that we are a part of the society and are 

continuously availing the services of numerous agencies for our survival.  We need to respect 

and repay them. 

  

The challenge is to determine what is good for us? Often what we like is not good for us.  The 

mouthwatering eatables, particularly those shown in the commercials does not suit our 

system and when we eat just out of desire we end up with some illness.  Our mind refuses to 

link the relationship and takes refuge under some inconceivable cause.  

 

We proceed to live with Conflict and thus do not find a solution for our misery.  Any solution, 

without finding the cause of the problem, will be temporary and incomplete and will treat the 

symptom only.  Like the typical head ache pill giving a temporary relief with no guarantee 

that the head ache will not repeat in the future.  

 

Bhagavad Gétä opens with the projection of Conflict in the mind of Arjuna, the invincible 

warrior.  Ready, eager and fully equipped to fight, he suddenly finds himself having lost the 

‘will’ to fight just in a matter of few seconds.  He asks for the problem by directing Krishna, 

the charioteer, to place the chariot in a position so that he can see both sides of the army.  That 

was enough for him to get into Conflict – Should I fight my close kinsmen, including my 

grandsire, teacher and cousins. Is it right or wrong?  

 

This is the truth of life.  It takes days and months of preparation for facing an examination but 

it takes only a few seconds, on seeing the question paper, to have the ‘will’ to answer shatter.  

“I didn’t expect this question or I don’t understand the question in the first reading.  I 

understand the question but my memory fails to tickle the answer.” What follows often is 

chaos.  The initial shock triggers waves of negative thoughts enough to throw up the hands 

to say “I have lost this exam.”  
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What follows is an interesting link between the body and the mind.  As it happened in the 

case of Arjuna, whose body reacted to the changes in the mind-set, symptoms of the internal 

Conflict start trickling down to all parts of the body.  Arjuna who is called ‘savyaçäsin’, the 

one who can hold two bows in the both hands and fight, could not hold his bow as the hands 

starts trembling and he could not even stand firmly.  His limbs give way and his mouth is getting 

parched, a shiver runs through his body and hair stand on end. The bow, Gänòiva, slips from his hand 

and his skin too burns all over; his mind whirls and he could no longer hold himself steady. This brings 

out the close relationship between the body and mind and the fact that the human system 

operates as a ‘whole’ and not in parts like a machine.  Any change in the mind will cause a 

change in the body and vice-versa.  

 

In the management of ‘Conflict’, the first step is to understand the nature of the human system, 

its components and characteristics and their inter-relationship.  Krishna in the Bhagavad Gétä 

explains to Arjuna the nature of the Soul and thus differentiates it from the body, which 

includes the mind. The Soul is ‘eternal’ does not undergo ‘change’ while the body is ‘non- 

eternal’ and undergoes change too.  The body here includes the physical body, the senses and 

the mind. 

 

With this background, how to act to manage Conflict? 

 

What follows is the first advice on how to act to deal with the fall out of the Conflict.  

suoÊ>oe sme k«Tva laÉalÉaE jyajyaE, ttae yuÏay yuJySv nEv< papmvaPSyis. 

sukhaduùkhe same kåtvä läbhälabhau jayäjayau | tato yuddhäya yujyasva naivaà 

päpamaväpsyasi || (Chapter 2 Verse 38)  

“Treating alike victory and defeat, gain and loss, pleasure and pain, get ready for the fight (for the 

purpose of fighting); fighting thus, you will not incur any sin.” 

When applied to the context of facing an examination, stated earlier, the advice translates to 

keep the mind in evenness, without causing the disturbance to overtake, and proceed to write 

the examination as a duty of a student.  
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Bhagavad Gétä’s main message is to do all actions as a duty without considering the fruits.  

kmR{yevaixkarSte ma )le;u kdacn, ma kmR)lhetuÉURmaR te s¼ae=STvkmRi[. 

karmaëyevädhikäraste mä phaleñu kadäcana | mä karmaphalaheturbhürmä te 

saìgo'stvakarmaëi || (Chapter 2 Verse 47) 

“Your right is to work only and never to the fruit thereof.  Be not instrumental in making your actions 

bear fruit, nor let your attachment be to inaction.” 

This should, however, not be interpreted to mean that one should not prepare well for an 

examination, as the second part of the above verse clearly brings this out.  

What is the path to deal with Conflict – Yoga? 

The emphasize is ‘evenness of the mind’ which is considered as the very definition of “Yoga”.  

yaegSw> k…é kmaRi[ s<¼Ty®va xnÃy, isÏ(isÏ(ae> smae ÉUTva smTv< yaeg %Cyte. 

yogasthaù kuru karmäëi saììgatyaktvä dhanaïjaya | siddhyasiddhyoù samo bhütvä 

samatvaà yoga ucyate || (Chapter 2 Verse 48) 

“Arjuna, perform your duties established in Yoga, renouncing attachment, and be even-minded in 

success or failure; evenness of mind is called ‘Yoga’.” 

The ‘evenness of mind’ spoken off here is a state of mind to treat alike victory and defeat, gain 

and loss, pleasure and pain. In yogic terms, this state of mind is called ‘Samädhi’.  

How can one achieve this ‘state of mind’ (Samädhi)?  

That takes us to the next question of what is mind and what is its’ role in actions.  Mind is the 

instrument in the human system, different from the Soul, which is responsible for all actions.  

In the Chapter VI, which is on Meditation (Dhyäna Yoga), Krishna says: 

%ÏredaTmnaTman< naTmanmvsadyet!, AaTmEv ýaTmnae bNxuraTmEv irpuraTmn>. 

uddharedätmanätmänaà nätmänamavasädayet | ätmaiva hyätmano bandhurätmaiva 

ripurätmanaù || (Chapter 6 Verse 5) 

“One should raise the Self by his own mind and not allow the Self to sink; for the mind alone is the 

friend of the Self and mind alone is the foe of the Self.” 
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How can the mind be a friend or foe?  The answer follows: 

bNxuraTmaTmnStSy yenaTmEvaTmna ijt>,AnaTmnStu zÇuTve vteRtaTmEv zÇuvt!. 

bandhurätmätmanastasya yenätmaivätmanä jitaù | anätmanastu çatrutve vartetätmaiva 

çatruvat || (Chapter 6 Verse 6) 

“The mind is the friend of him by whom the mind has been conquered.  But for whose mind is not 

conquered, the mind, like an enemy, remains hostile.” 

The simple answer to the management of Conflict is ‘control of mind’.  But that is not simple, 

as Arjuna poses this through a question to Krishna. 

cÂl< ih mn> k«:[ àmaiw blvÎ̄Fm!, tSyah< in¢h< mNye vayaeirv suÊ:krm!. 

caïcalaà hi manaù kåñëa pramäthi balavaddåòham | tasyähaà nigrahaà manye väyoriva 

suduñkaram || (Chapter 6 Verse 34) 

“For the mind is fickle, O Krishna, impetuous, powerful and stubborn.  I think that restraint of it is as 

difficult as that of the wind.” 

The answer to this question of Arjuna by Krishna is as follows: 

As<zy< mhabahae mnae ÊinR¢h< clm!, A_yasen tu kaENtey vEraGye[ c g&ýte. 

asaàçayaà mahäbäho mano durnigrahaà calam | abhyäsena tu kaunteya vairägyeëa ca 

gåhyate || (Chapter 6 Verse 35) 

“The mind is hard to subdue and fickle, no doubt, O mighty-armed one, but, O son of Kunti, by practice 

and exercise of dispassion it can be brought under control.” 

Here the word ‘practice’ denotes ‘meditation’ and to obtain best results, it should be 

accompanied by the sense of ‘detachment’ towards distractions.  

The same idea of ‘practice’ and ‘detachment’ are echoed in the Yoga sutras of Pataïjali: 

A_yasvEraGya_ya< tiÚraex> 

abhyäsavairägyäbhyäà tannirodhaù (Chapter 1 Sütra 12) 

“The mind can reach the state of Yoga through practice and detachment.” 
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How to meditate? Krishna himself provides the answer: 

What is the ideal body position and place for the meditation?  

zucaE deze àitóaPy iSwrmsnmaTmn>,naTyuiCÀt< naitnIc< cElijnk…zaeÄrm!. 

çucau deçe pratiñöhäpya sthiramasanamätmanaù |nätyucchritaà nätinécaà 

cailajinakuçottaram || (Chapter 6 Verse 11) 

“Having established for himself, in a clean spot, a firm seat, which is neither too high nor too low, and 

covering it with cloth, deer-skin and Kuça grass in the reverse order...” 

The best position of the body for meditation is ‘seated’, neither lying nor standing. The exact 

details of how to prepare a ‘seat’ for this purpose is also given. To prepare for this body 

position which should be held for a reasonable time, practice of ‘äsana’ (third aïga of the 

‘añöäìga yoga’) is a must.  

How to keep the body and gaze?  

sm< kayizrae¢Iv< xaryÚcl< iSwr>, sMàeúy naiska¢< Sv< idzíanvlaekyn!. 

samaà käyaçirogrévaà dhärayannacalaà sthiraù | samprekñya näsikägraà svaà 

diçaçcänavalokayan || (Chapter 6 Verse 13) 

“Holding the trunk, head and neck erect, motionless and steady, gazing at the tip of the nose, without 

looking in other directions.” 

This certainly calls for preparation through ‘äsana’.  Also, the basic requirement to control the 

mind which is subtle is through control the body (gross), using the link of body and mind.  

How to keep the mind and senses and what should be goal of meditation? 

tÇEka¢< mn> k«Tva yticÄeiNÔyi³y>, %pivZyasne yuÁJya*aegmaTmivzuÏye. 

tatraikägraà manaù kåtvä yatacittendriyakriyaù | upaviçyäsane 

yuïjyädyogamätmaviçuddhaye || (Chapter 6 Verse 12) 

“There, sitting on the seat, with the mind concentrated and holding the mind and senses in check, he 

should practice Yoga for the purification of the Self.”  

The mind should be in the state of ‘one-pointedness’ (ekägram) and the mind and senses 

should be held in check. This requires preparation through Präëäyäma and Pratyahära (fourth 

and fifth aïga of the añöäìga yoga). 
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The aim or goal of meditation should be for cleansing the mind and thus bring an end to the 

Conflict.  

àzaNtaTma ivgtÉIäRücairìte iSwt>, mn> s<yMy mi½Äae yu´ AasIt mTpr>, 

praçäntätmä vigatabhérbrahmacärivrate sthitaù | manaù saàyamya maccitto yukta äséta 

matparaù | (Chapter 6 Verse 14) 

“Serene and fearless, firm in the vow of complete chastity, holding the mind in check and fixing the 

thought on Me, he should sit in Yoga, intent on Me.” 

The focus of meditation (object-dhyeya) is given here.  Krishna suggests himself to be the 

focus as he himself states in the next verse that his is the abode of infinite peace and bliss. 

What is the result of such a practice of meditation? 

yuÃeÚev< sdaTman< yaegI inytmans>, zaiNt< invaR[prma< mTs<SwamixgCDit. 

yuïjeannevaà sadätmänaà yogé niyatamänasaù | çäntià nirväëaparamäà 

matsaàsthämadhigacchati || (Chapter 6 Verse 15) 

“Thus, constantly applying his mind to Me, the Yogé of disciplined mind attains the everlasting Peace, 

consisting of supreme Bliss, which abides in Me.” 

Conflict comes to an end in a mind which is in Peace and Bliss and this is assured by Krishna. 

What are the ‘don’ts’ for the meditation? 

naTyîtStu yaegae=iSt n cEkaNtmnît>, n caitSvßzIlSy ja¢tae nEv cajuRn. 

nätyaçnatastu yogo'sti na caikäntamanaçnataù | na cätisvapnaçélasya jägrato naiva cärjuna || 

(Chapter 6 Verse 16) 

“Arjuna, this Yoga is neither for him who overeats, nor for him who observes a complete fast; it is 

neither for him who is given to too much sleep, nor even for him who is ceaselessly awake.” 

Mere practice of meditation will not yield the result, if it is not accompanied by certain 

discipline relating to food, sleep and recreation. Krishna recommends a ‘middle path’ in this. 
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This is further emphasized by what are the ‘do-s’ for meditation? 

yu´aharivharSy yu´ceòSy kmRsu, yu´SvßavbaexSy yaegae Évit Ê>oha. 

yuktähäravihärasya yuktaceñöasya karmasu | yuktasvapnävabodhasya yogo bhavati 

duùkhahä || (Chapter 6 Verse 17) 

“Yoga becomes destroyer of sorrows to him who is regulated in food and recreation, regulated in 

performing actions and regulated in sleep and wakefulness.” 

 

In Bhagavad Gétä Krishna gives supreme importance to ‘meditation’ which is called ‘dhyäna 

yoga’ as the right and sure means to achieve the state of equanimity of mind which will end 

Conflict.  

 

“Therefore, be a Yogé,” Krishna exhorts Arjuna. 

 

tpiSv_yae=ixkae yaegI }ain_yae=ip mtae=ixk>, kimR_yíaixkae yaegI tSma*aegI ÉvajuRn. 

tapasvibhyo'dhiko yogé jïänibhyo'pi mato'dhikaù |karmibhyaçcädhiko yogé tasmädyogé 

bhavärjuna || (Chapter 6 Verse 46) 

“The Yogé (practitioner of yoga of meditation) is superior to the ascetics; he is regarded as superior even 

to those well versed in sacred lore. The Yogé is also superior to those who perform action with some 

interested motive. Therefore, Arjuna be a Yogé .”  

In the Bhagavad Gétä, Krishna provides more than one path.  They are listed as ‘Karma Yoga’- 

Path of action; ‘Jïäna Yoga’ – Path of knowledge and ‘Bhakti Yoga’ – Path of devotion. By the 

emphasis on the Yoga of meditation, Krishna makes it clear that unless one takes to 

‘meditation’ even the other paths will not yield the desired result.  

Some take-home messages from Bhagavad Gétä: 

(1) Understanding the cause of Conflict and our ability to manage the same. Arjuna, 

knowing fully that his charioteer is none other than God himself, plays with his ego of 

being the master of the situation directs Krishna to take the chariot between the armies 

to have a look at both the sides.  By this, he asked for the problem himself. “I have 

prepared well.  I can handle anything”; a feeling born out of ego will result as the 

foundation of the Conflict.  
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(2) Trying to find a reason for the withdrawal from the situation through intellectual 

reasoning.  Arjuna tells Krishna the position of right and wrong to prove his point for 

withdrawal.  

(3) When the Conflict overtakes, total submission to a reliable resource. Arjuna 

completely submits himself to Krishna and requests him for advice on what is good 

for him in the situation and direct him on the right path.  

(4) Bhagavad Gétä is a big text with 700 verses divided into 18 chapters. There is more 

than one solution.  The flow is based on the questions posed by Arjuna. Only a right 

teacher interested in the welfare of the student can offer the right solution which will 

depend on the student’s state of mind, ability and the situation.  

(5) After giving a few solutions, Krishna also offers a solution of the last resort, of 

submission to him with total faith and assures him to absolve him of the Conflict. This 

calls for a complete surrender of ‘ego’ which will make one understand the true state 

of his being.    

Conclusion: 

Conflict is a state of mind, the cause of which could be self or outside. Instead of trying to fix 

the cause outside and attempt to bring a change outside, which is not within our control, it is 

ideal to bring a change in ourselves, which will provide the mind-set to deal with all odd 

situations and give the mind the ability to stay in focus.  This will help in management of 

Conflict.   

Don’t consider the advice of the well-wishers, parents, teachers and elders as intrusion into 

your private life.  Obeying them will lead you to path of development. Get off from the bed 

by putting the alarm into silent mode.  
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Understanding Conflict 

 Put very simply, conflict of any kind arises out of attachment to a certain 

position/status/pattern of behavior. This generates fear of the loss of that very 

position/status/patter, resulting in the arousal of a deep-seated fear and 

insecurity. 

 Solutions to resolving, accepting/managing conflicts are based primarily on 

letting go.  

 
How Does Art Figure in conflict Management? 

 Art is one way of letting go, of moving beyond the safety of the known and 

stepping into the unknown. It has been proven that when children are exposed to arts 

when young, the art itself provides them with a sound anchor that helps them to cope 

with eventual conflicts. A common aggravator of adolescent conflict is the absence of an 

identity building support system. Such an anchor becomes of especial relevance in the 

transitioning period from childhood into adolescence and early adulthood. 

 
The Transcendental Nature of Art 

 Be it music, dance, painting or literature, the Indian cultural tradition places a 

strong emphasis on exposure to art as an integral aspect in the development of a  

well-rounded personality. A well-known Subhasita in Sanskrit states, ―sahitya sangita 

kala vihinah saksat pashuh puccha visana hinah,‖ likening the individual who is devoid 

of any interest or aptitude for any art form or for the creation of beauty, to an ordinary 

animal, albeit bereft of horns and a tail. Such is the regard and reverence given to art and 

artistes in India.  

 In Mālavikāgnimitram, one of the first plays he wrote, Sanskrit poet Kalidasa  

(4th-5th century AD) evoked the sublime power of drama, describing it as a beautiful 

visual sacrifice for the gods. He ends a sloka with: ―Natyam bhinna rucherjanasya 

bahudhapyekam samaradhanam.‖ This translates to: ―Drama is the single (unique) 

means of pleasing people of different tastes in many ways.‖ The namasankirtana tradition 

is further practical evidence of the inherent power of music to divert us from our varied 

troubles, bringing the mind‘s attention, even if temporary, to a higher spiritual 

experience.  

The Coercive and Aggregating Power of Music 

 There are innumerable instances of how music can play a significant role in 

altering or directing the mental states of individuals.  

THE ROLE OF TRADITIONAL ARTS IN MANAGING CONFLICT 
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 In all societies and cultures, a primary function of music is collective and 

communal, to bring and bind people together.  Music during wartime has tended to be 

thought of as a morale booster or a diversion for the non-fighting population, as seen in 

the UK during the second world war (Weingartner 2006) or in parts of Bosnia-

Herzegovina in the 1990s (Hadzihusejnovic-Valasek 1998; Zelizer 2004). In active warfare 

music has been used to marshal troops in(to) battle, through marching rhythms that help 

build a (temporary) community and foster strong euphoric feelings (McNeill 1995). In the 

2003 invasion of Iraq American soldiers played recordings of loud, predominantly rap, 

metal and hardcore music, whilst engaging in patrols and attacks inside armoured 

vehicles (Gittoes 2006). 

 An Australian physician and psychiatrist, Dr. John Diamond, found a direct link 

between muscle strength/weakness and music. He discovered that all of the muscles in 

the entire body go weak when subjected to the "stopped anapestic beat" of music from 

certain genres of hard rock music. Dr. Diamond found another effect of the anapestic 

beat. He called it a "switching" of the brain. Dr. Diamond said this switching occurs when 

the actual symmetry between both of the cerebral hemispheres is destroyed causing 

alarm in the body along with lessened work performance, learning and behavior 

problems in children, and a "general malaise in adults." In addition to harmful, irregular 

beats in rock music, shrill frequencies prove to also be harmful to the body. 

Music can also be used to foster and maintain conflict, as is also evident in the 

Balkan War and the II World War. Nevertheless, that does not undermine the inherent 

potential of music to positively impact emotional states of individuals. 

 
Music and Dance Based Interventions 

 What applies to an art form like music, equally applies to dance as well, for dance 

and music are inevitable intertwined. The same holds good for painting, 

literature, sculpture and other aesthetic forms as well Studies are increasingly 

establishing the effects of the therapeutic application of music and dance. 

 One study enrolled 60 patients hospitalized for major strokes. All received 

standard stroke care. In addition, one-third of the patients listened to recorded 

music for at least one hour a day, another third listened to audiobooks, and the 

final group did not receive any auditory stimulation. After three months, verbal 

memory improved by 60% in the music listeners, compared with 20% to30% in 

the audiobook group and to the patients who did not receive auditory 

stimulation. In addition, the music listeners' ability to perform and control certain 

mental operations improved by 17%. The patients in the other two groups did not 

improve at all in this area. 

 According to well-known choreographer and Movement Therapist, Tripura 

Kashyap, dance provides an active, non-competitive form of exercise that has 

potential positive effects for physical health as well as mental and emotional 

wellbeing. Dance therapy is based on the idea that body and mind are co-

relational. 
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 A six-month study of 50 female former sex-workers in Kolkata and Mumbai 

found that dance movement therapy helped ease anxiety, depression, anger and 

post-traumatic stress when used alongside traditional counseling and other 

rehabilitation efforts. Dance therapy is a non-judgmental, non-hierarchical 

therapy for these women who may otherwise be hesitant to express themselves. 

 Scientific research proved that in males and females dance practice and physical 

activity can have a positive effect on physical fitness and it also increases lung 

function, lung capacity, flexibility and aerobic capacity (Blair, Cheng & Holder, 

2001).  

 Dance therapy as exercise is known to increase the neurotransmitters called 

endorphins which increase a state of well-being. Dance increases total body 

movement, which helps to improve circulatory, respiratory, skeletal, and 

muscular systems (Quin, Redding & Frazer, 2007). 

 According to Deonna Cipolla, ―Dancing is a type of exercise and every type of 

exercise releases endorphins in the brain. This will cause the dancer to experience 

happiness. Over a longer period time, dancing will condition the brain to be able 

to learn & pick up information more easily. In addition, a Dancer's skill of 

repeating will be sufficiently higher than a non-dancer, since they have been 

taught to do so their whole life. 

 Dance has also been proven to be a therapeutic outlet for many. It is seen as a way 

to express yourself and let your emotions be free rather than have them harvest 

inside. Dance has also been found to help improve problem-solving skills. In 

addition, it has also been noted that improvisational dance can help with 

divergent & creative thinking.‖ 

 Studies have demonstrated that dance has physiological and psychological 

benefits (Hopkins, Murrah, Hoeger, & Rhodes 1990). Adiputra, Alex, Sutjana, 

Tirtayasa, and Manuaba (1996), found that dancing lowered the resting heart rate 

and blood pressure and increased the maximum aerobic capacity in young male 

ballet dancers. Many dance forms provide a total body workout, which tones the 

body and provides aerobic benefits, unlike working just the lower body when on 

the stationary bike or walking on the treadmill (Alpert, 2011). In addition to 

physiological benefits, benefits of fun, creative expression, and socialization, 

dancing was also shown to elevate mood, increase sense of self-esteem and well-

being, and increase social contact in healthy adolescent females (Blackman, 

Hunter, Hilyer, & Harrison, 1988; Estivill, 1995). The above findings have been 

substantiated by numerous investigators (Kirkendall & Calabrese, 1983; Karlsson, 

Johnell, & Obrant, 1993; Palo-Bengtsson & Ekman, 1997), although the subjects 

were mainly younger adults (age range 19-44 years) or professional dancers. 

We see that many musicians and dancers have demonstrated through their work 

the relevance of dance in resolving conflicts and contributing to rehabilitation efforts. A 

key example is Dr. Ambika Kameshwar of RASA, who has evolved a system called 

Creative Movement Therapy to work with children who have special needs. Another 
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effort that needs to be mentioned is by MS. Alokonanda Roy of Kolkata whose efforts in 

rehabilitating convict prisoners using dance and theatre, brought about notable changes 

in the emotional states of the participants. Let us know listen to a few samples of music 

from different genres and then, we can discuss the impact of these excerpts on your 

mental state. (Practical session) 
 

In Conclusion 

This session aimed at orienting and creating awareness about how music can 
impact the mind both positively and negatively. In the same line of thought, we have 
watched videos of dancers and choreographers who are using the vocabulary of dance to 
help individuals cope with and manage traumatic experiences that they have undergone. 
Similar studies on various other art forms and art-based expressions also indicate the 
potential of such exercises in helping individuals and groups of individuals address 
conflicts and evolve strategies to transcend conflict in their lives. A possible reason for 
this could be the fundamental right-brain aspect that underlies all artistic self-expression. 
While left-brain thinking orients us to logical and structured responses, the danger in 
this, especially for individuals who have undergone some trauma is that such responses 
also require some degree of conformity to popularly form, semantics, reasoning and 
structure. However, most experiences that impact us at deep seated emotional levels go 
beyond form and structure and hence, the use of the arts as a form of self-enquiry and 
expression, can also help to liberate us from our various emotions and inhibitions that 
cannot be adequately expressed otherwise. Therein lies the immense potential of arts-
based interventions for conflict management among individuals of all ages.  
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What is Conflict? 

 Any object/situation that gives one a sense of incompatibility 

 Any situation when there is a disagreement between two or more parties involved 

with regard to a desired action/outcome, giving rise to discord 

 anything that poses a challenge or a threat to our well-being  

 When there is a mismatch between expectation (unrealistic) and capacity 

(inadequate) resulting in stress 

 In yogic terms, this is known as ―duhkha.‖  

 
What is the Impact of Conflict? 

 Any conflict gives rise to stress. When there is a stressor, all our sense organs 

become alert/acute.Physical stress is short lived – sudden rush of blood- increase in 

glucose level, adrenalin, cortisol, increased heart rate etc.  

 Stress affects all layers of the human system – body, breath, mind, personality and 

emotions (annamaya, pranamaya, manomaya, vijnanamaya and anandamaya), thereby 

giving rise to duhkha, a feeling of unease that every living being strives to get out of.  

 Stress in itself, is of two kinds – eustress which is a positive stress that motivates 

us and helps us to achieve our goals; and distress, which is negative stress giving rise to 

panic and a sense of helplessness. While stress does have physiological ramifications, the 

fact remains that stress is generated in an individual‘s mind, not because of a situation, 

but because of how the individual reacts to that situation. As the famous Sanskrit saying 

goes, ―mana eva karanam manusyanam bandha moksayoh.‖ 

 The mind alone is the cause both of bondage and liberation, in human beings. 

According to yoga, the mind is verily a playground for the three guna-s (qualities of the 

mind and also all matter) – sattva(clarity, lucidity, illumination), rajas (activity, 

movement) and tamas (inertia, dullness, heaviness) which are in a constant flux and 

which underlie our every thought, word and behaviour. Our goal therefore, is to facilitate 

sattva dominance in the mind so that the negative influences of rajas and tamas cease to 

bother us 

 
Why Do We Find Ourselves in a Conflict? 

The Yogasutra offers us a succinct explanation. Patanjali very clearly traces the origin of 

al situations of stress to the human mind. 

 parinama – change 

 tapa – unreasonable desires that are unfulfilled 

 samskara – conditioning 

THE ROLE OF YOGA IN MANAGING CONFLICT 
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 gun- vrtti-virodha – the tendency of the guna-s to be always at loggerheads 

 The fluctuations of the guna-s give rise to avidya (lack of discriminative 

understanding of the true nature of Self and mind) and other klesa-s (mental afflictions) 

through strong association or identification with the material changeable universe which 

we attach to despite knowing its impermanence. This, in turn, causes deep seated likes or 

dislikes which in turn trigger emotions of anger. When anger is not managed it gives rise 

to conflict. In fact, in the Bhagavdgita, Sri Krishna explains to Arjuna the devolutionary 

spiral that is triggered by sanga (inappropriate association based on objects that we 

desire) and leads progressively to krodha (anger), moha (delusion), smrti vibhrama 

(distortion of memory and buddhinasa (destruction of one‘s intelligence and discretion), 

culminating in pranasa (complete and total destruction of one‘s psychological fabric. 

Some Symptoms of Conflict-induced Stress 

 While stress is a generic term that encompasses a wide number of symptoms 

affecting the physical, physiological and psychological dimensions of the systems, the 

fact remains is that at the core of stress lies an inability to cope with a conflict situation. 

These symptoms include anxiety, boredom, depression,  frustration, low self-esteem, 

loneliness,  nervousness, guilt, emotional outbursts, irritability, addictions, accident 

proneness, emotional eating, loss of appetite, increased heart rate, unnatural sweating, 

dryness in the mouth, speech disturbances, disturbed breath, lack of bodily control, 

dilation of pupils, reduced concentration, poor inter-personal relationships at home and 

in work place, insomnia, infertility, decrease in respiratory efficiency, decrease in 

digestive and metabolic efficiency, decrease in immunity, emotional reactivity etc. The list 

of stress induced pathology seems never ending. Regardless of the stressor, when 

exposed to a situation of conflict, every individual goes through some or all of these 

symptoms to varying degrees. While it may not be entirely possible to eliminate the 

stressor, yoga offers us a powerful means to manage stress and hence, cope with conflicts 

more efficiently. 

Yoga and the Mind 

Yoga traces its origins to the Vedic tradition, which offers to us the valuable 

insight that the only way to cope with conflict is by rising above it mentally. The primary 

premise of yoga is that duhkha, suffering, is a reality caused because of the mind‘s 

obsessive connection to the changeable and material universe. However, duhkha can be 

alleviated by refining the mind through a progressive process of meditation, using the 

mind itself as the instrument. A refined mind is less prone to agitation, distraction or 

dullness.In the space of stillness that results, deep reflection is possible.Reflective 

meditation leads us towards an understanding of the inner Self that is untouched by joy 

and sorrow.  

Conflict Resolution Strategies – The Role of Yoga 

There are four possible approaches to managing or resolving conflict. 

 Remove or change the source of conflict – In most cases, this may be very difficult or 

even impossible to do, as multiple factors and variables contribute to the building up 

of conflict 
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 Anticipate and plan in advance so that one can attempt to pre-empt and diffuse a 

potentially stressful situation. This is what Patanjali presents in Yogasutra II.16: 

heyam duhkham anagatam 

 Alter the way you view or react to stressful event. This is where the practices of yoga 

contribute positively towards altering the state of mind and enabling a process of 

reflective response rather than impulsive reactions in any given situation  

 Lower the impact stress may have on your body at the physical and mental level – 

Here, again, the tools of yoga contribute surely and systematically to the 

improvement of overall physical health status, enhancing respiratory and cardiac 

efficiency, stimulating the parasympathetic nervous response in place of the body‘s 

stress response and also facilitating greater and sustained mental focus and calmness. 

 Fundamentally, the role of any yoga-based intervention is to catalyse a transition 

from a pattern of restlessness, agitation and confusion that is triggered by a disturbed 

mind towards a pattern of equipoise, calmness and clarity that are the hallmarks of an 

alert and stable mind. 

 duhkhasukha 

 (sorrow/ grief)   (wellbeing/ease) 

 daurmanasyasaumanasya 

 (negativity, pessimism)  (positivity, optimism) 

 angamejayatvaangasthairyam 

 (weakness, debility of the body)  (steadfastness, ability to withstand) 

 svasa-prasvasa dirgha-suksmaprana 

 (disturbed, unregulated breath) (long, smooth breath) 

 When these transitions happen, then the mind also shifts from its tendency to 

function from a space of confusion and agitation to functioning with clarity and reason; 

this in turn changes the way one responds to situations of conflict 

 
Multiple Benefits Offered by a Practice Integrating the Various Tools of Yoga 

 Asana is an external discipline that brings alignment physiologically and therefore 

alters psychology as well. The practice of asana not only enhances physical flexibility 

and strength, it also subtly strengthens the mind. In fact, one of the key benefits of 

asana practice is that the sustained practice of asana, done in the prescribed manner, 

significantly reduces the rajasic nature of the mind. Further, the practice of asana 

contributes to arogyam ( freedom from diseases), sthairyam (stability) and 

angalaghavam (lightness of the body).  

 The Practice of pranayama, regulation of the breath, the purpose being to increase 

prana (vitality), inturn effects a corresponding quieting of the mind.  

 Visualisation and meditation as powerful ways of altering the state of mind or at the 

very least providing distraction. When the mind is trained progressively to delink 

from its normal preoccupations and connect to an auspicious object with positive 

attributes, it slowly develops the ability to reflect those very qualities of the object it 

connects to. 
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 Guided relaxation and nyasa (specific placements and movements of the fingers) as 

tools for calming the mind and inducing relaxation 

 The vibrationary power of chanting that can alter one‘s internal and external 

environment 

Over and above the tools of yoga, at the very heart of yoga, lies the connection 

between teacher and taught. According to renowned yoga master, Sri TKV Desikachar, 

the true success of any yoga-based intervention, be it for the purpose of general wellbeing 

or as a means for managing conflict, lies in the rapport that the teacher creates with the 

student. In such an ambience of trust and comfort, the student‘s sustained practice 

(abhyasa), his/her conviction and faith in the teaching/tradition/teacher and the process 

(sraddha) , and the care-seeker‘s ability to gradually disengage from all distractions 

(vairagya) together offer a multi-pronged strategy for conflict resolution that focuses not 

so much on eliminating an external problem but rather on empowering the practitioner to 

understand the situation and manage it wisely and maturely with courage and 

confidence. Therein lies yoga‘s immense power to play a vital role in managing conflict in 

our present times, for it shifts the onus from the outer universe that is often complex and 

bewildering to the inner world of the mind and senses that are entirely within the control 

of every individual. Quite interestingly, the constitution of the UNESCO reads. 

 ―The Governments of the States Parties to this Constitution on behalf of their peoples 

declare:  That since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the 

defenses of peace must be constructed.‖ To rephrase this statement, since conflicts 

originate in the minds of men (based on the relative nature of one‘s perception), it is also 

in the mind and by the same mind that all attempts at resolving conflict in a sustainable 

manner be rooted. Yoga, as a well-structured philosophy that nevertheless offers 

abundant insights into the workings of the human mind, can thus be seen as a powerful 

interventional strategy that can be applied independently or complementary to other 

interventions, to bring about holistic transformation of the individual practitioner. 
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Introduction 

The World Health Organization defines adolescence as a period of human 

development that occurs between childhood and adulthood, roughly between the ages of 

10 and 19. This is a period of critical transition, where the individual acquires the 

biological, emotional and intellectual growth that is necessary to face the challenges of 

adulthood. 

 The onset of adolescence is generally agreed to be marked by the onset of puberty, 

which defines the end of childhood as a biological phase. The child starts to show rapid 

physical change, accompanied with shifting behavioral patterns. While the biological 

changes that occur during puberty are commonly known, there is not always a clear 

understanding of the stark changes in attitude, aspect and behavior that adolescents 

exhibit. It must be borne in mind that adolescence is the phase of life in which the concept 

of identity is expanded, broadened and deepened. The adolescent is in the process of 

experimenting with her image, with who she wants to be, what belief she wants to hold, 

how she wants to express herself in appearance, word and action, and how she wishes to 

be perceived. Alongside, shifting hormones lead to a developing libido, and a natural 

urge to be attractive, and to seek out pleasurable experiences. 

 Understandably, therefore, this is a period prone to conflict, confusion and stress- 

internal, intra-familial and societal. While entirely natural, the exploratory and 

experimental urges occurring in this phase can potentially place adolescents under 

considerable risk. Therefore, it is important for parents, teachers and other adults 

involved in the adolescent‘s life, to carefully manage this phase, in order to ensure that 

the youngster is able to safely explore her potential, while avoiding the risks involved. 

 It must be noted that, while the onset of adolescence is marked by puberty, the 

end of it is not as clearly defined. While the general perception is that adolescence lasts 

till the late teens, this is not strictly true. The end of adolescence is not as abrupt as its 

beginning. Rather, it is a gentle fading into early adulthood, without clear traces of 

change. The end of adolescence, therefore, is subject to a variety of social factors, such as 

the law of the land, local culture, and so on.  

 
The Nature of Adolescent Conflict 

 With a rapidly changing body, coupled with a new desire to be attractive, the 

young adolescent mind is ripe for issues related to body image. The early-to-mid 

adolescent wants to look appealing and conform to standards of attractiveness prevalent 

at the time, which means that she might often feel immensely dissatisfied with her body, 

UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT FROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE OF YOUTH 
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clothes or general appearance. Celebrities such as movie stars, musicians, and 

advertisement models play a big role in informing the adolescent on what might be an 

acceptable standard for beauty. 

 This poses a great threat for the health and emotional wellbeing of a young 

person, because trend after trend shows that media presents almost impossible-to-achieve 

standards of beauty. For example, one report shows that female fashion models weigh  

23 percent less than the average female of the same age, and alarmingly, these 

representations are perceived to be normal. Unsurprisingly, eating disorders such as 

anorexia nervosa and bulimia are on the rise the worldwide, especially in the adolescent 

age group. Such body image issues are, primarily, a source of great internal conflict for 

the adolescent. Moreover, it presents recurrent conflict between the parents and the 

teenager, presenting as disagreements over attire, appearance and most pertinently, food 

habits. 

 It is pertinent to point out here that body image issues are often thought to affect 

females more than males, while this is not true. For example, while both boys and girls 

commonly suffer from acne, culture often provides girls with approved means to cope, 

such as makeup to conceal facial acne, whereas no such recourse is available to boys in 

most cultures. Body image issues plague young boys just as often, and just as acutely, as 

they do girls. If anything, the absence of acknowledgement of their issues as relevant, 

may put boys under even further stress. 

 As the identity of the adolescent evolves, the youngster experiences role 

confusion. There is acute awareness of one‘s place in the family hierarchy, and there is a 

need to reject child-like roles, and to assume more adult-like roles, particularlythrough 

independent decision making, and through freedom to choose and explore.  

 A seemingly strange paradox that is commonly observed in adolescent behavior is 

the strong outward rejection of convention, but a simultaneous, deep urge to conform to 

prevailing ―teenage norms‖ such as a popular fashion, style of talking, set of opinions or 

behaviors. Indeed, the peer group can be a redoubtable influence in this manner, which 

may sometimes catalyze the development of unhealthy or unsuitable habits. 

 Parents commonly experience that, try as they might, they are not able to exert the 

same amount of influence over their teenage kids, as do their peer group. This leads to 

frustration and conflict. However, it is important for parents to bear in mind that despite 

conflicting external demonstration of reckless independence, the teenager is in reality 

deeply dependent upon the parents for resources and for a safety net. She fears parental 

rejection, and is undergoing the deeply conflicting emotions – craving adult-like 

independence, but also clinging to childlike desires for approval, security and parental 

support. 

 Teenage rebellion is perhaps topmost on the list of problems that parents with 

adolescent encounter. This rebellion presents itself as a blatant flouting of ground rules 

that were hitherto followed, a challenging of authority at home, school or even in public. 

While it can feel like teenagers are rebelling against their parents, the truth is often that 

adolescents are rebelling at parents, rather than against them. That is, teenage rebellion 
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could be a way of safely rehearsing the limits of independence and freedom, before 

actually trying it out in the ―real world‖. 

 Rebellion is a process that shows specific traits in specific age groups. In early 

adolescence, rebellion is typically within the family, with children acting out at parents. 

In mid adolescence, rebellion is usually about creating a unique identity and 

differentiation from others. In the late adolescence (―trial independence‖) stage, rebellion 

might manifest as uncharacteristic sloppiness, flouting of personal discipline norms etc., 

to assert the idea that rules no longer apply to this newly emerged adult. 

 Despite the obvious unpleasantness of teenage rebellion, the urge to rebel is a 

natural, healthy and inevitable part of the individual‘s development. However, without 

proper guidance and management, rebellion can potentially lead to self-defeating and 

self-destructive behavior. Many strategies have been proposed to manage teenage 

rebellion. Most of them are instinctive, culturally inherited and anecdotal, and usually 

involve wearing down the resistance of a rebellious teenager through patient but 

persistent guidance and course correction. The older the teenager, the more important it 

becomes for the parent to allow consequences of erratic behavior to play out, all the while 

being available as a non-judgemental, dependable support system when things go wrong. 

 While these strategies are time-tested, sports, yoga, music, dance and art 

education could be very effective tools available to adolescents, to find creative 

expression, identity creation as well as an outlet for confusion and stress during this 

complex phase of life. Art therapies for adolescents are gaining ground as an effective 

way to manage behavioral and emotional issues among teenagers. 

 An early introduction to art, music and dance potentially provides the child with 

a much-needed outlet for her confusions and inner conflicts. Art can also help 

differentiate the child from her peers, giving her a desirable identity, while also providing 

the deep satisfaction of creating something unique and beautiful. Sports can help the 

adolescent channel her physical as well as emotional energy, while learning team skills, 

and most importantly, learning to cope with failure in a safe and contained manner. 

 The effects of yoga on growing bodies is both well known, and well documented. 

While asana practice tones and strengthens growing musculature, breath practice and 

gradually introduced meditative practices can help the adolescent develop vital skills in 

introspection, leading to self-regulation of behavior and impulse control. 

 
Conclusion 

 Next to infancy, adolescence presents the most amount of dramatic growth and 

development. In the short span of roughly a decade, an individual must undergo drastic 

physical change, discard the child identity and rehearse several trial identities till a 

mature, stable adult identity evolves. The individual must confront, challenge and 

eventually make peace with authority, explore the frontiers of freedom, experience its 

consequences, both pleasant and unpleasant, and define a suitable boundary of operation 

within which self-expression, satisfaction and eventually, self-actualization may emerge.  
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 None of this is likely to happen without a needed level of conflict – an ever-

present inner conflict about what choices to make, why and how, conflict over rules with 

parents and teachers who are not only well-loved guardians, but also essentially all-

powerful authority figures, with society that dictates mores of appropriate appearance, 

behavior and conduct for its orderly functioning, yet whose very mores are constantly 

reshaped by each generation of young people.  

 It is perhaps safe to say that an unconflicted youth is a paradox, and that carefully 

managed conflict and rebellion can ensure a wholesome adolescence, and unleash its 

potential for creating a fulfilled, assertive and accomplished young adult. 
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 Friendship – a deep, nurturing and intimate voluntary relationship of mutual 

trust and platonic love between two non-related individuals, is perhaps the most 

fascinating of human relationships. While the affection and affinity for one‘s blood 

relatives is more easily explicable, the mysterious affinity between friends unrelated by 

blood, is as noble as it is intriguing. 

 While friendship is a universally understood phenomenon, it is interesting to note 

that a gender disparity often shows up in friendship, more so in certain strongly 

patriarchal cultures. The reader might find it instructive to conduct a quick survey, by 

asking people around him or her to name examples of great friends, from history or 

mythology. Chances are high that the named friends are typically male. In the Indian 

context, for instance, Karna and Duryodhana come up, as do Rama and Sugriva, Krishna 

and Sudhama. While exemplary female friends do exist, one is slower to arrive upon 

them, such as Sita and Trijata, as alsoKausalya and Sumitra from the Ramayana. Further, 

it is interesting to observe that Sita and Trijata were not friends in the conventional sense 

of choice and voluntary seeking out of each other.Rather, they assume the role of captive 

and guard, respectively. Similarly, Sumitra and Kausalya were co-wives of Dasharatha, 

whose friendship existed alongside their shared relationship. 

 The point being made here is that, true and lasting friendships of choice seem to 

be a rareroccurrence among women, and this doesn‘t seem to be true only to mythology. 

This rings true even today in India, where we see that while men may enjoy active long-

term friendships with collegemates or colleagues from the past, women – specifically 

homemakers- often socialize with women in their immediate neighbourhood, or with 

companions of chance, such as the mothers of their children‘s playmates. While such 

acquaintances may well blossom into true friendship, this might not necessarily happen 

all the time, and for every woman. 

 In India, married women traditionally move in with their husband‘s family. This 

displacement, along with the flood of new relationships to manage, responsibilities to 

fulfil and eventually, children to care for, leaves little time or room for stand-alone 

friendships. While this may be slowly changing in today‘s scenario, the situation still 

largely holds good. 

 Apart from the deep satisfaction, sense of love and belonging that a good 

friendship can provide, there are strong reasons why women should actively strive to 

cultivate meaningful, long-term friendships that are robust enough to weather each 

individual‘s family commitments and personal constraints.  

STRI SANGHA – THE POWER OF WOMEN’S COLLABORATIVES 
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 To begin with, evidence shows that men and women respond differently to stress 

– women do so by ―tending and befriending‖. Seen from this view, a female friend can 

fill a vital role in a woman‘s life, because women instinctively respond to a loved one‘s 

stress by listening, showing empathy by validation, and specific behavioural markers. 

This is markedly different from a masculine response. This need to be listened to, 

validated and empathised with, might not be adequately satisfied by a male relative or 

friend, however sincere and intimate the relationship, because the masculine response to 

problem tends to be more solution-oriented, and less likely to be empathetic listening and 

validation. 

 Moreover, evidence suggests that the lack of strong support in the form of 

friendship might make a personal vulnerable to abuse and bullying, and this turns out to 

be a gender-agnostic fact. This piece of evidence, therefore, becomes important in 

evaluating how women might safeguard themselves from potentially dangerous 

domestic and public situations where they might be subject to harassment and violence. 

It seems reasonable to extend the above argument to say that women with strong support 

systems are less vulnerable to abuse. That said, a strong support system could obviously 

be provided by family members, although such family support is not always an option 

for many women. Since friendship is voluntary, it becomes possible for almost every 

woman. Friendship, alongside as well as in the absence of strong family support, can play 

an excellent role in providing moral, physical and emotional support to a woman in need. 

 Apart from deep and intimate friendships, a casual collaborative of women, 

centred around a common interest or purpose, can prove to be a powerful tool for self-

empowerment among women. This could be a collaborative themed on a hobby, a 

profession, or even a support system for women who have endured a difficult situation, 

and are in need of moral support and strength. A close and trusted female circle can be a 

safe place for women to open up and discuss their fears, doubts and aspirations, which 

they might otherwise be unable to do in a mixed gender setting, or in a rigidly patriarchal 

environment. 

 In the context of economic empowerment, women‘s collaboratives have evinced 

stunning advantages. Take the case of Grameen Bank, founded by Nobel laureate 

Muhammad Yunus of Bangladesh. Grameen Bank functions on a model of microcredit to 

extremely impoverished individuals with little or no ability to provide collateral against 

which to borrow.The model here is solidarity lending – that is, the verbal assurance of 

acquaintances serves as the only collateral.  

Over the course of his experience with micro-lending, prof. Yunus found that 

almost 97% of his loans were going to women. It was found that women‘s groups that 

borrowed were far more likely to honour their debts, seeking encouragement and 

support from each other not only to replay, but also to deploy the credit productively, 

and to profitable end.Further, Professor Yunus says that women who receive these loans 

based on the recommendation and verbal surety offered by their all-women groups, were 

more likely to adopt healthier lifestyles, learn to handle their own money, and are truly 

empowered. Their unfailing tendency to honour the debt perhaps has to dowith the 
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solidarity they show to their women‘s group, not wanting to let down the women who 

vouched for their loan in the first place. 

 Now, similar micro-lending models abound in the country. Several state 

governments have launched various schemes open to women‘s cooperatives and self-

empowerment groups. The Bharatiya Mahila Bank, for example, exists to bring economic 

independence to women, especially form society‘s most disadvantaged sections. 

 Women‘s microcredit models, therefore, serve as excellent examples of the power 

of the collaborative effort among women. At a more casual level, women today are 

organizing themselves into groups for fitness and health, life-skill development, hobby 

circles and study groups for self-acquisition. There are also all-women travel groups, 

such as the WOW club (Women on Wanderlust), which makes it possible for women 

traveling to the same destinations to meet and team up as travel companions. Similarly, 

the safety, support and encouragement offered by a circle of women friends can help 

many women take up higher studies after years of break. It can also inspire women to 

take up art, music and other avenues of self-expression, as it can afford a safe haven for 

voicing problems and concerns.  

 To conclude, both traditional wisdom and scientific study indicates that 

friendships are an inalienable part of one‘s growth and wellbeing. While social structures 

may have made it difficult for women to fully enjoy the benefits of this wonderful 

relationship, the modern woman should take every effort to revive and rekindle 

cherished friendships from her youth, while actively seeking to make new friendships 

based not merely on convenience and proximity, but also on choice and compatibility. 

Over time, such efforts pay off not only as years of shared joy and empowerment, but 

also as an invaluable support system that is readily available during times of distress. 
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 There used to be a time, when relationships were synonymous with commitment. 

But unfortunately, today, many relationships especially among youngsters whether love 

or marital relationships are based on convenience. When the underlying element of 

commitment is not there, there is no conviction to make it work. And yes, the platform 

for conflict is set. 

 The focus of this article is to put forth the pointers that you need to be aware of as 

being important in a love or a marital relationship and of course consider seriously before 

getting into one. Although youngsters today are quite mature in thinking and have a lot 

more clarity in their thought process, when it comes to relationships, probably due to 

hormonal actions premature decisions are arrived at. 

 This premature decision would trigger a romantic relationship and by the time the 

differences are sorted out a lot of emotional investment has gone into the relationship and 

even if either of the partners want to make a sensible decision of calling it quits for the 

right reasons, it becomes very difficult to implement. 

 So, in order to prevent a heart break that follows a break up, one enters 

matrimony hoping for the best but it is entered with the negative baggage that got 

accumulated when they were in love. So, any conflict, issue that arises within marriage is 

going to be dealt by them in the backdrop of this baggage. So at any point in the love 

relationship, if one of the partner feels that his/her backpack is getting heavier, it is 

important to share with the partner that it is too heavy to hold on to it anymore and that 

it needs unloading. If the partner is unwilling to offer his/her support, the partner 

holding on to it needs to wake-up, needs to take a call, because offering support and 

comfort o one‘s partner is crucial in a relationship and it is a skill that needs to be learnt. 

If either partners are not ready to habituate themselves with this skill it means that they 

are not ready for the relationship. In a relationship, both the man and the woman have 

the same position; there is no gender difference in putting efforts to make the relationship 

work. 

 Although difficult, do not hesitate to end a relationship for reasons involving 

threat and abuse. Trusting one‘s gut feeling in these matters works. Discussing with 

someone who is close and who would be able to look at the situation objectively also 

helps. But if that someone is biased, then seeking professional help will help to come out 

of the box and look at the situation more objectively. Abuse can be verbal, physical, 

emotional or sexual.  

 Verbal abuse involves use of foul language towards the other partner, the 

relationship, towards loved ones, or any aspect concerning the other partner. Physical 

CONFLICTS IN RELATIONSHIPS 
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abuse involves the use of physical blows or infliction of physical pain. Emotional abuse is 

where one partner becomes too possessive about the other to the extent that there is no 

comfort zone experienced by the other partner. In the beginning, possessiveness is 

perceived as something very positive in a relationship (He loves me so much) but as the 

relationship grows it becomes very restrictive and claustrophobic. Emotional abuse could 

also be in terms of taking the partner for granted, giving a feel of how it is to be a 

doormat. And of course sexual abuse, is where a partner makes sexual advances or 

demands sex in the name of the trueness of the relationship. 

 Threat in a relationship need not necessarily mean that one partner is being 

threatened to stay in the relationship but it could also be that the other partner is 

threatening to commit self harm – this could be mutilation of a body part or suicide itself. 

Such threats could arise out of personality disorders or even out of serious psychiatric 

disturbances. If such episodes are identified do not hesitate to seek professional help as it 

saves the life of both the partners. Early diagnosis and early intervention definitely leads 

to better recovery. 

 Though it is understandable that a great detailed analysis of the person before 

falling in love-may not be possible and may even sound unrealistic as the spontaneity 

may seem to be lost in falling in love, but certainly a little amount of plain, logical, 

practical thinking becomes mandatory. Thinking in terms of, whether you will be able to 

live the rest of your life with him, whether you are ready to whole heartedly accept his 

parents, if not whole heartedly at least to the level of maintaining a cordial relationship 

with them and vice versa, becomes crucial. This is where the socioeconomic background 

of a person needs to be looked into. For eg, a college student getting married to a 

mechanic may sound great in reel life but in real life every day would become a disaster. 

When we say socioeconomic background, it is not just about the money factor but the 

lifestyle factor that needs serious thought.  

 These things will sound trivial when we are in the beginning of a love 

relationship, because this is the time when our hormones are working overtime looking 

only for intimacy and passion and in the light of this we have a tendency to exaggerate 

our adjusting capacities far beyond what is actually there. Therefore, the love formula 

becomes ―anything and everything is ok as long as I get this man‖ and the marriage 

formula becomes ―Nothing is ok because of this man‖. 

 It has to be remembered that the personality of the individual plays a 

predominant role in making a relationship work. Important personality variables like 

self-esteem, hardiness and optimistic explanatory style are important predictors of 

success in relationships.  

 Self concept is the basic understanding that one has about oneself. The evaluative 

component of self concept is called self-esteem. In very simple terms, self esteem is high if 

an individual thinks that he/she has more positive qualities than negative qualities. Only 

such individuals are capable of making a relationship work because they are not fussy, 

they are not touchy, hypersensitive, they are not hypercritical about themselves, they are 
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open to new learning and experience. All these are extremely important in a relationship 

whether romantic or marital.  

 On the other hand, if an individual‘s self esteem is low, then he/she tries to find 

fault with others in the hope of justifying to himself/herself that it is not he/she alone 

who is wrong but others are wrong as well. He/She becomes hypersensitive to criticisms 

and so in many instances would avoid social contacts fearing criticism. This in the long 

run would affect open communication in a relationship. As we understand no partner is 

going to put up with such a lover/husband or wife. 

 It should also be remembered that hardiness as a personality comprises of 

commitment, challenge and control. Commitment is where the partner is totally loyal to 

the relationship and wants to make it work; challenge is where the partner is able to look 

at any shortcomings in a relationship as a learning experience and not as a threat; and 

control is where the person is in control of the relationship and not of each other.  

 The other most crucial buffer against stress in a relationship is optimistic 

explanatory style which comprises of external, specific and temporary. That is the way an 

issue has to be looked in a relationship. If the mind is trained to look at an issue as having 

a little external cause, so that the partner does not have to take total personal 

responsibility for the cause it feels a little better and this helps to work out strategies to 

solve the issue. Moreover, the partners have to get trained to look at a particular problem 

as being specific to the issue, for eg, if the partner‘s sense of time always proves to be 

dissatisfactory, deal only with the lack of punctuality. Do not generalize it and say 

something like ―You are always irresponsible‖. Over and beyond this, believe for oneself 

this it is only a temporary phase of unhappiness that is existing and if a proactive role is 

taken it can be dealt with in a better manner.  

 It is not that healthy successful relationships are devoid of conflicts, but the truth 

is that in such relationships the partners possess these personality factors to steer it the 

right direction to culminate in resolution. In addition to these, just like how our body 

needs rest, a relationship too needs rest-rest being the acronym for respect, empathy, 

sharing and trust. Rest can be rightly called the foundation for a relationship and in the 

absence any one of these, the relationship is sure to become empty and shaky.  

 The points discussed in the article do not need impulsive decisions, but instead 

long thought out decisions. So, youngsters who are reading this, please take your time to 

ponder over these points as you will never get an opportunity of doing this later, once 

you are in a relationship. 

Teachers are supposed to be second parents for the students. This only makes 

their job much more loaded and a pressing need for them to be even more responsible of 

delivering their duties as second parents. Years before, students just needed help 

regarding academic difficulties. But today, there are students who hardly need help for 

academic concerns but a lot more of them need help and support for relationship issues. 

The question is, how many teachers are equipped themselves to provide this support? 

Although a teacher cannot become a professional counsellor, she can certainly start the 

process of rendering help. 
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 First and foremost, teachers have to come out of the position of a teacher, that is 

they have to learn to respect the student who has a problem as a human being. This is 

almost like role reversal, because usually the norm is the student respecting the teacher. 

 Secondly, the cornerstone of offering help to students with relationship issue is 

confidentiality, that is maintaining secrecy of information shared with the teacher. There 

has been a lot of instances, where the teacher shares what is being shared with her in the 

staff room. When all the other teachers come to know about it different teachers will look 

at the particular student in different ways. It cannot be expected that all individuals will 

have the same attitude to help a student in trouble. Later, the student is able to come out 

of the relationship issue, but not able to handle the differential treatment she is likely to 

get from the teachers. There have cases where this leads to depression among students 

and their life takes a major beating. It doesn‘t stop here, but goes further in adult life as 

well, as the student loses confidence and is not able to trust anyone to share their 

problems.  

 Thirdly, teachers have to train themselves to become more empathetic towards 

students who share their relationship issues. It has to be acknowledged that it requires a 

lot of courage to open up these kind of issues to someone, especially a teacher. That 

courage needs to be acknowledged and the teacher needs to be appreciative of the fact 

that the student is sharing the issue with the intention of finding help to help arrive at a 

solution for it. When the teacher becomes sympathetic, then she does not travel with the 

student‘s problem with the student but rather she puts herself one step higher up on the 

pedestal to sympathize with her. On the other hand, if she is empathetic, she travels with 

the student in her troubled way. 

 Fourthly, teachers have to provide an environment of unconditional positive 

regard to the student who has come forward to share her relationship issue, that is 

provide a comfortable environment that is not threatening for the student to share her 

intimate relationship issues. 

 Lastly, if the teacher is not able to find a suitable solution to the issue that the 

student has shared, she should feel comfortable to refer the student for professional help. 

Referral does not mean the teacher is incompetent in solving the student‘s problem, but it 

only means that the teacher has done her best to help the student which culminates in 

referral. For eg, a general physician can diagnose that a patient needs a surgery to be 

performed but only a surgeon can do the job. 
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Introduction 

The presence of a disabled child in the family poses plenty of problems that may 

increase stress, take a toll on mental and physical health, make it difficult to find 

appropriate and affordable child care, and affect decisions about work, 

education/training, having additional children, and relying on care givers. It may be 

associated with guilt, blame, or reduced self-esteem. It may divert attention from other 

aspects of family functioning. The out-of-pocket costs of medical care and other services 

may be enormous. All of these potential effects could have repercussions for the quality 

of the relationship between the parents, their living arrangements, and future 

relationships and family structure. The disability can consume a disproportionate share 

of a family's resources of time, energy, and money, so that other individual and family 

needs go unmet.  

Surprisingly little is known about the ripple effects of child disability on the 

family. Population-based research, particularly on demographic or economic outcomes, is 

scant so the present study was conducted to assess the multivariate conflicts that are 

present in the families with a disabled child and their coping mechanism. 

 
Methodology 

Sixty families with a disabled child were selected from Tiruchirapalli district of 

Tamil Nadu to conduct the study. The samples selected suffered from different types and 

degrees of mental disability. Both boys and girls who were between 3 to 15 years of age 

with different types of disabilities were chosen for the study. A schedule was formulated 

to collect data on the various aspects of the emerging conflicts in the families owing to the 

disability and their mode of management. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 The findings of the study are presented below 

 

 

 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN THE FAMILIES OF  

DISABLED CHILDREN 
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Table I Age and Gender of the Subjects 

Items Criteria Number Percentage 

Gender 

Male 43 71.7 

Female 17 28.3 

Total 60 100.0 

Disability 

Autism 40 66.7 

Down‘s Syndrome 8 13.3 

ADHD 9 15.0 

Mental Retardation 3 5.0 

Total 60 100.0 

Age (Years) 

3-6 6 10.0 

6-9 14 23.3 

9-12 18 30.0 

12-15 15 25.0 

>15 7 11.7 

Total 60 100.0 

 
Males outnumbered females 71.7 per cent were males and 28.3 per cent were 

females. The disability included autism in 66.7 per cent of the samples which had a male 

predominance, 13.3 per cent were affected by Down‘s Syndrome, 15 per cent of the 

children had Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and 5 per cent were mentally 

retarded. Ten per cent of the children belonged to the age group of 3-6 years, 23.3 and 

30.0 per cent of the children belonged to the age group of 6-9 and 9-12 years respectively 

while 11.7 per cent were of the age 12-15 years. However 11.7 percent of the samples were 

above the age of 15 years.  

 

Table II Identification of the Disability 

Age (Years) Number Percentage 

At Birth 10 16.7 

1-2 22 36.7 

2-3 17 28.3 

>3 11 18.3 

Total 60 100.0 

 
Identification of the disability is very crucial in undertaking appropriate measures 

to treat and rehabilitate the child. From the above table it is evident that about 16 per cent 

of the parents identified the disability of their child at birth, 37 per cent were able to 

identify the disability when the child was about 1 to 2 years of age. Forty seven percent of 

the parents were able to identify the disability only after the child was above 3 years of 

age when the child goes to a normal school and the teacher complains about the inability 

or behaviours of the child branding them to be troublesome. 

This shows the lack of awareness among the parents on the issues related to 

disability. This shows that premarital counseling on the child birth, child rearing and 

identification of disability are the need of the hour because intervention strategies taken 

during the golden period (i.e.,) between 2 to 6 years can go a long way in the 

rehabilitation of the child and regression of the symptoms. 
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Table III Financial Burden Due to the Disability 

Expenditure Number Percentage 

Education 48 80.0 

Therapy 21 35.0 

Counselling 13 21.67 

Medication 10 16.67 

Special tools/ Equipments 7 11.67 

Special foods 5 8.33 

 
The families with a disabled child have to tackle plenty of problems and one of 

the crucial aspects is the financial burden which distorts the entire family life. 

Identification of the disability is followed by consultations from speciality physicians, 

confirmation at various levels, cross verification and locating a suitable rehabilitation 

centre or a special school builds stress and reduces the financial resources of the family. 

Eighty per cent of the parents shelled additional amount for educating their special child, 

35 per cent of the parents found it difficult to meet the expenditure on therapies which 

are numerous and the parents opt for specific therapies based on their financial resources. 

Around 21 per cent of the parents had to regularly spend on counseling and 16.7 per cent 

of them had to spend on medication of their special child. Special tools or equipments 

were required by 11.7 per cent of the children and 8.3 per cent of the parents spent extra 

amount on procuring special foods for their child. Financial burden is one of the reasons 

that lead to family discord since many of the parents find it hard to make the ends meet. 

Many of the families are not sentient to the various benefits provided by the 

government in the form of monthly monetary benefits, income tax exemption and the 

educational, medical and rehabilitative facilities.  

 
Table IV Family Crisis 

Crisis Criteria Number Percentage 

Quiting the job 

Father 2 3.33 

Mother 5 8.33 

Total 7 11.66 

Parenthood 

Single Nil 0 

Divorced 1 1.66 

Total 1 1.66 

 
 Family discord, broken families, single parenthood and divorce are a common 

side effect in the families with a special child. Dislocation and quitting the job to take care 

of the child are the major concerns, 11.7 percent of the parents have quit their job to 

devote more time for child care. There was only one family with a single parent. The data 

obtained from the samples revealed that such crisis were minimum revealing the 

attitudinal change that had been brought about by constant counseling and rehabilitation 

measures undertaken by the government and nongovernmental organizations. 
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Table V Livelihood Problems 

Problems Criteria Number Percentage 

Disruption in family routine 

Present 10 16.67 

Absent 50 8.33 

Total 60 100.0 

Lack of leisure 

Present 19 31.67 

Absent 41 68.33 

Total 60 100.0 

Social interaction 

Restricted 43 71.67 

Not restricted 17 28.33 

Total 60 100.0 

Relation with the spouse 

Good 42 70.0 

Fair 16 26.67 

Poor 2 3.33 

Total 60 100.0 

 
The day-to-day strain of providing care and assistance leads to exhaustion and 

fatigue, taxing the physical and emotional energy of family members.  

The families with a special child are always messed up until there is complete 

understanding of the problems of the child by all the family members and the skill the 

parents possess in handling the special needs and behavior problems of the child. 

Livelihood problems are of major concern since the family as a whole have to live up to 

the expectations of the society, which of course is very difficult. Disruption in the family 

routine always paves way for discord among the family members which was found in 

16.7 per cent of the families studied. Parents of the special child especially the mother is 

always overworked because of the dual burden and they lack leisure which was observed 

in 31.7 per cent of the families, 71.7 per cent of the parents stated that they had very 

restricted social interaction due to two reasons one is because they do not find leisure 

time and the other is because of the social stigma which is prevalent in our society. The 

parents of the special children are labeled as cursed by the society due to which they 

restrict their social interaction. Due to stress, depression, overwork, provocation and 

social discrimination the marital relationship is also affected, 26.7 per cent of the parents 

opined that they had a fairly good relationship with the spouse while 3.3 per cent 

reported a poor relationship.  

 
Table VI Health Problems of the Parents 

Health Problems Criteria Number Percentage 

Physical Health Problems 

Present 57 95.0 

Absent 3 5.0 

Total 60 100.0 

Mental Health Problems 

Depressed 59 98.33 

Stressed 58 96.67 

Lonely 27 45.0 

Social Problems 

Isolation 28 46.67 

Avoiding community events 15 25.0 

Fear of future 16 26.67 

Hinder child bearing 53 88.33 
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Health status of an individual largely depends on their emotional well being and 

their acceptance of the child‘s disability. Ninety five per cent of the parents reported that 

they developed physical health problems after the birth of the special child. In spite of 

moral and spiritual support offered to the parents through the family members, 

counselors and parent groups 98.3 per cent of the parents reported that they were 

depressed, 96.7 per cent of them told that they were stressed and 45 per cent of them 

expressed that they felt lonely and isolated, all of which necessitates offering reassurance 

to the parents through motivation, confidence building and orientation in relaxation 

techniques. There are a whole set of issues that create emotional strain, including worry, 

guilt, anxiety, anger, and uncertainty about the cause of the disability, about the future, 

about the needs of other family members, about whether one is providing enough 

assistance, and so on. Friends, neighbors, and people in the community may react 

negatively to the disability by avoidance, disparaging remarks or looks, or overt efforts to 

exclude people with disabilities and their families. Social discrimination is a major issue 

since the level of awareness in the society is abysmally poor leading to several issues, 

from the data obtained it is clear that 46.7 per cent of the parents seemed to be isolated 

from the society, 25 per cent avoided community events for the fear of being bullied by 

others, 26.7 per cent were worried about the future of the child and 83.3 per cent of the 

parents reported that having a disabled child hindered further child bearing.  

 
Table VI Attitude of the Father 

Child Care Practices Criteria Number Percentage 

Taking care during the illness  
of the child 

Present 54 90.0 

Absent 6 10.0 

Total 60 100.0 

Playing with the child 

Present 51 85.0 

Absent 9 15.0 

Total 60 100.0 

Helping in ADL 

Present 51 85.0 

Absent 9 15.0 

Total 60 100.0 

Punishing the child 

Present 9 15.0 

Absent 51 85.0 

Total 60 100.0 

 
Child care especially that of the special child usually rests with the mother and 

she feels exhausted and burdened. The data from the above table reveals that 90 per cent 

of the father took care of their special child during illness when they were at home, 85 per 

cent of the fathers‘ played with their child and also 85 per cent of them helped their 

special child in their routine daily activities. This reveals the acceptance of the disability 

by the father and their concern for their child. A very minimum of 15 per cent of the 

fathers‘ punished their child, usually when they disobey or due to abnormal behaviours. 
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Table VII Attitude of the Siblings 

Parameters Criteria Number Percentage 

Acceptance 

Good 40 83.33 

Fair 8 16.67 

Total 48 100.0 

Kindness 

Good 32 66.67 

Fair 16 33.33 

Total 48 100.0 

Helping tendency 

Good 41 85.42 

Fair 7 14.58 

Total 48 100.0 

Supportive 

Good 37 77.08 

Fair 11 22.91 

Total 48 100.0 

Jealous 

Present 9 18.75 

Absent 39 81.25 

Total 48 100.0 

Scared 

Present 11 22.91 

Absent 37 77.08 

Total 48 100.0 

Angry 

Present 15 31.25 

Absent 33 68.75 

Total 48 100.0 

Embarassed 

Present 18 37.5 

Absent 30 62.5 

Total 48 100.0 

Worried 

Present 28 58.33 

Absent 20 41.67 

Total 48 100.0 
 

The family integrity and happiness to a great extent depends on the attitude of the 

siblings towards the special child, 21.7 per cent of the families did not have a sibling 

because the first child had some disability. The sibling relationship with the special child 

revealed that 16.7 per cent of the siblings could not accept the special child and 33.3 per 

cent of them were not kind and sometimes hurt the special child by their words or action. 

Around 14.6 per cent were not helpful and refused to engage or take care of the special 

child, 22.9 per cent were not supportive . Eighteen per cent of them were jealous since the 

special child was given more attention and 22.9 per cent of the siblings were scared of the 

special child owing to their abnormal behaviours. About 31.3 and 37.5 per cent of the 

siblings were angry and embarrassed respectively because of the presence of the special 

child at home, these calls for a sibling‘s workshop were several issues can be discussed to 

allay the fears of the siblings. 58.3 per cent of the parents stated that the sibling was 

worried about the special child especially when they were taken in public or when their 

friends visit their home. 

Table VIII Attitude of the Grand Parents 

Attitude Number Percentage 

Supportive 46 76.67 

Unsupportive 14 23.33 

Total 60 100.0 
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Families with a special child are able to cope up with their burden when they 

have a support system in the form of an extended family or when the grandparents offer 

to help the parents in the child care. From the above table it is clear that 76.7 per cent of 

the grandparents offered physical, moral and spiritual support to the parents which 

helped to improve their quality of life  

 
Table IX Recharging Modules 

Modules Number Percentage 

Discuss with other parents 23 38.33 

Counselling 21 35.0 

Spirituality 16 26.67 

Engaging in hobbies 25 41.67 

 
The birth of a special child in a family totally distorts the entire family life with 

plenty of fears, apprehensions, ridicules, embarrassments and the fear of the future of the 

child. Reassurance, constant counseling and guidance are required for the parents who 

have a special child. Many parents draw inspiration from other parents who had similar 

children. Creating parent groups may facilitate sharing of their experiences, child care 

practices and treatment modules that could build confidence in the parents. 38.3 per cent 

of the parents recharged themselves through discussion with other parents who have 

similar children, 35 per cent of them opined that counseling sessions were helpful in 

clearing their doubts and also offered motivation. Engaging in spiritual activities acted as 

a stress buster for 26.7 per cent of the parents and 41.7 per cent of the parents relied on 

their hobbies to divert their mind and recharge themselves for further activities. 

 
Conclusion 

Living with a disabled child can have profound effects on the entire  

family–parents, siblings, and extended family members. It is a unique shared experience 

for families and can affect all aspects of family functioning. On the positive side, it had 

improved family resilience, broaden horizons, increase family members' awareness of 

their inner strength, enhance family cohesion, and encourage connections to community 

groups or religious institutions. On the negative side, the time and financial costs, 

physical and emotional demands, and logistical complexities associated with raising a 

disabled child can have far-reaching effects 
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Introduction 

Hospital is a Medical and social organization, the function of which is to provide 

complete. Healthcare for the population in curative and preventive manner. A hospital in 

Steadman‘s Medical dictionary is defined ―An institution for the care, cure and 

treatments of the sick and wounded of the sick and worded for the study of disease and 

for the training of doctors and nurses. Nursing is a profession within the health care 

sector focused on the care of individuals, families, and communities so they may attain, 

maintain, or recover optimal health and quality of life. Nurses may be differentiated from 

other health care providers by their approach to patient care, training, and scope of 

practice. Handling conflicts in an efficient and effective manner results in improved 

quality, patient safety, and staff morale, and limits work stress for the caregiver.  

The nurse manager must approach this challenge thoughtfully because it involves 

working relationships that are critical for the unit to function effectively,the nurse and 

other members of the interdisciplinary healthcare team who must collaborate while 

navigating responsibilities and roles that often overlap. To handle situations of conflict, 

the nurse manager must have the skills to help effectively resolve them. 

 
Objectives 

 To find out the main causes and sources of conflict. 

 To identify the destructive and constructive nature of conflict on the workplace. 

 To identify the approaches for dealing with any conflict situation 

 

Materials and Methods 

The study is designed as a descriptive and analytical one. Considerable data are 

available from Secondary data. The research problem have been formulated and tested on 

the basis of the research objectives. 

 
Discussion 

Nursing researchers have identified a wide-range of communication or 

relationship approaches that is generally supportive of positive nurse-nurse interactions. 

At the most basic level, Beginning with common courtesies and speaking up to eliminate 

gossip or talking negatively about other nurses sets a foundation for open  

dialogue -Moore, Leahy, Sublett, & Lanig, 2013; RNAO, 2012. 

 
 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN NURSING PROFESSION 
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Types of Conflicts in Nursing 

 Conflict is a possibility no matter what your occupation is, and nursing isn't an 

exception. Personality clashes are highly common in the nursing world, as the field often 

brings upon a lot of stressful and emotional circumstances, not only for workers, but also 

for patients and their families. 

 
Shift Woes 

Nurses work around the clock caring for patients. One nurse might be responsible 

for caring for a patient overnight, while another might be in charge of the same person 

during the daytime. No two nurses work in exactly the same way. If the nighttime nurse, 

for example, is dissatisfied with how the other professional works, it could lead to some 

serious disagreement and conflict. Perhaps the nighttime nurse believes that the daytime 

nurse works in a disorganized manner, regularly leaving the workspace in a confusing 

and chaotic state. The daytime nurse, in contrast, could be upset because she thinks her 

duties are more demanding than those of the night shift. 

 
Prioritizing Tasks 

One common type of conflict that occurs in nursing involves prioritizing key 

tasks. One nurse might think helping a patient in the middle of a highly draining 

emotional display is important. His co-worker, on the other hand, might need a helping 

hand in dealing with another patient in the middle of an urgent matter. Nurses often 

engage clash over exactly where to place their attention. Nursing is a demanding job that 

calls for a lot of prioritizing of necessary obligations -- along with strong, levelheaded 

decision-making skills. 

 
High Demands 

The medical field is fast paced and places big expectations on the shoulders of its 

employees. One common conflict that often arises between nurses and their managers 

involves work responsibilities piling up. If a hospital has just recently cut down on costs, 

some of its nursing staff could experience the problem of having to handle more 

responsibilities during smaller windows of time. This increase in their work demands 

could make them feel their bosses are using them -- a major recipe for conflict. This could 

also lead to problems between workers. If one nurse feels another is getting away with 

fewer duties than her, it could trigger serious strain in their interaction. 

 

Strategies for Managing Conflict 

 The problem is not conflict itself, but rather how we deal with it. The good news is 

effective conflict management strategies can be learned and mastered. While there are 

many different types of conflict, let‘s discuss some strategies for managing interpersonal 

conflict. 

 

Deal with it   

Most people prefer to avoid conflict. I‘ve heard from many nurses who actually 

have quit their jobs rather than attempt to resolve an interpersonal conflict at work. This 
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almost never is a good solution, and it usually leads to feelings of regret and guilt. 

Besides, if you quit every time you have a conflict on the job, you‘ll be quitting every job 

you ever have in a short period of time. If you ignore or avoid it, it can lead to increased 

stress and unresolved feelings of anger, hostility and resentment. When you learn to 

manage conflict effectively, you‘ll be happier and healthier, physically and emotionally. 

You‘ll have better relationships. You‘ll be a better leader, a better team member and a 

better person. You‘ll gain respect, improve your self-esteem and build courage. You‘ll get 

more of what you want. 

 

Think it Through  

Before addressing the person with whom you have a conflict, consider discussing 

the situation with an objective friend or family member. This can help to clarify issues 

and needs. Seek feedback and advice in dealing with the situation. But be careful not to 

rely on the opinion of an involved third party who may have his or her own agenda. Plan 

your strategy, including what you want to say, and then write it down and rehearse it. 

Create a note card, if necessary, with your main talking points. Talk it out, face to face 

 

Use a Mediator if Necessary 

If a situation is particularly volatile or troublesome and other efforts have not 

worked, you might invite a neutral third party, such as a supervisor, to act as a mediator 

if this is agreeable to all concerned. A mediator can remain objective, listen to both sides, 

and facilitate resolution and compromise. Be firm on your objectives; you‘re there to 

resolve a conflict, not defeat an opponent. 

 

Apologize when Appropriate 

Be aware of your own part in creating the conflict. If you‘ve done something 

wrong or inappropriate, be willing to acknowledge it and say you‘re sorry, even if the 

conflict is not entirely a result of your actions. 
 

Work on your Communication Skills 

The ability to express yourself clearly will allow you to say what‘s on your mind, 

ask for what you want and need and get your point across. There is an expression that a 

problem well-stated is a problem half-solved. Don‘t engage in gossip or backstabbing. 

Get the facts before jumping to conclusions about something you‘re heard through the 

grapevine. Know when it‘s appropriate to walk away from a confrontation, and always 

consider the source in the face of criticism or hurtful comments. 

 
Prevention of Conflict 

To prevent conflicts, a professional code of conduct should be established, not 

only in the hospital but also as part of group practice policies and medical staff bylaws. 

Ground rules make it easier to discipline, as they take personality out of the equation. A 

disciplinary structure should be developed, so that the mechanisms and the referral 

pattern to higher authority are well understood. General knowledge of this discipline 

https://www.nurse.com/blog/2016/05/06/conflict-management-a-prescription-for-healthier-professional-personal-relationships/
https://www.nurse.com/blog/2009/10/19/caught-in-conflict/
https://news.nurse.com/2015/10/14/managing-unsafe-unethical-and-troubling-conduct-of-healthcare-colleagues/
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pathway can often facilitate resolution at a lower level. Everyone needs to understand 

that there are firm limits on inappropriate behavior. 

Understanding how conflicts arise is important in their prevention. From an 

employee's perspective, triggers include lack of communication, colleagues who don't 

pull their weight, unfair criticism, silly rules, preferential treatment, sexism or racial 

inequality, being put down, unreasonable expectations, and verbal abuse. On the 

management side, problems arise from poor communication, inappropriate responses, 

poor prioritizing, personal work interfering with professional work, and clock-watching. 
 

Resolution 

 Conflict Resolution Strategies ―Among the clinical nurses, the accommodating, 

avoiding, and competing styles were seen more often than the compromising or 

collaborating, which suggests that a concern for others predominates over a 

concern for personal outcomes‖. Supervisors and managers often use competition, 

compromise, and collaboration. 

 Fostering a Conflict-Free Workplace Nursing Mentorship programs have been 

shown to be helpful for decreasing conflict between new nurses older 

 The introduction of new roles and protocols into a department or specialty of 

nursing can have positive effects on conflict management 

 Nursing Professional Organizations Professional Nursing Organizations can be 

used a means of informing nurses about different effective management styles 

and techniques for conflict resolution. These organizations are instrumental for 

newer and more experienced nurses to be exposed to information regarding better 

and more effective practice, and they reach nurses at all practice settings. 
 

Implications for Nursing Management  

 Nurse Managers can support themselves and others in working through conflict 

by normalizing conflict, employing proven proactive and reactive interventions and by 

helping to build integrated conflict management systems. 
 

Conclusions  

Conflict is a routine feature of nursing. Nonetheless, sources can be managed, 

costs decreased and benefits increased with indirect and direct interventions. Conflict 

can‘t be avoided, but it can be minimized and resolved. Although avoidance sometimes 

seems like the easy way out, facing conflict head-on in an appropriate and professional 

manner will lead to better relationships, a more productive work environment and 

empowerment 
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Adi Sankara, an Indian Philosopher and renowned theologian consolidated the 

doctrine of Advaita vedanta, a sub school of Vedanta. In his commentary to ‗Brahma 

sutras‘, a vedantic text he argues that the original karmic actions themselves cannot bring 

the proper results at some future time. Then it must be administered through a conscious 

agent and a supreme being, God (Ishvara). According to him God knows the merits and 

demerits earned by humans and He affects the person‘s environment even to its atoms. 

He produces the appropriate rebirth body according to his karma. His exploration of 

non-dualism says the pursuit of self- knowledge is spirituality and ―I am God‖ is the 

supreme truth the creator is not the ultimate reality. The general concepts of Advaita 

Vedanta are karma, rebirth and samsara. 

 One's religion is nothing but the dharma practiced by one's forefathers. 

May all adhere to their dharma with unwavering faith and courage and be 

rewarded with everlasting bliss. (Hindu Dharma 5) 

Modern Indian thoughts are derived from the main currents of his doctrines. He 

affirmed his belief in Brahman (one eternal unchanging reality) and illusion of plurality 

and differentiation. He believed and regarded knowedge of Brahman as the ony means to 

final release. The great Acharya, Kanchi Chandrashekarendra Sarasvathi Shankaracharya, 

the 69th head of the Kanchi Kamakoti Peetam says human beings are endowed with 

intelligence by using this intelligence human beings violate their dharma. Human beings 

can live happily only by living in accordance with this law for the well – being of all 

mankind. Humans keep on craving for one thing or the other thinking and believing that 

it will give them happiness. Humans who think always about material needs keep 

violating the dharma. They never realize dharma alone could give them happiness and 

peaceful life. Originally it was known as Vedic religion or Sanadhana dharma or Vedha 

Dharma or Vaidika Mata.  

It was dharma that brought victory to Rama after all his struggle. If a man treads 

the path of dharma he will win universal respect. If he slips into adharma, 

unrighteousness, even his brother will turn a foe. The Ramayana illustrates this truth. Sri 

Rama was regarded with respect by the vanaras. What about Ravana? Even his brother 

Vibhisana forsakes him. (Hindu Dharma 5) 

Dharma is a significant concept in Indian philosophy. It is difficult to found 

equivalent single word translation or meaning for the word ‗Dharma‘ in any language 

but the word ‗Indian ethics‘ is justifying. Other than the meaning ethics it gives different 

ROLE OF PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS IN  
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meaning in different places. Some of the interpretations of dharma are law, order, duty, 

custom, quality, model, firm, steadfast degree, statute, practice, rights, character, justice, 

virtue, morality, religion, religious merit, good works, nature, character, quality and 

property. In spite of widely cited resources of definitions, the meaning of the word is still 

incomplete. All those words are insufficient to give total sense of the word. The meaning 

of the word ―Dharma‖ depends on the context but in general it means ―right way of 

living‖ and ―path of righteousness‖. The ancient Sanskrit word ―Dharma‖ has its root in 

―dhri‖. It refers to ―to support, hold or bear‖. Critics say that Dharma is the thing which 

regulates the course of change by not participating in change but that principle which 

remains constant. 

He not only focused on Dharmasastra but also guides all aspects of life and by 

throwing light on all the branches of knowledge especially linguistics, astronomy, 

history, physics and religion in general. Acharya relates modern concepts with ancient 

wisdom. He says modern concepts like those of time and space have emerged from 

ancient Vedas. His view is that the law of universe has been in force from the very 

beginning of time. Everything in the universe is governed by this law. If it gets disturbed 

it will end up in chaos and unhappiness. There is a law for each one of them. Human 

beings must possess certain qualities and virtues to be worthy. The law governing the 

conduct of man is called Dharma or ethics. 

All probems are caused by the desires arising in one‘s mind which is unstill. He 

suggest a solution to keep the desires away from one‘s mind is the way to control the 

mind and to overcome the obstacle is one-pointed meditation.  

The mind must be kept under control. Thinking and non-thinking must be 

governed by your will. Only then can we claim that it is under our control, 

that we are masters of our own consciousness.( Hindu Dharma 699) 

He gives two practical examples to prove it. A person suffering from severe pain 

asks his mind not to feel the pain. The mind shall not feel it in obedience. He goes a step 

further if a tiger comes face to face to a person. The person will not fear if he asks his 

mind not to get afraid of it. 

 It is difficult in materialistic life of modern word to meditate on an object. The 

mind would obey for a moment but it would wander off in the next moment. He advises 

that to keep the mind from wandering off, training is needed. Yoga controls the mind in 

this manner of making mind steady on noble and exalted things or god. A man who has 

succeeded in governing his mind is called a ―yukta‖ by the yogins and Sri Krisna says 

one who truly experiences bliss is a ―sukhin‖. 

The two different ways of mastering the mind is outward (bahiranga) and inward 

(antaranga). The mind must first be applied to good things onepointedly by employing 

the two ways and eventually lead to a state in which it does not think of anything at all. 

The outward means consists, for example, of sandhyavandana, sacrifices, charity and so 

on. The best inward means is meditation. There are five inward (antaranga) means to aid 

meditation. They are ahimsa (nonviolence), satya (truthfulness), asteyam (non-stealing), 

sauca (cleanliness) and indriya-nigraha [subduing the senses, if not obliterating them]. 
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The body is meant for sadhana, for Atmic discipline. The senses must be "fed" only to the 

extent necessary to keep the body alive. These five dharmas are to be practiced by all 

Hindus without any distinction of caste or community.( Hindu Dharma 700). 

Radha Krishnan was the Indian Philosopher, former president of India and 

interpreter of Hinduism. His contribution was great in Indian and comparative 

philosophy. His essay on ethics explains how the holy books of Hindus insist on the 

importance of ethical life. Isa Upanishads advices us to enjoy through renunciation and 

renunciation does not mean neglect of social duties. It is not abandonment of objects 

but non-attachment to them. 

We should release ourselves from selfish likes and dislikes. 

The divine cannot make use our mind and body so long as  

we wish to use them for our own ends. ( Ehics 163) 

Philosophy deals with thinking. Rene Descates, one of the most influential French 

Philosophers defined his existence thus: ―I think, therefore I am‖. The nature of the 

philosopher is much more than thinking and questioning.  

 Life doesn‘t come with an instruction manual. Each person is released into the 

word in the same way, naked and unaware, left to find his or her own way to some sort 

of understanding about the mysteries of their own existence. Once people grow and earn 

enough, they naturally start asking questions. How did the world - and universe – come 

to exist? Why am I here? What is my purpose in life? What happens after I die? People 

began their search for meaning very early on in the course of human history. The ancient 

Greeks developed an entire mythology of gods and goddesses to answer many of life‘s 

most fundamental questions.(Duignan 6) 

 Pythagoras, a Greek philosopher who is regarded as a great mathematician and a 

great philosopher established ethical and political academy at croton in Italy. His 

Pythagorean brotherhood though religious in nature formulated many principles. 

Pythagoras and his academy‘s contribution were great to the development of 

mathematics and western rational philosophy. Their way of life was a structured one. 

They believed in human soul would continue to live in new human or animal body after 

death.  

More probably the bulk of the intellectual tradition originating with Pythagoras 

himself belongs to mystical wisdom rather than to scientific scholarship. (Duignan 17) 

Confucius was a renowned teacher, philosopher and political theorist of China. His ideas 

greatly influenced China and East Asia. He created a scholarly community they were 

like-minded men of different ages and backgrounds and even from different states. They 

share his vision in different degrees. Their aim was to bring moral order to an 

increasingly fragmented world. They know their mission was difficult and dangerous. As 

a result of their mission Confucius was homeless, jobless, starved and even his life was 

threatened. But his faith never failed. He was so steadfast and persuaded his followers 

that they were on the side of heaven. 

Soren Kierkegaard(1813--1855) was a Danish philosopher and theologian. He 

believed that the highest task of human existence was to become oneself in an ethical and 
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religious sense. In part, he called faith irrational, and said people should take personal 

responsibility for their own destinies rather than simply follow the flock (Duignan 11) 

Socrates was a Greek philosopher. His way of life, character and thought 

exercised a deep influence on ancient and modern philosophy. He wrote nothing like 

other philosophers of his time. But he is portrayed in conversation in a group of his 

admirers. One of the important members of his students was Plato. He was a man of 

great insight, integrity, self-mastery and argumentative skill. He was indifferent to his 

physical hardship and had a complete control over his emotions. He says ‗fear will be 

dispelled by intellectual clarity‘. He devoted his life to only one question, ‗how he and 

others can become good human beings, or as good as possible‘. 

Socrates suspends judgment about all matters whatsoever. On the contrary, he has 

some ethical convictions about which he is completely confident: human wisdom begins 

with the recognition of one‘s own ignorance; the unexamined life is not worth living; 

ethical virtue is the only thing that matters; and a good human being cannot be harmed ( 

because whatever misfortune he may suffer, incuding poverty, physical injury, and even 

death, his virtue will remain intact). (Duignan 33) 

Epicurus was one of the great Greek philosophers. His essay ―The Pleasant Life‖ 

states that the human being‘s ultimate goal is not constant succession of intense sensual 

pleasures. It is the state of serenity. He introduces the term ‗ataraxia‘ which means 

―freedom from trouble in the mind and pain in the body.‖His fundamental principles are: 

―Nothing is created out of nothing.‖ ―Nothing is destroyed into nothing.‖ He fortifies his 

idea of pleasant life which is more to be desired than a long one. Epicurus does not deny 

that there are gods. On the other hand, Epictetus advocates the life of self control in his 

essay ―Self Discipline‖. He warns human beings against being victimized by the 

pleasures of life. The following words are by Epicurus. ―If god listened to the prayers of 

men, all men would quickly have perished: for they are forever praying for evil against 

one another‖ (Denise 50). 
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 jk’Vz mRFkku vkSj dy;k.k ls ;qok txr ds yksxksa dk ogqr cMk lg;ksx gksrk gS] bLfy, 

;qok “kDfr vkSj da/kksa dks fdlh Hkh ns”k o lekt dh vewY; /kjksgj vkSj cgqewY; laink ekuk x;k 

gSA ;kSou ftanxh dk eknd voLFkk gksrk gSA bl voLFkk dks Hkksx jgk ;qod oxZ dsoy ns”k dh 

“kDfr gh ugha cYfd ogkW dh lkWLd̀frd vkRek dk izrhd Hkh gksrk gSA ;qok oxZ fdlh Hkh dky 

;k ns”k dk vkbZuk gksrk gS ftles gesa ml ;qcd dk Hkwr] orZeku vkSj Hkfo’; lkQ fn[kkbZ iMrk 

gSA bUesa bruk tks”k jgrk gS fd ;s fdlh Hkh pqukSrh dks Hkh Lohdkjus ds fy, rS;kj jgrs gSaA pkgs 

og dqckZuh Hkh D;ksa u gks] uo;qod vrhr dk xkSjo vkSj Hkfo’; dk d.kZ/kkj gksrk gS vkSj blh esa 

;kSou dk gh lPph lkFkZdrk Hkh gSA orZeku es Hkkjr ds ;qokoksa dh vkcknh nqfu;k esa lcls  

T;knk gSA 

jk’Vz psruk ds dhfrZ iq:’k] ;qok oxZ ds vkn”kZ ;ksn/kk Lokrh foosdkuan ;qok ih<h ds fy, 

izsj.kk dk Lrzksr gSaA Lokeh foosdkuan th us jk’Vz fuekZ.k esa ;qokoksa dh Hkwfedk dks egRoiw.kZ ekuk 

gS] mUdk ekUuk Fkk fd ukStoku ih<h vxj viuh ÅtkZ dk bLrseky ns;k dh rjDdh esa djsa rks 

jk’Vz dks ,d u;s eqdke rd igqWpk;k tk ldrk gS] D;ksafd ;qok gh orZeku dk fuekZrk ,oa Hkfo’; 

dk fu;ked gksrk gSA ns”k dh ;qok ih<h ij mudh fo”ks’k vkLrk Fkh] mUgksus dgk Fkk rqe lcdk 

tUe gh bLfy, gqvk gSa vius esa fo”okl j[kks egku vkRe fo”okl ls gh egku dk;Z laiUu gksrs 

gSa] fujarj vkxs c<rs jgksA 

vkt ds ;qokoxZ viuh fojklr ls fopkj n”kZu] cgqr de gh ikrs gSa dkj.k ekW cki nksuksa 

dk dkedkth gksus vkSj ,dy ifjokj dk gksuk nksuksa dh dkj.k cPpksa dks ,dkWdh vkSj fpMfpMk 

cuk ns jgk gSA vkf[kj fopkj n”kZu mUgsa dkSu djk,xk] ftLds fcuk vkt dk ;qokoxZ pkSjkgs ij 

[kMk gS] os tk;s arks fd/kj tk;saA viuh thou xfr dk fuekZ.k djs] rks fdl izdkj djsa] dkSu 

crk,A 

ns”k dh vktknh ds 66 lky chr tkus ds ckotwn ns”k dh ftruh mUufr gksuh pkfg, 

Fkh] ugha gks ldhA vU;kU; dkj.kksa ds vykok uo;qodksa dk csjkstkkj gksuk rFkk lgh fn”kk funsZ”k 

ls oafpr jguk eq[; dkj.k gSA vf/kdrj tgkW rgkW cSBdj xIisckth dj le; dkVrs gS] oDr dh 

ikcan vkSj vuq”kklu dk vHkko gSaA os ges”kk ruko dh ftanxh thrs gSA /kS;Z vkSj lgu”khyrk ds 

?kVrs tkus ds dkj.k V sfyfotu Hkh de ugha gSa tks vkt ?kj ?kj dh vko”;drk ds lkFk lkFk 

cPpksa ds thou fouk”k dk ek/;e cu xbZ gSA  

ekW cki dk dkedkrh gksus ls cPpksa dks jksdus Vksdus okyk ugha gksrk gSA os fnu Hkj 

nwjn”kZu ds vkxs cSBdj ekj/kkM] xksfy;kW cjlkuk] [kwu djuk vknh ns[kukA ftLls eukso`fRr 

vuq”kklughu gks tkrh gSaA urhtk NksVh NksVh ckrksa ij vkdzed vkSj fgald gks tkrs gSa] tks 

muds fy, gkfugkjd rks gS gh ifjokj ds fy, Hkh cqjk gksrk gSA  

;qok”kfDr vkSj lekt 
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ns”k ds ;qok oxZ esa c<rs vlarks’k ds vusd dkj.k gSaA dqN rks gekjs ns”k dh orZeku 

ifjLfFkfr;kW mLds fy, mRrjnk;h gSa rks dqN mRrjnkf;Ro gekjh rzqfViw.kZ jk’Vzh; uhfr;kW vkSj 

nks’iw.kZ f”k{kk in/kfr dk Hkh gSA gekjh f”k{kk dk Lo:Ik vkt Hkh lSn/kkafrd vf/kd rFkk 

iz;ksxkred de gS ftLls dkz;Z{ksrz esa f”k{kk dk ykHk ugha fey tkrk gSA vkt ;qok oxZ ,e-,- 

bathfu;fjax vkfn dh i<kbZ djds csjkstxkj gSA ftu cPpksa dks ekW cki] viuk ?kj fxjoh j[kdj] 

m/kkj nsuk dj] etnwjh dj i<krs gSa] ;g lkspdj fd i<kbZ tUe gksus ds ckn csVk dksbZ ukSdjh 

esa tk;xk] rc bu lc dks ykSVk ywWxkA ifj.kkeLo:i ns”k esa c sdkjh dh leL;k fnuksa fnu c< 

jgh gSA f”k{kk iwjh djus ds ckn yk[kksa ;qod jkstxkj dh ryk”k esa HkVdrs jgrs gSaA lHkh vksj 

fujk”kk ,oa grk”k dk okrkoj.k gSA pkjksa vksj vFkZO;oLFkk QSy jgh gSA 

21 oha lnh dh ;qok “kfDr dh lksp esa teha vklekW dk QdZ gSA vkt ds uo;qod] os <sj 

lkjh lq[k lqfo/kkvksa ds chp thou O;rhr djus dh gksM esa vius lkaLd`frd rFkk ikfjokfjd 

ewY;ksa vkSj vkarfjd “kkafr dks nkWo ij yxkk jgs gSaA lQyrk ikus dh va/kh nkSM] thou “kSyh dks 

bl dnj vLr O;Lr vkSj fod`r dj fn;k gS fd vk/kwfudrk ds uke ij if”peh lH;rk dk 

vuqlj.k] mUds thou dks cckZn dj ns jgs gSaA mUdh lgu”khyrk [kRe gksrh tk jgh gSaA ;qodksa 

ds la;eghu O;ogkj ds fy, gekjs vkt ds usrk Hkh nks’kh gSaA vkj{k.k rFkk /keZ tkrh ds uke ij 

bUdk bLrseky dj] bUdh Hkkoukvksa dks vius mxz Hkk’k.kksa ls HkMdkrs gSa vkSj ;qokoksa dh ÅtkZ dk 

xyr iz;ksx dj vius LokFkZ dh iwrhZ djrs gS] ftLds QyLo:i vkt ;qok oxZ HkVd jgk gSA 

/kS;Z] uSfrdrk vkn”kZ tSls “kCn muls nwj gksrs tk jgs gSA iFkHkz’V vkSj fn”kkghu ;qod] ,d LoLFk 

ns”k ds fy, fpark dk fo’k; gSA  

fo”o es ftRus Hkh egRoiw.kZ ifjorZu gq, gSa] mLesa lHkh es ;qokoksa ds yxu vkSj cfynku 

dk vrqyuh; ;ksxnku jgk gSA “kk;n bLfy, dgk tkrk gS fd ftl vksj tokuh pyrh gS] ml 

vksj tokuh pyrh gSA gekjh ;qok “kDfr ns”k dh rDnhj vkSj rLojh cnYus dk tTck j[krh gSA 

,d u;k vkbuk fn[kkus dh {kerk j[krh gSA vuqHko yksxksa dk ekxZn”kZu gekjh ;qok “kfDr dks 

viuh ldkjkRek ÅtkZ jk’Vz fgr esa yxku esa izsfjr djrk gSA 

fdlh Hkh jk’Vz vFkok ns”k ds uo;qod bl jk’Vz ds fodkl ,oa fuekZ.k dh vk/kkjf”kyk 

gksrs gSA LoLFk uo;qod gh LoLFk jk’Vz dk fuekZ.k dj ldrs gSA ;fn gekjs ;qodksa dh ekufldrk 

:X.k gS] vFkok muesa uSfrd ewY;ksa dk vHkko gSa rks ;g ns”k vFkok jk”Vz dk lcls cMk nqHkkZX; gS 

D;ksafd bu ifjLfFkfr;ksa esa fodkl dh dYiuk dsoy dYiuk rd gh lhfer jgrh gS] mls ;FkkFkZ 

dk :i ugha fn;k tk ldrk gSA 

ns”k ds ;qok oxZ es c<rk vlarks’k jk’Vz ds fy, fpark dk fo’k; gSA bls lekIr djus ds 

fy, vko”;d gSa fd gekjs jktuhfrK o izeqd inkf/kdkjhx.k LokFkZ ls Åij mBdj ns”k ds 

fodkl dh vksj /;ku dsfnzr djsa ,oa lqǹ< uhfr;kW ykxw djsaA bl ckr dk fo”ks’k /;ku j[ksa fd 

mudk dk;kZuo;u lqpk: <ax ls gks jgk gS ;k ughaA 

ns”k dh ;qok “kfDr ns”k vkSj lekt dh jh< gksrh gS] ;qok ns”k vkSj lekt dks u, f”k[kj 

ij ys tkrs gSa] ;qok ns”k dk orZeku gS] rks Hkwrdky vkSj Hkfo’; ds lsrq Hkh gSa] ;qok ns”k vkSj 

lekt ds thou ds izrhd gS] ;qok xgu mtkZ vkSj mPp egRokdkW{kkvksa ls Hkjs gq, gksrs gSa] mudh 

vkW[kksa esa Hkfo’; ds banz/kuq’kh LoI.k gksrs gS lekt dks csgrj cukus vkSj jk’Vz ds fuekZ.k es 

lokZf/kd ;ksxnku ;qokoksa dk gh gksrk gS ns”k ds Lorarzrk vkWnksyu es ;qokoksa us viuh “kfDr dk 

ifjp; fn;k FkkA  
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;qokoksa ds mfpr ekxZn”kZu ds fy, vfr vko”;d gS fd mudh {kerk dk lnqi;ksx fd;k 

tk;] mudh lsokoksa dks izkS< f”k{kk rFkk vU; ljdkjh ;kstukvksa ds fgr pyk, tk jgs vfHk;kuksa 

esa iz;qDr fd;k tk ldrk gS] os ljdkj nokjk lqfu”fpr y{;ksa dh izkIfr ds nkf;Ro dks ogu dj 

ldrs gSaA rLdjh] dkykcktkjh] tek[kksjh tSls vijk/kksa ij vadq”k yxkus esa mudh lsok,W yh tk 

ldrh gSA Hkfo’; esa ns”k dh yxkrkj c<rh tula[;k dk isV Hkjes ds fy, vf/kd [kkn;kUu dh 

vko”;drk gksxh d`f’k es mriknu ds :i dks mUur djus ls lacaf/kr ;kstukvksa dks yxk;k tk 

ldrk gS bLls tgkW ;qokoksa dks jkstxkj feysxk ogha ns”k vkSj lekt fgr esa mudk ;ksxnku 

jgsxkA Lokeh foosdkuan us ;qokoksa dk vkgoku djrs gq, dBksifu’kn dk ,d earz dgk Fkk  

 

mfRr’Br tkxzr izkI; ojkfUucks/krA 

vFkkZr mBks] tkxks vkSj rc rd er :dks tc rd fd vius y{; rd u igqWp tkvksA 

 fulansg ;qok ns”k ds fodkl dk ,d egRoiw.kZ vax gS] ;qokoksa dks ns”k ds fodkl ds fy, 

viuk lfdz; ;ksxnku iznku djuk pkfg,] lekt dks csgrj cukus vkSj jk’Vz fuekZ.k ds dk;kZsa esa 

;qokoksa dks lfeefyr djuk vfr egRoiw.kZ gS rFkk bls ;Fkk”kh?kz ,oa O;kid Lrj ij fd;k tkuk 

pkfg,] bLls ,d vksj rks os viuh lsok,W ns”k dks ns ik,Wxs] nwLjh vksj budk viuk Hkh mRFkku 

gksxkA  
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Introduction 

Conflict can be defined as the existence of non-compatibility or disagreements 

between two actors (Individuals, groups, organisations or nations) in their interaction 

over the issues of interests, values, beliefs, emotions, goals, space, positions, scarce 

resources etc. According to Fink, conflict is defined as any "situation or process in which 

two or more social entities are linked by at least one form of antagonistic psychological 

relation or at least one form of antagonistic interaction" (Fink,1968). 

Psychological antagonisms include such things as incompatible goals, mutually 

exclusive interests, emotional hostility, factual or value dissensions and traditional 

enmities; while antagonistic interactions "range from the most direct, violent and 

unregulated struggle to the most subtle, indirect and highly regulated forms of mutual 

interference." (Fink, 1968, p.456) Conflict is also defined as "A struggle over values and 

claims to scarce status, power and resources, a struggle in which the aims of opponents 

are to neutralize, injure or eliminate rivals." (Lewis Coser, 1956). 

Galtung describes conflict as "Some type of incompatibility, one goal stands in the 

way of another. He explains his theory of conflict through the triangle model. He narrates 

that "Conflict may take two forms. In the less crystallized form it is an incompatibility 

between the objective interests of parties in a society. In its crystallized form it is an 

incompatibility between the subjective goals of action in a society." (Galtung, 1992). 

Based on the different expressions and terminologies used to describe the term 

conflict, Conflict theories are conceptualized and classified the theory of:  

1. Individual characteristics theories look at social conflict in terms of the nature of 

the individuals who are involved. 

2. Social process theories look at conflict as a process of social interaction between 

individuals or groups and seek to make generalisations about the nature of this 

process. 

3. Social structural theories look at conflict as a product of the way society is formed 

and organised. 

4. Formal theories seek to understand human social conflicts in logical and 

mathematical terms (conflict as drama and game)" (Schellenberg, 1996). 

Conflict is further classified into destructive and constructive conflicts on the basis 

of the conflict process. Deutsch defines this as "a conflict clearly has destructive 

consequences if its participants are dissatisfied with the outcomes and they feel they have 

lost as a result of the conflict. Similarly, a conflict has productive consequences if the 

ROLE OF ACADEMICIANS IN CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
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participants are satisfied with their outcomes and feel that they have not lost as a result of 

the conflict" (Deutsch, 1973). 

Children find themselves in precarious situations that often lead to escalated 

conflict with their peers. Conflicts arise in the classroom, lunchroom, library, school bus, 

playground, while standing in line, and any place where kids gather. During adolescence 

into the developing stages of puberty, many children act out their emotions in the form of 

teasing, gossip, and physical aggression. If left unchecked, these same behavioral patterns 

will transfer over into the teenage years, where stiffer competition exists among peer 

groups. The inability to resolve conflict without resorting violence is symptomatic of 

youth‘s inability to handle confrontation. Teaching youth how to resolve conflict in a 

peaceful way can help reduce incidents of violence and criminal mischief. Conflict 

resolution education aims to make that a reality.  

Conflict resolution education attempts to instill problem-solving skills among the 

children in dispute. It involves allowing both parties to express their points of view, 

interests, and provide ways to find acceptable solutions. Conflict resolution educational 

programs equip educators with the necessary tools to teach kids how to resolve conflict in 

nonviolent ways. The most effective programs encompass multiple components to 

achieve this outcome, including problem-solving skills, effective communication and 

listening skills, critical and creative thinking skills, and other important life skills. 

Educators have identified four conflict resolution strategies that can be used in a 

variety of school-based settings. These four conflict resolution strategies include peer 

mediation, process curriculum, peaceable classrooms, and peaceable schools. All four 

approaches provide youth with the necessary tools to help cope with conflict. Educators 

can work with their local school district to determine which approach to use for the best 

results. Many experts assert that the youth will learn to recognize and resolve problems 

before they escalate.Many schools and communities have adopted the peer mediation 

approach to teaching conflict resolution. Under this approach, trained mediators work 

with their peers to resolve conflict. Mediation programs aim to reduce traditional use of 

punishment, such as suspension, detention, and expulsion. Peer mediation programs 

have proven effective in most cases involving conflict turned violent. As a result, these 

programs have become highly valued among teachers. 

Teachers also have the option of devoting a separate course, or curriculum, to the 

principles and processes of conflict resolution. The process curriculum approach aims to 

teach kids how to solve disputes by helping them envision scenarios that could occur in 

the future. This approach introduces ways to solve problems before they arise. The same 

applies for the peaceable classroom approach, except that it integrates conflict resolution 

into the daily curriculum and overall management of the classroom. The peaceable 

classroom approach reinforces cooperative behavior and encourages the acceptance of 

diversity. It also teaches caring and effective communication (Centre or Negotiation and 

Conflict resolution). 

Schools that have adopted the peaceable classroom approach typically have the 

entire school involved the process. In fact, many schools have adopted the peaceable 
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school approach, which incorporates the above three approaches. A peaceable school 

creates an environment where everyone works together toward conflict resolution, 

including students, teachers, and administrators. The peaceable school approach ensures 

that the entire school remains watchful of possible conflicts (Centre or Negotiation and 

Conflict resolution). 

The aforementioned conflict resolution programs have helped schools, 

communities, and juvenile justice settings improve their overall climate. Many 

institutions have reported a reduction in disruptive and violent behavior, chronic school 

absences, and disciplinary referrals and suspensions. These conflict resolution programs 

have also given the young increased self-esteem, self-confidence, and self-respect. Adults 

play an important part in making sure kids exercise their newly found conflict resolution 

skills. Therefore, it remains vitally important for school personnel to set an example. All 

of these programs aim to keep both children and adults in line without resulting to 

violence (Centre or Negotiation and Conflict resolution). 

 
Ways of Dealing Conflicts 

Conflicts are intrinsically not bad or destructive. It depends upon how it is being 

waged to arrive at its end product, which is subject to moral judgment. Conflicts can be 

waged in different ways for their settlement. The methods are varied in its natural 

functionality and in its settlement pattern. Some of the methods are more flexible and 

creative in nature while others are rigid and stereotypic. These methods are as follows: 

 
I.Avoidance 

The interaction between the conflicting parties are withdrawn or suspended 

temporarily or permanently by keeping distance from each other unilaterally or 

bilaterally or forcibly. "There are three forms of avoidance. One party may simply remove 

itself from the field; the avoiding party here does all the work here." (Boulding, 1962). It is 

called withdrawal. This kind of behaviour may be due to fear or feeling powerless, 

disinterest in pursuing them or for strategic reasons. 

The second form of avoidance is both the parties may remove themselves, though this 

is less likely, as once one party begins to remove itself, there is little incentive for the 

others to move. The third form is where one party forcibly removes the other. This is 

called conquest. Conquest is the extreme form of avoidance in which one party removes 

forcibly others, temporarily or permanently, with coercion, which may be organised 

successfully. Very often this is responded with stiff opposition, resistance, other 

aggressive ways and violence. 

 
Procedural Resolution of Conflict 

If parties can neither conquer nor avoid each other, some form of procedural 

resolution of conflict is likely (Boulding, 1962). Some of the major approaches in the 

procedural methods are: 

1. Negotiation and bargaining or involving the parties in a process of discussion, 

which seeks to bring them into voluntary agreement.  
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2. Adjudication or using the power of the state and its legal system to provide an 

authoritative conclusion.  

3. Mediation or using a third party to help the conflicting parties come to a mutually 

satisfactory agreement.  

4. Arbitration or using a third party to decide, through prior mutual consent, the 

issues in dispute." (Schellenberg,1996).  

5. "Hybrid procedures in which both mediation and arbitration components are 

utilized fully: Mediation-arbitration and Arbitration-mediation." (Ross and Colon, 

2000). 

 
Need for the Academic Inputs in Conflict Resolution 

Academics, Educationists, freelancers and kindred souls have a seminal role to 

play in the conflict prone era of our time. Conflicts are manifold, cumbersome and 

chronic. As 'think-tanks' and 'knowledge-reservoirs', academics could intervene to 

resolve issues ancient or recent. Our contemporary world faces value crisis, character 

crisis, moral crisis and ethical crisis. The role of the academics in the field of conflict 

resolution may be classified and analyses fewer than three categories Viz., Issue- based, 

Value-based and Need- based. 

 
Issue- Based 

 The issues and conflicts the humanity encounters at the micro and macro levels 

are innumerable and surmounting. Most of them are cyclic, inter-related and chronicle. 

Since the conventional ways of dealing conflicts were used in most of these conflicts, the 

end point of one conflict becomes the beginning of another one and develops conflict 

helix. Some of these issues are broadly identified as follows by Klare: 

1. Regional conflicts between local rivals, or between a rising Third world power and 

one (or most) of the established major powers. 

2. Resource wars, sparked by conflicts between states or groups over the control or 

possession of vital resources like water, energy or mineral supplies. 

3. Separatist and nationalist conflicts, involving attempts to by subordinated 

ethnonationalist groups to establish their own nation-state. 

4. Irredentist conflicts, involving efforts by a particular ethno-nationalist group to 

expand the boundaries of its current state to encompass neighbouring areas inhabited 

by members of the same group. 

5. Ethnic, religious and tribal power struggles, entailing conflicts within states over the 

distribution of land, jobs, aid funds and other national resources. 

6. Revolutionary and fundamentalist struggles, involving efforts by ideologically 

motivated movements (including religious fundamentalists) to impose a particular 

type of social system on a country through the use of force. 

7. Predemocracy and anti-colonial struggles, entailing efforts by unrepresentative or 

colonized peoples to achieve freedom and democracy. A related phenomenon is the 

struggle of indigenous peoples to gain greatest rights and autonomy." (Klare, 1994) . 
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Value- Based 

Values are very important phenomena for community life. The value differences 

or incompatibility between people very often develop conflicts which are invisible, 

subtle, vicious and very difficult to resolve by using the normative ways of dealing 

conflict. This requires multifarious approaches and standards to change and create the 

value structure of someone to bring peace and harmony with others. The value-based 

approach has two dimensions, which are related to one another i.e., value conflict and 

value crisis and value based conflict resolution (William Bhaskaran, 2016). 

 
Value Conflict 

It occurs when the value of one social group/individual is viewed / considered as 

less significant or marginalised by another group/individual. For example, Cultural 

clashes in the western and eastern society over individualism vs. collectivism, temporal 

authority vs. spiritual authority and masculinity vs. feminity etc. Scholars say "the mere 

existence of cultural difference (conceived as values, ideologies, beliefs) is sufficient to 

cause conflict" (Avruch, 1998,p.29) and conflicts are protracted unnecessarily just because 

inalienable values are translated into interests merely to fit into the traditional process of 

bargaining and negotiation.(Burton,1986,p.51-52). But these values differ from culture to 

culture and from one social set up to another. The importance of the value also undergoes 

changes and the altered importance may develop a new incompatible position among 

people. 

 
Value Crisis 

It is the outcome of the weakening of human values and standards in the 

individual and social life. It destabilizes the society and nation by creating disruption and 

disharmony among the people. For example, Prof. Huntington observed the 

manifestation of moral decline in the west as follows: 

1. "Increases in anti social behavior, such as crime, drug use, and violence generally; 

2. Family decays, including increased rates of divorce, illegitimacy, teen age pregnancy 

and single parent families; 

3. At least in the United States, a decline in 'Social Capital', that is ,membership in 

voluntary associations and the interpersonal trust associated with such membership; 

4. General weakening of the 'work ethic' and rise of a cult of personal indulgence; 

5. Decreasing commitment to learning and intellectual activity." (Huntington, 

1997,p.304) 

The process of cultural diffusion and imitation fanned by the mass 

communication and migration have more probability in spreading the impact of moral 

declination to the other parts of the world and that may create total chaos and disruption 

every where. All these need to be taught to the people with proper illustrations. 

 
Value Based Conflict Resolution 

Reflections on the history of conflict resolution show that mere strategies, tactics 

and other methods devoid of moral and ethical values have not brought expected yield in 
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the conflict resolution process. Temporal settlement of conflict might be the outcome of 

the above said ways of dealing conflicts but not the resolution. "Resolution aims 

somehow to get to the root causes of the conflict and not merely to treat its episodic or 

symptomatic manifestation, that is, particular dispute." (Avruch, 1998). Getting into the 

root causes of a conflict means changing or improving the value preferences of one and 

this makes the adversaries to achieve future conflict free position. Kriesberg explains this 

as "seeking to advance social justice, fostering mercy and forgiveness, sustaining stability 

and order and avoiding cruelty". To make peace, prepare for war cannot be a dictum any 

more. Moral and spiritual powers are so essential as the skills of negotiation, mediation 

and other conflict dealing methods. In the last century, Gandhi, Martin Luther King and 

many other leaders have proved this. For them, looking into Truth is not only essential to 

reveal the mystery of science but also important to remove the spiritual darkness which 

causes the human apathy towards morality and ethics which governs the integrity of 

human behaviour towards others. Conflictologists like John Burton identified and 

emphasized the "value first approach" in the problem solving process. (Druckman,1988). 

This has to be nurtured in the minds of children to attain proper conflict resolution. 

 
Need- Based 

Searching for new alternatives to prevent and resolve, to intervene and regulate 

conflicts and initiating new approaches and agencies to meet out the need of humanity to 

face conflict in the changing situation compels the academics to ponder over this area 

closer and deeper than ever before. The demand to evolve and strengthen the patterns, 

methods, approaches and agencies are increasing day by day. In the field of conflict 

resolution, changing of single-track approach into multi-track approach (unofficial and 

peoples initiatives) in solving disputes brought significant changes not only in the field 

but also in the role of actors who are involved in the process. Mc Donald, the founder and 

chairman of the Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy identified and distinguished nine 

actor categories or tracks: governments, professional organizations, the community, 

churches, media, private citizens, training and educational institutes, activists and 

funding organizations for resolving conflicts. The multiciplicity of the actors and agencies 

involved in this field indicates the expansion of this field. As far as the methods are 

concern the evolution of "hybrid third-party dispute resolution" procedures and the 

developments of new techniques show the development of new dimensions in this field. 

"By hybrid we mean procedures that combine elements of mediation and arbitration." 

(Ross, 2000) 

The contemporary world is now experiencing the shift from the sole reliance on 

governmental agencies for the resolution of conflict to Non-governmental organizations 

(NGO's & INGO's), People's diplomacy and Social Movement (Non-state actors). This 

trend has started proliferating throughout the world. Elise Boulding predicts that "It 

seems inevitable that INGO's will continue to grow, develop and change in ways that will 

make them more adequate representatives of the world's people...become more 

responsive to world's needs" (Boulding, 1990,p.54). People's diplomacy is a more specific 
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term referring particularly to bring about the nonviolent resolution of conflict. (Simona 

aroni,2001). Thus the combined efforts of NGO's, INGO's, social movements and private 

citizens to conflict resolution are viable, effective and dynamic. To make people to move 

in this direction academics have to work hard through their research, teaching and 

training. 

According to Diamond and Mac Donald, these initiatives are designed: 

1. To reduce or resolve conflict between groups or nations by improving 

communications, understanding and relationships; 

2. To lower tension, anger, fear or misunderstanding by humanizing the "face of the 

enemy" and giving people direct personal experience of one another; 

3. To affect the thinking and action of track one (i.e., official diplomacy, by exploring 

diplomatic options without prejudice, thereby preparing the ground for more 

formal negotiations or for re-framing polices." (Simona Sharoni, 2001,p.). 

 
Academics and Conflict Resolution: Experiences and Explorations 

The involvement of academics in the field of conflict studies and resolution are 

multifarious and trans disciplinary one. Wider recognition and practice of multi-track 

approach in conflict resolution strategies admits academics as one of the important actors 

in the process of dealing conflict. Many examples and experiments set in the past history 

and setting in the present time may promote deeper exploration into the field of conflict 

resolution at the micro and macro levels. Examining the various experiences and 

exploring new and creative alternatives in this field may clearly define the role of 

academics in the future. 

 
Concretization Process 

Awakening people from the darkness of social injustice, irrational beliefs, 

illiteracy, and inhuman practices, which cause conflict, is one of the foremost functions of 

the academics. This may prevent the future conflict and give detailed information about 

the present one to deal with it effectively. In Chile, Paulo Freire developed this 

consciousness raising process and activated the human rights and other local groups to 

resist the unjust social system and government. When mass media projects sensitive 

aspects of conflict, academics could use the research findings to suggest meaningful 

alternatives to conflict resolution. For example, during the Cauvery issue in 2002, media 

and politicians sensitized the issue by exposing the negative side of the issue and created 

confrontational attitude between the people of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. In this context 

a few alternatives were suggested to cope up with this issue without affecting both the 

states. When temporary measures are taken to ease the situation and lessen the crisis, the 

process to find alternative solutions become wane and the core issues like sharing of 

water resources, careful utilization of rare resources and reactionary mass behaviour of 

people are kept untouched. Though it is a long-term process the academic community 

can play a multiple role to reduce the tension and help to arrive a mutually agreeable 

solution by changing the negative situation through constant propaganda and other 

educational measures. 
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Information Sharing and Dissemination  

Academics would share the information, which are essential for conflict 

prevention, resolution and conflict free society with the members of a community and 

world at large. This can be done in many ways. n sharing of conflict resolution case 

studies and models organising seminars and workshops in developing website in this 

field and organising orientation and refresher courses for teachers who are interested to 

disseminate these ideas in developing net work with academic community, NGO's and 

governmental agencies, etc. 

 
Lobby Creation and Advocacy 

The intellectuals can play an important role in promoting the conflict resolution 

process done by the government agencies. They can also advise the government to frame 

the national policy to deal with conflicts and to maintain internal cohesiveness. The 

OSLO Peace Agreement signed by Israel and Palestinian government in 1993 was the 

outcome of the two academics Mr. Yair Hirschfed, a History professor from Israel and 

Mr. Ahmed Kriah , Head of the PLO's Economics Department who met in London by 

breaking their respective government laws. Prof. Hirschfed's partner Ron Pundock, a 

research fellow in history, recalled that "nobody believed that out of this funny meeting 

in London, involving an academic and someone who is not a high ranking politician, 

something big would happen" (Time, 1993). 

In the same way the academics can do advocacy to Government and NGOs on 

communal issues and on other conflicts based on their research findings. 

 
Skills Training  

Conflict resolution process requires a variety of skills and intensive training 

programmes to impart these skills. This training could be organised and given to the 

facilitators and to the members of civic bodies by the people specialising in training 

programmes.Academics play a key role in this process. "Conflict resolution training helps 

individuals and groups to manage or resolve conflict situations within or between 

groups. Some of the skills include: negotiation/mediation, dialogue skills, third party 

presence techniques, and non-violent intervention". (Coover, 1985). Some of the training 

methods are as follows: Role play, Brain Storming, Simulation Game, Situation Analysis, 

Strategy Game, Vision Gallery, Scenario Writing and Sharing, Force Field Analysis, Quick 

Decision Making, Flow Chart, etc. Fan Harris, a trainer in conflict resolution reported that 

in New York, Resolving Conflict Creativity Programme was organised for teachers and to 

quote "that trained teachers in various aspects of peace education, most specifically social 

emotional literacy, bias awareness and conflict resolution" (Spring 2000). He also quoted 

Eckhand saying that "after peace education training, college students have a change in 

their attitudes towards peace and away from violence" (Spring 2000).  

 
Conflict Resolution Process  

This process requires more specialisation and expertise in this field. Academics 

can play a greater role of mediator or facilitator and negotiator in certain circumstances 
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and as arbitrator in some other time to resolve conflict. At the time of conflict escalating 

into violence, the academics as a third force, can organize Peace Marches, Peace Prayers 

and use other intervention techniques to avert the conflict from further deterioration. This 

also involves organisation building in which the academics can motivate people to take 

up this task and to support these institutions. Many academics are connected with such 

organisation in one way or another, throughout the world.  

 
Research  

Research in conflict resolution has a wide range of activities starting from fact 

finding to forecasting future conflict. Intensive research is needed in verifying the 

effectiveness of different conflicts resolution methods, documenting many case studies, 

identifying chronic areas of conflicts and traditional and local conflict resolution methods 

and skills, and analysing the causes and effects of conflict etc. Conflict forecasting and 

identifying the chronic areas of conflicts help people to prevent violent conflicts.  

 
Conclusion 

We are passing through the era of information. Information is considered one of 

the main sources of power. Academics as the upholders of this power have significant 

role to play in the field of conflict resolution through their educational activities such as 

teaching, research and training. Intellectuals as the responsible citizens of this civic 

society are bound to do this work not only to make the world free from destructive 

conflict but also to create an atmosphere where the conflict can be resolved creatively and 

effectively. 
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“Conflict cannot survive without your participation” 

- Wayne Dyer 
 

The word conflict has been derived from a Latin word ‗Conflicts‘ which means 

‗strike two things at the same time‘.According to Colman ‗A conflict is the anticipated 

frustration entailed in the choice of either alternative‘. Conflicts occur in the individual 

when more than one, equally powerful desires or motives present at the same time and 

pressurize for immediate satisfaction.According to Erik Erikson's theory of psychosocial 

development, a conflict is a turning point during which an individual struggles to attain 

some psychological quality. Sometimes referred to as a psychosocial crisis, this can be a 

time of both vulnerability and strength, as the individual works toward success or failure. 

Conflict is a social phenomenon that occurs across species, time periods, and cultures. 

Evidence of conflict among humans dates to the appearance of humankind itselfthe study 

of conflict is a multidisciplinary and multilevel scholarly enterprise. Conflict scholars can 

be found in most scientific disciplines, including physics, mathematics, biology, 

anthropology, psychology, sociology, economics, political science, organizational 

behavior, and communication studies.  Although theories and methods across these 

disciplines are quite variedthey all focus on the same fundamental question; namely, 

―How do individuals and groups manage their interdependence with one another?‖In 

the specific area of organizational behavior and industrial/organizational psychology, 

the study of conflict has a long history. In their seminal work on the social psychology of 

organizations, Katz and Kahn (1978) observed that ―every aspect of organizational life 

that creates order and coordination of effort must overcome tendencies to action, and in 

that fact lies the potentiality for conflict‖. Indeed, conflict, work, and organizations are so 

strongly intertwined that some have concluded that organizations without conflict do not 

exist, and that conflict cannot exist without people being interdependent for their task 

achievements.This close connection between conflict and collaborative work hasbecome 

even stronger due to a variety of changes in the world of work and organizations. The 

basic causes of conflicts include 

 conflicts are more likely to emerge because of the increasing pressures to change, 

adapt, and innovate with concomitant increases in workload, job insecurity, role 

conflict, misunderstandings, and related grievances 

 Due to globalization of economies and immigration at an increasingly larger scale, 

organizations face an exceedingly diverse workforce. 

ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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 The growing use of Internet and non-collocated interactions in which employees no 

longer work and communicate face-to-face puts increasing demands on 

communication processes and easily evokes misunderstanding and irritation 
 

Self-Esteem, Ego-Threat, and the Emergence of Value-Related Conflicts 

The self can be defined as the totality of interrelated yet distinct psychological 

phenomena that underlie, causally interact with, or depend upon reflexive 

consciousness.Because humans generally strive for a positive self-view, they seek to 

affirm the self throughpromotion, enhancement, and protection of the self-view.  People 

are motivated to convince themselves and relevant others that they are worthwhile, 

attractive, competent, and moral individuals, and to achieve this, a variety of cognitive 

and behavioral tactics and strategies are employed.  

The habitual ability or inability to satisfy the self enhancement motive is reflected 

in someone‘s self-esteem—an attitude toward oneself that associates with numerous self-

beliefs pertaining to the self as a whole or to its particular attributes. When people are 

successful at self-enhancing, their self-esteem is positive and high; when they are 

unsuccessful, their self-esteem is negative and low. Although self-esteem is relatively 

stable and can be seen as a positive trait, positive feedback and flattery, or negative 

feedback and criticism, can lead to temporary positive or negative departures, 

respectively. Especially when negative feedback or criticism is received and a drop in 

positive affect and self-esteem is experienced will people become motivated to self-

enhance and to restore a positive selfview. 

 
Social Identity Theory and Group-Level Value Conflict 

The central assumption underlying social identity theory is that while people may 

think of themselves as independent individuals and define themselveson the basis of 

personal characteristics or preferences, there are many social settings in which people 

primarily think of themselves and others in terms of particular group memberships (e.g., 

in terms of their pro-fessional roles). Tajfel and Turner (1979) specified three processes 

that underlie such group-based thinking: 

a) Social categorization,  

b) Social comparison, and 

c) Social identification (Ellemers, Spears, &Doosje, 2002).  

 
Social Categorization  

Social categorization refers to the notion that people categorize individuals into 

groups, which enables them to focus on collective properties that are relevant to the 

situation at hand (e.g., marketing vs. production), while neglecting differences in age or 

clothing style that occur among individuals within the same group. Generally, a 

particular categorization is more likely to be used when group memberships are 

relatively invariable over time, whereas any category becomes less useful as an 

information-organizing principle to the extent that individuals are likely to change from 

one group to another  
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Social Comparison  

Social comparison is the process by which a social categorization is invested with 

meaning. While people may have a relatively clear idea of the range of properties that 

apply to a particular group, proponents of the social identity approach maintain that 

social comparisons with other groups determine which features or behavioral norms help 

to define the group in a particular situation. Generally, these features are those that 

distinguish the group from relevant comparison groups. Thus, which different possible 

group memberships will become salient depends on the so-called comparative and 

normative fit of a particular categorization to the situation at hand. 

 Social identification, finally, is the process by which information about social 

groups is related to the self. That is, it refers to the inclination of individuals to perceive 

themselves as representative of a particular group, which makes them perceive 

characteristic group features as self-descriptive and leads them to adopt distinctive group 

norms as guide-lines for their own behavior. While most of us belong to multiple groups 

simultaneously, people are relatively willing to identify with groups that seem to 

contribute to a positive sense of self, such as high-status or high-power groups  

 
Social Categorization 

The cognitive tool of social categorization and the evaluative implications of social 

comparison processes can elicit a person‘s emotional involvement with a particular social 

group, their sense of social identification. Because people seek to develop and maintain a 

positive identity, as well as engage in social comparison processes, one group‘s positive 

identity is cast in relative terms vis-à-vis other individuals or groups within or between 

organizations. Striving for a positive identity thus goes hand in hand with feeling better 

and superior to others, and it readily forms the basis for prejudice, competition, and 

hostility toward those seen as different from oneself or one‘s own group or 

community.Identity-related conflicts often take the form of value conflicts, or relationship 

conflicts. Importantly, conflicts rooted in threatened self-views appear at both the 

individual level and the intergroup level. Social identity theory provides clues as to 

whether identity conflicts emerge at the individual, within-team, or intergroup level; it 

depends on which level is made salient through incentive structures, categorization 

principles, and so on.  

Research by Wit and Kerr (2002) on nested social dilemmas showed, for example, 

that when the individual level was made salient—it was emphasized that individuals 

differed from one another—participants more often made choices that served their 

personal interests and not those of their group or the overarching organization. However, 

when the group (organization) level was made salient—it was emphasized that 

individuals within the group (organization) shared important features—participants 

sacrificed their personal interests to serve those of their group (organization). Thus, this 

work shows how social categorization processes can lead individuals to identity at the 

personal, group, or organizational level, and that identification subsequently drives 

strategic choices in resource-based conflicts of interest.It is important to note that social 
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identity theory—and its core principles—allows one to understand conflicts at any level. 

Whereas our discussion thus far emphasized the interindividual and the intergroup level, 

the theoretical predictions can be equally well applied to conflicts between entire 

organizations.  

 
Cognitive Consistency, Social Validation, and Sociocognitive Conflicts 

The third theoretical perspective on conflict that can be applied to multiple levels 

of analysis is rooted in work around so-called sociocognitive conflict. It combines early 

thinking by developmental and child psychologists with social psychological thinking 

about the individual‘s need for cognitive consistency and socially validated knowledge 

about oneself and the (immediate) surroundings. 

Socio cognitive conflict theory is not about scarce resources and opposing 

interests, or about opposing values and the search for a positive identity. Instead, it 

addresses incompatible or diverging understanding and interpretation of facts and 

figures, and concerns the way people manage these conflicts of information, as well as the 

consequences of such conflicts for learning, understanding, and perceptual accuracy. 

Sociocognitive conflict theory proceeds on the basis of three fundamental assumptions.  

 First, it is assumed that people are motivated to hold accurate perceptions and 

insights about themselves, about others, and about the nonsocial world around 

them, including the (joint) tasks they are facing.  

 Second, it is assumed that people are bounded in their ration-ality and lack both 

relevant information and information-processing capacities. As a result, different 

people develop distinct, diverging insights, beliefs, and understandings of 

otherwise identical objects of perception.  

 Third, it is assumed that people seek cognitive consistency and social vali-dation 

of their beliefs, insights, and understandings, and that divergence vis-à-vis others‘ 

perceptions, insights, and understandings creates tension that needs to be 

resolved.  

Sociocognitive conflicts can be about intellective and judgmental problems. 

Intellective issues have correct solutions according to commonly accepted standards. 

Intellective issues are associated with the influence to accept information about reality 

from another person (informational influence), while judgmental problems are associated 

with the influence to conform with the positive expectations of another person Either 

way, divergent viewpoints regarding intellective or judgmental problems—socio 

cognitive conflict create cognitive dissonance that needs to be resolved by  

a) Persuading the opponent,  

b) Changing one‘s own perspective or opinion,  

c) Integrating seemingly opposing viewpoints, or  

d) Dissolving the relationship 

 
Conclusion 

Conflict is inevitable in organizational life. However, through effective conflict 

management, organizations can minimize the negative sources of conflict while 
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promoting functional amounts of task conflict. The conflict management process begins 

with a thorough assessment of the amount of conflict and the styles of handling conflict 

used by organizational members.Social psychology permeates all aspects of intractable 

conflict. While history, perceptions and identity are inherently present in the escalation of 

conflict, they are also intrinsic to managing conflict and contributing to a sustainable 

peace. The mutability or adaptability of identity gives it vast potential as a tool for 

conflict management. While national identity can easily become a negative influence, it 

can just as easily be transformed to a positive impetus for peace 
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Introduction 

Conflict in IT industries nowadays is a battle, contest or opposing mindsets 

existing between highly talented youngsters with different goals, desires, and skills. The 

IT industries have young builders of the Nation who are differing in their moral, religious 

or ethical ideas of implementing the same in their work. States of incompatibility of ideas 

always exist between two or more individuals or software developers in the same project 

group. Conflict management is the practice of identifying and handling conflict in a 

sensible, fair and efficient manner without affecting the growth of the company. Ideally 

everyone in the workplace will always get along well, but unfortunately this does not 

always happen. Conflict in the workplace can reduce productivity, computing skills and 

develop a hostile environment. Workplace conflict is a common occurrence, but there are 

steps that companies can take up to ease the situation and make sure it does not escalate. 

At the outset, young software engineers should be encouraged to resolve minor conflicts 

by themselves. During employee orientation, the topic of workplace should be addressed 

very effectively since it can hinder productivity and goals of the Company or any 

Industry in the long run. 

When conflict arises, the first step to finding a solution is to identify the root cause 

of the problem. This can be more difficult than it seems, as the reason for conflict among 

talented It workers is not always apparent. Common causes of workplace conflict include 

difference in programming styles, perceived prejudice or hidden agendas, policy and 

changes with different expectations with the changing trends of software field .Once the 

cause is identified, it will be easier to directly address the problem at hand and find a 

solution. When a conflict comes to light, all programmers and developers should be 

required to meet with each other in a controlled setting with a mediator present, often a 

Project manager or a team leader. It is important for the Project manager to stay as 

neutral as possible until details about the nature of the conflict become clear.  

 

Understanding the Types of Conflicts 

Types of Conflict in IT Industries 

 Inter-personal and intra-personal 

 Inter-group and intra-group 

 Competitive and Disruptive 

 
Effects of Conflict IT Industries 

 Stress, inaccurate outputs 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN IT INDUSTRIES 
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 Delayed s/w development 

 De-motivation 

 Non-productivity 
 

Conflict -Table 

 I Win I Loose 

You Loose Win-Win Lose-Win 

You Win Win-Lose Lose-Lose 
 

Managing the Conflicts in IT Industries 

Methods to deal with Conflicts 

 Competition (win-lose situation).  

 Accommodation (win-win situation). 

 Avoidance (lose-lose situation). 

 Compromise (lose-lose situation). 

 Collaboration (win-win situation) . 
 

Conclusion 

Steps to resolve Conflicts 

 Assure privacy in coding ability. 

 Listen actively skills of an individual. 

 Maintain equity in projects and module allocation. 

 Focus on issue, not on personality 

 Avoid fault finding in styles of coding 

 Enlighten about group dynamism 

Finally conflicts cannot be totally resolved in this in this competitive age. But to 

maintain harmony in the IT industries with highly talented young employees, follow the 

few steps to avoid major counter effects. The Project heads can conduct frequent meeting 

of their team, allowing the team to express openly, sharing the objectives and distributing 

task fairly. Always be fair and just with your team, being a role model, and never 

criticizing team members publicly. To conclude kindly make the workers to understand 

that Conflict is unavoidable by the complexity of organizational relationship and 

dependence of IT workers on one another in a team work like project or product 

development. Make it clear that positive conflict in this computer era is a healthy sign not 

a negative process since it reflects dynamics and healthy competition to stimulate 

progress, growth for reaching newer horizons for the development of the nation. 
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Introduction 

 Conflict resolution, also known as alternative dispute resolution (ADR), involves 

solving and controlling conflicts that arise in a variety of legal, workplace, learning place 

and community settings. Because conflicts can be costly, third-party representatives are 

often used to settle disputes and satisfy each person through negotiated compromise 

rather than legal proceedings. The Association of Conflict Resolution stated that some of 

the main components of ADR proceedings particularly among youngsters like student 

community were mediation, arbitration, conciliation and consensus building. Conflict 

management among student community can be implemented by teachers in a very 

careful way among different types of student population with different conflicts 

 
Basic Principles of Conflict Management among Youngsters 

 Conflict is natural, necessary, and normal. 

 How we manage conflict determines whether it is functional or dysfunctional – 

productive or destructive for their academic progress. 

 There are a variety of conflict styles that each individual possesses , put forth 

advantages in certain situations 

 Collaborative approaches to conflict are more likely to protect the relationship 

and group dynamics among youngsters. 

 Conflict is natural. Conflict, to differing degrees, occurs daily in everyone's life. 

Conflict in and of itself is not necessarily good or bad. It's the way that conflict is 

handled by the student or any youngster that makes the outcome positive or negative. 

If handled effectively without ego or emotional outburst, conflict can create a good 

learning experience. If handled ineffectively, conflict can quickly escalate, even to 

physical and emotional violence particularly among teenagers and students. 

 
Understanding the causes and consequences of conflicts in youngsters 

 According to Long and Wood, crisis is the product of a student‘s stress that is kept 

alive by the actions and reactions of others. When a child‘s or student‘s feelings are 

aroused by stress, he or she learns to behave in ways that shield him or her from painful 

feelings. These behaviors (aggression, avoidance) may be undesirable, but they protect 

the child from distressing feelings. Others (parents, teachers, peers) perceive the behavior 

as negative, and they respond in a negative fashion without understanding the 

youngster‘s point of view. This negative response produces additional stress, and the 

youth again reacts in an inappropriate matter and turns to be arrogant and aggressive. 

PROGRESSIVE LEARNING THROUGH CONFLICT 

MANAGEMENT 
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The spiraling of behaviors causes a minor incident to escalate into a crisis which will 

totally spoil the personality and attitude of the younger generation who decide the 

destiny of any country.  

The conflict cycle follows a pattern: First, there is a stressful event (a failed score, 

rejection by a peer, failure in job placement) that triggers a negative or irrational belief 

(―That everyone belittles me!‖ or ―Everyone is better than me in life!‖). These negative 

thoughts trigger negative feelings and anxieties, which drive inappropriate behavior 

(talking back, cursing, being sarcastic, etc.), provoking adults, who may then mirror those 

negative behaviors. The adult reaction increases a student‘s stress, triggers more harmful 

feelings and drives more negative behavior. This cycle continues until it escalates into a 

no-win power struggle.  

 
Addressing the Cycle 

For most parents and teachers, the biggest challenge of correcting inappropriate 

behavior is staying out of or breaking the conflict cycle. When a student is in your 

learning process and yells, ―I don‘t have interest to study!‖ the natural urge is to yell right 

back, ―Oh, yes you do!‖ But matching the student‘s inappropriate actions only starts the 

stress cycle spinning. Then, the goal becomes winning the argument rather than teaching 

and she learns an alternate behavior or correcting the problem on her own. And that‘s a 

lose-lose proposition. Avoiding the natural instinct to respond aggressively when faced 

with an aggressive student, however, can be difficult. That‘s why it‘s important to 

recognize your triggers. Be aware of your emotional hot buttons. When a student violates 

a value that you hold dear—being kind to younger children or being honest, for 

example—it can provoke a strong response. Prepare for those situations by practicing 

self-control strategies that calm your nerves—deep breathing, counting to 10, positive 

self-talk, etc. Consider having teachers share their own strategies in a group conversation. 

This is a frustration every educator encounters.  

 
What teachers can do to manage conflicts? 

With so many factors potentially influencing a student‘s behavior and reactions, 

there is only one thing that is certain: You have the power to control your own behavior. 

The better able the adults in the building are to stay calm, maintain a professional 

demeanor and remember that students‘ behavioral mistakes are teaching opportunities, 

the better your academic environment will be. Here are a few tips to share with other 

educators and to use yourself: 

1. Control Your Voice and facial expressions using a soft, gentle but firm voice is less 

inflammatory than a raised voice or sarcastic tone. Speak slowly and calmly from the 

bottom of your heart.  

2. Relax Your Body Language and outward reactions keeping a relaxed posture and 

using non-aggressive body language can also defuse escalating tensions and stressful 

situations. No pointed fingers, swinging arms or invading personal space.  

3. Avoid Making Judgmental Statements this may be the most important thing. Don‘t 

remark the student personally among heterogeneous peer group of classmates. Keep 
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your comments brief and focused on the inappropriate behavior rather than arguing 

about who is at fault or what should have happened. Stay focused.  

4. Allow Cool-Down Time this can help you as much as it helps the student. With this 

strategy, you give the student a couple of minutes and space to reflect and think 

about how to turn his or her behavior around. You‘re not forcing a conversation.  

5. Use Praise and Empathy Even when a student or a youngster has misbehaved, there 

is always some positive you can acknowledge.. You might also choose to start your 

interaction with an empathy statement that shows a student that you value and 

understand his or her perspective.  

 
Conclusion 

 Finally all these positive approaches can make a tremendous difference. When a 

teacher skips over these passive steps, students are likely to perceive him or her as quick 

to criticize and slow to recognize their accomplishments. In short, if students see teachers 

as ―not on their understanding angle,‖ their authority and effectiveness are already 

diminished. When the adults in a school begin to shift their perspective on negative 

student behavior and work to break the conflict cycle, it opens up a new world of 

possibilities and prospects for successful teaching. Mistakes become teachin 

opportunities, and student consequences are less a punishment than an opportunity to 

learn, a chance to improve paving way for betterment and refined attitudinal change. 

And along the way, your sacrosanct world of teaching becomes a more positive 

productive, progressive and a holy place for students and teachers to learn and work 

with. 
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Conflict management is the practice of being able to identify and handle conflicts 

sensibly, fairly, and efficiently. Since conflicts in a business are a natural part of the 

workplace, it is important that there are people who understand conflicts and know how 

to resolve them. This is important in today's market more than ever. Everyone is striving 

to show how valuable they are to the company they work for and at times, this can lead 

to disputes with other members of the team. Conflict management is the process of 

limiting the negative aspects of conflict while increasing the positive aspects of conflict. 

The aim of conflict management is to enhance learning and group outcomes, including 

effectiveness or performance in organizational setting (Rahim, 2002). Properly managed 

conflict can improve group outcomes (Alpert, et al., 2000). 

 
Conflict Resolution and Conflict Management 

Conflict resolution involves the reduction, elimination or termination of all forms 

and types of conflict. Five styles for conflict management are as identified by Thomas and 

Kilmann are: Competing, Compromising, Collaborating, Avoiding, and Accommodating 

(Technical Brief for the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode, CPP Research Department, 

2007). Conflict management minimizes the negative outcomes of conflict and promotes 

the positive outcomes of conflict with the goal of improving learning in an organization. 

(Rahim, 2002). Properly managed conflict increases organizational learning by increasing 

the number of questions asked and encourages people to challenge the status quo 

(Luthans, et al., 1995). 

 
Yoga in Conflict Resolutions 

“Yoga is not about self-improvement. It‟s about self-acceptance” 

 Gurmukh 

The holistic practices of yoga aimed at rejuvenating and resting the mind, body 

and spirit are also being used for conflict resolution, not merely at an individual and 

interpersonal level where one deals with conflicts in one‘s mind and relationships, but 

also at a larger more global international scale. The results of yoga practice are greater 

awareness, clarity, calm and acceptance of others. These ‗symptoms‘ of yoga practice has 

now made yoga a ‗methodology‘ to enhance leadership, nonviolent conflict resolution 

skills, ensure social justice and promote positive self-expression. As scholar Kristen Smith 

notes , ―the practical applicability of using the methodologies of yoga in the field of 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT BY YOGA AND PEACE 
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conflict resolution extends itself to potential educational and training models, outreach to 

various communities and integration of the two fields on global and interpersonal level‖. 

International conflict resolution organizations are using specific methodologies of 

yoga practices for each process of the conflict resolution process (pre-conflict, conflict, 

and post-conflict). Rama Jyoti Vernon, founder of California Yoga Teacher‘s Association 

and co-founder foe Institution for Conflict Resolution and Peace Studies initiated various 

conflict resolution strategies via Yoga in her conference in Jerusalem for ‗Yoga for Peace 

in the Middle East‘. Her institution of Conflict Resolution and Peace Studies also uses the 

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali as the basis of non-violence training for international teams of 

conflict resolution specialists. 

Similarly, yoga practice also enables the transformation of terrorist and guerrilla 

forces and makes them skilful individuals who are contributive to society. For instance, 

the Art of Living Foundation, a non-profit organization that specializes in teaching yoga, 

breathing and meditation techniques has provided spiritual, behavioural and vocational 

rehabilitation training to ex-militants which include Taliban terrorists, Naxalite Militants 

and Tahir Jail Victims in India. Teaching yoga to the ex-militants ensured that the 

individuals will not only be imparted with practical skills but will also be given tools for 

personality development and emotional management. ―The training program is aimed to 

eliminate stress, bring inner peace and sensitivity and make the former militants socially 

responsible citizens‖, Indian security sources said.The integration of teaching yoga and 

meditation techniques along with vocational skills ensures that surrendered militants do 

not resort to their previous behavioral patterns as it gives them a greater inner motivation 

to start a new life and be self-dependent in a holistic manner. 

Crimes and conflicts occur due to of a sense of intolerance, helplessness and 

unanswered questions. When we , as global citizens society recognize that these 

sentiments emerge from a dis-ease of the mind, only then can we successfully eliminate 

them in a skillful and effective manner. 

Spiritual understanding through yoga methodology of oneself helps bring this 

out. Inner-peace and harmony results in outer-peace and cooperation. By using yoga as a 

tool for increasing one‘s inner strength, tolerance and flexibility, we can practically deal 

with conflicting demands with greater ease and peaceful negotiations, thus creating a 

more cooperative world for ourselves in the future. Yoga methodology in conflict 

resolution reminds us rather tangibly and practically that the answer is in acceptance, 

compassion and co-operation and not in neglect, anger and isolation. 
 

Peace and Conflict Management 

„‟Peace comes from within. Do not seek it without „‟ 

- Buddha 

 Peace means freedom from fear of violence. It also means an absence of conflict.  

It means different thing to different people. It is the state of mutual hormony between 

people or groups. Everyone loves to be in peace. Commonly peace is understood as the 

absence of hostility and retribution. Peace also suggests sincere attempts at reconciliation. 

So, peace is essential to everyone. Peace is the establishment of equality and a working 
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political order that serves the true interest to all. If people are under consent threat of life, 

liberty, property and Communal hormony, then the nation of such people cannot move 

towards prosperity and development. Peace means the presence of following things: 

 Safety of life and property 

 Situation of people enjoying their basic freedom 

 Social and economic well-being of the people 

 Fundamental rights of people 

 Progress and prosperity of society, community and nation 

 Justice and social stability establishment 

 Social and economic well-being of the people. 
 

„‟Learning to ignore things is one of the great paths to inner peace‟‟ 

-Robert J. Sawyer 

 So, conflict management involves acquiring skills related to conflict resolution,  

self-awareness about conflict modes, conflict communication skills, and establishing a 

structure for management of conflict in the environment. 

 Peace occurs along many dimensions and at many levels. 

 Peace is understood as the absence of hostility and retribution. 

 Conflict may be resolved simply by allowing it to fade out or by eliminating a 

conflict. 

To conclude Yoga and Peace go hand in hand in Conflict Management. 
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 The values and principles that one has to uphold in life, comes from our great Indian 

Epics - the Rāmāyāņa and the Mahābhārata, because they are a magnificent window to the 

views, philosophies and beliefs of the past, of past cultures, traditions and our strong value 

system. Ethics or Dharma is the science of right and wrong, but often the dividing line 

between the both. Understanding ethics has never been easy.  

 The word Dharma- : in Sanskrit is derived from the root  - "dhr", which means 

‗to support, hold, or bear‘-  1 It is the thing that regulates 

the course of change by not participating in change, but that principle which remains 

constant. There are numerous definitions of the word dharma: such as that which is 

established or firm, steadfast decree, statute, law, practice, custom, duty, right, justice, 

virtue, morality, ethics, religion, religious merit, good works, nature, character, quality, 

property. Yet, each of these definitions is incomplete as a combination of these translations, 

do not convey the total sense of the word. In common parlance, dharma means ‗right way of 

living‘ and ‗path of righteousness‘. 

 The meaning of word ―dharma‖ depends on the context, and its meaning evolved as 

ideas of Hinduism developed over its long history. In earliest texts and ancient myths of 

Hinduism, dharma meant cosmic law, the rules that created the universe from chaos, as well 

as rituals; In the Vedas, Upanişads, Purāņas and the Epics, the meaning became refined, 

richer, complex and the word dharma was applied to diverse contexts. Dharma encompasses 

ideas such as duty, rights, character, vocation, religion, customs and all behaviour 

considered appropriate, correct or morally upright. 

 Patience- , forgiveness  , piety or self control , honesty , sanctity----
, control of senses , reason  , knowledge or learning  , truthfulness----
 and absence of anger  are the 10 essential rules for the observance of dharma 

prescribed by Manu in his Manuşmŗti. 

 2 Manu further states, "Non-violence, truth, non-coveting, 

purity of body and mind, control of senses are the essence of dharma". 

3 Therefore dharmic laws govern not 

only the individual but all in society.  

The Rāmāyāņa is not just an epic or a tale, but also an educational medium to 

demonstrate the importance of values such as loving and respecting our family, keeping our 

ETHICAL CONFLICTS IN THE RĀMĀYAŅA 
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promises, protecting the weak and so on used by the ancient sages to promote the 

importance of doing your dharma (duty) in relationships. The Rāmāyāņa depicts characters 

that we should aspire to be like, such as the ideal father, ideal son, ideal brother, ideal leader, 

ideal wife, etc. The conflict that presents itself in the Rāmāyāņa of Vālmiki is a rather 

elemental one.  

 
Sibling Bonding 

 Rāma, Lakşhmaņa, Bharata and Shatrughna had great affection for each other. When 

Rāma endures banishment because of the deception of Kaikeyi, there is a conflict, and it is 

resolved by accepting what is seen as his duty. Rāma says to Kaikeyi - " Being directed by 

king, who is my father himself, how much more should I tell that I can give everything to 

Bharata, duly obeying father's promise to fulfil your beloved desire."     

  |      || 4 

 Further, Lakşhmaņa, who was used to all the worldly luxuries, decided to give up 

and was ready to live with his elder brother for 14 years, full of hardship, in a forest? He said 

to Rāma "Taking my bow and arrows and carrying a spade and a basket, I will walk in front 

of you showing the path."      |     

|| 5  

 This was because he loved his brother and could not bear the thought of living 14 

years without him. When Sūrpaņaka was insulted by Lakşhmaņa, her brothers Khara and 

Dūşaņa had rushed to avenge her, not caring that it could lead to their death. Khara says to 

Sūrpaņaka -"Now, I will take away the lives of that miscreant with my arrows that are 

terminators of lives, as a swan would drink milk to dregs even if it is mingled in water, duly 

separating milk from water.       |  

   || 6 

 When Rāma and Lakşhmaņa did indeed vanquish her brothers, Sūrpaņaka sought 

her other brothers help, setting the wheels for the Epic Battle between Rāma and Rāvaņa, 

good and evil, into motion. 

 
Struggles of Sītā 

 When Sītā struggles with whether or not to let Rāvaņa in the guise of a mendicant 

into her house or to give him food, there is a struggle as to what to do and how she shall live. 

A lie cannot be uttered to a sanyāsi, much less to a Brāhmaņa. This person appears as 

someone who is attired as a sanyaasi to fill his stomach. But he is Brāhmaņa, because he is 

reciting Vedic hymns, which no other lesser Brāhmaņa can do. So with a half-belief and half-

heart she started to talk to him. Sītā thinking briefly that, 'he is a Brāhmaņa and an untimely 

guest, he will indeed curse me if he is not replied,' thinking thus Sītā spoke to Rāvaņa.  

        |       || 7 

 When Rāma rescues Sītā, and wants to remove the doubt of his people about her 

virtue, the construction of the pyre upon which she will burn is yet another instant where 
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the conflict of what to do and how to live is present. Rāma questions Sītā- "Which noble 

man, born in an illustrious race, will take back a woman who lived in another's abode, with 

an eager mind?"    :   |     

|| 8  

 When Sītā hears the harsh words of Rāma, she feels humiliated and says- "As Rāma 

apprehends me, though of unimpeachable conduct, to be spoilt, let the fire-god the witness 

of the world protect me from all sides."       |    

    || 9  

 As a result, when Sītā chooses to walk through the fire to demonstrate her purity, but 

also to move to a transcendent realm  where  even her husband can no longer reach her, it is 

a statement of what to do and how one shall live in the face of intense and agonizing conflict.  

 
Differentiating between Good and Evil 

 Bharata, who was awarded the honour of ruling the mighty kingdom of Ayodhya, 

could have just ruled by becoming the king and thereby enjoying the absolute power and 

luxury that came with it, but his sense of justice would not permit him to do what most 

others would greedily do. Instead, upon learning that his mother Kaikeyi had unjustly 

managed to get Rāma banished from Ayodhya rebukes her and accuses her of not knowing 

the history of Ikşvākus. "According to the administration of kings the eldest son always 

indeed gets consecrated in kingdom. This procedure is similar to all kings; especially so in 

the case of Ikşvāku kings."      |   

 ||10  

 He further adds that "The pride of reputation of those belonging to Ikşvāku race, 

who protect righteousness alone and who possessed good family conduct, is turned away by 

you today."    |      ||11  

 Thereafter, he immediately went into the forest to look for Rāma and offer him his 

rightful position as the ruler of Ayodhya. Bowing before the sandals, Bharata spoke the 

following words to Rāma: "O, Rāma the hero and the tormentor of enemies! For fourteen 

years, I shall wear matted locks and robes of bark, live on fruits and roots O Rāma, and live 

outside the city, offering the ruling of the kingdom to your sandals."     

 |      ||    |12  

 He further exhibits his affection towards his brother by saying-"O, Rāma! If I do not 

see you the following day when the fourteenth year has fully ended, I shall enter the fire 

once for all."    ||    |   

   ||        | 13  

 Similarly, Bharata had refused to sit on the throne and rule Ayodhya in place of his brother 

Rāma, the rightful heir, who had been very unfairly banished to live a hard life in the forest.

So great was his devotion to his brother, and so strong was his desire to be fair and just, that 

when Rāma refused to return Ayodhya before completing his 14 years of exile, Bharata 
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placed Rāma‘s sandals on the throne and ruled Ayodhya in the name of Rāma – as Rāma‘s 

emissary until he returned to regain his rightful position. 

 
The Importance of a Promise or Commitment 

 Kaikeyi, the queen of Ayodhya, and wife of King Daśaratha had been granted two 

boons when she had saved his life on the battlefield. The day before Daśaratha was to retire 

and crown his eldest son Rāma as king, Kaikeyi demanded that Daśaratha grant her the 

boons promised to her. Her first desire was that Rāma should be exiled to the forest for 

fourteen years, and the second, that her son, Bharata, be crowned King instead. Daśaratha 

was naturally heartbroken to send his son into exile for fourteen years. Honouring one‘s 

word is the highest duty of the noble hearted clan of Ikşvāku. Even when Daśaratha began 

to falter at the prospect of actually honouring that promise due to his love for his first born, 

and pleaded with Rāma not to leave, Rāma reminded his father of the value of a promise 

given and left Ayodhya to keep his father‘s word. Rāma says to Daśaratha "Oh, King! Let 

this earth with multitude of mountains, comprising of cities with their gardens relinquished 

by me, be ruled over barely by Bharata, within the bounds of righteousness. Let the word of 

honour given by you (to Kaikeyi) come true."     |    

 |     |        || 14  

 When Bharata begged Rāma to return to Ayodhya, Rāma once again reminded 

Bharata that he could not and would not dishonour his father by breaking the promise he 

had made to Kaikeyi. Rāma, a prince who had been brought up in the lap of luxury, and 

who stood to gain a position of absolute power and luxury if he disregarded his father‘s 

promise willingly, chose to live a life of exile and hardship for 14 years in a forest.  

 
Affection and Reverence for Parents 

 Rāma willingly chose to spend 14 years in exile in a forest to protect his father‘s 

much respected honour. Rāma said "Immediately, I shall go to live in forest of Daņdaka for 

fourteen years, without reflecting on whether my father's words are right or wrong." 

     |     || 15  

 This demonstrates the insurmountable affection and reverence Rāma had for his 

parents. He listened to every command his parents made, he honoured their promises and 

ensured that no one could accuse them of being unfair. He did not go against his parents‘ 

wishes even though he was the rightful heir. He obeyed his parents and is immortalised for 

doing so. Such was the honour he paid to his father.  

 Daśaratha too loved his child so deeply that when Rāma left for the forest, he laments 

"With much effort I, the childless begot the great and powerful Rāma as my son. How can I 

abandon such Rāma?"       |        

|| 16  

 Daśaratha had to heed to the two boons asked by Kaikeyi to uphold his promise and 

sent Rāma to the forest with a painful heart.

- 
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Be Warned of Bad Advice 

 Manthara, the maid servant of Kaikeyi, poisoned Kaikeyi‘s mind into demanding 

two appalling boons from Daśaratha. Initially, Kaikeyi was not convinced of the evil words 

of Manthara about the hardships she would have to face if Rāma was crowned as the King of 

Ayodhya and says "If Rāma has the kingdom then Bharata has it as well. Rāma esteems his 

brothers just as his own self."       |     

 ||17  

 Her own son, Bharata instead of praising her as she had thought, chastised her for 

the dreadful behaviour. "Why did you kill my father the monarch, who was intent on 

righteousness? Why did you send Rāma on exile to the forest?"     

 |      ||18  

 He accuses his mother of being greedy and reiterates his devotion to Rāma and says- 

"I think it is not known to you, a greedy woman, about my devotion towards Rāma. It is 

exactly so. You have brought in this great calamity for the sake of a kingdom."   

      |          ||19 

 Later when Bharata meets Rāma in the forest, Rāma advises Bharata to forgive his 

mother as King Daśaratha had given the two boons to fulfil his promise made to Kaikeyi‘s 

father at the time of her marriage. Rama says "O, My brother! Long ago, when our father 

married your mother, he promised your maternal grandfather that he would confer his 

kingdom as an exceptional marriage-dowry".         |  

    ||20  

 Due to the insistence of Manthara, Kaikeyi was convinced and trapped into 

Manthara‘s plans and asked for the two boons to Daśaratha. By that she not only lost her 

beloved husband but also her son Bharata, for whom she had asked for those very boons. 

 
Defending the Weak 

 Jatāyu, an aged demigod in the form of a vulture, had witnessed Rāvaņa kidnapping 

Sītā and taking her forcefully to Lanka. Paying no attention to his old age, Jatāyu tried to 

save Sītā by fighting Rāvaņa valiantly, but failed miserably. Unfortunately, he also got 

fatally wounded in the massive fight. He says "It will be incapable of you to forcibly abduct 

Vaidehi when I keep an eye on her, and when I am watchful of what is going on. "Vedas are 

definitive in their canons and their authority is established beyond doubt, yet the doubtful 

scholarly logicians still try to pamper their import with their conjectural logic, I will not let 

you take away Sītā, as such take this as a caution and release her.      

   |        || 21 

 When Rāma and Lakşhmaņa were looking for Sītā, they came across Jatayu where he 

was lying, breathing his last. Jatāyu informed Rāma about Sītā‘s whereabouts and Rāvaņa‘s 

plans before breathing his last. Moved to tears by the courage and valour of the aged 
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Jatāyu, Rāma performed the last rites as though Jatāyu was his father. Jatāyu is depicted as 

an ethical being capable of loyalty and friendship and heroic self-sacrifice. 

 
Conclusion 

 In each of these situations, the challenge present is whether or not one will be able to 

embrace their dharma, or responsibility, or whether or not one will shirk from their 

responsibility. In this, there is conflict because Vālmiki's work stresses how there is conflict 

in all of consciousness, and through the example of Lord Rāma can we, as human beings, 

find the strength and courage to alleviate such intense pain caused by the conflict of 

knowing what needs to be done, but wishing to not do it. 

 Further in the Taittiriya Upanişad, in the context of the Acharya‘s address to the 

students, the question arises about the course of action to be followed when one is in doubt 

whether an action or conduct is in conformity with dharma or not. Then the Teacher 

says:‗When you are in doubt whether an action or conduct is right or wrong, you should 

follow the example set by men of noble thoughts and deeds who are kind-hearted, who are 

ever willing to give sound advice and who always desire dharma alone‘. 
               

              22 

 The moral values which we uphold in life and believe are very similar in nature; like, 

brotherhood, kindness, sincerity, honesty and integrity etc. These values are deeply rooted 

within us, which were sowed when we were children and the values we cherish the most 

were taught through stories. Without even realizing how much those characters had 

impacted our thoughts, we carried them ahead in life. And at some point of time, when 

certain situations similar to the ones in the stories, appeared in our lives, we unconsciously 

sought strength from those characters. 
 Thus, it can be stated that the exposition of Dharma is the underlying theme of all the 

episodes related in the epic."From virtuousness prosperity emanates, from righteousness 

happiness, and by honourableness all are achieved, and this universe is the essence of 

Dharma.  
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  ―Conflict is inevitable because we‘re human beings and come from different 

backgrounds, don‟t fear conflict; embrace it - it's your job.” 

Few things are as inevitable and unavoidable at the workplace than 

misunderstandings and conflicts. As the office becomes an ever more rapid-paced, multi-

tasking and globalized environment the pressure to deliver quality and reach targets on 

time and in-budget dramatically increases, as does the potential for conflict. Conflict is 

simply another aspect of the broad and rich palette of human communication. In a 

positive sense conflict, if not allowed to spin out of control and become destructive or 

personalized, can lift the fog of differing meanings, focus minds on the issues at hand and 

create the clarity to resolve vexing problems. Opposing positions, competitive tensions, 

power struggles, ego, pride, jealousy, performance discrepancies, compensation issues, 

just someone having a bad day, etc. create conflict in the workplace. According to 

Michael Woodward, an organizational psychologist in the New York City area, the 

challenge is in figuring out which conflicts are healthy and which ones are harmful. 

―Unhealthy conflict is when it becomes personal and emotional. Then your judgment gets 

clouded,‖ Woodward says. By contrast, good conflict can lead to higher levels of trust. If 

people see that it‘s OK to challenge the boss, they can question the status quo, which is 

better for the company. 

While conflict is a normal part of any social and organizational setting, the 

challenge of conflict lies in how one chooses to deal with it. Concealed, avoided or 

otherwise ignored, conflict will likely fester only to grow into resentment, create 

withdrawal or cause factional infighting within an organization. 

Major causes for conflict are poor Communication, difference in Personalities, 

different values and competition. Poor communication is one of the main causes of 

conflict between employees in the workplace. This can result in a difference in 

communication styles or a failure to communicate. Failing to communicate in the 

workplace may cause employees to make incorrect assumptions and believe workplace 

gossip. Poor communication in the workplace not only causes conflict but decreases 

productivity and employee morale. A difference in personalities among employees is 

another cause of workplace conflict. Employees come from different backgrounds and 

experiences, which play a role in shaping their personalities. When employees fail to 

understand or accept the differences in each other's personalities, problems arise in the 

workplace. For example, an employee may possess a straightforward personality that 

CONFLICT AND ITS MANAGEMENT AMONG WOMEN  

AT THE WORKPLACE 
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results in him speaking whatever is on his mind, even if the timing is inappropriate. 

Similar to personalities, the values of employees differ within the workplace. A difference 

in values is seen clearly when a generational gap is present. Young workers may possess 

different workplace values than older workers. The difference in values is not necessarily 

the cause of employee conflict in the workplace, but the failure to accept the differences 

is. Unhealthy workplace competition is a cause of employee conflict. Some industries 

foster competitive environments more than others. When salary is linked to employee 

production, a workplace may experience strong competition between employees.  

In a 2008 paper on gender differences, five psychologists — Kateri McRae and 

James Gross of Stanford, Kevin Ochsner of Columbia, Iris Mauss of the University of 

Denver, and John Gabrieli of MIT — reported that while men and women don‘t really 

differ in their basic ―reactivity‖ to emotional provocation, they are quite different in the 

ways in which they respond. Based on both subsequent questioning and neural responses 

to aversive photos as measured by fMRI brain scans, the authors discovered no 

significant differences between the genders in the speed of their reactions to stimuli. But 

there are gender-based distinctions in how men and women were able to regulate and 

manage their emotional response to these stimuli. The amygdala was less activated in 

men‘s brains than in women‘s, and portions of the women‘s prefrontal cortex, the 

cognitive control center, were more active than those of the men.An important study on 

the topic of gender-based workplace preferences, conducted by Lluminari, Inc., a health 

education company, focused on results at businesses with more than 1,000 workers. 

There is nothing in the results to indicate they could not be applied to smaller companies 

as well. The main finding of the study is that both men and women tend to value the 

same things at work, but with different emphases. According to research, male workers 

regard pay, benefits, authority, status and power noticeably more than do female 

workers. Women placed their greatest workplace values on relationships, respect, 

communication, fairness, equity, collaboration and work-family balance. Interestingly, 

men do not tend to be especially aware of the factors that women value and women tend 

to overestimate how much men value money, status and power. 

Gender differences in the workplace typically stem from social factors, which 

influence the behaviors of men and women. Some organizations welcome gender 

diversity and encourage the inclusion of both sexes when making company decisions and 

offering promotional opportunities. Other organizations discourage gender inclusion and 

promote bias in the workplace. With most companies, gender differences add value and 

varying perspectives to an organization. There are, of course, arguably tangible 

differences in how females and males deal with workplace conflict. Men often view 

conflict as a fight over territory, as a chance to position themselves, push forward their 

ideas and as an opportunity to brand themselves to their boss. For males, conflict may be 

a tactic, a way to test an opponent‘s resolve. Women, on the other hand, often desire to 

mediate conflict, seeing it as hurtful to team members. For this reason they may feel the 

need to think of other‘s feelings first, consciously or subconsciously allowing their own 

wants and desires to take a backseat, or to be completely suppressed. 

http://gpi.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/11/2/143
http://gpi.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/11/2/143
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One major hurdle, according to Audrey Nelson, PhD and Claire Damken Brown, 

PhD, is that many women chose conflict avoidance strategies because they do not want to 

be seen as aggressive or confrontational, qualities associated with men. For these reasons, 

some women even deny they are competitive. These researchers point out that women 

take conflict more personally and see it as disruptive. Additionally, both female and male 

coworkers expect women to display greater empathy towards the feelings of others and 

to be more supportive and nurturing — thus avoiding conflict rather than embracing it. 

Indeed, according to work by gender expert Dr. Deborah Kolb of the Simmons 

School of Management, women often are the ―peacemakers‖ of their organizations. They 

become webbed in other‘s conflicts out feelings of loyalty, sympathy or simply because 

their colleagues come to them to offload their woes — a situation many men would reject 

as a waste of time and energy, reasoning, ―What‘s in this for me?‖ Moreover, women are 

expected to be ―nice,‖ a subtly nefarious burden few men have to bear. This indirect yet 

powerful pressure forces businesswomen to suppress their real and natural emotions 

which may include healthy feelings of frustration, anger and aggressiveness. Thus, their 

true emotions and attitudes go ―underground‖ in an attempt to keep up appearances of 

how they ―should‖ behave. The tensions produced by such emotional self-suppression, 

however, is starkly shown in a study by Zogby  

International and the Workplace Bullying Institute, which revealed that when a 

―woman bullies someone else, 80 percent of the time she has a female target‖ — a form of 

gender-hate spawned by the relentless strain to be continually ―nice.‖There is also a 

widespread belief among both genders that women judge each other more harshly than 

men judge women, women judge men or men judge other men. A conflict between two 

women is labeled a ―catfight,‖ a term of disparagement that does not exist for men. 

Similarly, the ―Queen Bee Syndrome‖ is used to describe a female boss who has typically 

―male traits‖ — ambition, thinking of results not people, dominance, and feeling 

threatened by successful subordinates, particularly if they are women. Labeling such 

behavior a ―syndrome‖ as concerns businesswomen defines it as a sort of mental or 

behavioral illness, when in fact these traits are characteristic of powerful leaders, 

regardless of gender.In practical business terms, preconceived notions of how females 

deal with conflict affects hiring, developing and promoting businesswomen. Female and 

male executives, indoctrinated with stereotypes of supposedly correct female office 

behavior, may pass over qualified women for fear that they are ―too emotional‖ or 

―complicated,‖ cannot effectively manage other females and will sow disharmony. 

While men are expected to be aggressive, even rude, in their climb up the corporate 

ladder, women who act the same are viewed in an unfavorable light. From childhood, 

most females are taught to "play nice." Anything else is considered ill-mannered. Because 

women know that they're supposed to appear nice, their behaviors toward one another 

go underground. When they're feeling competitive they will often backbite or gossip 

about a co-worker, subtly trying to undermine the competitor's position. For a female in 

the workplace to rise above this situation, she must be determined to refrain from gossip, 
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regardless of what is said to her. While many people enjoy hearing gossip, they learn not 

to trust the person gossiping, knowing that she may eventually turn on them. 

Keeping that in mind, here some practical tips, gleaned from professional 

conciliators, that can help you resolve personal conflict: 

 Define the problem and stick to the issue. Clearly define the issue and stay on 

topic during the discussion. Conflict deteriorates when the issue that started the 

conflict gets lost in angry words, past issues, or hurts tossed into the mix. 

 Pursue purity of heart. "Take the log out of your own eye, and then you will see 

clearly to take the speck out of your brother's eye" . Before approaching others 

regarding their faults and shortcomings, prayerfully face up to your own. Confess 

any way you might have contributed to the problem. 

 Plan a time for the discussion. Plan a time to meet with the other person when you 

are both rested and likely to respond in love to the other person's concerns. When 

you are tired, stressed, and distracted with other responsibilities, things rarely 

will go well. 

 Affirm the Relationship. Affirm the relationship before clearly defining the 

problem. For example, "Our relationship is important to me. But when you don't 

return my calls, I feel rejected and unimportant." Avoid blaming the other person 

and saying, "You make me feel…" Instead, say, "When you do 'A', I feel 'B'." By 

applying these practical tips and tools for resolving conflict to your relationships, 

you can turn obstacles into opportunities to demonstrate the love and power of 

the gospel. What's more, you will know the deep, abiding joy that comes through 

obedience to God's Word. 

 
The following tips will help to more effective handle conflicts in the workplace: 

 Define Acceptable Behavior: You know what they say about assuming…Just 

having a definition for what constitutes acceptable behavior is a positive step in 

avoiding conflict. Creating a framework for decisioning, using a published 

delegation of authority statement, encouraging sound business practices in 

collaboration, team building, leadership development, and talent management 

will all help avoid conflicts. Having clearly defined job descriptions so that people 

know what‘s expected of them, and a well articulated chain of command to allow 

for effective communication will also help avoid conflicts. Clearly and publicly 

make it known what will and won't be tolerated. 

 Hit Conflict Head-on: While you can‘t always prevent conflicts, it has been my 

experience that the secret to conflict resolution is in fact conflict prevention where 

possible. By actually seeking out areas of potential conflict and proactively 

intervening in a just and decisive fashion you will likely prevent certain conflicts 

from ever arising. If a conflict does flair up, you will likely minimize its severity 

by dealing with it quickly. Time spent identifying and understanding natural 

tensions will help to avoid unnecessary conflict. 
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 Understanding the WIIFM Factor: Understanding the other professionals WIIFM 

(What‘s In It For Me) position is critical. It is absolutely essential to understand 

other‘s motivations prior to weighing in. The way to avoid conflict is to help those 

around you achieve their objectives. If you approach conflict from the perspective 

of taking the action that will help others best achieve their goals you will find few 

obstacles will stand in your way with regard to resolving conflict. 

 The Importance Factor: Pick your battles and avoid conflict for the sake of 

conflict. However if the issue is important enough to create a conflict then it is 

surely important enough to resolve. If the issue, circumstance, or situation is 

important enough, and there is enough at stake, people will do what is necessary 

to open lines of communication and close positional and/or philosophical gaps. 

 View Conflict as Opportunity: Hidden within virtually every conflict is the 

potential for a tremendous teaching/learning opportunity. Where there is 

disagreement there is an inherent potential for growth and development. If you‘re 

a CEO who doesn‘t leverage conflict for team building and leadership 

development purposes you‘re missing a great opportunity. Divergent positions 

addressed properly can stimulate innovation and learning in ways like minds 

can't even imagine. Smart leaders look for the upside in all differing opinions. 

Conflict is a normal part of any social and organizational setting, the challenge of 

conflict lies in how one chooses to deal with it. Concealed, avoided or otherwise ignored, 

conflict will likely fester only to grow into resentment, create withdrawal or cause 

factional infighting within an organization. 
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Women occupy an important place both in the home and organization. In the 

traditional era, the women were confined to household work like cooking, washing, 

cleaning, taking care of children, etc., they were considered as home makers and were 

deprived of the right or opportunity to go outside home. 

Historical women may have taken up work for various reasons, but once they 

become employees, they have a specific role to play in the organization. Their 

understanding of this role would guide their reactions and their attempts to solve some 

of the problems which generally management faces. It can be observed that women come 

to organizations with certain preconceived notions, which would prove 

counterproductive. These perception turn from the accepted role priorities. For instance, 

men had always been the bread winners, hence women would not take this as their 

primary responsibilities and adapt a more casual approach. 

At Present women play a significant role in the process of economic development 

which includes primary, secondary and tertiary activities. In the development of 

commerce, trade and advancement of science and technology, women participation in the 

industrial and service sector develops various economic activities. 

 Recently, the service sector become the main source of employment for many 

women in developing countries, but its relative importance and women‘s representation 

within services vary among the regions in all countries. Health and education sectors rely 

heavily on females. In developed economies like Europe, service sector provides 83.1% 

employment opportunities to the female workforce as compared to the male workforce 

(58.1 %).  

So, now-a-days women play a dual role in their life as home maker and office 

worker. With the increase in cost of living on one hand and the improved education and 

employment opportunities on the other hand, both husband and wife started working 

and many families became dual earners. The growth of higher education has improved 

job prospects for women and resulted in the move from stay-at-home mothers to thriving 

professional women, over a period of time women accomplished a remarkable progress 

in every walk of life and made a noteworthy mark in their respective fields. But there is 

no significant change in performing the role of home maker. In majority of homes, the 

CONFLICT BETWEEN WORK AND LIFE AMONG WORKING 

WOMEN IN SERVICE SECTOR- TIRUCHIRAPPALLI DISTRICT 
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women still doing household work, cooks, takes care of the family members and manages 

the house. With increase in demands at work place and at home, the work- life balance of 

women employees are at stake. 

Work life balance refers to maintain the balance between performing roles and 

responsibilities at work and at home. In the cut-throat competitive environment, the 

organization's expectations from the employees are increasing. In order to meet the 

employer's demand, the employees have to stretch themselves and focus more on their 

work which is creating work-life imbalance. Infact striking a balance between work- life 

and personal life is one of the most challenging conflict being faced by the women 

employees in the 21st century. It is said that many women employees working in various 

sectors are having a disturbed work-life balance leading to increasing number of 

divorces, strained relationships among the family members, conflicts in the organizations 

and suicides. 

It is very necessary for the organizations to acknowledge women employees by 

providing more appropriate work-life balance measures for them. Changes in the social, 

political and economic fabric of societies have influenced and continue to influence both 

the nature of employment and its relationship to life outside work. Work-life balance 

fuelled in part by changing trends in women‘s social roles. 

Now as a rush of companies in service sector, which includes banking, teaching, 

information technology expand their unit, through recruiting more of female candidates. 

Women workforce is increasing and their contribution to the organizations is also 

considered to be valuable. In the recent times, the issues of work-life balance has gained 

more attention due to the reason that an individual‘s work life and personal life may 

present conflicting demands on one another while the demands from both the spheres are 

equally important. 

Work-life balance is one of the most challenging issues being faced by the 

employees in general and women employees in particular because of the type of roles 

they play at home and the spillover of personal life over work life and vice-versa. Based 

on the contemporary issue of work-life balance of women employees, the present 

research is carried out. 

 
Objectives 

 To study the economic conditions of the respondents. 

 To examine work life balance of women employees and analyses various factors 

affecting work life balance. 

 To give suggestions for the work life balance of women employees. 

 
Methodology 

The present study is based on both primary and secondary data. Primary data 

have been collected from 75 working women employees selected from 3 fields of service 

sector such as education, banking and BPO. 
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Related Literature 

Shakeelasaleem (2012) in her article “Role of job enrichment and job 

enlargement in work life balance” recognized that employees performance can be 

enhanced by increasing their satisfaction level. And the satisfaction level can be enhanced 

by enriching and enlarging their jobs in the organization. Human nature is very complex 

and required to be managed well by understanding their personal and as well as work 

environment issues. Most of the studies reflect work- life balance measures on individual 

appraisals regarding the level of satisfaction or success with the balance between work 

and family life.  

ManishaPurohit(2013) in her article on “A comparative study of work life 

balance in various industrial sectors in Pune region” found that work life balance is a 

concept including proper prioritizing between "workaholics" (career and ambition) on the 

one hand and "lifestyle" (Health, pleasure, leisure, family and spiritual development) on 

the other. It is the term used to describe practices in achieving a balance between the 

demands of employees‘ family (life) and work lives. The increasing prevalence of work 

life conflicts and increasing concern about work life issues in the corporate arena present 

both a challenge and opportunity for Human Resource (HR) Professionals. 

 
Table No-1 Type of Family  

Type of family Education Banking BPO Total 

Joint 

Nuclear 

12(37) 

13(31) 

10(30) 

15(36) 

11(33) 

14(33) 

33(44) 

42(56) 

Total 25 25 25 75 

 Source: Primary data Parentheses indicate percentages 
 

From the table no .1, it is clear that the majority of respondents (56 %) belong to 

the nuclear family. While the respondents belonging to the nuclear family are more or 

less equally distributed among the three fields. In order to improve their economic status 

of the family, women must work which implies the process of nuclear family. The 

remaining percentage of the respondents are in the joint family which also increases the 

burden of work in the family.  

 

Table No- 2 Working Hours of the Respondents  

Working hours Education Banking BPO Total 

5-6 

6-7 

7-8 

25(100) 

- 

- 

- 

- 

25(100) 

- 

- 

25(100) 

25(33) 

- 

50(67) 

Total 25 25 25 75 

 Source: Primary data 

 Parentheses indicate percentages 

From the table No.2, it is known that 67% of the respondents in the field of both 

banking and BPO are working 7-8 hours per-day. Among them, respondents in BPO 

having shift based work time. There were 3 shifts available to them. They can choose any 
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one as they like (6a.m-1.30p.m, 1.30p.m-8.30p.m & general shift 9.00am-4pm.)  

The remaining percentage of the respondents are teachers whose working hours ranging 

between 5-6 hours. Even though it is a less time compared to others notably but they 

carry more of the responsibilities and commitments to their home.  

 
Table No- 3 Time Spent With Their Family 

Hours Education Banking BPO Total 

1-2 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
5-6 

11(31) 
4(27) 
4(31) 
3(37) 
3(75) 

8(23) 
7(46) 
4(31) 
5(63) 
1(25) 

16(46) 
4(27) 
5(38) 

- 
- 

35(47) 
15(20) 
13(17) 
8(11) 
4(5) 

 25 25 25 25 

Source: Primary data 

Parentheses indicate percentages 

The table no.3 shows that hours of time spent by the respondents with their 

family members. It is very shocking that nearly 50% of the respondents are spent only 2 

hours with their family members. Among them BPO employees are occupied more 

percentage than the other groups due to their nature of work. 16% of the respondents are 

spent nearly 4-6 hours with their family members by sharing work in cooking and 

helping their children for completing homework. It is important to spend time for the 

family members which avoids conflicts and  

facilitates to work happily in the working spot.  

 
Table No.4 Satisfaction Status in the Working Place 

Factors 
Teaching Banking IT 

H M N H M N H M N 

Working conditions 20 3 2 23 2 - 21 4 - 

Work facilities 1 19 5 3 19 3 14 4 7 

Salary 9 12 4 6 11 8 3 20 2 

Safety needs 2 6 17 2 14 9 2 19 4 

Benefits 1 22 2 15 5 5 16 4 5 

Remedial measures 3 20 2 11 10 4 12 3 10 

Source: Primary data H-High M-medium N-Normal 

The table No.4 shows that the satisfaction status of the respondents are medium 

level in all the three sectors.  

 
Table No.5 Level of Statisfaction about Worklife Balance 

Sector High Medium Low Total 

Education 9(36) 12(48) 4(16) 25 

Banking 10(40) 14(56) 1(4) 25 

BPO 6(24) 15(60) 4(16) 25 

Total 25 25 25 75 

Source: Primary data 

Parentheses indicate percentages 
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The table No.5 shows the satisfaction level of respondents in the three sector. 

Greater percentage of banking and education sector reported the high level of satisfaction 

about their work life balance. Almost majority of the respondents are managing the work 

at home with the help of the relatives and the appointing servant maid for completing 

their household tasks which enables them to work hard in the work spot. So that majority 

of the respondents reported the high level of work life balance. 

 
Table No.6 Various Factors Affecting Worklife Balance 

Factors High Medium Low Total 

Age 15(20) 36(48) 24(32) 75 

No. of Children 10(13) 29(39) 36(48) 75 

Type of family 12(16) 30(40) 33(44) 75 

Dependency in 
completion of 
work at home 

15(20) 40(53) 20(27) 75 

Working hours 9(12) 39(52) 27(36) 75 

Mode of 
Transport 

14(18) 29(39) 32(43) 75 

No.of 
Dependency 

13(17) 41(55) 21(28) 75 

Source: Primary data 

Parentheses indicate percentages 

The table No.6 shows that some of the factors mentioned in the table are affecting 

the work life balance. Since most of the respondents are opine that the factors like age, 

number of children, type of family and dependency of completing work are affecting 

only low level in balancing the work life balance. Even these factors are affecting work 

life balance high, medium and in that case the respondents are managing their work-life 

with the help of their relatives and friends.  

 
Findings 

 Nearly half of the respondents use two wheeler to reach the work spot which 

could avoid the stress to some extent. 

 Nearly 1/3rd of the respondents getting assistance from their relatives and servant 

maid in doing work at home. 

 From the personal interview it is found out that most of the respondents had 

cordial relationship with their peer groups in work place. 

 All the respondents are satisfied with the facilities available in the working place. 

 Most of the respondents are balancing their dual role by controlling time 

management , autonomous in decision making,etc.,. 

 Most of the respondents does not take their breakfast correct at time due to the 

completion of household works. 

 It is found out that the factors like age, number of children, type of family, 

dependency of completion of work and working hours are affecting only low 

level in balancing the work life –personal life. 
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 Improved work life balance reduced the stress level of respondents. 

 
Suggestions 

 A little relaxation should be given at the workplace to manage this work-life 

imbalance. 

 Time spent with their family members should be increased. 

 Arrangements should be made for more of get- to- gether with their relatives and 

friends. 

 A provision of creech in the work place will also help to balance work life and 

personal life. 

 
Conclusion 

Women constitute an important section of the workplace at present. The present 

study concluded that the women are capable of balancing the work life and avoid conflict 

with the help of their family members and co-workers. Based on the objectives, it is 

known that the respondents are managing their work and life imbalance with the help of 

careful planning of home needs and official needs. 
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Introduction 

As no two individuals can think alike, differences in their thought process can 

lead to conflicts. A conflict may arise between individuals, groups, states and countries.  

A small conflict not controlled at the right time may lead to unrest and disharmony. 

Conflict management is important because it is always wise to prevent conflict at the first 

place rather than facing its negative results. Conflicts lower the productivity as well as 

demotivate the persons involved. Conflicts can be of many types: - verbal conflict, 

religion conflict, emotional conflict, social conflict, personal conflict, community conflict 

and so on. Conflict Management is the process of limiting the negative aspects of conflict 

and increasing the positive aspects. Resolution in conflict involves the reduction, 

elimination or termination of all types of conflicts. This paper explains how positive 

attitude manage the conflicts to find win-win solution. The following chapters explain the 

skills required for conflict management, styles of conflict management and role of 

positive attitude in conflict management. 

 
Skills Required for Conflict Managsement 

To prevent conflict one might explore all the factors leading to a fight. An 

individual needs certain skills to manage conflicts, which are listed below: 

 Communication Skills – One should speak in a polite but convincing manner and 

not hurting the sentiments of others. 

 Listening Skills – Always listen to the other side of the story and do not jump to 

conclusion 

 Discussion -- It is always better to sit and discuss the issues on an open forum. 

Everyone has a right to express his views and a middle way has to be found. 

 Patience – One needs to be very patient to avoid and resolve conflicts. 

 Impartial – Stand by what is correct and never support what is wrong. 

 Never criticise – Critics always hurt other‘s sentiments and feelings and never 

provide solution. 

ROLE OF POSITIVE ATTITUDE FOR WIN-WIN SOLUTION IN 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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 Positive attitude – Positive attitude is essential to avoid fights and conflicts.  

No one is perfect and all are bound to make mistakes. Never try to put the blame 

on anyone else‘s shoulders. As life is all about adjustments one should not find 

faults in others. 

 Ignore adamant persons – Ignore the person who is too demanding and not 

willing to compromise at all. These persons won‘t help in solving the conflicts. 

 
Conflict Management Styles 

Through the result of conflict management stress should disappear people should 

feel motivated and happy. The following table list the styles for conflict management. 

 
Table 1 Conflict Management Style [6] 

Style Description Effect 

Withdrawing/avoiding 
Retreats from an actual or 
potential conflict situation 

Does not solve the problem 
 

Smoothing /accommodating 
Emphasizes areas of 
agreement rather than areas 
of difference 

Provides only short-term 
solution 

Compromising 

Searches for and bargains 
for solutions that bring 
some degree of satisfaction 
to all parties 

Provides definitive 
resolution 

Forcing 
Pushes one‘s viewpoint at 
the expense of others; offers 
only win-lose situations 

Hard feelings may come 
back in other forms 

Collaborating 

Incorporates multiple 
viewpoints and insights 
from differing perspectives; 
leads to consensus and 
commitment 

Provides long-term 
resolution 

Confronting/problem 
solving 

Treats conflict as a problem 
to be solved by examining 
alternatives; requires give-
and take attitude and open 
dialogue 

Provides ultimate 
resolution 
 

Conflicts end with any one of the situation: lose-lose, win-lose, win-win. The lose-

lose orientation is a type of conflict that tends to end negatively for all parties involved. A 

win-lose orientation on the other hand results in one victorious party, usually at the 

expense of the other. This paper discusses about the win-win orientation in conflict 

resolution. A win-win solution arrived at by integrative bargaining may be close to 

optimal for both parties. The attitude of a person plays a major role in the above 

mentioned styles. 

Role of Positive Attitude in Conflict Management 

Nothing can be achieved unless one believes in himself and must have a positive 

attitude. Positive attitude plays an important role in conflict management. To get the win-

win conflict resolution one should adopt positive attitude. Positive attitude towards life 
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makes a person more adjustable. He will never blame other for the conflict or never find 

fault in others. This attitude reduces the adverse effect of fights. 

If a person takes the first initiative to resolve the fight he will lose nothing but 

gain respect from others. According to the law of attraction, if a person adopt a positive 

attitude, good things happen to him, whereas a negative attitude brings negative things. 

Negative thoughts make a person to see everything wrong and make him to fight others 

for no reason. Forgiving people who did wrong things is a positive attitude. This makes 

him happy and the wounds made by others will be healed. He can move on to the next in 

his life instead of stick on to the issue. 

Life is full of surprises and ups and downs. One should practice to look at the 

brighter side of life rather than fighting with everyone. Fighting will spoil the mood and 

drag you to the wrong side. One rotten tomato spoils the other tomatoes in the same 

basket. One negative thought creates conflict and make the person in a stressed state.  

One should always be happy in life. If anything goes wrong do not think that is 

the end of the road. There is light at the end of the tunnel. An individual must develop a 

positive attitude to avoid disagreements and lead a peaceful life. 

 
Conclusion 

Conflicts can arise any time and at any place when people are not willing to adjust 

with each other on their views. Everyone should understand that a conflict never benefits 

anyone and it only leads to displeasures. One should adopt a positive attitude towards 

problems faced in his life. Every problem comes with an inbuilt solution which cannot be 

seen by a less motivated person. Instead of blaming others for our problems one can 

develop positive attitude to avoid conflicts. One should not lose hope as every dark night 

end with a beautiful morning. Every individual must develop a positive attitude to avoid 

conflicts and lead a happy and a peaceful life. 
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Introduction 

Man is born with his infinite past behind him. He comes to this world carrying the 

baggage of his past Karma with him. Regulated self efforts (Exercises & self appraisal), 

moral practices, worship, prayer, yoga, meditation lead him to break the bondage and 

become free. Every individual spend his/her life right from berth till death, facing 

problems and trying to resolve them or to avoid them. In reality to avoid the problem is 

futile. If one problem is reduced, the other peeps in. In certain period more than one 

problem creeps and no peace of mind prevails in life  

The problems that are encountered by human being is in common is referred as 

conflict. The conflict may be either inner (Intra personal) or outer (Inter personal) conflict. 

In this paper an attempt is made with the objective to understand the concept of inner 

conflict and the role of yoga and meditation as the pragmatic tool to resolve the inner 

conflict. Today‘s competitive and materialistic society, which is characterized by struggle, 

stress, conflict and fatigue, is in crying need of spirituality. Unlike yester years, the 

present day youth has more exposures to both good and bad events and aspects. 

Especially due to innovation and technological up gradation, youth are able to acquaint 

with lots and lots of information in mega bytes which distracts the concentration, 

capacity and the capability of their mind power completely and could not judge which is 

right or wrong; legal or illegal; moral or immoral . In reality the wish of the individual to 

lead a comfortable and peaceful life could not be achieved. Especially in case of youth, on 

one hand they totally depend on the data base and on the other hand he has been 

committed to obey the orders of the elders and respect the moral values instructed by 

them and bound to maintain harmony with one and all around him. As a result, there 

exists a split personality within them. It creates lot of problems with in self. This situation 

is referred as conflict. Conflict is the felt opposition between one‘s need to do or decide 

something and the inability to do so or the opposition felt when others expect something 

that one can‘t fulfill.  

 
A personal conflict is the felt opposition with resulting tension, 

 between two or more contrary thoughts or emotions or needs or wishes or 

expectations or beliefs within oneself, 

 or between an internal need or wish or expectation or belief and outer 

circumstances, 

VETHATHRIYAM WAY OF TRANSMISSION FROM INNER 

CONFLICT TO PEACE 
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 or between the needs or wishes or expectations or beliefs of oneself and other 

persons. 

 In short, it is a perceived opposition between two or more contrary mental forces 

within oneself or between oneself and the outer world. And this perceived opposition 

causes frustration, blockage in the flow of our psychological and emotional life, often 

affecting our physical life. The elements of a personal conflict are dynamic, not passive. 

They can be ideas, desires, opportunities or even changing situations. There is an internal 

element to all personal conflicts. For a conflict to exist there must be two or more  

forces – all internal, or partly internal and partly external, or all external, but all  

dynamic – pushing oneself into two different directions at the same time.  This personal 

conflict may be either interpersonal or intra personal. The former is the problem that 

exists between people while the later exist within self. The interpersonal conflict is 

considered to be outer and the intra personal conflict is deemed to be inner conflict. 

 
Inner Conflict  

Inner conflict refers to one where the major opposing forces are all within us. Such 

a conflict may have reference to the outer world – very often it does – but the opposition 

is going on within us. They may fall under any of the following types. 

 Conflicting desires for more or less equal objects or outcomes. 

 Conflicting desires where one object is clearly the higher. 

 Conflict where a choice is needed but I don‘t know which is better. 

 Conflict between desire or need to do something and the inability, either because 

of self-doubt or fear or inertia. 

 Conflict between belief and doubt (without reference to desire or need) 

 Conflict in my ideas or in my emotions or from my subconscious mind. 

The first four pertain to conflicts affecting decision- making. The fifth and sixth 

are conflicts in the mind. 

Youth is the period for development of the intellect and the taming of the 

emotions. It could be developed through well designed spiritual education. This spiritual 

education shows them the path to perfection. Yoga and meditation is one subject of this 

spiritual education among many. It helps the youth to develop a well integrated 

wholesome personality. This will show them the way to lead a peaceful life. There is no 

place on earth without conflict. Yoga and meditation helps to resolve and get a ―win - 

win‖ solution. It is a problem solving technique with negotiation skill.  

Yoga and meditation are the most important subset of Pathanjali‘s Astanga Yoga 

which forms the fundamental pillar of spiritual education. In the spiritual and cultural 

enlightenment all people can be put in to four broad categories and Hinduism offers 

them four different paths for their spiritual disciplines (shown below) and Swami 

Vivekananda recognizes these four yogas as four major means of achieving the freedom 

of the soul.  
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Categories Suitable path 

Emotional person Bhakthi Yoga – Path of worship 

Rational person Gynana Yoga – Path of rational inquiry 

Meditative person Raja Yoga – Path of mental concentration 

Habitually over active person Karma Yoga – path of right action 

 
Vethathriyam Way of Transmission from Inner Conflict to Peace 

Any obstruction in the normal mental activity is considered as conflict. Mental 

conflict is caused by the disturbance in the function of bio magnetism, due to physical 

illness, or a reaction to events that are contrary to expectation. Conflict in the mind will 

deteriorate the normal working order of mind. There by one‘s entire personality is 

affected. This disturbance affects the whole physical body and all the intricate functions 

of the senses and limbs. If mental conflict is frequently present, it leads to disease, which 

may end up fatal.  

The root cause for all conflict in human life is the emergence of disappointments 

in one‘s expectations. Yogiraj Vethathri Maharishi, in his simplified Kundalini Yogic 

practices specially pointed out that mental acceptance of unacceptability is nothing but 

the failure to fulfill expectations. According to him every occurrence is due to the cause 

and effect principle of nature. Failure is also the result that comes under the same divine 

justice. Accordingly with an enlightened attitude one should be ready to accept every 

person and event instead of blaming others for one‘s lack of satisfaction. Among youth, 

being of young age, if such an enlightened culture is evolved, there will be no conflict of 

mind with any incident or experience in life.  

 
Introspection Practices 

To impart and strengthen this enlightenment, maharishi suggests the following 

introspection practices. 

 Understanding the existence and functions of mind and the results of thoughts. 

 Moralisation of desires. 

 Neutralisation of anger. 

 Eradication of worries. 

 Harmony in family life. 

 Manoeuvre of six Temperaments (Greed, Anger, Miserliness, Immoral sexual 

passion, Vanity and Vengeance ) and 

 Realisation of Self and God through meditation. 

These seven subjects should be learned and practiced under one who is well- 

trained in spiritual knowledge and leading the spiritual life. Undergoing this practice will 

develop one‘s personality and bring about a prosperous and harmonious life. This 

education could be made compulsory in all colleges and universities. Such a spiritual 

education will definitely reform society to enjoy suitable culture. The social service 

organizations may take up this kind of education to all villages and every nook and 

corner of the world. 
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Conclusion 

The mind is the divine treasure with multifarious values provided to each person 

on earth. Conflicts in the mind deteriorate the personality, enjoyment and peace through 

the six moods of greed, anger, miserliness, immoral sexual passion, vanity and 

vengeance. These six emotional temperaments are arising from and furthering mental 

conflict; they must be streamlined in order to live peaceful and joyful life. This inculcate 

the mentality of maintenance of peace of mind in the family and social relationships 

among youth. Realisation of the nature of the mind will give one the maturity and 

enlightenment to perfect the personality in all fields of life. 
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KidtH nr.yypjhk;ghs; 

cjtp Nguhrphpia¸ ,irj;Jiw> rPjhyl;Rkp ,uhk];thkp fy;Yhp> jpUr;rpuhg;gs;sp 
 

 
Kd;Diu 
 ,irfiyahdJ Foe;ij Kjy; flTs; tiuapYk;> XuwpT Kjy; MwwpT 
tiu midj;J capHfisAk; yapf;fitf;Fk; xU fiyahfj;jpfo;fpwJ. ,j;jifa 
rpwg;G tha;e;j ,irf;fiyahy; jw;fhyj;jpy; ,isQHfs; vjpHnfhs;s Ntz;ba 
gy rthy;fisAk;> gpur;ridfisAk; vt;thW vjpHnfhz;L ntw;wpfhz KbAk; 
vd;gij tpsf;fpf; $WtNj ,f;fl;Liuapd; Nehf;fkhFk;. NkYk; ]`hdh ,uhfk; 
ghLtjhYk;> Nfl;gjhYk;> Nfhgk; cs;spl;l gy;NtW gpur;ridfspypUe;J 
tpLglf;$ba jPHiTAk; ,f;fl;Liuapy; Muhayhk;. 
 
,uhfq;fSk; ,urq;fSk;         
 ekJ fHehlf ,irapy; cs;s 7 ];tuq;fSk; mjd; tiffSk; gy 
tpjkhd RUjpfis jd;Ds; nfhz;Ls;sJ. ,tw;why; xt;nthU ,uhfKk;> 
xt;nthU ,urj;ij ntspg;gLj;Jk; jd;ik ngw;wjhf mikfpd;wJ. ,urq;fs; 
nkhj;jk; 9 mit mw;Gjk;> gahdfk;> gPgj;]k;> `h];ak;> fUiz> nusj;uk;> 
rhe;jk;> ];Uq;fhuk; kw;Wk; tPu u]k; MfpaitahFk;. ,iriaf;Nfl;lTld; 
ek;kdJf;Fs; Vw;gLk; czHT NtWghLfSk;> cly; kw;Wk; euk;Gkz;lyq;fspy; 
Vw;gLk; khw;wq;fSk; ,e;j ,urq;fshNyahFk;.  
 
7];tuq;fSk; 7 Mjhu rf;fuq;fSk; 
 ek; clypy; %yhjhuk; njhlq;fp ];thjpl;lhdk;> kzpG+ufk;> mdhfjk;> 
tpRj;jp> Mf;Qh> ]f];uhuk; Mfpa 7 rf;fuq;fs; cs;sd. ,e;j 7 rf;fuq;fs; 

,irapy; cs;s 7 ];tuq;fSlDk;> VIBGYOR vd;W Mq;fpyj;jpy; 
miof;fg;gLfpd;w epwkhiyapy; cs;s 7 epwq;fSld; xg;gplg;gLfpd;wd. 
Foe;ij gpwf;Fk; NghNj vy;yh rf;fuq;fSld; gpwf;fpd;wJ. Foe;ij gpwe;jTld; 
%yhjhu rf;fuk; Kjypy; ,aq;f Muk;gpf;Fk;. mJ tsutsu ]`];uhu rf;fuk; 
tiu xt;nthd;whf tsUk;. 21 tajhFk; NghJ midj;J rf;fuq;fspd; tsHr;rp 
KOikahFk;. rg;j ];tuq;fspy; Kjy; ];tukhd ]l;[khdJ %yhjhu 
];tukhFk;. ,e;j ];tuj;ij Kjypy; ghb Muk;gpf;Fk; NghJ %yhjhuk; 
,aw;ifahfNt mjpHit mjpfhpf;Fk; jd;ik ngw;wjhf mike;jpUf;Fk;. 
 
,isQHfs; vjpHnfhs;Sk; rthy;fs;> rpf;fy;fs;> jPHTfs; 
 ,d;iwa fhyk; fLk; Nghl;bfSk;> rthy;fs; epiwe;jjhf ,Uf;fpd;wJ. 
mjpy; Nghuhb kPz;L tu kdcWjpAk; rhjpf;fj;Jbf;Fk; kNdhghtKk; Ntz;Lk;. 
vy;NyhUf;Fk; ,e;j kdg;ghd;ik ,Uf;Fk; vd;W $wKbahJ. jk;khy; ntw;wpfhz 
,aytpy;iyNa vd;w kdmOj;jk;> jhk; jdpikgLj;jg;gLk;NghJk;> jkf;F chpa 
mq;fPfhuk; fpilf;fhj jUzj;jpYk;> kdr;Nrhh;T te;J jkJ Kaw;rpfis 
nraypof;fr; nra;J> tho;f;ifapy; Njhy;tp milAk; epiy gy ,sk; 
jiyKiwapdUf;F Vw;gLfpd;wJ. 
 ,jpypUe;j kPz;L tu ,iwek;gpf;ifAldhd ciog;Gk;> Kiwahd 
,iwgapw;rpAk; mtrpak;. ,irahdJ xH ce;J rf;jpahf khwp kdij 

kdpjdpd; td;Fzj;ij nkd;Fzkhf;Fk; ,ir 
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cw;rhfg;gLj;JfpwJ. ,ir fw;Wf;nfhs;sKbahjth;fs;> ,irg;ghly;fis Nfl;L> 
tho;tpy; ek;gpifnfhz;L ntw;wpapd; vy;iyia milayhk;. 
,ir fw;gJ vd;gJ ehj NahfkhFk;. nghJthf Nahfh vd;gj cliy 
MNuhf;fpakhf itf;f cjTk; xU fiy. ,jpy; ehjkhd ,irAk; NrUk; NghJ 
cs;sk; Jha;ikailfpwJ.  
 kdk; vd;gNj XH,lj;jpy; epy;yhjJ. vg;NghJk; rQ;ryk; nfhz;L Fok;Gk; 
kNdhepiy cilaJ. me;j kdj;ij xU ,lj;jpy; ehjNahfj;jhy; epWj;jp 
,iriaghLk;NghJ. kdk; rQ;ryk;,d;wp mikjpahfpd;wJ. Fog;gq;fs; mfd;W 
njspTgpwf;fpd;wJ.  
 ,ir fw;wy; vd;gJ ,sk; tajpypUe;Nj Muk;gpf;fg;glNtz;Lk;. ,iria 
Kiwg;gb fw;f Muk;gpf;Fk;NghJ rpWtajpypUe;Nj kdk;> cly;> Md;kh Mfpait 
Rj;jpailfpd;wd. NkYk; Foe;ijfsplk; fy;tpj;jpwikAk; ePjpnewp jtwhj 
Neh;ikahd FzKk; ,aw;ifahf mikfpd;wJ. NkYk; gpur;ridfis 
vjpHnfhs;Sk; ijhpaKk;> rhjpf;Fk; kdg;ghd;ikAk; tsHfpd;wJ.  
 
,ir rpfpr;ir 

ekJ ehl;by; ehj Nahfk; yaNahfk; vd;gJ goq;fhye;njhl;Nl 
,Ue;JtUfpwJ. ,uhf rpfpr;ir vd;w rk];fpUj EhyhdJ> ve;j ,uhfk; ve;j 
rpfpr;irf;Fg; gad;gLfpwJ vd;gij tpsf;Ffpd;wJ. 

 Njthuj;jpy; jpUQhdrk;ge;jg;ngUkhd; “kl;bl;l” vd;w Njthuj;ij 
rPfhkug;gz;zpy; ghb G+k;ghitia capHgpj;J vOg;gpdhH. jpahfuh[H eh[Ptjhuh 
vd;w gpy`hp ,uhfg; ghliyg; ghb ,we;jtiu capHgpj;J vOg;gpdhH. NkYk; 
Kj;J];thkp jPl;rpjhpd; etfpu`f;Ujp tapw;Wtypia Nghf;Fk; vd;Wk; 
ep&gpf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.  
 ,irapy; fhzg;gLk; xt;nthU ,uhfKk; xt;nthU ,urj;ij ntspg;gLj;jp 
Nfl;gthpd; kdijj;njhLfpd;wJ. ,J ntWk; xypahf kl;Lky;yhky; Nfl;gthpd; 
kdf;fhaj;jpw;F kUe;jhfpd;wJ. Jhf;fkpd;ik kdmOj;jk; Mfpatw;iw 
Nghf;Ffpd;w mUkUe;jhf jpfo;fpd;wJ. 
 xU kdpjd; czh;r;rptrg;gLk;NghJk;> Nfhgg;gLk;NghJk; jd;epiyia ,oe;J 
jtWnra;fpd;whd;. gpd;dH kdcisr;rYf;F Mshfp epk;kjp ,of;fpd;whd;.  
xt;nthU ,uhfj;jpw;Fk; xU Neha; jPHf;Fk; rf;jp cz;L. mt;tifapy; 
Gd;dhftuhsp> ]`hdh ,uz;L ,uhfq;fSk; Nfhgj;ij fl;Lg;gLj;Jk; Mw;wy; 
nfhz;lJ. ,f;fl;Liuf;fhf ]fhdh ,uhfk; kl;Lk; vLj;Jf;nfhs;sg;gl;L 
tpsf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. xUtiu czh;r;rptrg;glhky; rkepiyAld; itf;Fk; Mw;wy; 
]`hdh ,uhfj;jpw;F cz;L.  
 
]`hdh,uhfk; 
 ,e;j ,uhfk; 28 Nkskhfpa `hpfhk;Nghjpapd; [d;ak;. ,jd; 

MNuhfzk;: ]hpfkgkjheP]; 
 mtNuhfzk;: ];epjgkfhkhPfhp 
 ,J cga tf;u ,uhfk;. gf;jp urk; jJk;gpa ,uhfk;. 
 ]`hdh vd;gJ yl;Rkp kw;Wk; JHifapd; ngaH. NkYk; ]`hdh vd;why; 
nghWik fhj;jy; vd;w nghUs; cz;L. fd;dlnkhopapy; ,e;j ngaUf;Fz;lhd 
mHj;jkhdJ> Kf;fhyj;ijg; gw;wpa midj;J mwpTk; ngw;wtH vd;gjhFk;. kpfTk; 
uQ;rfkhd ,uhfk;> fUizu]j;ij ntspg;gLj;Jk; ,uhfk;. ettpjgf;jpapy; 
jh]gf;jpia ntspg;gLj;Jk; ,uhfk;. Kj;J];thkp jPl;rpjH ,e;j ,uhfj;ij 22k; 
Nkskhd fu`ug;hpahtpd; [d;akhf Fwpg;gpLfpd;whH. ,e;j ,uhfj;jpy; rpy 
rQ;rhuq;fisg; ghLk;NghJ gf;jp u]k; KOikahf ntspg;gLitjf;; fhzyhk;. 
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c.k;: hPhP – hpfkgkfhkhP –hpkfhp]h – ep]hpfhhphP. ,e;j ,uhfj;jpy; hp\gk; kw;Wk; 
fhe;jhuk; mjd; RUjpiatpl rw;W Nfhkskhf xypg;gJ ,e;j ,uhf rhiaia 
mofhf ntspf;nfhzUfpwJ. ,e;j ,uhfk; ntz;ikepwj;ijAila ngz; 
,uhfkhFk;. ngz; vd;gts; nkd;ikahdts;. ,e;j ,uhfk; ngz;izg;Nghd;W 
nkd;ikj;jd;ik tha;e;jJ vd;gjhy; mt;thW tifg;gLj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,e;j 
,uhfj;ij ,ir rpfpr;irapy; gad;gLj;Jk; Kiwia fPo;fhzyhk;. 
 
,ir rpfpr;ir gapw;rp Kiw 
 ,ir rpfpr;ir Nkw;nfhs;Sk; egH mikjpahd xU ,lj;jpy; vt;tpj. 
,ilA+Wkpd;wp mkuNtz;Lk;. mth;fs; gj;khrdk; my;yJ t[;uhrdj;jpy; mkuyhk;. 
Kjypy; fz;fs; %bagb> nkJthf ]`hdh ,uhfj;ij ghlTk; my;yJ ghLtij 
ftdpf;fTk; nra;ayhk;. mg;NghJ mth;fs; jq;fspd; ];thrj;jy; ftdk; 
nrYj;jNtz;Lk;. ,jd;%yk; Nfhg czHr;rpfs;> gopthq;Fk; czHr;rpfs; 
kiwtJld; kpFe;j mikjp kdjpw;F Vw;gLtij czuyhk;. gpd;dh; ehd; ed;whf 
,Uf;fpNwd;> ehd; vd;id Nerpf;fpd;Nwd; vd;gd Nghd;w NeHkiw vz;zq;fis 
jpUk;gj;jpUk;g kdjpy; vz;zpf;nfhz;L. ,iria cs;thq;fp> NeHkiw mjpHTfis 
czHe;J cs;thq;fpte;jhy; me;j ,uhfk; Nfl;gjhy; KOgyDk; fpilf;Fk;. 
 
vd;Diu 
 xyp vd;gJ ek; clypy; jpRf;fs;> nry;fs;> euk;Gfs;tiu nrd;W mjpHTfs; 
Vw;gLj;Jfpd;wJ. ghk;Gf;fb> Njs;fbapd; tp\j;ij ePf;f ke;jpuq;fs; xyp 
NtWghl;Lld; $wg;gl;lJ nrtptopahf Nfs;tpg;gl;Ls;Nshk;. 
ehk; jpdKk; ghuhazk; nra;Ak; ];Nyhfq;fs;> nrhy;Yk; [gq;fs; ek; clypy; 
ey;y mjpHTfis Vw;gLj;jp> me;j ];Nyhfj;jpw;Fz;lhd gyid ekf;Fj; 
jUfpd;wJ. 
 ,Nj Nghd;W ,ir rpfpr;irahdJ rhjhcly; FiwghL Kjy; kpff; nfhba 
Neha;fisAk; jPHf;Fk; Mw;wy; ngw;wJ. ,J egUf;F egH NtWgLk;. ,irapy; 
fhzg;gLk; 72 Nks,uhfq;fs; ek; clypy; cs;s 72000 ehbfis rPHnra;Ak; 
Mw;wy; tha;e;jjhff; $wg;gLfpd;wJ. 
midtuhYk; ,irghLjy;> fw;wy; vd;gJ rhj;jpakd;W. Mdhy; midtuhYk; 
,ir Nfl;L gadilayhk;. N[hjplj;jpy; yf;dj;jpypUe;J ,uz;lhk; ,lkhfpa 
thf;F ];jhdj;jpy; #hpad;> nrt;tha;> rdp> ,uhF> NfJ Mfpa fpu`q;fs; 
jdpahfNth my;yJ Nrh;e;Njh ,Ue;jhy; me;j [hjfH> Nfhg FzKilatuhfj; 
jpfo;thH vd;gJ N[hjpl tpjp. mNjNghd;W Gjd;> re;jpud;> Rf;ud; Mfpa 
fpu`q;fs;> ,uz;lhk; ,lkhfpa thf;F];jhdj;jpy; ,Ue;jhy; Nkw;$wpa Fzj;jpw;F 
khwhf rhe;j Fzk; nfhz;ltuhf me;j [hjfH ,Ug;ghh;. mjdhy; Nkw;$wpa Nfhg 
Fzj;ij ,ir rpfpr;ir thapyhf rhe;jkhf;f ]`hdh ,uhfk; cjTfpwJ.  
 ,ir rpfpr;irapy; jw;fhyj;jpy; gy Neha;fs; Fzkhf;fg;gl;L tUfpd;wd 
vd;gJ Ma;Tfs; %yk; mwpayhk;. ekJ ,irKiwahdJ kpfTk; 
nja;tPfkhdjhFk;. fhuzk; 7 ];tuq;fSf;Fk; 7 mjpNjtijfs; cz;L. ehk; ghLk; 
xt;nthU ];tuKk; ];Ujp Rj;jj;JlDk;> epiwe;j gf;jpAlDk; ghbdhy; me;je;j 
mjpNjtijfspd; mUshy; G+uz FzkhFk; vd;gJ njspthfpwJ. 
 
KbTiu 

“Neha;ehb Neha;Kjy; ehb mJjzpf;Fk; 

   tha;ehb tha;g;gr; nray;” 
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vd;w ts;StH $w;Wf;fpzq;f ,f;fhy re;jjpapdH Nehapd; jd;ik mwpe;J> 
Neha;te;jjw;fhd fhuzk; mwpe;J. mijf;nfhz;L KOkdj;Jld;; ,ir 
rpfpr;iria Nkw;nfhz;L G+uz Fzk;ngwyhk;. 
 
ghHit Ehy;fs; 

1. Music Therapy, T.V. Sairam, Nada centre for music therapy. NewDelhi ,2011. 

2. ,e;jpa ,irf; fUT+yk;> lhf;lh; Nf. V.gf;fphprhkp ghujp. 
Neh;fhzy;;: jpU nr. ehuhazrhkp> <NuhL. ifNgrp: 9443093086. 
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The real goal of niti, indeed the goal of life is to realise one‘s eternal position, but 

certain guide lines for leading the social life in the worldly existence smoothly are also 

necessary. In this regard, Chanakya, enumerates certain maxims, through his 

monumental work ‗Chanakya Niti Sastra ‘, which may still be found relevant to face the 

emerging situations and for being applied effectively in the context of modern times.  

In Chanakya’s Niti Sastra there are many subtleties, which has made him unique and as a 

significant historical figure. He lived his life working to his capacity in pursuit of his vision of a 

happy, strong and prosperous India. 

  Chanakya Niti is an age-old chronicle but the consistency that it poses even in today‘s 

era is astounding enough. The world has changed every bit since then but it proves that the 

basic foundation of human values remain unaltered. It consists of 17 chapters and each of the 

quotes provides valuable lessons on work and life that every youth should inculcate to 

conquer the summit. 

It is rarely that we come across some great men and legendary characters, which 

shaped time through their vision and exemplary actions. Chanakya is the only 

personality who has been accepted and revered as a genius both by Indian and Western 

scholars. He is a historical milestone in the making of India amidst tremendous upheavals and 

myriad‘s of reversals. Celebrated as a shrewd statesman and a ruthless administrator, he 

comes across as the greatest of diplomats of the world. He teaches us that how lofty ideals 

can become a certain reality if we intelligently work towards achieving our goal in a determined, 

progressive and practical manner.  

Although, he lived around the third century BC, his ideas and principles show 

concurrence and validity even in the present day world. Politics was his forte. Diplomacy 

in the then politically charged environment shows his self-confidence and the ability to 

stay calm in trying situations. His foresight and wide knowledge coupled with politics of 

pragmatism founded the mighty Mauryan Empire in India.   

He was also a great laureate of economics with a glittering intellect to perceive the 

intricate dynamics of the various economic activities and principles, which he espoused 

through his master piece ‗Arthasastra‟. The centuries that succeeded him show distinct 

effects of his thoughts on the way a kingdom should be managed and other facets of 

economic administration. Even today, one of his maxims on taxation is very much alive 

and calls for adherence by the governments of the world. According to Chanakya, 

“Taxation should not be a painful process for the people. There should be leniency and caution 

while deciding the tax structure. 

ETHICAL VALUES AS GLEANED FROM CHANAKYA’S  

NITI SASTRA 
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Ideally, governments should collect taxes like a honeybee, which sucks just the right 

amount of honey from the flower so that both can survive. Taxes should be collected in small and 

not in large proportions”. His contribution to foreign policy in the present day world is 

immense. Universities teach his principles to aspiring foreign policy experts showing the 

infallibility of his principles. Chanakya‘s art of diplomacy is well known across India and 

practiced in the areas of defence, strategy formation and foreign relations. Most of his 

views were so farsighted that they appeared to be prophesies. Talking on diverse subjects 

such as corruption, he commented very rightly, “It’s just as difficult to detect an official’s 

dishonesty as it is to discover how much water is drunk by the swimming fish”. 

The moral and ethical values envisaged in the ‗Chanakya‘s Niti Sastra‘ are one of 

the best-known Niti Sastras on religious and social obligations. This article aims to focus 

on the ethical concepts in Chanakya‘s Niti Sastra to regard as being relevant to the 

current scenario. Some of the excerpts from this priceless piece will provide the youth an 

insight of our rich ancient culture. 

In the very first few verses the learned Chanakya states that he is reciting these 

maxims of the science of political ethics (niti) selected from the various sastras with an eye 

to the public. He further asserts that the man who by the study of these maxims from the sastras 

acquires knowledge of the most celebrated principles of duty, and understands what ought and 

ought not to be followed, and what is good and bad. Some noteworthy maxims which are striking 

are focussed in this article. 

 
Vedic Lore 

Chanting the Vedas without making ritualistic sacrifices to the Supreme Lord 

through the medium of Agni, Charity without performing religious rites and sacrifices 

not followed by bountiful gifts are futile. Perfection can be achieved only through 

devotion, for devotion is the basis of all success. (CNS: 8.10). 

  

One may know the four Vedas and the Dharma sastras, yet if he has no realisation of 

his own spiritual self, he can be said to be like the ladle which stirs all kinds of foods but 

knows not the taste of any (. CNS: 5.12). 
 
On Spiritual Merit 

One should save his money against hard times, save his wife at the sacrifice of his 

riches, but invariably one should save his soul even at the sacrifice of his wife and riches.

(CNS:1.6). 
  
 He who has not acquired one of the following: religious merit (dharma), wealth 

(artha), satisfaction of desires (kama), or liberation (moksa) is repeatedly born to die. 

(CNS: 3.20). 
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Wealth 

The meritorious should give away in charity all that they have in excess of their needs.  

By charity only Karna, Bali and King Vikramaditya survive even today. Just see the plight 

of the honeybees beating their legs in despair upon the earth. They are saying to 

themselves, ―Alas! We neither enjoyed our stored-up honey nor gave it in charity, and 

now someone has taken it from us in an instant.‖ (CNS: 11.18) 

 
Sinfully acquired wealth may remain for ten years; in the eleventh year it disappears with 

even the original stock. (CNS: 15.6). 

 
Learning and Education 

Learning is like a cow of desire. She yields in all seasons. Like a mother, she feeds you on 

your journey. Therefore, learning is a hidden treasure.  

 ( CNS:4.5)  
A learned man is honoured by the people. A learned man commands respect 

everywhere for his learning. Indeed, learning is honoured everywhere.  

(CNS:8.20).  
Those who are endowed with beauty and youth and who are born of noble 

families are worthless if they have no learning. They are just like the kimshuka blossoms 

(flowers of the palasa tree) which, though beautiful, have no fragrance.  

(CNS: 8.)

  

It is not strange if a man does not respect a thing of which he has no knowledge, just as a 

wild hunter‟s wife throws away the pearl that is found in the head of an elephant, and 

picks up a gunj (a type of seed which poor tribals wear as ornaments). 

 

(CNS: 11.8)

   

The scholar who has acquired knowledge by studying innumerable books 

without the blessings of a bonafide spiritual master does not shine in an assembly of truly 

learned men just as an illegitimate child is not honoured in society. 
(CNS: 17.1) 

         
The friend who talks sweet in front and does harm in the back, such friend must 

be left just like a pot of poison with cream of milk on top.  
         

 Loan should be completely paid back, fire should be removed completely, and 

root of illness should be completely removed. Otherwise these three again grow 

up.  
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Further in nutshell the content of the whole Chanakya Niti Sastra says that - It is 

silly to counsel the fool and to be in the company of an unhappy person. Do not reveal 

your plans before others as others will try to hinder your regime. You should 

be shameless when it comes about learning something. People who use foul language 

meet quick destruction. If a snake is non-poisonous, then also it must pretend like one 

with ability to take life. If you are looking for knowledge, then give up the hope of 

finding comfort. One who plans and prepares himself to face challenges is most likely to 

succeed against them. There are two ways to deal with wicked people. One is to crush 

them and the other is to stay away from them. A man might attend big position after 

doing something but that is not all. One must make worthy use of his life. It is short and 

youth is even shorter. It is remarkable that the thoughts that crossed his minds centuries ago 

are still relevant. His valuable insights can still guide the way life is done! The thoughts still 

counsel the mode of living life meaningfully. 

As per Niti Shastras true and blissful happiness is attained when one is bereft 

of Arishadvargas – six natural impediments to happiness ingrained in humans. These six 

impediments are Kama (Lust), Krodha (Anger), Lobha (Greed), Moha (Infatuation), 

Mada (Ego) and Matsarya (Jealousy). If everything one desires is without these six 

qualities; that desire qualifies to be called as an object of true happiness. If not, that object 

is the personification of greed, capable of leading to severe consequences when pursued. 

Even today, if you observe closely, all the problems facing mankind at micro as 

well as macro levels are owing to these Arishad vargas. Chanakya clearly states that one 

who has conquered these Arishad vargas is better qualified to be a leader. He also declares 

that leaders with Arishad vargas are sure to cause not just their doom but the collapse of 

the institution they serve. Such leaders are to be shunned. The leaders who‘ve conquered 

themselves are well equipped to handle one‘s adversaries and enemies. There‘s no way 

one can conquer others until one has conquered oneself. This is the eternal truth. Having 

conquered the six natural impediments, it also becomes the duty of the leader to guide 

his people in the path of wisdom, health, wealth and prosperity. Knowledge and 

information are key tools, but wisdom is the power of the leaders. It is with this wisdom 

that better self, family, society, city, state, nation as well as the better world can be made 

possible. By realizing the fact that Objective of life is the pursuit of happiness and not greed – 

leaders determine their destiny of themselves as well as their people. 
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Introduction  

 Being a teenager is not easy. The time between adulthood and childhood is full of 

changes – both physical and emotional. With hormones raging, teenagers often find it 

difficult to be ‗social‘. Temper tantrums, sulking, ignoring parents – all these are standard 

teenage behavior. Most teenagers feel that others ‗just don‘t get it‘. But we have all been 

there. Equipping your teenager with the right set of life skills can help her manage these 

tumultuous years better. Conflict resolution skills are something all teenagers must learn. 

And you need to be the teacher. 

 
Why Does Conflict Occur? 

 Conflict is part of life. No matter how much you want to protect your child from 

it, she has to face this reality. Conflict can occur within the family, with siblings and 

parents, with friends, and with society in general. But the one thing you need to teach 

your teenagers is that a conflict need not be a negative experience. Remember, conflict 

can lead to change, positive change! 

 
Consequences of Teenage Conflicts 

 Without the necessary skill set, a teenager can land in tough situations when it 

comes to conflicts. At home, unresolved conflicts can lead to strained relations. Outside, it 

can lead to broken friendships, hours of detention, and even violence! 

 If you are a parent to a teenager, the most dreaded term is probably ‗whatever‘ or 

‗I don‘t care‘! You may find it extremely difficult to get your teenagers to do what they 

feel and know is right. 

 Most teenagers aren‘t motivated to do anything unless they see themselves 

reaping direct benefits out of it. Teenagers sure don‘t need motivation for activities like 

computer gaming, shopping, watching TV, hanging out with friends or simply lazing 

around. But the moment you mention homework, household chores or picking up 

laundry, they will turn their back towards you and totally resist doing it. 

 If you too have been struggling to motivate your teenager, it‘s time to start 

understanding and working towards motivating them now! 

 
Conflicts between Youth and Arts Teachers 

 Developing an environment that fosters creativity and self-expression while also 

setting behavioral expectations for young people is often difficult for arts teachers and 

youth. Everyone in the classroom has daily disputes involving participation, workload, 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN ADOLESCENTS 
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and expected behavior in the classroom. Resolving these disputes is often troublesome 

because arts teachers and their students are not together for long amounts of time. 

 
Understand The Reason Behind Lacking Motivation 

 The first step towards motivating your teenager is to know the reason behind this 

lacking. The biggest reason behind such behavior is the inability to see benefits. 

 Sit down and discuss the long term benefits of studying with your teenager. 

 Try to make him understand how finishing his homework and taking studies 

seriously will help mold his future. 

 The moment your teenager sees the bigger picture and realizes the importance of 

certain things, he will be motivated enough to pursue it seriously. 

 
Role of schools in conflict management 

 Schools can appropriately serve as a lead agency within an interagency approach 

to addressing the problems of such children and youth-and, in many cases, their families 

(Dryfoos, 1990). Realizing such a different mission will require dramatic changes in the 

ways that school personnel have characteristically dealt with this student population, 

their attitudes toward them, and the necessary identification and reallocation of 

resources. For example, we recommend the following changes and practices in this 

regard: 

1. All students should be screened proactively at the point of school entry to identify 

those who show the early signs of antisocial, aggressive behavior patterns that put 

them at risk; 

2. Coordinated primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention efforts are mounted as 

appropriate to divert as many children as possible from this path and to keep them 

out of the juvenile justice system; 

3. The practice of relying upon exclusion, suspension, and expulsion as a primary means 

of coping with this problem should be discontinued; and 

4. School systems should develop and, in many cases, reestablish a continuum of 

alternative school placements for this population, many of which have been 

eliminated in the wake of school reform and full inclusion (MacMillan, Gresham, & 

Forness, 1996). 

 
Traditional School Approaches 

 Students who enter the schoolhouse door frequently bring life-coursepersistent 

patterns of antisocial behavior with them (Moffitt, 1994); that is, they are socialized to a 

particular behavior pattern by family and home conditions that establish it as a 

permanent, enduring feature of their lifestyle. Many of these destructive behavior 

patterns are taught to students inadvertently by caregivers within the Context of highly  

1. Students who are at risk for developing antisocial patterns of behavior and their 

correlated negative outcomes, particularly minority students, are more likely to be 

punished, excluded, and controlled than to have their problems addressed in a 

therapeutic manner. 
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2. Schools typically have maintained a reactive, punishment-oriented posture in relation 

to at-risk students that fails to recognize the need to: (a) identify students early on 

who show the signs of these problems, and (b) mount comprehensive, sustained 

interventions that can divert children from this path early in their school careers. 

3. The intractability and severity of student adjustment problems are rarely 

appropriately matched to available interventions that can remediate or ameliorate 

them. Too often, simple interventions are applied in this regard in an attempt to solve 

complex student problems and vice versa. 

4. School interventions for at-risk minority students are rarely contextualized in relation 

to the nuances of their cultural backgrounds; in addition, teacher interactions with 

minority at risk students tend to be based upon low performance expectations, critical 

rather than constructive, short in duration, and punishment oriented. 

5. To achieve maximum efficacy, school interventions need to incorporate universal, 

schoolwide features that address the needs of all students as well as specific features 

that address the individual needs of those students who do not respond to the 

universal, school wide intervention. 

6. Intervention responses to students with severe problem behaviors tend to be 

developed and implemented by individual teachers rather than by a team of 

committed staff members. 

7. Efforts to improve interventions for students with severe problem behaviors must be 

organized into a comprehensive and strategic building- or district-level plan that 

ranks as one of the top three school-improvement goals for at least 2 years. 
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Conclusion  

Group problem-solving is a form of decision-making based on listening to 

suggestions and points of view of everyone involved in the dispute. In a consensus 

decision, the group does not vote, but arrives at a win-win decision through the sharing 

of perceptions and discussion facilitated by the arts teacher.The process of group 

problem-solving parallels the steps of principled negotiation. Success depends on all the 

participants, not only the facilitator, functioning as empathic listeners, and using skills of 

active listening to arrive at a solution that meets the needs of all involved, including the 

arts teacher. There are some specific characteristics of group consensus problem solving. 

Every member of the group takes the responsibility to participate in the process. Each 

member tries not to block the participation of others while standing up for her own 

interests and principles. Each member assumes responsibility for stating his point of 

disagreement clearly. Each member gives in wherever possible without compromising 

her interests.  

 Additionally, managing arguments within the group is another challenging aspect 

of the group problem-solving process. The important point is that when ongoing conflict 

resolution and groupbuilding facilitative strategies focused on addressing the feelings 

and meeting the intrinsic needs of learners are applied, When differences are embraced in 

and brought to light as a valuable part of learning, many potential problems are either 

prevented or dealt with before turning into crises. 
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Introduction  

 ―A state of opposition between two simultaneous but incompatible wishes or 

drives, sometimes leading to a state of emotional tension‖ is known as conflict. The 

growing organizational interactions among employees from different departments with 

different professional specializations lead to more complex and dynamic relationships 

within organizations. Practitioners and researchers have understood that the effective 

collaboration between departments within organizations has become the key factor as 

well as theoretical challenge to meet rising market competition and customer 

expectations (Carmeli & Gittell, 2009; van Knippenberg, 2003). 

 
Objectives 

 To find out the disputes that managers and employees alike may be subjected to 

in the workplace 

 To find out the sources of conflict. 

 To find out the skills necessary for conflict management 

 To identify the conflict accommodating strategies in teams  

 To study the management of Negative and Cooperative conflict. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 The study is designed as a descriptive and analytical one. Considerable data are 

available from Secondary data. The research problem have been formulated and tested on 

the basis of the Research objectives. 

 
Discussions 

 Merriam Webster (Conflict, 2014) defines conflict as a difference in idea or 

viewpoints that may result in a struggle for power or position. Conflict management, 

therefore, can be defined as an affirmative and effective approach to manage differences 

or disagreements (Asawo, 2011). A review of the current literature reaveals a synthesis on 

conflict management styles. Most leaders employ one of five specific styles to manage 

conflict integrating, compromising, accommodating, dominating (Controlling) or 

avoiding (Montes, Rodriguez & Serrano, 2012, Giacomantonio, Pierro & Kruglanski, 

2011, Barbuto, Phipps 2010).  

 
Context of Conflicts at Work  

 Some disputes managers and employees alike may be subjected to in the 

workplace include:  

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN TEAMS 
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 Unfair or unequal treatment ;Emotional Abuse; Discrimination; Sexual 

harassment: Angry/ Resistant individuals ;Inability to saying no; Feuding groups; 

Environments in transitions (i.e. changes); Inability to ask for what one needs; Culturally 

diverse environment; Unclear or undefined organizational directives; Physical attributes 

of the workplace (e.g. health and safety issues) 

  
Importance of Conflict Management  

 Facilitates employees to concentrate on their work. Strengthens bonds amongst 

employees. Helps finding a middle way – an alternative to any problem and successful 

implementation of any idea. Motivates employees to strive hard to live up to the 

expectations and contribute to the organization in the best possible way. Prevention is 

better than cure.  

 
Conflict Management Skills  

 Good and a patient listener. The pitch and the tone have to be taken great care of 

Adopt a positive attitude .Never criticize anyone or make him feel small. Prefer the 

conference room, board room or any suitable place for presentations, seminars and 

discussions. he superiors must ensure that the team members are assigned 

responsibilities according to their KRAs and specializations. Avoid gossips and rumors 

Conflicts must be avoided at workplace so that employees do not carry tensions back 

home and are able to give their best to benefit themselves as well as the organization 

 
An Overlook of Organizational Conflicts 

 Interpersonal Conflict: Conflict between individuals due to differences in their 

goals or values.  

Can be between colleagues, senior and junior team members, employee and client  

 Intergroup Conflict: Conflict between two or more teams, groups or departments. 

Managers play a key role in resolution of this conflict Intergroup conflicts often lead to a 

minimization of intragroup conflicts as people come together to oppose another group  

Interorganizational Conflict:Conflict that arises across organizations. 

 
Sources 

 Conflict can arise from numerous sources within a team setting and generally falls 

into three categories: communication factors, structural factors and personal factors. High 

potential areas from which negative conflict issues commonly arise are Administrative 

Procedures, People Resources, Cost overruns, Schedules, Responsibilities, Wish lists and 

Team Members. 

 
Impact of Conflict  

When Conflict is constructive?  

 Results in clarification of important problems and issues. Results in solutions to 

problems. Involves people in resolving issues important to them. Causes authentic 

communication. Helps release emotion, anxiety, and stress. Builds cooperation among 
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people through learning more about each other. Helps individuals develop 

understanding and skills. 

 
When is conflict destructive? 

 Takes attention away from other important activities. Undermines morale or self-

concept. Polarizes people and groups, reducing cooperation. Increases or sharpens 

difference Leads to irresponsible and harmful behavior, such as fighting, name-calling  

 
Conflict Prevention  

 As well as being able to handle conflict when it arises, One should first focus on 

ways of preventing conflict from becoming damaging. A constructive approach would be 

to:  

 Being open – if we have issues, we need to express and deal with them 

immediately and not allow it to accumulate and dwell upon.  

 Maintain clear communication – articulate thoughts clearly, question and clarify 

views. Encouraging different points of view and evaluating each fairly without any 

personal bias. 

 Not looking for blame – encourage ownership of the problem and solution. 

Demonstrating respect for team members rather than resorting to blame game.  

 Keeping team issues within the team, talking outside results in conflict escalation 

 
Conflict Accommodating Strategy  

 The accommodating strategy essentially entails giving the opposing side what it 

wants. Avoiding The avoidance strategy seeks to put off conflict indefinitely. 

 Collaborating Collaboration works by integrating ideas set out by multiple 

people. The object is to find a creative solution acceptable to everyone. 

 Compromising The compromising strategy typically calls for both sides of a 

conflict to give up elements of their position in order to establish an acceptable, if not 

agreeable, solution. 

 Competing Competition operates as a zero-sum game, in which one side wins 

and other loses. 

 
Team Resolution Process 

 Rayeski and Bryant (1994) recommend using the Team Resolution Process to 

handle conflict when it occurs in teams. A formal discipline process needs to occur, if 

resolution is not achieved after being addressed at the team level. The escalating process 

of Team Resolution is as follows: 

 1. Collaboration (One-on-one): Handle the new problem person-to-person. Use as 

many facts as possible and relate the issue to customer, team, or organizational needs. Be 

open and honest and conduct the session in a private setting. Document the concerns or 

issues, the dates, and the resolution, if any, and have both parties sign it. 

 2. Mediation (One-on-one with Mediator): If collaboration did not work or was 

inappropriate, handle the problem with a mediator. The mediator must be trained in 
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conflict resolution, understand policy and ethics, be trusted by the team, and have the 

ability to remain neutral. Gather facts and talk over the issue with the people involved. 

Bring up as many facts as possible and relate the issue to customer, team, or 

organizational needs. Be open and honest and conduct the mediation session in private. 

Document it and have all parties sign. 

 3. Team Counseling: The conflict is now a definite issue to the team. 

Collaboration and/or Mediation could not be done, were not appropriate, or did not 

work. Handle the conflict at a team meeting; put the problem on the next agenda and 

invite the necessary individuals. Again, bring up the facts, relate the issue to customer, 

team, or organisational needs. Be open and honest, discuss it in a private setting, 

document it, and have all parties sign it.  

 
Management of Negative and Cooperative Conflict 

Handling Negative Conflict 

 When negative conflict does occur there are five accepted methods for handling it: 

Direct Approach, Bargaining, Enforcement, Retreat, and De-emphasis (Nelson, 1995). 

Each can be used effectively in different circumstances. 

 1. Direct Approach: This may be the best approach of all. It concentrates on the 

leader confronting the issue head-on. Though conflict is uncomfortable to deal with, it is 

best to look at issues objectively and to face them as they are. If criticism is used, it must 

be constructive to the recipients.  

 2. Bargaining: This is an excellent technique when both parties have ideas on a 

solution yet cannot find common ground. Often a third party, such as a team leader, is 

needed to help find the compromise. Compromise involves give and take on both sides, 

however, and usually ends up with both walking away equally dissatisfied. 

 3. Enforcement of Team Rules: Avoid using this method if possible, it can bring 

about hard feelings toward the leader and the team. This technique is only used when it 

is obvious that a member does not want to be a team player and refuses to work with the 

rest.  

 4. Retreat: Only use this method when the problem isn‘t real to begin with. By 

simply avoiding it or working around it, a leader can often delay long enough for the 

individual to cool off. When used in the right environment by an experienced leader this 

technique can help to prevent minor incidents that are the result of someone having a bad 

day from becoming real problems that should never have occurred. 

 5. De-emphasis: This is a form of bargaining where the emphasis is on the areas 

of agreement. When parties realize that there are areas where they are in agreement, they 

can often begin to move in a new direction. 

 
Managing Cooperative Conflict 

 Cooperative conflict can contribute to effective problem solving and decision 

making by motivating people to examine a problem. Encouraging the expression of many 

ideas; energizing people to seek a superior solution; and fostering integration of several 

ideas to create high-quality solutions. The key is to understand how to handle it 
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constructively. If members understand how to do it, differences that arise can result in 

benefits for a team. 

 
Conclusion  

 "The better able team members are to engage, speak, listen, hear, interpret, and 

respond constructively, the more likely their teams are to leverage conflict rather than be 

leveled by it‖.  
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Introduction 

Students are one of the important stakeholders in higher education system. They 

come across varieties of problems leading to stress, conflicts affecting their mental health 

and well- being. Therefore, making the students to understand the problems and helping 

them to manage those conflicts efficiently becomes the part role of a teacher. During early 

periods, when we had Vedic gurukula system of education, shisyas stayed with guru 

(Bach and Wyden, 1968). Guru took the entire responsibility of teaching the students 

thoroughly about a subject and the character building. He was made to do all the daily 

routines, besides helping the guru by all means. Guru was considered as the highest form 

of worship enriched with knowledge, next to god. But the present day lifestyle, poses a 

lot of stress among the individuals. Students, especially undergo stress through varieties 

of factors. Generally, majority of the students after their schooling, when they enter into 

college life tend to have the mentality of having fun and enjoyment as it is shown in 

movies and media (Bateson, 1972). Even those students who were very sincere in studies, 

become reluctant and posed to get diverted. Counselling is identified as one of the best 

tool in enabling the students to manage the conflicts they come across. It also helps them 

to identify their own self, and to efficiently perform their studies. This attempt was made 

to analyse the four different categories namely, interpersonal, intrapersonal, academic, 

environmental factors among undergraduate students based on observations to 

understand the background of the conflict and to impart the importance of counselling. 

The four structured conflict types are based on Ross‘s research findings like 

interpersonal, intrapersonal, academic and environmental issues which generally put 

them off and lead to conflict (Bolgeret al., 1989).  

 
Table 1 Types of Conflicts 

S.No. Category 

 
1. 

 
Interpersonal 

 Change in social activities 

 Roommate Conflict 

 Work with people you don‘t know 

 Fight with boyfriend / girlfriend 

 New boyfriend / girl friend 

 Angry with parents 

COUNSELLING AS A TOOL FOR CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 

AMONG SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATES 
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2. 

 
Intrapersonal 

 Change in sleeping habits 

 Change in eating habits 

 New responsibilities 

 Financial difficulties 

 Outstanding personal achievement 

 Decline in personal health 

 Change in religious beliefs 

 Death of a family member 

 Death of a friend 

 Severe injury 

 Engagement / Marriage 

 
3. 

 
Academic 

 Increased class workload 

 Lower grade than anticipated 

 Change of major 

 Search of a college 

 Missed too many classes 

 Serious argument with teacher 

 Transferred schools 

 
4. 

 
Environmental 

 Vacations /Breaks 

 Computer problems 

 Placed in unfamiliar situation 

 Messy living conditions 

 Put on hold for extended period of time 

 Change in living environment 

 Divorce between parents 

 Digital diversions 

  Sources: Wilmot (1995) 

 
Discussion 

As the students are heterogeneous generally, their socio, economic, environmental 

and personal status act as a stimulant to get themselves stressed out, leading to conflicts 

in everything. Adding to this, the digital communication media suffice the conflict 

arousal among teenagers.It is evident that, through counseling, we could clearly 

understand that, students from rural back up has a different set of conflicts when 

compared to urban back up (Wood, 1998). Conflicts arising from various spheres, upsets 

them, divert them, seclude them and finally make them weak in their studies. This, we 

could get to know, after counseling and accordingly students were given due priority and 

counseling to get rid of their worries, and to concentrate on studies. Even the high 

scorers, average, medium and slow learners were able to come out with their problems 

relieved to an extent, and there is a gradual raise in the scores (Young, 1993). 
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Conclusion 

Counseling can be used as a best tool to help the students for conflict 

management. Because at the entry level (undergraduate) which is a major transition from 

school to higher education system, which itself, act as a conflicting component for some 

students. 
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Youth 

 Youth is best understood as a period of transition from the dependence of 

childhood to adulthood‘s independence and awareness of our interdependence as 

members of a community. Youth is a more fluid category than a fixed age-group. 

 However, age is the easiest way to define this group, particularly in relation to 

education and employment. Therefore ―youth‖ is often indicated as a person between the 

age where he/she may leave compulsory education, and the age at which he/she finds 

his/her first employment. This latter age limit has been increasing, as higher levels of 

unemployment and the cost of setting up an independent household puts many young 

people into a prolonged period of dependency.  

 
Youth Development  

 It is a process that prepares a young person to meet the challenges of adolescence 

and adulthood and achieve his or her full potential. Youth development is promoted 

through activities and experiences that help youth develop social, ethical, emotional, 

physical, and cognitive competencies. 

 
Youth Leadership 

 It is part of the youth development process and supports the young person in 

developing: (a) the ability to analyze his or her own strengths and weaknesses, set 

personal and vocational goals, and have the self-esteem, confidence, motivation, and 

abilities to carry them out (including the ability to establish support networks in order to 

fully participate in community life and effect positive social change); and (b) the ability to 

guide or direct others on a course of action, influence the opinions and behaviors of 

others, and serve as a role model . Conditions that promote healthy youth development 

are supported through programs and activities in schools and communities. Youth 

development researchers and practitioners emphasize that effective programs and 

interventions recognize youths‘ strengths and seek to promote positive development 

rather than addressing risks in isolation. Youth who are constructively involved in 

learning and doing and who are connected to positive adults and peers are less likely to 

engage in risky or self-defeating behaviors. 

 
Challenges of Youth today 

 Juvenile delinquency, Single parent households , Substance abuse , Substance 

abuse, Violence in schools , Materialism: Obesity:, Education Disparity: Inadequate 

employment opportunities: Poverty etc., are the various challenges faced by youth . 

MELODY FOR CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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Mentality of Youth  

What a young person takes into his or her mind, his childhood experiences, as 

well as his lifestyle, social relationships, and family life can have an effect on his or her 

mental health. Children need love and attention, and youths also need to feel needed, 

have a need for approval, and a need for someone mature to talk to, to receive guidance, 

discipline, and clear boundaries. 

 Teenagers need limits and a certain amount of parental control, which will slowly 

decrease as he or she matures. If a child has no clear boundaries, this can lead to 

instability. For success in raising teenagers, young people also need stability in their 

home; a secure, orderly, and clean place to live in so that they can thrive emotionally and 

psychologically. 

Adolescence Psychology: How the Media Can and Does Affect the Psychology 

and Mental Health of Teenagers TV, video games, Music, the internet, along with social 

networking, have an influence on the mental health of today's youths. Sexuality also has a 

bearing on the mental health of a youth, as can drug and alcohol use, promiscuity, and 

abortion. 

 Commonly youths will experience some form of diagnosable mental disorder 

during their teenage years. Other mental health disorders common to adults are with 

youths and children video games, the amount and types of films, television, and music an 

adolescent watches or listens to, the quality of his family life, excessive amount of time on 

the internet in isolation, as well as the sexual life of a youth, can have a bearing on his or 

her mental health. Sexually active youth, then, can be more prone to mood changes than 

those who are not. Having an abortion. with or without the parent's knowledge can also 

have a bearing on the mental health of a young person .Alcohol and drug use, smoking, 

prescription drug use, as well as a youth's diet can affect his or her mental health. 

 All these circumstances make youth depressed, aggressive, adamant natured. 

Only if the mind is disturbed all such behaviors enter naturally. There are many ways to 

get rid of these problems and to keep mind calm and clear such as: 

Yoga / meditation, Keeping hydrated , Eating right food , Listening to music, 

Having fun, Drawing, Painting which gives scope for creativity and thus mind can be 

controlled from indulging in unpleasant and unwanted behaviours. 

 
Role of Music in Youth Development 

Listening to music for relaxation is common among students to counter the effects 

of stress or anxiety while completing difficult academic tasks. Some studies supporting 

this technique have shown that background music promotes cognitive performance while 

other studies have shown that listening to music while engaged in complex cognitive 

tasks can impair performance. This study focuses on the impact different genres of music, 

played at different volume levels, have on the cognitive abilities of college students 

completing academic tasks. Many students choose to listen to a preferred genre of music 

when they study or do their homework without understanding the potential harmful 

effects of such practice.  
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Amazing Effects of Music  

 Music choices can predict our personality. Music helps us when doing exercise, , 

Music Lowers Stress and Improves Health , Music Reduces Depression, Music 

Strengthens Learning and Memory, Music Relaxes Patients Before/After Surgery, Music 

Reduces Pain, Music Increases Verbal Intelligence, Music Keeps Brain Healthy in Old 

Age. These are all the amazing qualities of listening to Music . 

Listening to music can have a tremendously relaxing effect on our minds and 

bodies, especially slow, quiet classical music. This type of music can have a beneficial 

effect on our physiological functions, slowing the pulse and heart rate, lowering blood 

pressure, and decreasing the levels of stress hormones. As music can absorb our 

attention, it acts as a distraction at the same time it helps to explore emotions. This means 

it can be a great aid to meditation, helping to prevent the mind wandering. 

 Musical preference varies widely between individuals. So only the person can 

decide which type of Music is suitable for each mood. But even he/she doesn‖t usually 

listen to classical music it may be worth giving it a try when selecting the most calming 

music. Music can be enjoyed while- meditating, doing yoga, going for a walk, bathing, 

eating, driving, studying (nowadays) and going to sleep. Morning alarm also ringing 

with musical sound. So music has become part and parcel of man‘s life. 

 Music functions as an aid, therapy not only to cure diseases it does wonders to all 

those who rejoice it, irrespective of age. Listening to Music is quiet common nowadays 

.Let it be vocal or Instrumental Music. But the question is what type of music will give 

solace? It should be a good music which produces soothing effects. Melody should be 

slow, soul stirring, with limited orchestration and the lyrics also should be meaningful, 

thought provoking and should not induce aggressive nature. Let us all be happy and 

bring harmony, sound health and peace in life by enjoying Music-an aesthetic,  

versatile art. 
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 The future and prosperity of any country solely depends upon the empowered, 

skilled and positively motivated youth population. In a multi-cultural, multi-linguistic 

and multi-castes society like India, the youth population is comparatively high than any 

other country. It shows a good sign of development and prosperity of our country. But 

due to multi faceted problems, the young population of the entire world undergo conflict 

which hinders their development. In India it poses a great threat to the solidarity and 

integrity of our country itself. Hence it becomes very much essential to identify the 

reasons for the conflict in the youth population. These reasons are to be sorted out 

effectively so as to enable efficient management of the same. It should be always 

remembered the young people always are more energetic and ambitious. Hence it 

becomes the duty of each and every stake-holder of the society to contribute towards the 

conflict management in youth. 

 The conflict commonly refers to the general pattern of groups dealing with 

disparate ideas. Social conflict leads to the struggle for agency or power in society. 

Conflict can be defined as a disagreement or disagreement through which the parties 

involved perceive a threat to their needs, interests or concerns. It is a situation in which 

people perceive a threat (physical, emotional, power, status, etc.) to their well-being. 

Indian Society has moved from joint family system to the nuclear family system. 

Previously people from villages were moving from villages to the urban areas for the 

want of job-opportunities, but a new trend of social change is witnessed in the modern 

India from the beginning of 21st century in a very drastic manner. In this, the villages 

themselves undergo the urbanisation process and the age-old values, traditions and the 

life-style is affected very badly. As a result of these, the younger generation are forced to 

be kept away from their roots of tradition. As a result of these, the younger generation are 

forced to be kept away from their roots of tradition. ―Individualism is not the keynote of 

such families rather the common interests are taken into consideration by each member 

and in a way, save them from being the victims of ‗rootlessness‘ while as in the nuclear 

family with its independent status in the society , freedom is given to its members for the 

utmost development of ‗self has its own pitfalls.‖ In this world of modernisation, 

westernisation and mechanisation, the parents are forced to work tirelessly with a less 

quality time to spare for their children. As such, people filter their perceptions (and 

reactions) through their values, culture, beliefs, information, experience, gender and other 

variables. Conflict responses are both filled with ideas and feelings that can be very 

strong and powerful guides to our sense of possible solutions. The influence of media, TV 

CONTRIBUTION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE TO THE 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN YOUTH 
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etc. has also stolen the time of the elders whose role in educating the younger generation 

is very vital. Hence the younger generation is exposed to the screens of the electronic 

gadgets like TV, Computers, Tabs and mobile phones etc. which in turn erode their 

values and create conflict in them.  

This type of change in the lifestyle of the younger generation affects their physical 

and psychological development drastically. The westernised system of education does 

not impart the age-old traditions and values of India which makes the students undergo 

the learning process in a most unfriendly and unfavourable situations. The parents, 

teachers and elders in both the family as well as the society play an important role in 

streamlining the thoughts and growth of the young people. They have to help the next 

generation to fight with the stress and conflicts of life ―Tune in emotionally to the issue 

and connect with your emotional response as much as possible. Use the gift of your 

imagination to remember all that you felt during distressing memory or moment.‖ But 

the irony of the today‘s world is that they themselves are put in a drastically changed 

environment. 

 Half the population of our country does not even have access to proper education 

and only a small fraction of the school-pass outs get admitted for higher education. The 

lack of quality education for the poor people, corporatisation of education, denial of 

access to meritorious poor students in the higher education scenario, limited seats in the 

universities, addiction of alcohol and narcotic drugs, misleading of the youth by the anti-

social elements etc. have increased the conflict of youth in our society. The privatisation 

of educational sector has made the education commercial wherein the education is sold 

like a commodity and student are considered as a product of the industry. The schools 

aim at producing good results which becomes a tool for their marketing strategy to earn 

money. The parents are also desirous of having their children securing highest 

percentage of marks. As a result, the learning process of the young people gets diluted in 

which everything depends only on rote memorization, leading to behaviour which 

encourages cramming and forgetting rather than lifelong learning. Standardized testing 

determines everything and aptitude of students is not recognized outside this format. The 

young population is exposed to extreme pressure from parents/society to use education 

for financial security. Societal pressure to get into the ―right schools‖ and institutions not 

only for the educational aspect but to ensure good job/marriage, prospects which are 

considered as ‗success in life‘. Little incentive to take risks and follow own interests or 

encourage creativity envisages conflict in the young minds. Additional extreme pressure 

has been put on the younger population due to limited seats in higher education and job 

opportunities resulting in very intense competition. 

 In general we find the students are put into a very great pressure as soon as they 

come to the SSLC level. The troubles arising due to the reservation system is not only for 

the unreserved category students but also to the reserved category students also. The 

reservation has given rise to the difference in the social, economical and political 

differences in the reserved category people. The reservation system has given rise to a 

creamy layer in the reserved category itself and all the benefits of the reservation system 
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always reaches to those who have reaped the fruits of this system. Hence the deprived 

and deserving people are left with no opportunity and now that their chances of 

betterment in life is grabbed by their own people. This leads to a greater conflict in the 

minds of the younger population of this community.  

Even those who pass out of the higher education, they have to undergo a lot of 

conflict in their work-place like under employment, discriminatory treatment, troubled 

inter-personal relationship their colleagues, pressure from the family and the society. As 

soon as they get married under these situations, the impact of all these negative aspects is 

reflected in their married life which increases the case of divorces in our society. 

Although conflict is a normal part of life, providing numerous opportunities for growth 

through improved understanding and insight, there is a tendency to view conflict as a 

negative experience caused by abnormally difficult circumstances.  

Conflicts occur when people perceive that, as a consequence of a disagreement, 

there is a threat to their needs, interests or concerns. Hence the life-style and thought 

processes of the younger generation is to be tailored and tamed suitably in such a way 

that they overcome all these hurdles and face the challenges of life in a well planned 

manner. But in the present complex and perturbed condition of our young population, 

this may seem to be a difficult task. The young professionals and highly placed young 

people undergo a lot of work stress and career-related conflicts. However, workplace 

conflicts tend to be far more complex, emotional components. Simply stated, there are 

always procedural needs to be addressed within the conflict, in addition to the 

substantive needs that are generally presented. And the durability of the interests and 

concerns of the people transcends the immediate presenting situation. This lead to a very 

great psychological strain and instability as a result of they even undertake extreme steps 

like suicide, violence etc.  

 Hence to overcome the conflict arising in the younger minds, they have to be 

made strong and adaptable to any adverse situations. The only way to do this is to 

inculcate the values in them. This can be easily done to them through literature. It is often 

noticed that students give more importance to the core or main subjects and they neglect 

language. But language and literature can do wonders in overcoming and managing 

conflicts in life. Students should learn their mother tongue, national language Hindi and 

English. They have to be proficient in these three languages. Apart from these, language 

learning is considered as an asset. Hence the young people should be encouraged to learn 

as many languages as they can. This leads to the increase in their communication skills as 

well as giving confidence to them and developing their personality. Often it is seen that 

lack of communication skills gives rise to inferiority complex in the young people. It is 

also irony that at the school or college level, students neglects the language as a subject 

and after the completion of their studies; they even spend money and time to acquire 

knowledge of the languages such as English and Hindi in the name of Spoken English 

and Spoken Hindi classes. Hence an environment should be created in the schools and 

colleges in such a way that the students understand the importance of learning the 

languages with its true spirit and learn the literature with involvement associated with 
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keen interest. The study of language and literature will pave way for the effective 

management of conflict in the young people. 

 Unlike the other subjects, the students experience much freedom in the language 

class-rooms.  

 The study of literature imparts good ethical and moral values to them from the 

primary classes itself. Noam Chomsky relates language with the classical issues in 

philosophy of mind, ―Nevertheless, it seems to e that the study of language can clarify 

and in part substantiate certain conclusions about human knowledge that relate directly 

to classical issues in philosophy of mind.‖ The language teacher can explore lots of 

avenues to teach the students about the challenges of life and overcome the conflict in 

their life. The dohas of Kabirdas, Rahimdas, Tulsidas etc. and Thirukkural are easy to 

memorise for the students. ―The expression which is capable of transcending culture and 

time comes to be recognised as ‗literature‘. The notice of what constitutes literature keeps 

changing from one era to another, from one culture to another.‖ The ethical literature in 

all the languages aims at giving right path to the mankind. Likewise the epics, puranas, 

dramas, poetries, modern literary forms like short stories, Novels etc. impart high level of 

knowledge, proper understanding of human values and various challenges in life. Hence 

emphasis should be made to make the students study this with the same seriousness with 

which they do it for the other subjects in their curriculum. The curriculum and the 

syllabus should also be designed in such a to make the language and literature more 

attractive and activity-based. The students should be given opportunity to make use of 

the language through conversations, role-play etc. This will enhance their interest 

towards the literature and creativity which in-turn will help them improve their 

personality. The language teachers can take a lead role in educating the students in the 

crisis management. The literature serves as a best source for culture studies. Literature 

helps young minds to understand other fellow human beings in a better way. ―It may be 

very well be the case that a persons own interests are such that if he understand them, 

were well organized in other words, he would be a seful and charming member of his 

community; but, as long as people are about who are not well organized, the 

communities have to protect themselves.‖ Literature is very much helpful in conflict 

management, not only by describing the conflicts, but also by indicating why the conflict 

occurred and what followed in its aftermath. A novel or short story might show the anger 

that led to violence, and the fear, unhappiness, hurt, and despair that violence can leave 

in its wake. Because literature is often dramatic, it can strike an emotional chord that 

holds student interest while it broadens perspective and heightens awareness of one‘s 

own and other‘s feelings and beliefs. In literature, conflict is the result of competing 

desires or the presence of obstacles that need to be overcome. Conflict is necessary to 

propel a narrative forward; the absence of conflict amounts to the absence of story. When 

the young minds are exposed to conflict like this, they are equipped to manage any type 

of conflict in their life. 

 Hence it is very common that the youth face a lot of conflict in today‘s modern life 

and the same may arise due to internal or external factors. It is very essential that these 
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conflicts are sorted out systematically and they are managed effectively. There are many 

ways to do this. Language teachers can take a lead role in this and they can become a 

major stake-holder in fine tuning the young minds in overcoming the conflicts in them. 
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Introduction 

 Recently, United Nations and other international instruments are addressing the 

issue of conflict prevention and peace-building by these five dimensions. This paper 

mostly revolves around the five dimensions which we are going to discuss further. 

During conflicts of such magnitude, masses of people are displaced after their homes and 

communities are destroyed, rapidly increasing the ranks of refugees and internally 

displaced persons throughout the world. Preventing violent conflict is imperative for 

development. While wars and violent confrontations are not new, the scale of violence 

perpetrated against civilians and the complexity of the emergencies occurring in the past 

couple of decades are unprecedented. 

 
Conflicts of Youth in Different Dimensions 

 Social dimensions -Girls and women encounter threats of rape, sexual mutilation 

and exploitation, trafficking and humiliation. Many are beaten regardless of their level of 

compliance with the demands of their attackers. Rape is common, and it‘s after effects 

serve as a constant reminder of the horrific experiences they have undergone. When the 

conflict ends, they attempt to overcome their own personal traumas and sustain the 

livelihood of their household members. 

 Health dimensions - Approximately 3 billion people worldwide are currently 

without adequate sanitation, and 1.3 billion have no access to clean water. Access to 

resources becomes even more difficult, particularly under unaccountable Governments. 

Health-care facilities are often destroyed during conflicts, and even in peacetime they are 

able to provide only rudimentary services owing to human and material resource 

constraints. The HIV/AIDS pandemic has contributed greatly to the disintegration of 

societies already under enormous stress to the youth. Sexually transmitted infection rates 

are two to five times higher in the civilian populations. 

 Economic dimensions - Conflict affects education, social welfare and economic 

development and aggravates unemployment. Deficiencies in employment opportunities 

and social safety nets, including rationing systems and basic health services, generate 

more tension and leave civilians with limited options for a sustainable livelihood. This 

places the youth population in a particularly vulnerable position, as they are the group 

most targeted for recruitment and abductions, and more likely to turn to black markets 

for survival and use armed conflict as a way to vent their anger. 

 Political dimensions - Democracy and political stability are closely associated 

with maintaining peace and preventing the eruption of violent conflict in the youth. 

ARTS AND THEIR ROLE IN YOUTH CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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Without established social safety nets, the struggle for survival may turn dangerous as 

people set out on desperate searches for food, risking their lives in the process, as 

exemplified in Sudan. This type of situation is generally reflected in low standards of 

living and in both quantitative and qualitative analyses. 

 Psychological and cultural dimensions - Youth and women are often 

marginalized in decision-making processes. At the local and national levels, they are 

expected to obey political and religious community leaders. At the international level, 

they have little say in the formulation and implementation of policies that are meant to 

protect their interests and well-being during peacetime 

 
The Art in Peacemaking 

 Arts-based education programs are in an excellent position to provide young 

people with skills that enable them to address conflicts while also encouraging them to 

express themselves creatively, work with positive role models, and discuss their 

experiences through the arts. Community arts programs can build on this foundation and 

help young people manage their disputes by incorporating conflict resolution education 

into their programming. 

Conflict resolution helps create a safe environment in which to learn, and 

provides youth and arts teachers with life skills that can be used in all facets of their lives. 

Youth who are engaged in ongoing arts programs showed improvement in attitude 

toward school, self-respect, self-efficiency, positive peer associations, and resistance to 

peer pressure. Youth in art programs that met several times a week, for several hours a 

session, over a year‘s time also had fewer court referrals. If they were involved in the 

court, it was for less serious offences. Youth arts programs are uniquely positioned to 

introduce conflict resolution skills because they already encourage positive 

communication and creative thinking skills with their youth. Arts programs can help 

develop these skills by having young people use them as resources to manage the many 

conflicts they face both in and outside of the classroom and arts program setting. 

 
Figure 1: Conflict Resolution Education for arts 
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Seven types of arts in the world to release stress among the people 

 Architecture- is the first of the fine arts, due to the ingenuity and great use of 

aesthetics required to create buildings which are harmonic with space and which endure 

in time. 

 Sculpture - is another of the 7 forms of fine art. Sculptures can be made out of 

any material, and can be created by carving, assembling, moulding, and casting 

Painting - Amongst the 7 forms of fine art, painting is perhaps one of the most 

recognised disciplines. Since antiquity, people have used it as a form of expression and 

a mechanism to capture reality. 

 Music - The ability to use instruments to create beautiful sounds makes music one 

of the seven fine arts. This form of creation has accompanied humanity from its existence, 

being a form of communication but also an art that above all generates pleasure. This is 

one of the most down to earth approaches to fine art. 

 Literature - is an art form that draws upon the use of words for creation. 

Although we say that it is only literature that is a fine art, poetry is also included in this 

form 

 Dance - is part of the 7 fine arts due to the use of vigorous movements of the 

body to the beat of music, and this serves as one of the most aesthetic means of 

expression that we can enjoy. Dance is used as a form of expression, spiritual 

interaction, social connection and non-verbal communication. 

 Theatre- Undoubtedly, theatre has a perfect mix of skills involved, from the 

writing to the scenery, direction and interpretation of the actors. This practice was 

already popular in Greek and Roman civilisations and has been used not only as a way of 

passing messages through, but as a way to express emotions. 

Cinema- Today it is one of the most popular means of artistic expression in the 

world with audio visual pieces of great value that are considered classics among scholars 

and film buffs. 

The Importance of Art in Youth Development 

 Improves physical and mental skills : Many of the motions involved in making 

art, such as holding a paintbrush or scribbling with a crayon, are essential to the growth 

of fine motor skills in young people. According to the National Institutes of Health, 

developmental milestones around age three should include drawing a circle and 

beginning to use safety scissors. 

 Decision Making: According to a report by Americans for the Arts, art education 

strengthens problem-solving and critical-thinking skills. The experience of making 

decisions and choices in the course of creating art carries over into other parts of life. ―If 

they are exploring and thinking and experimenting and trying new ideas, then creativity 

has a chance to blossom,‖ says MaryAnn Kohl, an arts educator and author of numerous 

books about art education. 

 Visual Learning: Drawing, sculpting with clay and threading beads on a string all 

develop visual-spatial skills, which are more important than ever. Even toddlers know 
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how to operate a smart phone or tablet, which means that even before they can read the 

visual information. 

Inventiveness: When youths are encouraged to express themselves and take risks 

in creating art, they develop a sense of innovation that will be important in their adult 

lives. 

Cultural Awareness: As we live in an increasingly diverse society, the images of 

different groups in the media may also present mixed messages. 

Improved Academic Performance: Studies show that there is a correlation 

between art and other achievement. A report by Americans for the Arts states that young 

people who participate regularly in the arts (three hours a day on three days each week 

through one full year) are four times more likely to be recognized for academic 

achievement, to participate in a math and science fair or to win an award for writing an 

essay or poem than people who do not participate. 

 
Conclusion 

 The creative possibilities that arise when young people begin to confront their 

own motivations, assumptions and perceptions are unlimited. Young people can 

internalize the ideas behind win-win negotiation, including communication, focusing on 

feelings, decoding fears, and needs. Transforming resistance cannot always happen 

through the art alone. When the skills of an art form are joined with the concepts, skills 

and facilitative strategies of conflict resolution and peace building, we introduce a 

humanistic communication technique that facilitates a more affirming and creative 

artistic experience. 
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 India‘s future depends upon the youth. The conflict exists in the mind of youth. 

Youngsters are always emotional. If the youngsters are properly tuned the country will 

progress. According to a famous quotation - ‗What men dare do what men may do what 

men daily do not knowing what they do. The present day youth are facing crisis in their 

life. Swami Vivekananda has stated that youth are not useless; they are used less. Man 

gets and forgets. Hence God gives and forgives. ‗‗The criticism that, though God created 

Man in his own image, man has, in his turn, ultimately created a God in his own mortal 

form, is apparently true, but on deeper analysis we shall find that there is not much pith 

in it. The human mind, in its present state of constant preoccupations is so dense that it 

cannot directly lift itself to the subtler heights of pure contemplation or sheer meditation. 

Weighed down with its own attachments and desires for the objects of the world outside, 

the meditative powers in the mind are today lying undiscovered and unexplored‘‘1. 

Moreover, ‗‗Now, the thing to be understood is Infinite. And man‘s equipments with 

which he could try to understand it were and are unfortunately finite. With a finite 

instrument we cannot measure the Infinite, much less understand it. So man had either to 

bring down the Infinite to the finite level of understanding, or transcend his finite 

equipments, evolve, reach and realise the Infinite. The first method developed into 

religion, the second into philosophy. 

 The Infinite, due to the very reason that it is infinite, must be formless because 

form denotes a limitation, and Infinity cannot have any limitation. And man with his 

finite equipments, could not conceive of anything without a form. Just as water, which 

has no shape of its own, assumes the shape of the vessel in which it is contained for the 

time being, this formless infinity began to be conceived in different forms by different 

people according to their mind intellect equipment which was the vessel in which they 

tried to collect and contain this formless Infinite. Saadhakaanam hitarthaaya Brahmano 

rupakalpana. Brahman the formless is assigned forms for the convenience of the aspirant. 

As no two minds are at the same level of evolution and understanding, there soon came 

to be multiplicity of concepts. But the sages declared and emphasised in the Upanishads 

Ekam Sat Vipraha Bahudha Vadanti and Akaasat Patitm toyam yatha gacchati sagaram, 

Sarva deva namaskara Kesavam Pratigacchati. Call Him by whatever name you like, 

worship Him in any form you like, it all goes to that one Ultimate, Infinite. Just as the 

same person answers different people who call him by different names, each according to 

his or her specific relationship with him, the Infinite answers, whether you call him Siva, 

Krishna, Buddha or Godhead Keshava, taking into consideration the limitations of the 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN PHILOSOPHY 
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human mind and intellect, and their emotional demands. That is why at the end of all 

this, they have come out with the declarations. ‗EKAM SAT VIPRAHA BAHUDHA 

VADANTI, (Truth is one. Only it is spoken of variously and AAKAASAAT PATTITAM 

TOYAM YATHA GACHHATI SAAGARA, SARVA DEVA NAMASKARA KESAVAM 

PRATIGACCHATI)‘ (just as rain water, whenever it falls, finally flows down into the 

Ocean, so also all worship offered to any Deva ultimately reaches the God Head, 

Keshava.) If we misunderstand or inadequately understand them, it cannot be their 

fault.‘‘ 2 Lord Krishna has done great revolution. ‗‗Every day we have to meet the various 

challenges in society and while we are meeting the challenges in the society, the society is 

ever growing; therefore, the patterns of challenges are also changing from time to time. 

That religion only is alive which can serve man actually in his everyday life, serve him in 

his office, or his commercial centres, in his workshop, in his factory or on the roadside, or 

in his home, wherever he is functioning. The ideas must extend themselves to help him in 

his inner tranquility and happiness. 

The Mahabharata age in our country was marked by chaos due to too much of 

materialism. A time came when the old society in the country was on the threshold of a 

great civil war. On the eve of the great civil war, a great student of the Vedas started 

feeling how am I to kill my own relatives and neighbours? How am I to fight this great 

battle against those whom I love and revere? This war is a great crime indeed, and what 

is my duty at this moment? Thus an individual started thinking. There we find the great 

revolutionary of that time, Lord Krishna, who comes and explains what exactly his duty 

is and how those duties are also implied in the various Upanishads.‘‘3 and in order to be a 

real citizen of the modern world, the people must develop or grow into a new stature, 

altogether a new consciousness or awareness. Politics will give people a political 

awareness. The religion of Vedanta only satisfies the modern man. One can teach him 

that in him alone is the Master of the mighty, the centre-most Reality.  

Already, so much has been said and written and informed on symbols that it 

might prove useful to reflect for a moment on the meaning of the word itself. ‗‗When the 

Tahsildar goes to his office, he puts on his suit. But when he sits for puja in his house he 

wears a Panchakacha in the orthodox style. When his wife is not at home and he has to do 

the cooking, he wears only a towel round his waist. Thus, ordinary mortals that we are, 

we change the dress according to the work that we do at the moment. Similarly, the 

omnipotent God engages his form also according to his functions. But the difference 

between Him and us is this. At different times we put on different kinds of dress. But 

God who is omnipotent. is engaged at the same time in various kinds of work, and 

appears differently at one and the same moment. But in ordinary parlance we refer to 

them as forms of different gods. The several gods (devas) that we worship are distinct 

from God (Daivam).‘‘4 

It is stated that ‗‗Mounam Sarvartha Sadhakam was the effective policy adopted 

by him to induct the truth of Brahman into the minds of the yearning disciples. He was 

more eloquent in silence than in speech in difference to the general principle - the more 

we talk, the more the confusion, the lesser we talk, the lesser the confusion, and if we do 
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not talk, there is no possibility of any confusion at all, because everyone is left to himself 

to have his doubts cleared according to his own light and intellectual development at the 

given time. Doubt is the property of the mind, which is in the nature of conflicting beliefs 

and ideas equally valid and reliable through authority or experience or both. The doubt is 

for one and not for all, and the doubt of one can be cleared and truth affirmed only by a 

correct and clear understanding of the problem as well as its solution.‘‘5 

It is stated that, ‗‗Heard melody is sweet, and those unheard are sweeter (Byron) is 

only too true a statement which stands the test of examination and experience. The 

Upanishadic statement, Vacho Vignapanam hi tat, is proclaiming the same truth. So Shri 

Sankara employed the golden means by keeping silent and holding up his palm with 

Bhadra Mudra implying that the total release from the cycle of births and deaths and the 

enjoyment of Supreme Bliss are possible only when the forefinger is in union with the 

thumb, (metophorically) which is the life-giver to all the other four fingers, which is the 

nearest to Brahman (the Thumb as we have seen above), dissociates from the other three 

representing the three states of our experiences and the three values as aforesaid, it 

cannot attain the state of Ananda, the Supreme Brahman Itself. Symbolism is employed to 

simplify human effort to expose the ultimate Truth.‘‘6 and ‗‗The Cross of Christianity is 

symbolic enough to import the idea that the Lord Jesus Christ sacrificed his life at the 

instance of heretics and truth should always be prepared to face and endure martyrdom 

at the hands of heretics and non-believers. symbolism is the safest and surest and at the 

same time the most effective way of propagating the Truth because it can be appreciated 

and enojoyed by the truly deserving devotees, each according to his or her light and 

vision.‘‘7 Moreover, Art is a sharing experience and religion is mainly an awakening in 

the experience. ‗‗The excellence of Art is mainly in the spontaneity of expression. Beauty 

itself is a spontaneous overflow, as in the song of the bird, or in the fragrance of the 

flower, no less than in the achievements of the poet or the painter. Nature is the 

prototype of Art. Expression flows from the plenitude of experience, and in turn kindles 

experience in kindred souls. Then the expression acquires the status of a symbol, and 

serves as a perennial source of meaning. To the symbol belongs the meaning. The 

substance is beyond expression. Controversies in religion have only a symbolic relevance. 

If the satisfaction which Art could give should be complete and final, it must in a 

very real sense be religious. It involves higher than man are the Gods and the Devas and 

other superior beings. The reality of all is Brahman. With this as the background, the 

mind immediately recognises the synthesis of Hinduism. Polytheism, Theism, Monism, 

all are one in the vision of the Highest. The Gods are personal forms or aspects of 

Brahman and because Brahman is real, even so are they real. They are idea forms of 

Brahman. More real are they than man.‘‘8 

Moreover, ‗‗According to the needs of time and place and the surrounding 

circumstances, and according to the varying necessities of the human mind, these 

spiritual images of Brahman vary.‘‘9 In the end, as every Hindu knows, all these 

seemingly different deities are one, first because they are manifiestations of the one and 

the same reality and secondly because they represent the consciousness of Brahman in 

different aspects. So there is ultimately only one Personal God. All the Gods are One 

person in that they have the same divine consciousness and because all are Brahman. But 

there is still a higher purpose. The Majority of men recognize the Personal God in their 
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own particular objectification of Brahman. It may be Krishna, Buddha, Rama or even 

Chaitanya, even as with the Christians it is Jesus the Christ. There is not clash of religion 

in India.‘‘10 Symbols are the nucleus of study for understanding the world, both inside 

and outside. Balanced equilibrium was a constant topic of discussion. India gave to the 

world the Yantrarudha, the wheel used in agriculture; the knowledge that Zero was 

Infinity, and the wisdom that life was a continual changes and never ended with death. 

India used the logic of symbolic form in aesthetic thought making man alive and 

alert to the problems of the world he sees around him and also the unknown world, 

illuminating every detail of life, understanding and aesthetic beauty. According to the 

Upanishads ‗wise one is not born, neither does he die; he came not from anywhere, 

neither is the anyone, he is unborn‘. He is ever lasting and ‗‗Lord Krishna plays the flute 

and brings out enchanting music. The flute, by itself, cannot give out music. It is an inert, 

insentient piece of matter. But when the Lord plays it, there emanates divine music which 

enchants everyone, similarly, the human body is, by itself, inert and insentient. It contains 

the sense organs and the mind and intellect the holes in the flute through which the 

Consciousness expresses itself and brings out divine harmony and peace both within and 

without. Thus, by one‘s identification with one‘s Divine Self, the melody and music of life 

can be drawn out of oneself.‘‘11 

Life is a continous flow of experiences, and these experiences, are found to fall in 

three layers, as the experiences of the waking state of the dream state, and of the deep-

sleep- state. The life of everybody of us is certainly influenced by the experiences on all 

these three different planes of consciousness, and they all have totally a positive influence 

in moulding one‘s character and personality. This would be strange to the modern young 

man, because Western philosophy has been so far striving to discover the fundamental in 

life by an analysis and close study of merely the life available for man in his waking state. 

It is indeed difficult, if not almost impossible, to come to a right evaluation of life and its 

meaning by observing only a third of its field. The conflict exists in the mind of modern 

man particularly youth because ‗we have to see things as they are, we see things as we 

are‘. 
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Introduction 

 The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) plays an important role in 

regulating blood volume and systemic vascular resistance, which together influence 

cardiac output and arterial pressure. As the name implies, there are three important 

components to this system: 1) renin, 2) angiotensin, and 3) aldosterone. Renin, which is 

primarily released by the kidneys, stimulates the formation of angiotensin in blood and 

tissues, which in turn stimulates the release of aldosterone from the adrenal cortex. Renin 

is a proteolytic enzyme that is released into the circulation primarily by the kidneys. Its 

release is stimulated by: 

1. Sympathetic nerve activation (acting via β1 – adrenoceptors) 

2.  Renal artery hypotension (caused by systemic hypotension or renal artery 

stenosis) 

3. Decreased sodium delivery to the distal tubules of the kidney. 

The renin-angiotensin system is a central component of the physiological and 

pathological responses of cardiovascular system. Its primary effector hormone, 

angiotensin II (ANG II), not only mediates immediate physiological effects of 

vasoconstriction blood pressure regulation but it also implicated in inflammation, 

endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis, hypertension and congestive heart failure. 

Angiotensin II is a powerful blood vessels constrictor that causes muscles surrounding 

the blood vessels to contract, resulting in narrow of the blood vessels. This narrowing of 

the vessels increases pressure in the vessels and can result in high blood pressure. 

 
Methodology 

 Twenty four subjects were selected and they were selected and they were equally 

divided into two groups. Group I underwent selected asanas practice and Group II acted 

as control group. Angiotensin II was considered as dependent variable and asanas were 

considered as independent variable. Angiotensin II was tested under the guidance of a 

qualified lab technician and yogasana practice was undertaken with keep monitoringof 

the investigator. Data was taken before and after the experimentation. The obtained data 

from the experimental group and control group before and after experimental period 

were statistically analyzed with dependent test and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). 

The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05 level for all the cases to test the hypothesis. 

The analysis of dependent test on the data obtained for speed of the pre-test and post-

test of experimental and control groups have been analyzed and presented in Table III. 

EFFECT OF ASANAS ON ANGIOTENSIN II  

AMONG COLLEGE WOMEN 
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Table III The Summary of Mean and Dependent T Test for the Pre and Post Tests on 

Speed of Experimental and Control Groups 

 Experimental group Control Group 

Pre test 1.97 2.33 

Post test Mean 1.66 2.34 

t test 2.40* 0.54 

*Significant at .05 level 

(Table value required for significance at .05 level for t test with df 11 is 2.201) 

From the Table III, the dependent t -test values between the pre and post tests means 

of experimental and control groups were 2.40 and 0.54 respectively. Since the obtained t 

 test value of experimental group was greater than the table value 2.201 with df 11 at .05 

level of confidence, it is concluded the experimental group had significant increment in 

angiotensin II. However, control group has no significant improvement in angiotensin II. 

The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on angiotensin II of experimental and control 

groups have been analyzed and presented in Table IV. 

 
Table IV Analysis of Covariance on Speed of Experimental and Control Groups 

Adjusted post test means 
Source of 
variance 

Sum of 
squares 

df 
Mean 

Squares 
F- Ratio Experimental 

Group 
Control Group 

1.83 2.20 
Between 
within 

0.688 
0.709 

1 
21 

0.688 
0.034 

20.24* 
 

 *Significant at .05 level of confidence (Speed scores in Seconds) 

  (The table value required for significance at 0.05 level with df 1 and 21 is 4.32) 
From the table IV, the adjusted post mean values of angiotensin II for 

experimental control group are 1.83 and 2.20 respectively. The obtained F-ratio of 20.24 

for adjusted Post -test mean is more than the table values of 4.32 for df 1 and 21 required 

for the significance at .05 level of confidence.The result of the study indicate that there is 

significant difference between the adjusted post test means of experimental0group and 

control group on angiotensin II. The pre and post test mean values of experimental and 

control groups on the level of angiotensin II are graphically represented in the figure I. 

 

 
Figure I: Pre and post test Mean values Of Experimental and Control  
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Groups on Angiotensin II 

 The adjusted post test mean values of experimental group and control group on 

angiotensin II are graphically represented in the figure II. 
 

 
 

Figure II: The Adjusted Post Test Mean Values of Enperimental and  

Control Group on Angiotensin IIE 

 
Conclusion 

The formulated hypothesis that there would be no difference in angiotensin II was 

accepted and the study revealed that there was a significant difference in angiotensin II 

among the experimental and control groups. 
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 Today we see many a youth all over the world making headlines by achieving 

greater heights in as many fields. Demographics of the world says that about 1.8 billion 

people in the world are Youth and India has a sizable share of 356 million. This makes the 

youth a very determinant factor in the progress of the world and India individually as it 

forms the bedrock of the workforce. They are under peril of getting mentally unstable 

very easily so Development of the Youth is the paramount necessity. That is where 

Conflict Management comes in. Conflict management is the process of limiting the 

negative aspects of conflict while increasing the positive aspects of conflict. The aim of 

conflict management is to enhance learning and group outcomes, including effectiveness 

or performance in organizational setting In any workplace be it Public sector or Private 

sector the employees and the employer has to cooperate in a manner that upholds the 

ethos of that particular institution. This is possible only if both employee and the 

employer has a respect to the ideas of each person concerned. Disagreement is a Human 

truth but negotiation and an optimum resolution is a must. This could be implemented 

efficiently at Educational institutions by teaching instances of Conflict management for 

e.g. Lord Rama‘s killing of King Ravan in Ramayana where Rama fights his own 

conscience. Many such measures could be done such as awareness on Emotional 

Intelligence, Overall personality development, Boosting Self Confidence, Stress 

Management etc. This may involve interactive sessions, understanding of Do‘s and Don't 

s in a workplace, learning to accept constructive criticisms. 

 
Youth of this World – an Introduction  

The Youth in this world is literally the most competitive workforce in this world. 

They are making milestones as they move through this phase of their life. Developed 

countries invest enormously in the development of youth through Quality education, 

Sports, Arts, Literature, Journalism etc. Basically they are highly active has an aptitude 

towards doing activities, taking initiatives and is full of energy they tend to be very 

daring, competitive and Adventurous. As they finish schooling and enter into colleges 

and universities they enter the public frame and even influence the more elder public. 

When we look into the Newspapers we see lots of themes be it Literary, Scientific or 

Cultural in any, the participation of youth is ever increasing. With the advent of 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

THROUGH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
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Computers in the late 90s and the affordable internet past ten years, there has been an 

intelligence explosion and data is available one click away. Youth of 21st century has been 

able to capitalise on this to expand their footprint. They quickly learnt the way to use it to 

excel themselves. One can even see a 10 year old kid handling smartphones with ease. 

What does this all lead to? Youth of today is the future of the world. They are World 

leaders, Businessmen, Innovators, Teachers and what not?. No need to mention their 

performance in Olympics which is the apex festival of Youth in the field of sports. 

 
The Statistics and Milestones of Youth 

They are around 1.8 billion among the 7 billion in this world forming a little over 

25% of the entire world population .India contributes 356 million to this which is again 

more than 25% of Indian Population and highest by any Country. As per the data in the 

Census of India 2011, there is 41& surge in the no of ‗teenage‘ or adolescent Youth.This is 

ever increasing and evident from the increasing no. of candidates that we see for any job, 

Private or Public sector. Historically Youth always had made a mark worth laudable, We 

have instances like Young ruler Chandragupta Maurya defeating an experienced 

Seleucus I Nicator forcing him for peace treaty. Alexander the Great, Macedonian 

Conqueror, was only in his late twenties when he went on to stitch a very large empire. 

The point made here is that Youth is a time in a person‘s life when he could push the 

limits to a large extent. Alexander‘s father, King Philip of Macedon employed one of the 

greatest philosophers in the Hellenistic world, Aristotle. That was a remarkable move by 

the father in the development of his Son. Instances are endless and one can simply quote 

on and on.  

 
Important Factors for the Development of Youth – Role of Conflict Management 

 Basic Education 

 Skill development for employment 

 Emotional development 

 conflict management 

 Personality development 

Basic and Quality Education is a must since, that builds the foundation on which 

further traits could be developed, Amnesty International recognizes this and in India 

through Right to Education Act . This automatically leads to skill development, which is 

essential for better career prospects. This alongwith moral values complete the initial 

framework of a Youth. Though the School Education in India still requires improvement 

and there are lot of disparities that needs to be removed.  

Recently we are hearing terms like ‗emotional intelligence‘, ‗personality 

development‘ etc. in many Interview experiences. what are these in fact?  

As per the definition from the website ‗psychology today‘ Emotional intelligence 

is the ability to identify and manage your own emotions and the emotions of others. It is 

generally said to include three skills: 

1. Emotional awareness, including the ability to identify your own emotions and 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/emotional-intelligence
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those of others; 

2. The ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and 

problems solving; 

3. The ability to manage emotions, including the ability to regulate your own 

emotions, and the ability to cheer up or calm down another person. 

The attributes spoken about in the definition are related to the common problems 

that occur to newly inducted employees. Problems occur due to improper development 

of youth, poor personality development affects the career of the youth. Nowadays EQ aka 

Emotional Quotient has Superseded IQ in Interviews and Aptitude tests. The ability to 

control emotions are vital for any person. A short tempered person is highly likely to 

remain jobless. Talking about the emotional intelligence, there rises the question – what is 

the larger idea behind it? where does the need arise from? How will it be improved ? 

Experiences from life is one of the way through also the time of the youth. But as the 

saying goes ―No use of crying over spilled milk‖ So we need to milk the abstract idea and 

that is – Conflict management. Conflict management is the process of limiting the 

negative aspects of conflict while increasing the positive aspects of conflict. The aim of 

conflict management is to enhance learning and group outcomes, including effectiveness 

or performance in organizational setting, as per the definition given by Wikipedia. 

Another definition is - Conflict management is the practice of being able to identify and 

handle conflicts sensibly, fairly, and efficiently. Since conflicts in a business are a natural 

part of the workplace, it is important that there are people who understand conflicts and 

know how to resolve them. This is important in today's market more than ever. Everyone 

is striving to show how valuable they are to the company they work for and at times, this 

can lead to disputes with other members of the team. Conflict management in fact starts 

from home. Parents should be the role model of children since at the age of adolescence 

they start questioning their(parent‘s) moves and tries to justify their action quoting their 

parents. A pampered child is the one who throws tantrums and initiates fight throughout 

his life. He is ill-equipped with tools or ideas to handle conflict ,which in turn hampers 

his mental development and maturity. The Youth in this case is a fiasco on his own. 

Foundation of Conflict management is built by the Parents. Then it goes to teachers and 

elders. When they step into new jobs their performance is watched along with their 

attitude their colleagues. The Person who avoids conflict and has a good rapport with 

others often increases the chances for greater pay and overall a comfortable life also a 

confidence to handle conflicts efficiently and successfully. As per Wikipedia , with only 

14% of researched universities reporting mandatory courses in this subject, and with up 

to 25% of the manager day being spent on dealing with conflict, education needs to 

reconsider the importance of this subject. The subject warrants emphasis on enabling 

students to deal with conflict management. "Providing more conflict management 

training in undergraduate business programs could help raise the emotional intelligence 

of future managers." The improvement of emotional intelligence found that employees 

were more likely to use problem-solving skills, instead of trying to bargain. Students 

need to have a good set of social skills. Good communication skills allow the manager to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_(process)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning
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accomplish interpersonal situations and conflict. Instead of focusing on conflict as a 

behavior issue, focus on the communication of it. With an understanding of the 

communications required, the student will gain the aptitude needed to differentiate 

between the nature and types of conflicts. These skills also teach that relational and 

procedural conflict needs a high degree of immediacy to resolution. If these two conflicts 

are not dealt with quickly, an employee will become dissatisfied or perform poorly. 

Conflict management as the content suggests, is of grave concern in the current world. 

 
Conflict Management – Different Perceptions 

There are many ways in which you could view this theme, here two of them are 

discussed. 

 External Conflict  

 Internal Conflict 

 External Conflict as obvious from the word, is concerned with Conflicts rising 

from two or more people. Generally this is what we say about conflicting ideas of people 

affecting each other. Reasons could be many Egotistic mentality, Absence of Tolerance, 

Non – Accommodating attitude , Poor Listening Ability, Inability to think clearly etc. This 

makes Emotional Intelligence a pivotal need. Here the Youth concerned , must be 

exposed to various challenges rather than being caged like the case of Lord Buddha. 

Good mentoring is the need of the hour. Good Guidance must be given to the youth by 

his parents, his elders , importantly teachers. Group Activity and Responsibility sharing , 

Temperament control all could be excellently taught and executed in Schools and then in 

Colleges. Totally, it is a good character building exercise. When Youth are children they 

must be taught to share and play team sports.  

Internal conflict refers to a situation where the person has conflicting ideas inside 

him. The one word which is to be introduced here is- Introspection. We review our own 

beliefs and find any contradictions with the real life. This occurs when we are in a 

dilemma of selecting the best of two. Decision making ability is critical and that paves 

way for our destiny. Here is where language and literature comes in. As a youth learning 

instances of resolving such conflicts, creates a wider thinking sphere, helps him to make 

decisions wisely and quickly but not in haste. This even positively affects the resolution 

taken and also avoids external conflicts. One such instance is a special reference in Hindi 

Literature, Modern Poetry ‗Sanshay ki ek rath‘ written by Naresh Mehta. In the poem the 

poet narrates about Lord Ram at the time of war with King Ravan. The Poet says this 

conflict is really the conflict of a common man existing every day. A common man always 

faces troubled situations. The poet says about Rama‘s mind which is doubtful of Killing 

Ravan. Is it Correct to Kill? How to reason, if correct? Etc. 

 Rama was known to be an ideal person, a justful ruler to his subjects. He gives 

priority to his people. 

 War leads to death of many on both sides. A period of drought will succeed. It 

will lead to wiping out of entire population just for the sake of getting his wife. At the 

same time he thinks that if he did not fight, he is not doing justice as an Ideal Husband. 
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The Husband and king in Ram pulls him to a state of dilemma hindering his decision 

making. In both cases he will be known in future with some loss of credibility. Ram goes 

through severe mental turmoil that is Inner Conflict. This gives a good scenario where the 

learner may empathize himself as Ram. The poem explains this conflict and at the end 

concludes by a footnote that today‘s life is full of conflicts and there is a need to resolve 

them with a free mind. Poet emphasizes on the need to manage internal conflicts through 

Lord Ram‘s experiences. Ram represents Youth. 

 
Conclusion- Implementation and Challenges 

Its is not a cakewalk to instill this skill among all Youth fraternity and 100% 

efficiency is Utopian. But yes it is not Impossible and Language and literature is quite a 

good medium to bring this. Many challenges lie like the Education system where there 

are lots of different people who control different systems. Drug Abuse, Social Media 

influence, Behavioral challenges etc. The youth of today is equipped with good 

repositories of knowledge through online sources, digital libraries , etc. Hence to some 

degree it can be assured that as Youth gets more exposure to diverse situations he 

understands the importance of managing and resolving a conflict. Various forms of 

addictions too affects the Youth adversely. Awareness programs could be organized so 

that the importance of the issue reaches to the public. Teaching process must be coalesced 

with moral values.  
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Introduction 

 Hospital remains highly individualistic in its function as a complex organization 

because of the intensely personal and critical nature of its work. The individual patient 

and his or her care remains the elemental reason for the existence of the hospital and 

health care professionals. Hospital management has to face many conflicting situations in 

the hospital between its staff members and various units. Conflict is an inevitable 

experience in health care professionals‘ life, and all members in the hospital feel the 

effects of conflict. 

 
Objectives 

 To identify the foundation principles necessary to support conflict situation 

 To find out conflict resolution techniques to resolve problems in Hospitals and 

Health care facilities. 

 To identify conflict handling styles and prevention of conflict.  

  
Materials and Methods 

The study is designed as a descriptive and analytical one. Considerable data are 

available from Secondary data. The research problem have been formulated and tested on 

the basis of the research objectives. 

 
Discussion 

 Though workplace conflict can be positive, research indicates that prolonged, 

unresolved conflict is dysfunctional and can ―hinder organizational performance‖ 

(Kreitner & Kinicki, 2010, p. 375). Since negative, dysfunctional conflict among direct 

patient contact health care workers has the potential to harm the health care organization, 

it is helpful to reveal more about the topic.This literature review applied Kreitner and 

Kinicki‘s antecedents for conflict to the health care conflict literature. Personality, value, 

and expectation differences often spur interpersonal conflict between health care 

workers. Employees‘ individuality can and does spark controversies. Blurred job 

boundaries and decision-making disagreements, especially those between advanced 

nurse practitioners and physicians, are problematic and conflict inducing. Just as inter-

professional competition such as nurse practitioners and physicians occurs, so does 

interdepartmental competition. 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN HOSPITALS 
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Foundational Principles Necessary to Support Conflict Management in Healthcare 

Include: 

 A willingness to acknowledge existence of conflict; 

 Open communication; 

 Dealing with conflict within an environment of mutual respect; 

 Acceptance and tolerance of different perspectives through the process; 

 Commitment to fundamental fairness; 

 Educating all stakeholders about conflict management in healthcare; 

 Developing a conflict management process with policies and procedures with 

input from the stakeholders; and 

 Holding stakeholders accountable to use the conflict management process. 

The opportunities inherent in a conflict management system include: (1) 

recognition of conflict as an indicator to allow early identification of problems, (2) 

promotion of a proactive response to problems and conflict, (3) encouragement of a 

culture of mutual respect, open communication, and problem solving during inquiry or 

intervention relating to conflict, and (4) a means of working towards potential resolution. 

 
Conflict-Handling Styles 

 There are five styles of handling conflict, they are avoidance, compromise, 

obliging, dominating, and integrating. Avoidance and compromise are common styles 

used among physicians and nurses 

 
Conflict Resolution in Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities 

 Conflict resolution is a dynamic process. Conflict does not always appear in the 

same form or from the same people. One essential element of effective conflict resolution 

is the recognition that there are stages of conflict, with appropriate interventions at 

different stages. 

 The stages of conflict can range from robust argument within a single meeting to 

longstanding opposing, entrenched positions of medical staff, administration, and the 

governing body. Depending upon the culture or needs of the organization and the type of 

conflict, an administrator or leader can use various communication skills and negotiation 

techniques to manage a conflict.The goal in hospitals and healthcare facilities is to 

develop and implement a conflict management process so that conflict does not adversely 

affect patient safety or quality of care. 

 
Conflict Resolution Techniques 

Identify the Problem  

 Give specific details, including our own observations, valid documentation. If 

appropriate, information from reliable witnesses, shared our own feelings about the 

situation, described the problem, and expressed interest in resolving the matter. 

Find a Private, Neutral Place  

 Talking about conflict has almost no chance of succeeding if it‘s carried out in 

public. Nobody likes to be embarrassed in front of peers or made an example of in public. 
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Your goal is to eliminate the tension created by conflict. Privacy will help you. 

Remember: praise in public, correct privately.Neutral places are best. However, if you 

need to emphasize your authority over a direct report, a manager‘s office may be 

appropriate. A manager‘s office is also acceptable if there is no other private place to 

meet. Try to make the office as neutral as possible by sitting so that there is no table or 

other obstruction between you and the other person, if possible. This removes physical 

barriers to open communication.  

Share Your Feelings  

 Nine times out of 10, the real conflict is about feelings, not facts. You can argue 

about facts all day, but everyone has a right to his or her own feelings. Owning your own 

feelings, and caring about others', is key to talking about conflict.Remember that anger is 

a secondary emotion. It almost always arises from fear.It's critical here to use "I" 

statements. Instead of saying, "You make me so angry," try something like, "I feel really 

frustrated when you..."And remember to talk about behaviors, not personalities.  

Find a Solution Together  

 Ask the other party for his or her ideas for solving the problem. The person is 

responsible for his or her own behavior and has the ability to change it. Resolving conflict 

is not about changing another person. Change is up to each individual. Know how you 

want the situation to be different in the future.  

Agree on a Plan of Action  

 Say what you will do differently in the future and ask the other party to verbalize 

his or her commitment to change in the future. With direct reports, know what goals you 

want to set with the employee and how and when you will measure progress. It‘s 

important that the person verbalize what will change in a specific manner. Set a follow-

up date with direct reports, and explain future consequences for failure to change, if 

appropriate.  

Express Confidence  

 Thank the other party for being open with you and express confidence that your 

work relationship will be better for having talked the problem out.  

 
Conflict Resolution Recommendations 

 In order to resolve conflict, managers must first identify the source of the conflict. 

They learn this by engaging in ―careful listening‖. They suggest a basic course, aimed at 

early resolution that focuses on ―negotiation, mediation, and the use of creative problem-

solving techniques. Physician-nurse conflict that arises from nurses‘ hesitancy to 

administer a physician order. They note that nurses are more apt to use proactive conflict 

styles when they perceive the physician as typically managing nurse-physician conflict 

by integrating, compromise, or obliging, which are other-oriented styles. Nurses will tend 

to use avoidance to manage conflicts if they believe the physician is apt to respond to 

conflict by dominating or avoiding, which are self-oriented styles. 

 
 
 

https://www.verywell.com/anger-management-for-stress-relief-3144950
http://adulted.about.com/od/teachers/a/disruptions.htm
https://www.thebalance.com/resolving-conflicts-with-your-college-roommate-1986790
http://adulted.about.com/od/personaldevelopment/ht/smaartgoals.htm
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Implications for the Health Care Workplace 

 In order to retain the employees in the health care field, attention to their job 

satisfaction is necessary. Frequent, prolonged dysfunctional conflict adds stress to health 

care workers and quick resolution will help motivate them to retain their positions. 

 
Effects 

The consequences of health care workers‘ conflict are many. At best, conflicts 

result in beneficial changes in the workplace. At worst, it can impact patients‘ lives 

 
Prevention of Conflict 

Understanding how conflicts arise is important in their prevention. From an 

employee's point of view it include lack of communication, colleagues who don't pull 

their weight, unfair criticism, silly rules, preferential treatment, sexism or racial 

inequality, being put down, unreasonable expectations, and verbal abuse. On the 

management side, problems arise from poor communication, inappropriate responses, 

poor prioritizing, personal work interfering with professional work, and clock-watching. 

 
Conclusions 

 Managing conflict in the workplace is a time-consuming but necessary task for the 

physician leader. Conflicts may exist between physicians, between physicians and staff, 

and between the staff or the health care team and the patient or patient's family. The 

conflicts may range from disagreements to major controversies that may lead to litigation 

or violence. Conflicts have an adverse effect on productivity, morale, and patient care. 

They may result in high employee turnover and certainly limit staff contributions and 

impede efficiency. 
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Qzk;M ds vuqlkj euq"; dh vaR'psruk ds vk/kkj ij euq"; ds O;ogkj dk fu.kZ; gksrk gSA 

gekjh bPNk,Wa] fopkj vkSj Hkko vkfn gekjs O;ogkj dk fu.kZ; djrs gSa A gekjh vaR'psruk dh 

vfHkO;fDr liuksa] fdz;kvksa] dyk] lkfgR; vkSj oSKkfud iz;ksxksa ds ek/;e ls gksrh gS A muds vuqlkj 

euq"; ds izR;sd dk;Z ds ihNs ,d dkj.k gksrk gS A bl dkj.k dk vfHkizk; vpsru eu esa fNik jgrk 

gS A vr% euskfoKku ;g ekudj pyrk gS fd euq"; ds izR;sd dk;Z ds ihNs vpsru eu dk gkFk jgrk 

gS AfgUnh ds miU;kldkjksa izsepan] izlkn vkSj muds ;qx ds vU; miU;kldkjksa us ;|fi vpsru dk 

Li"V mYys[k ugha fd;k gS ij miU;klksa esa dbZ LFkyksa ij ik=ksa ds O;Dr vkpj.k dk dkj.k] muds 

ckY;okLFkk ds laLdkjksa vkSj mudh Hkkoukvsak esa [kkstuk] bl vpsru ekul dh vksj ladsr djrk gS A 

vius fodflr :Ik esa euksoSKkfud miU;kl bykpanz tks'kh] tSusUnz vkSj vKs; dh nsu gSA muds 

vuqlkj O;fDr dh dqaBk dk euksoSKkfud dkj.k gh ugha gksrk] cfYd oS;fDrd] lkekftd] jktuhfrd] 

/kkfeZd vkSj vkfFkZd dkj.k Hkh gks ldrk gS A O;fDr esa bu dkj.kksa ls Hkh fod`fr vk ldrh gS A  

euksfoKku dh ubZ [kskt vkSj /kkj.kkvksa ds vuqlkj ekuo lH;rk vkSj laLdkj ds dkj.k viuh 

ik'kqfod izo`fRr;ksa rFkk bPNkvksa dks nckus dk cjcl iz;kl dkjrk gS fdarq ;s bPNk,aW dqN le; rd nc 

Hkys gh tk;s ij bldk vfLrRo ugha feV ikrk A os fdlh u fdlh :Ik esa ckgj fudyuk dk ekxZ <wa< 

ysrh gS Aifj.kkeLo:Ik O;fDr vfLFkj gks tkrk gS A bl izdkj dh izo`fr ;qokvksa esa vf/kd ns[kus dks 

feyrh gS A mPp f'k{kk izkIr djuk] O;olk; esa lqfLFkj gksuk] fookg djuk] ifjokj izLFkkfir djuk] 

,d Lora= ukxfjd ds :Ik esa viuk mRrjnkf;Ro Lohdkj djuk vkfn ;qokoLFkk dh egRoiw.kZ dk;Z gksrs 

gSa A ijarq tc ;s egRoiw.kZ dk;Z tks blh voLFkk esa iw.kZ gskus gSa] tc os bl voLFkk esa iw.kZ ugha gks ikrs 

;k muds iw.kZ gksus esa dksbZ ck/kk mRiUu gksrh gS rsk dqaBk mRiUu gksrh gS vkSj og daqBkxzLr gks tkrk gS 

vkSj mldk ekufld larqyu fcxM+ tkrk gS dHkh&dHkh rks mldk ;g vlarqyu nwljksa ds fy, Hkh [krjk 

cu tkrk gSA  

vr% ukjh esa ;qokoLFkk esa ekufld fod`fr ds izeq[k dkj.kksa esa 'kknh u gksuk] izse esa vlQy 

gksuk] 'kknh esa fjtsDV gksuk] dq:Ik gksuk] csesy 'kknh] ekWa&firk dh vksj ls mis{kk] pfj=ghu ifr] ifr 

}kjk misf{kr ;k izrkfM+r gksuk] lkl&llqj }kjk lrk;k tkuk] vkfFkZd raxh vkfn gks ldrs gSa A ;g 

voLFkk ukjh ds fy, cgqr gh vge~gS D;ksafd blh voLFkk esa og ifjokj dh laj{k.k ls ckgj 

fudydj viuh vyx igpku cukuk pkgrh gS A og Hkkoh thou ds fy, viuh ;kstuk;sa lqn`<+ djrh 

gSa A fdarq ;fn og vius y{; izkfIr esa lQy ugha gks ikrh ;k mlesa ck/kk mRiUu gksrh gS rks dHkh&dHkh 

euksfod`fr vk tkrh gS A bl voLFkk esa ruko dk ,d vkSj dkj.k vfHkHkkod dk muds izfr O;ogkj 

Hkh gS A vfHkHkkodksa dk vfr lja{k.k ;k mis{kk nksuksa gh muesa ruko mRiUu dj ldrk gS tks dHkh&dHkh 

euksfod`fr esa ifjofrZr gks ldrk gS A  

'kf'kizHkk 'kkL=h ds miU;klksa esa fpf=r ;qok ukjh&euksfoKku 
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;qok ukjh dh blh euksfoKku dks fgUnh ds dbZ vk/kqfud lkfgR;dkjksa us viuh ys[kuh dk fo"k; 

cuk;k gS A ftlesa 'kf'kizHkk 'kkL=h Hkh izeq[k gS A budh jpukvksa dk iz/kku fo"k; gS ukjh txr vkSj 

ukjh dk ân; A mudk gj miU;kl ukjh dks dsanz esa j[kdj gh vxzlj gskrk gS fQj pkgs og ;qorh gks] 

ckfydk gks] iRuh gks ;k izs;lh] dHkh&dHkh rks cw<+h nknh ;k lkl Hkh A mudh ukfj;kWa vius gh ns'k dh 

vkSj gekjs vklikl dh gSa A ukjh dh eukso`fr] ifjos'k vkSj iz'u dh xgjkbZ rd ysf[kdk us igqaWpus dk 

iz;kl fd;k gS A ysf[kdk ds 'kCnksa esa ^^;s dgkfu;kWa ek= L;kgh vkSj dye ls fy[kh ugha jg xbZ gSa] 

muds v{kjksa ds va'k&va'k esa [kwu ds tjsZ fc[kjs gq, gSa & gj dgkuh esjs euks}sx vkSj izfrfdz;k dk 

lgh&lgh nLrkost gS A** 1 mudh vf/kdka'k miU;kl mu ukfj;ksa ls tqM+sa gSa ftudk eu&izk.k Hkkjrh; 

laLd`fr ds ewY;ksa ls tqM+s gq, gSa A MkW- nsojkt ds 'kCnksa esa ^^ukjh uked ;a= ds lw{ere dy&iqjtksa dk 

ifjp; ns ikrh gSa vkSj og varnZZ̀f"V ,oa foods Hkh] tks uj&ukjh ds tfVy laca/kksa dks lq[kn cuk ldrk 

gS A 2 

^ohjku jkLrs vkSj >juk* miU;kl esa ekWa vkSj cki ds voS/k laca/ksak ds dkj.k cPpksa ds eu esa 

xzafFk dk fuekZ.k djrs gSa A ftlls os 'keZukd gjdrsa djrs gSa A vpyk esa viuh ekWa vkSj pkpk ds chp 

voS/k laca/kksa ds dkj.k ghurk xzafFk iuirh gS A vpyk ds eu esa ;g ckr ?kj dj tkrh gS fd og cqjs 

ekWa&cki dh cssVh gS A ^^eSa ,d xanh vkSjr dh yM+dh gwWa vkSj cqjs cki dh csVh gwWa A eSa gjfxt dqyhu 

ugha gks ldrh A** 3 bl izdkj dh ekufld xzafFk ds dkj.k vpyk dk cjlksa rd dk thou vkokjkxnhZ 

esa gh chrrk gS A og 'kSysUnz ls [kqysvke I;kj djrh gS fQj og iM+ksl ds jktsUnzukFk dh iRuh ds laidZ 

esa vkrh gS A vkSj fQj og vius dkWyst ds vej uked yM+ds ds laidZ esa vkdj eknd inkFkksZa dk Hkh 

lsou djus yxrh gSA ;qok voLFkk thou dk ,slk eksM+ gSa tgka vxj lgh fn'kk feys tks thou lkFkZd 

gks ldrk gS ysfdu vxj xyr fn'kk feys rks thou xrZ esa pyk tkrk gS A vpyk vius ekrk ds voS/k 

laca/kska ds dkj.k bruh dqafBr gksrh gS fd viuk thou Lo;a u"V dj nsuk pkgrh gS Ablds fy, og 

iyk;uoknh O;luk/khurk dk lgkjk ysrh gS A  

^^ddZ js[kk** miU;kl dh ik= ruq ds fuekZ.k ds ihNs ysf[kdk ds vuqHko dh O;kidkrk gS] 

thou&;FkkZFk dh lw{e idM+ gS] ekuo&euksfoKku dh xgjkbZ gS A MkW- uRFkuflag us ,d gh yacs okD; esa 

ruq ds pfj= dk laiw.kZ vkys[k izLrqr fd;k gSA ruq ds pfj= esa ^^ ,d ckfydk dk la?k"kZ] thou dh 

lkFkZdrk izkfIr ds fy, mlds iz;Ru] mithfodk vtZu ds fy, mldh fpark] ekrk&firk ds Hkj.k&isk"k.k 

dh O;xzrk] ;kSou ds eknd LoIu] mu LoIuksa dh ldkjrk dh dkeuk] iq#"k ds vge]~mldh vUreqZ[kh 

izo`fr ds dkj.k ?kj ds okrkoj.k esa mRiUu fjDrrk] f'k{kk laLFkkvksa ds izca/kdksa dh nqgjh ekufldrk ls 

yxs vk?kkr] mlds O;fFkr ân; ds LFkku ikus ds fy, ij iq#"k ds foQy iz;Ru ]--------ifr dh 

vyxkoksUeq[k psruk ds QyLo:Ik ,dkdh thou ;kiu dh foo'krk ** 4 dk lekos'k gS A ^^viuh lk<+s 

l=g vBkjg o"kZ dh deflu mez dks cqgkjdj fdlh izkS<+ efgyk dk ukV; djrh A** 5  

cpiu vkSj ;qokoLFkk dsk V;q'kuksa esa >kasdrs gq, Hkh mlus ,e- ,- fd;k Fkk A fQj vfuU| ls 

fookg ds ckn mldh mEehn tkxh ijarq ruq ds thou dk nwljk uke rks laxzke] la?k"kZ vkSj }a} FkkA ifr 

dh leyaSaxh eS=h dk lp tkudj og fookg NksM+dj Hkkx tkuk pkgrh Fkh ijarq lekt ds Mj ls ,slk u 

dj ldh A viuh ;qokoLFkk dh gj vkl nckrs gq, dafBr gksrh jgrh gS A ^^dSlh&lh ,d I;kl gS A 
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,d fjDrrk] ,d lwukiu gS ftlds dkj.k eSa Hkhrj&gh&Hkhrj ?kqVrh jgrh gwWaA** 6 laLdkjksa ls tdM+h ruq 

us fonzksg djus ds ctk, viuk lkjk thou fLFkfr;ksa dh e>/kkj esa >ksad fn;k A  

ukjh ds ;qokoLFkk dk lcls egRoiw.kZ dk;Z ekWa cuuk gSA blh dk;Z ds }kjk gh ukjh dk thou 

lkFkZd gksrk gS A ftldh viwfrZ ds vHkko esa ukjh Lo;a dsk iw.kZ ugha eku ikrh gS vkSj ghurk dh 

Hkkouk dh f'kdkj gksrh gS A mlds viuk thou fujFkZd yxus yxrk gS A ^gj fnu bfrgkl* miU;kl 

dh xkSjh dk fookg egs'k ls gksrk gS tks ,d uqiald gS A blfy, xkSjh ds firk xkSjh dh nwljh 'kknh dj 

nsrs gS A og Hkh fdlh vlk/; jksx ls ihfM+r gksrk gS A ftlds dkj.k xkSjh dks ekW cukus dk lkSHkkX; gh 

izkIRk ugha gksrk A ^^eq>s mudk uke ysrs Hkh Mj yxrk gS A clq esjs Hkkx esa ekWa cuuk ugha fy[kk Fkk] 

lks eSa nks&nks enksZa dh C;kgrk gksrs gq, Hkh ekWa ugha cu ldh] ;g esjk viuk HkkxA** 7 

^^eaftyksa ds Åij** miU;kl dh ukf;dk yohuk ,d vizfre lqanjh ;qorh Fkh A mlds ifr ds 

vuqlkj ^^,d dkseykaxh&lyksuh&deflu cM+h&cM+h vkWa[kksa vkSj rh[ks ukd&uD'k okyh r#.kh **  

mldk ifr yohuk dks ekWa cuus ds fy;s ;k eksy&Hkko djus ds fy, ugha yk;k Fkk A yohuk dk 

ifr yohuk ls dsoy dke Hkkouk dh r`fIRk pkgrk Fkk A ftlesa vius cPps dks ck/kd ekurk gS vkSj 

dgrk gS ^^gqLu dh ijh] tokuh ls ycjst] cPps iSnk djds rw D;k jg tk;sxh] ,d pqlh gqbZ xqByh] 

fHkudrh gqbZ ftUnk yk'k** 8 og dgrk gS fd xyrh ls iSnk gq, ml fiYys dks mlus frokjh lsB dks ns 

fn;k A yohuk ekW gksdj Hkh vius cPps dks u viukus dh gkyr esa dqafBr gks tkrh gS A og vius ifr 

dks NksMs nsrh gS vkSj HkkbZ&HkkHkh ds ikl vk tkrk gS A ulZ cudj nwljks ds lsok esa viuk thou 

fcrkrh gSA ;gkWa mlds Lusg vkSj eerk dk foLFkkiu nwljs cPpksa ij gksrk gS A  

;qokoLFkk ds egRoiw.kZ dk;kZsa esa ,d gS fookg] tks fd gj ukjh dk liuk gksrk gS A ysfdu vxj 

;s liuk cuus ls igys gh fc[kj tk;s rks ukjh esa HkXuk'kk dh Hkkouk vk tkrh gS A^veyrkl* miU;kl 

dh dkenk vizfre lqanjh Fkh A fdUrq pkj lky ckn dkenk dk ifr e/kq;kfeuh gsrq pksjksa dh Hkkafr vkrk 

gS A dkenk dk ifr igyh jkr esa gh viuh iRuh ds lkFk cg'khiu dk O;ogkj djrk gS A ^^mldh gj 

gjdr esa ,d fofp= izdkj dk mTkMMiu vHknzrk vkSj funZ;rk n`f"Vxkspj gksrh gSA** 9 dkenk dk ifr 

tc dkenk dh rqyuk ,d dksBsokyh ls djrk gS og uSjk'; ls Hkj mBrh gS A ^^rqEgkjk :i tUur 

csxe dh rjg Hkys gks] ij rqEgkjs :Ik esa og df'k'k ugha gS A] og utkdr vkSj uQklr ugha gSa] tks 

dkfry dk dke djrh gSA** 10 rc mlds eu esa ml ifr uked iq#"k ds izfr uQjr ds Hkko tkxs A  

;qok oxZ dh lHkh leL;k dk ewy dkj.k mldh vkfFkZd foiUurk gSA vkfFkZd foiUurk ds dkj.k 

gh mls thou esa cgqr ls le>kSrs djus iM+rs gSa A ^ukosa* miU;kl dh ekyrh vkfFkZd raxh dh ekj 

>syrh gS A ekyrh dks vius ifjokj Lusg ugha izkIr gksrk gSS A ftldh viwfrZ ds fy, ekyrh lkse th 

dh vksj vkdf"kZr gksrh gS A ^^lkse th mlls cM+s Hkh Fks] NksVs Hkh vkSj mlds cjkcj Hkh & varj dh 

xqatkb'k gh ugha Fkh ** 11 ekyrh dk dFku lkseth ds izfr mlds vkReleiZ.k dks n'kkZrk gSA ^^eq>s 

ifjiDo O;fDrRo fiz; gS A de mez ds vux<+ O;fDRo ds izfr 'kk;n eSa dHkh Hkh lefiZr u gks ikrh A** 

12 lkseth th vyx gksus ds ckn mls vius ifjokj ls Hkh izrkfM+r gksuk iM+rk gS A cnk;wWa dkWyst esa 

ukSdjh djrs gq, og cPph dks tUEk nsrh gS A rc lkseth vkdj mldsk lgkjk nsrs gSa A miU;kldkj ds 

vuqlkj ^^iq#"k L=h dh rjg bZ";kZyq ugha gksrk] ij vgaoknh Hk;kud :Ik ls gksrk gS A** 13 mlds ckn 

fot;s'k uked O;fDr ds }kjk ekyrh ds thou esa u;k eksM+ vkrk gS A fot;s'k ekyrh dks mlds cPps 
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lfgr viukrk gS vkSj viuk uke nsrk gS A ysfdu ekyrh vijk/k cks/k ds dkj.k fot;s'k ds izfr 

viuh iRuh /keZ ds lkFk U;k; ugha dj ikrh Aekyrh vius vrhr dh ijNkbZ ls bruh Mjh Fkh fd mls 

yxk^^[kqy cktkj esa viuh csVh ds lkeus gh og eknjtkr uaxh [kM+h gS A** 14 ekyrh ds vijk/k cks/k 

dk vlj mldh dke Hkkouk ij gqvk A mldh dke&Hkkouk ej x;h A uhyw vius dkWyst ds yM+ds 

vt; ds lkFk fcuk 'kknh fd, pyh tkrh gS A ;qokoLFkk esa mBk;k x;k ,d xyr dne mldk thou 

rks rckg djrk gh gS lkFk mlls tqM+s yksxksa dk thou Hkh ujd cuk nsrk gS A ftl csVh dk thou 

lokjus ds fy, og bruk lc dqN djrh gS mlh csVh dk thou [kqn gh ujd cuk nsrh gS A  

;qokoLFkk ,d ,slh l'kDr voLFkk gS ftlesa iy iy izxfr ds fopkj mHkj dj vkrs gSa A bl 

voLFkk esa ukjh Hkkoh thou dks ysdj u;s u;s LoIu latksrh gSa A ;s LoIu thou esa dqN gkfly djus 

dh ykylk fy;s gksrs gSa rks dHkh thou lkFkh dks ysdj A ysfdu tc ;s LoIu iw.kZ ugha gksrs gS rks og 

rukoxzLr gks tkrk gS A ftlls mldk O;ogkj ckf/kr gksrk gS A ftlds dkj.k dsoy mldk thou dh 

izHkkfor ugha gksrk cfYd mlls tqM+s yksxksa ds thou ij Hkh vlj iM+rk gS A ;qok ih<+h ls fo'ks"kdj ;qok 

ukjh ls ifjokj vkSj lekt dks Hkh dbZ mEehnsa gSa A vr% ;qok ih<+h dk izR;sd dne mlds] mlds 

ifjokj vkSj lekt ds fgr gksuk pkfg,A mls vius rukoksa ls yM+us ;k cpus ds fy, eknd inkFkkZsa dk 

lsou u dj] mldk lkeuk djuk pkfg, AD;ksafd Hkkoh jk"Vª dh ckxMksj ;qok ukjh ds gkFkksa esa gh gS A 

pkgs yxke [khapdj lqpk# :Ik ls pyk;s ;k yxke NksM+ mls fdlh xrZ esa fxjus ns A 
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Demonetization is not manna from heaven but it was very much in the pipe line 

of the Modi Government. By mere token of unearthing black money and preventing 

circulation of fake money including Indian currency in the hands of terrorists, the Modi 

Government had demonetized higher denominations of Indian currency (Rs. 500 and Rs. 

1000) on 8 November 2016. At its face value, demonetization appears to be a bold step in 

curbing black economy but it gives a shock to the economic system. The classical 

economic theory did not recognize government as an active agent in economic spheres 

but modern economic theory after the work of J M Keynes recognized the role of 

government in economic development and policy. Keynes used government intervention 

as an external shock to revive the world economy from the then Great Depression in 

1930s. The rationale for government intervention in economic depression rested upon the 

loud argument that ―in the long run all are dead‖. 

With the passage of time and the contribution of Ragner Frisch in delineating 

economic spheres into macroeconomic approach and microeconomic approach, modern 

economic theory has been directing and shaping the process of economic development at 

all levels of economy across the nations. Any change in the process of development in 

terms of economic, social, political and cultural spheres is guided and governed by choice 

of technology based on refinements in technology choices over time. The foremost choice 

of technology was Hicks neutrality of no bias in favour of capital or labour followed by 

Harrod neutrality of labour bias and Solow neutrality of capital bias. The Solow 

neutrality enabled the capital-intensive form of science and technology development onto 

capital-centric development in all spheres rendering jobless growth. The height of the 

capital centric development is the contemporary pattern of development to be digitally 

and remotely governed by the modern capitalistic system. 

The modern capitalism, known as new imperialism, has reduced the nation state 

to a mere government establishment in the pretext of globalization for mobilizing and 

channelizing resources for investment in corporate sector through taxation. Prior to 

globalization, the Indian Nation state was built as a welfare state through successive five 

year plans under Planning Commission. In the larger interest of the welfare of the society, 

the nation state had assumed the role of producer through public enterprises and 

facilitator through fostering private sector. The Modi Government deconstructed the 

nation state by dismantling the Planning Commission. The attempts of deconstructing the 

Planning Commission, launching of Holy Trinity of JAM and integrating Railways 

Budget with the Union Budget are, by all means, predatory to transform the welfare state 

DEMONETIZATION IN INDIA CATCHES 22s 
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into capital state for consolidating the resources in the ambit of Finance Ministry. More 

importantly, the Modi Government has in some sense subsumed the powers and 

responsibility vested in the Reserve Bank of India meant for controlling and monitoring 

the monetary system by way of spearheading the capitalism under fortification of 

cashless economy. This move to cashless economy is being heralded as fortunes of 

bringing informal sector into national accounting by which real time gross domestic 

product (GDP) would be estimated and hence taxed for funding economic and social 

overheads suited to capitalist mode of development. 

The cashless economy would shift the goal post from money supply to credit 

creation and subsequently the Reserve Bank of India would no longer be the ombudsman 

but capitalist would assume the role of credit creation through electronic mode of account 

transfers and financial instruments. Viewed thus, demonetization leading to cashless 

economy seems to be the capital state-sponsored development conflicts.  

Development conflicts can be traced back to Karl Marx‘s view that ―the capitalist 

system was driven with insoluble contradictions and contained within itself the seeds of 

its own destruction‖. However, in a seminar on ―what is wrong with Economics?‖ 

organised by The Economist after the crisis of 2008 in July 2009, Nobel Prize winner Paul 

Krugman admitted that ―the last 30 years development in macroeconomic theory has, at 

best, been spectacularly useless or, at worst, directly harmful.‖   

 The process of demonetization has been creating tensions between classes and 

between regions. The conflicts of demonetization have many folds. The demonetization 

exposed the prevalence of alarming economic inequality in India. Money that the lower 

classes keep at hand is meant for two classical motives namely (i) transaction motive and 

(ii) precautionary motive whereas the affluent class keeps the money, black and white, for 

speculative motive. To redress the predicament of demonetization, affluent class had 

adopted multi-pronged strategy of converting black money into white. They include (i) 

converting black money into white money of lower denominations, (ii) converting black 

money into white but new currency of Rs. 2000 and (iii) converting a relatively miniscule 

amount of black money through deposits in banks. The lower and lower middle classes 

had one and only option of depositing the cash in their bank accounts in addition to 

exchange of old currency for new currency over the counter. The Modi Government/RBI 

restrictions on withdrawals of the deposited money that the lower classes had kept for 

precautionary motive and social functions put them in distress. On the other hand, the 

affluent class with its maneuverability gained access to new currency outside the banking 

system. The affluent class was not seen to be found standing in queues for longer time 

but people of the lower class had to stand in queues for often days together. The seizures 

of black money (more than Rs. 3185 crores) including a sizable quantity of new currency 

from the affluent class (Haves), had further fueled to the fire of tensions among lower 

classes (Have Not).  

The liquidation of cash at hand among Have Nots and subsequent restrictions on 

withdrawals of the deposited money (not black money) created animosity in the minds of 

the poor people. Besides, Modi Government has been canvassing for cashless transactions 
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and hence for cashless economy. The Reserve Bank of India has announced and reversed 

norms of restrictions and stipulations on demonetization 146 times in 43 days. The former 

Finance Minister P. Chidambaram termed this vicious cycle of restrictions and reversals 

as desperate measures of the desperate government. The decisions of Reserve Bank of 

India are seen to contradict often the decisions of the government. Similar situations were 

also found within the banking system and between public sector banks and private sector 

banks.  

The nature and intensity of conflicts between classes and between regions create a 

Catch-22. A catch-22 is a paradoxical situation from which an individual cannot escape 

because of contradictory rules. The term was coined by Joseph Heller (1961) in his novel 

to bring out the intensity of conflict in different scenarios. The term ―catch-22‖ is often 

applied to similar situations where ever and whenever one encounters. Coming to catch-

22s of demonetization, 

i. Lower classes deposited their hard earned money at banks by accepting the rules 

and procedures of demonetization but helpless to accept the rules of restrictions 

on withdrawals (ink marking, aadhar card, pan card, adhoc - announced and 

unannounced - withdrawal limits) and directions to go in for cashless 

transactions. 

ii. Greedy affluent classes who had thought of having converted their black money 

into new currency bypassing the rules and restrictions of demonetization, ended 

up with seizure of new currency in their possessions by Income Tax authority. 

iii. Different banks gives their own adhoc discretionary instructions in conflict with 

the said rules and regulations of demonetization 

iv. The government and Reserve Bank of India are always in conflicts of announcing 

and reversing rules and regulations of demonetization. 

v. The ultimate catch-22 of demonetization is the winter session of Parliament 

ending without any transactions due to loggerheads between the ruling party and 

the opposition party. 

A bank will never issue common man a loan if he/she is badly in need of the 

money for conducting a marriage. One view point of demonetization is that the creators 

of the "catch-22" situation have created arbitrary rules in order to justify and conceal their 

own abuse of power. India at the moment is a Catch-22 world of frustrations and 

absurdness where we domesticate despair and learn to live with it happily. 
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Indian youth is facing a lot of challenges today as they are in a place where the 

technology is booming like ever it could. The life of the youth in India is becoming more 

of software based. In the previous generations it was the caste system or even later it was 

the family background that placed and decided the destiny of youths, but in this 

generation the version of software and the applications they use decides their version of 

life, whether of low or high, bad or good. The religious ideas has become of less value to 

their software based life. 

There are 1.2 billion people live in India, 54 percent are less than 24 years old. 

These young people are the future leaders of tomorrow. However, their lives today are 

ridden with anxieties, identity crisis, relationship break downs, conflicts, stress and 

sensuality. The exploding population and the fast-paced growth have resulted in many 

worn-out and broken-down youth, who are lost in the rat race, not knowing that God has 

plan for their lives. 

Believe it or not this is the current and shocking statistics of our Youth in India. 

Being home to 243 million individuals aged 10-19 years, India has the largest population 

of youths in the world. By 2015, Indians under 20 will make up 55% of the population. 

One-fifth of young men and 1% of young women aged 15-24 consume alcohol. In India, 

up to 120,000 people kill themselves every year and almost 40% of them are under age of 

30. 40% of men use tobacco in some form, including one in five who smoke cigarettes and 

30% who consume pan masala, gutkha, or other tobacco products, 45.7% using personal 

computer/laptop, 35.9% using magazines/books, 34.8% using iPod/mp4 

player/DVD/CD Player and 29.0 use mobile phones/ smartphones.50% of Indians youth 

have ‗parents‘ as their source of happiness. Sending and receiving text messages has 

become primary means of communication among youth.56.4% of Indian youth likes 

listening to Bollywood music. 

Being young is exciting. Youth have many questions but nobody to answer them. 

They are being influenced by- media, societal, family pressure, social networking sites 

etc., they don‘t have an open space where they can brainstorm about issues. Youth are 

confused they don‘t have relationships with their parents, teachers, peers where they can 

really get answers to their deeper dilemmas. If the energy of the youth in India is used in 

positive direction, it could address ―the most complex challenges‖ facing the country, 

says the former Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh. 

India has moved from the traditional stable society, mostly agrarian, to a highly 

developed, industrial and space society. The traditional joint cohesive family has changed 

YOUTH COMPETENCE IN CONFLICT 
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to a micro and incohesive family. There is a change from rural to urban living. In such a 

society, where the youth came from various strata of the society, with diverse cultures, 

religions, economic status, language and life styles, the youth experience difficulty in 

adaptation to the changing roles and value systems. This results in alienation, 

withdrawal, interpersonal relationship difficulties, depression and even suicidal 

behaviors. The problem gets aggravated when the parents come from different religions 

and cultures and expect their children to be mature and develop their own value systems 

and roles without appropriately guiding them.  

With growth in the youth population and limited opportunities for admission in 

schools and colleges, and specifically in professional courses, the youth are under great 

pressure to perform. The previous academic standards of first class and second class are 

hardly adequate in modern India. The parents, right from the nursery level, make higher 

demands on their children to study hard and get good marks or ranks. The admission 

fees at various levels, both in public and private institutions have increased considerably 

which makes a heavy economic burden to the parents. Having made such payments, the 

parents create guilt feelings in the children as "bad boys", "bad girls", and, "irresponsible 

children". Such demands from the parents and the society serve as stresses upon the 

youth.  

Keeping in view the important role which the youth can play towards national 

development as well as the emerging health problems of the youth, WHO declared 1985 

as the International Youth Year. In the last few years, due to socio-economic and political 

factors, there have been increasing health problems among the youth: unemployment, 

suicide, alcoholism, sex-related offences and general adjustment problems in the youth. 

Today, the youth in India form one of the most vulnerable groups, who on the one hand 

are expected to be the leaders to determine the destiny of India, and on the other hand, 

are an exploited and confused group.  

It is said that India is the ‗most dangerous country in the world in which to be a 

girl. Throughout the country and up and down the class-caste ladder the joy of 

parenthood is conditioned by the gender of the child. If a boy is born, delight amongst the 

family; if it‘s a girl, anxiety and disappointment. The sole reason for this is economic; 

when girls marry (around 70% of marriages are still arranged in India), the family of the 

bride is expected to pay a sum of money to the groom‘s family – whether they can afford 

it or not.  

Conflicts are natural in all walks of daily life – both at workplace and home. Thus, 

conflict is ever present and both charming and maddening. There are many sources of 

conflict. Conflict occurs when individuals or groups are not obtaining what they need or 

want and are seeking their own self-interest. Conflicts are always present. Whether we 

like it or not, conflicts are an integral part of everyday life. Just as a room needs to be 

cleaned regularly to prevent it from becoming dusty, conflicts need to be worked on all 

the time. If this does not happen, there is a substantial risk that conflicts will deepen and 

escalate, complicating efforts for rapprochement between conflicting parties. 
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Conflict is classified into four types namely Interpersonal conflict, Intrapersonal 

conflict, Intragroup conflict and Intergroup conflict. The common causes of conflict are 

lack of common understanding, poor communication skills, unclear or unfair 

expectations, power plays, manipulations, status, incongruence, incompatibility, stress, 

seeking power, and weak leadership. 

The characteristics of conflict are that it is a process, is inevitable, is a normal part 

of life, perception, opposition, interdependence, interaction, not unidimensional and 

everyone is inflicted with conflict. Conflict is needed as it helps to raise and address 

problems, energizes work to be on the most appropriate issues, helps people "be real", 

helps people learn how to recognize and benefit from their differences. Conflict becomes 

a problem when it hampers productivity, lowers morale, causes more and continued 

conflicts and causes inappropriate behaviors. Conflict indicators are body language, 

colleagues not speaking to each other or ignoring each other, deliberately undermining or 

not cooperating with each other to the downfall of the team, disagreement, increasing 

lack of respect, lack of clear goals and desire for power. 

Conflict management is the process of limiting the negative aspects of conflict 

while increasing the positive aspects of conflict. The aim of conflict management is to 

enhance learning and group outcomes, including effectiveness or performance in 

organizational setting. Conflict management is the practice of being able to identify and 

handle conflicts sensibly, fairly, and efficiently. Since conflicts in a business are a natural 

part of the workplace, it is important that there are people who understand conflicts and 

know how to resolve them. This is important in today's market more than ever. Everyone 

is striving to show how valuable they are to the company they work for and at times, this 

can lead to disputes with other members of the team. 

Planning conflict interventions is a delicate task. On the one hand, if not properly 

thought through, interventions could have negative consequences on the course of the 

conflict. On the other hand, intervention is often urgently necessary to avoid further 

escalation and violence. As a result, the time needed for thorough planning of 

interventions is sometimes not available. Organisations working in the field grapple with 

this dilemma every day, and youth work has to be aware of it, and learn to deal with it in 

order to make constructive contributions to conflict management and transformation. 

There is ongoing debate over whether conflict theory should be considered an 

independent field of research, or a sub-category of international relations. The 

disagreement is not only over terminology. The different views on this theme can be 

distinguished by their overall ―take‖ on the nature and origins of conflict. These can be 

classified into two main ways of looking at conflict, or paradigms,1 representing two 

generations of thinking about conflict. The first of these, known as the power paradigm 

(1st generation), proposes that conflict is negative and, therefore, that it should be 

prevented, or, if that is not possible, resolved. Conflict takes place because of the 

competitive and aggressive nature of human society. Power relations determine who 

wins and who loses in this view. The co-operation paradigm (2nd generation) considers 

conflict neither positively nor negatively, but acknowledges that its consequences can be 
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negative and/or positive. Conflicts are seen as stemming from unfulfilled needs and an 

uneven distribution of advantages. It proposes that conflicts can be managed to avoid 

negative consequences, and transformed into positive opportunities for development and 

growth for all the parties concerned through co-operation. Approaches to dealing with 

conflict are prevention, resolution, management and transformation.  

Conflict prevention is based on the assumption that conflicts are violent and 

negative. Because they are negative, conflicts should be avoided and prevented from 

taking place. In general, conflict prevention includes steps for the careful monitoring of 

potentially violent disputes, the establishment of early warning mechanisms, using 

planned co-ordination to prevent conflict, and the institutionalization of prevention 

mechanisms at the local, regional and international levels. Active measures to prevent 

conflicts can be divided into two types. The first is aimed at preventing situations with a 

clear capacity for conflict escalation. This is called ―light prevention‖. The second type is 

called ―deep prevention‖ and aims at addressing the root causes of the conflict, including 

underlying conflicts of interest or perceived incompatibilities in needs. It can involve 

measures for dealing with an immediate crisis (operational prevention) or measures 

taken before the conflict escalates (structural prevention). Conflict prevention requires 

complex strategies: one-dimensional fixes rarely work. It requires political will, strong 

leadership, resources, and international co-operation, as well as effective institutional 

structures. 

The aim of conflict resolution is to completely resolve the conflict so that all the 

needs of the parties are met and the conflict disappears. In order to do this, the conflicts 

of interest and the underlying issues must all be addressed in depth, at the same time as 

searching for a mutually satisfactory solution using a process that is acceptable to all 

concerned. To be effective, all needs must be met. This approach assumes that the parties 

are willing to resolve the conflict in a mutually acceptable way. It cannot, therefore, be 

applied to conflicts where any one party may choose to exercise legal authority and/or 

force, rather than negotiation, to overrule the other party. 

Conflict management is based on the idea that the way in which we manage a 

conflict may be negative or positive, but that conflicts, as such, are neither. Conflicts are 

neutral per se but their course and consequences are determined by the actions of the 

parties, Youth working with conflict can be negative and destructive, or positive and 

productive. Conflict management involves taking action to keep a conflict from escalating 

further. It does not necessarily aim at addressing the deep-rooted and long-term issues 

that underlie the conflict. Conflict management implies the ability to control the intensity 

of a conflict and, as a result, its effects through various methods such as intervention, 

negotiation and traditional diplomatic efforts, as well as institutional mechanisms. 

Conflict management methods can be rights-based or interest-based. The rights-based 

approach is based on a formal mechanism through which conflict parties compete to 

convince a decision maker that they are right, according to some legal or contractual 

provisions. On the other hand, the interest-based approach looks at problems in terms of 

the underlying interests of parties, not their positions, and addresses deeper concerns 
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(needs, desires, values and fears) that may be at the root of a problem. In contrast to the 

rights-based approach, it is more informal and achieves conflict management through 

respect for the interests of all conflict parties, active listening and effective 

communication. It is designed to transform the process into a co-operative and 

collaborative search for a solution to the problem at hand.  

Conflict transformation aims at shifting how individuals and communities see 

their differences away from win-lose (adversarial) approaches towards win-win 

(collaborative) problem solving. Conflict is seen as a never-ending process, because the 

nature and manifestations of conflict are ever changing. Hence, conflict transformation 

engages with the conflict and its actors on multiple levels over the long term in order to 

develop understanding and skills that empower everyone involved to coexist peacefully. 

Conflict transformation considers that once a conflict occurs, it changes or transforms the 

events, people and relationships that created it. Conflict transformation involves changes 

to the personal, structural, relational and cultural aspects of the conflict. Overcoming fear 

and distrust, addressing stereotypes, deeply held assumptions, false perceptions and 

learning how to communicate effectively are important ingredients in redefining the 

relationships amongst the parties in the conflict, contributing to the establishment of 

justice and equality. 

There is little consensus among experts about which approach is ―better‖. Despite 

this, there have been some attempts to bring the different approaches together. There are 

those who argue that these approaches should not be considered as different approaches 

to working with conflict, but rather as methods or tools. These could then be applied at 

different stages of a conflict and to address different aspects and issues of the conflict, as 

appropriate. From this perspective, all approaches are equally important as "The Quality 

of Life depends not on whether or not we have conflicts, but on how we respond to 

them". 
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Introduction 

 Youth are the real sculptors of nation India and considered as best assets of India. 

Swami Vivekananda rightly called them as ―The real Power of the Nation‖. UN report 

says more than 65% of India has the world‘s largest youth population in the world. 

World see India as the only nation with so many young and educated people. Indian 

history clearly reveals almost all the freedom fighters were young when they started 

struggle for freedom of our country that resulted in our freedom. Thus youth life is the 

most precious life and the best time to reshape and reform them with guidance and 

experience from elders. Finest value of youth period is infinite and tremendous. 

 
Conflict India 

 India is country of contradictions. On one side it has wealth and enormous 

prosperity and on the other hand people thrive hard to get at least one meal a day. On 

one hand it has well educated people with higher level of educational institution and on 

the other side children in rural areas are finding difficulties to access schooling. On one 

side people solve all technical and software problems and on the other side they still 

linger in social-economic status. Though there are more young achievers in sports, music, 

technology, commerce, arts and wealth creation, very few find in politics and social 

fields. All these conflicts have to be managed to make India as supreme nation. To do that 

India needspeople who work with new perspective, vast energy, and impressive effort. In 

simple word, India needs its youth to find the answers to all these challenges. But do the 

youth of India march on the correct path?The enthusiasm and the power of youth today 

flees somewhere else.Youth of today want to become famous, make large money, live 

extravagantly, all in short period of time. They think making money is the only value 

which will bring everything else in their lives. They are influenced by multi dimentional 

factors like media, lack of economic opportunities, political voice, and sense of belonging 

to their communities and so on. How do they understand these conflicts? Who will teach 

virtue in their character?Indian culture refers Youth as the Brahmacharya where youth 

acquire knowledge of not only subjects like Maths, History, Literature, Science etc, but 

also about Human nature, science of Self-control, art of developing pure mind, dharma – 

the duties of man and making proper relationship between people, family, society and 

the world. Youth should know, Maths without programming, Politics without principles, 

Education without character, Science without humanity, Literature without meaning and 

Commerce without morality are not only useless, but positively dangerous. 

 

VALUE EDUCATION TOWARDS BALANCING THE  

IMBALANCE IN YOUTH 
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Youth and Ambition 

 Youth are facing a dangerous situation today wherein they are increasingly being 

carried away by the worldly attractions that exists in materialistic and commercialized 

activities. India is known for its heritage, culture and values. When people give 

importance to money and making money, the first loss in society are its 

values.Development of a country concerns with value oriented enrichment. Achievement 

and empowerment of a nation remain in its values and value oriented citizens. Hence as 

the social reformers suggest, youth have to be voiced about practicing virtue and 

preserving virtue. They have to be told righteousness in the heart and character bring 

ever-lasting happiness and joy, prosperity and wealth and being human and a human 

being. Parents, Education and Society play important role in youth‘s transformation. This 

paper describes how parents and modern education system influences conflicts in the 

attitude of their child and discusses important some human values that must be insisted 

among them.  
 

Conflict Parents 

Parents thrive very hard to provide whatever they can, irrespective of their 

limited sources to their children to obtain high percentage that in turn provide them with 

well settled job and wealth. But that wealth and prosperity achieved will stay for short 

period of time. On a general observation parents have thus cultivated pride and envy in 

their mind, brought slaves and demanding in the jobs, made egocentricity and arrogance 

to their nature. In other words, parents have failed to up bring a humble and happy 

human being. Parents should practice values and show children those value skills and its 

transformation.  
 

Ancient Education vs Modern Education 

Education system of today plays major part in the behaviour of youth. Sri Sathya 

Sai Baba says, ―End of Education is Character‖. But it is very sad to say modern 

educational system of today works as result oriented learning workshops. It is based on 

western philosophy, focuses only on the body, mind and intellect and thus primary 

responsible for the lowering of character. Instead of enlarging youth‘s vision, it shrinks it, 

instead of broadening the outlook, it narrows their path. It lacks to focus on developing 

powers of concentration of the mind and ignores the need for the unfoldment of the 

inborn perfection, peace and happiness. In ancient India, educational systems were 

designed by Rishis who were great source of inspiration and motivation contained 

leadership values, managerial process and human values along with the subjects. During 

the freedom struggle, great leaders of modern India, who were also educationalists, 

challenged the British Systems of education and developed powerful philosophies of 

education so as to provide to the students not only the lessons of Indian heritage but also 

to prepare them for the future greatness of India. 
 

Education- An Analysis 

Mahrishi Dayananda Sarawathi inspired the Gurukul System of education and 

underlined the great role of the teacher in uplifting the talent and character of the 
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student. Swami Vivekananda opened the gates of the future before youth with vedantic 

base and Yoga and accepting every religion as one, filling with a new spirit of inspiration, 

heroism and dynamic action. Father of our nation Mahatma Gandhi emphasized the 

training of the Hand, Heart and Head overarched by the values of Truth, Non-violence, 

self-control, conscientiousness and renunciation that aimed at empowerment of the week 

and the oppressed, decentralization and brotherhood. Nobel laureateRabindranath Tagore 

established Santiniketan and introduced new mode of education where beauty and 

sublime of nature, served as partner of teacher and learner, imparting values of poetry, 

music and art towards internationalism that outdoes all division of race and religion in 

the Religion of Man. Sir Aurobindo formulated the philosophy of education system to 

embody the light and power of the systhesis of yoga and integral transformation of 

human life with humanity. Dr. B.R. Amebedkar who looked ahead of his time, aimed 

education as a tool to enrich the intellectual power of the learners, an instrument to 

change the destiny and to promote a respect for reason. Phillospher J. Krishnamurti gave 

new dimensions to education that related to the question of youth which is related to 

their daily life. He aimed to draw a subject matter of education which is directly related 

to human effort and his life.Dr.APJ Abdul Kalamwished for the educationalists to build the 

capacities of the spirit of inquiry, creativity, entrepreneurial and moral leadership among 

students and become their role model. 

 
Balancing the Imbalance 

 This clearly states that ancient Indian educational systems that is recommended 

by the great leaders of modern India and educationalists insists on prosperity of youth 

and nation survives with learning subjects and skills. The conflicts or imbalance caused 

by self-centred education of today can be balanced by the skill of human values and its 

transformation into youth‘s mind.By introducing human values to ordinary young 

people improves their relations between different kinds of people and groups that might 

reflects in society. Some important value skills that will make intellectually, emotionally 

and socially committed youths are as follows: 

 
Honesty 

Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom. – Thomas Jefferson. People are 

afraid to be honest because it can cause uncomfortable, upsetting conflicts with people. 

But speaking truth does not hurt people but the hatred used to deliver the truth does. 

Thus two main rules can be followed to be honest person 1) listen well without 

interruptions and try to understand what people are trying to convey and let the 

opponent know that people understand, 2) Speak only what‘s strictly true that is, 

concentrate on saying only what one knows is true.Youth need to know being honest is 

not easy or comfortable but that will make life easier and people feel better if you tell the 

truth. Also they should try to avoid any kind of deception even seemingly an innocent 

one to anyone. Another way to encourage honesty in surroundings is not to over react 

when someone lies to you.  
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Equality 

Justice is another name of Equality, Liberty and Fraternity – Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. 

Youth are committed to promote equality, valuing diversity, eliminate gender bias and 

any social injustices caused by inequality. This can be even called as Consciousness. 

Youth should be conscious of how their actions affect others. People do mistakes. But the 

conflict here is to accept the mistake or just decline it. The unbiased and universally 

applied procedure is whether it is related to imparting justice or delivering decision, can 

ensure impartiality, consistency, standing for it. For example, when a person makes a 

mistake he should not hesitate to ask apology and should make amends for his mistake 

immediately. Always be conscious of one‘s own identity.  

 
Kindness 

Kind words can be short and easy to speak but their echoes are truly endless – 

Mother Teresa. Life is full of imperfect things and people. But those should not influence 

one‘s loving and kind character. Children are loving and generous with their affection by 

nature. To last it, they have to be shared. Youth should know affection, love and kindness 

are not confined to one particular place or person. It is universal. Learn to be kind with 

your words and actions.  

 
Respect 

 What you would desire others to do for you, you should do for others. You 

should respect others, as you want to be respected by them – Sri Sathya Sai Baba. Respect 

is honouring other people and treating them with care and courtesy irrespective of their 

age. Children learn respect from their parents and other elders in their lives through 

imitation and direct teaching. Magic words like Please, Thank you, excuse me, I am sorry, 

May I etc., help youths‘ function in the world and build relationships with courtesy. Treat 

the old people with respect and not as a burden. Elders‘ deserve the respect as they have 

lived longer, worked hard and have wisdom to impart. 

 
Service 

Service to Humanity is service to Divinity – Swami Vivekananda. The real culture 

of our country stands in seva, the service. Indian epics exhibits, all avatars were engaged 

in service to mankind.By lifting a hand to help people, one go near to GOD because god 

exists in every man. Children are helping in nature and ready to help whatever asked of 

them. That should be enhanced by engaging them in local community programmes 

where they learn to donate out-grown clothes, unused books, and unwanted toys. They 

can organise blood camps, medical camps etc to the destitute. All they should do is feel 

and perform activity. These type of service will make our youth understand existence of 

god in every human and not to hurt them. 

Accordingly this paper suggests toteachers and educationalists to have the 

capacity to nurture creative minds and imagining minds with love and values of society 

and to parents to think of a child‘s capability and human values to be reflected beyond 

just marks and objectively defined criteria.  
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Conclusion 

 Youth life is the most precious, best and powerful. The way in which they utilize 

this period will decide the nature of coming years that lie ahead of them. Their happiness, 

success, honour, good deed and all depend upon the way in which they live in the youth 

period. As children and youth, they depend and take cues from their parents and 

teachers. As a skilful potter, parents and teachers need to shape and form them with 

human values in par with education. The effective institutional structures and parental 

values will mould their life, character, physical strength and health, in short their entire 

nature. This transformation in youth brings good and honest technocrat, scientist, 

engineer, and doctor and so on, which can be extended to the reformation of society too. 

This paper would like to quote Swami Vivekananda word as concluding remark.May you 

all shine and prosper, May you all live and lead the life of purity, character and virtues. 

Be vigilant and diligent with your actions, sincere in your efforts and regular in your 

spiritual practices. May you all achieve this and uplift the nation.  
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¢kHk Avù WkR\kv cn. bkkYkklHkAù Ul@^kv#k Ykx Uo@k Ul@^kk@ .Aù bkmlYkP RkZk@v Ykx WkgRm ckv CkZkk cw‹ lYk\kv-

WkwLAù@ WkkPFkmP Aù@Tkv Aùkä .Aù-Robk@v Avù Rn:Bk-bknBk WkkfKTkv Aùk bkYkZk cm Tkc{ cw‹ Ul@^kk@kx Avù l^kDkKTk Tkv 

.Aù .vbkm Ék^kgFkTkk ¤’UÆk Aù@ Rm cw lHkbkYkx WkÃkkx Aùkv ¤TkAùm ¢k^k#ZkAùPk ¢kw@ élFk Aùk Ul@^kv#k cm Tkc{ lYk\k 

UkPk‹ .Aù ¢kw@ ¤Tcx bkoBkm YkéXkolYk lYk\kPm cw ¢kw@ Robk@m ¢kv@ WkFkUTk bkv cm bkbPv bkgFkk@ YkkSZkYkkx bkv ¤TkAùk 

bkYUAùr HknMj HkkPk cw‹ YknIkv ¢kHk Xkm ¢UTkv WkFkUTk Avù ^kvv ¢TkvAù Bkv\k ZkkR cw‹ lHkTkYkx Bkv\k-Bkv\k Ykx PnAùWkglRZkkx 

Ykx WkcnP AnùG ^kc lYk\k HkkPk Qkkä Hkkv WkÃkkx Avù Xkk^km Hkm^kTk Aùm ¢Yko\Zk Qkk\km Qkm‹ lAùbkm Xkm Dk@ Aùk Aùkv£r 

WkMjk-WkoNjk Uo@v Ykkvc\\kv Avù WkÃkkx Aùk RkRk-WkkWkk WkTk HkkPk Qkk ¢kw@ Bkv\k bkv VnúbkrP lYk\kPv cm AùckTkm Aùk Rkw@ 

#kné ckv HkkPk Qkk‹ bAoù\kkx Aùm UNjk£r Ykx Xkm cYk WkÃkkx Avù ¥U@ Aùkv£r WkkvIk RWkkZk ¢Qk^kk PTkk^k Tkc{ @cPk Qkk‹ 

Aùckf Bkkv Ck. ^kv lRTk ? 

Uc\kv Bkv\k-Bkv\k Ykx cm WkÃkv WkcnP AnùG bkmBk \kvPv Qkv‹ lYk\k-Hkn\k Aù@ @cTkkä WkkfKAù@ BkkTkkä .Aù-

Robk@v Aùm bkckZkPk Aù@Tkkä Hkm^kkx U@ RZkk Aù@Tkkä TkkwAù@kx-FkkAù@kx bkv Po-PMjkAù bkv WkkP Tk Aù@Tkk Wk†\Aù ¤Tkbkv 

Ukl@^kkl@Aù ÉkvYk Aùm Mkv@ bkv WkfSkTkkä ^kc bkWk WkÃkk ¢TkHkkTkv cm bkmBk HkkPk Qkkä ¢kw@ ¢kHk? .Aù ¢kv@ WkÃkk 

l#kdkk Avù TkkYk U@ Xkk@m-Xk@AùYk WkbPv bkv \kRk cn¢k cw Pkv ^kc{ Robk@m P@Vú YkkTklbkAù êU bkv PTkk^kCk|bP cw - 

U@mdkk ¢kw@ ¢kUbkm ckvMj Avù XkZk bkv ‹ Tk Dk@ Ykxä Tk l^k<k\kZk Ykxä Aùc{ Xkm WkÃkv Aùkv ¢UTkv YkTk bkv AùkYk Aù@Tkv 

Aùm b^kPTÇkPk Tkc{ cwä Aù\UTkk Aùm ¤MjkTk Xk@Tkv Aùk YkkwAùk Tkc{ cwä b^kZkg Aù@Avù bkmBkTkv Aùk ¢^kbk@ Tkc{ cwä 

AnùG Aù@Avù ÉkZkkvCk Aù@Tkv Aùm GoK Tkc{ cw‹ WkÃkk Hkkv Aù@Tkk FkkcPk cw ^kc Aù@ Tkc{ bkAùPk ¢kw@ Hkkv ¤bkv 

Aù@Tkk UMjPk cw ^kbPnP: ^kc ¤bkv Aù@Tkk cm Tkc{ FkkcPk‹ bkg#kZkä U#kkvUv#kä Rnl^kSkkä ¢lTkOkrZk Aùm †bQklP Zkc 

bkWk ¤bkv Ukl@^kkl@Aù Ul@†bQklPZkk x bkv lYk\kkä @cm bkcm AùYkm £bk .AùkgCkm l#kdkk-ÉkOkk\km Tkv Uo@m Aù@ Mk\km cw‹  

bkkvFkTkk WkÃkkx Aùkv Tkc{ä WkMjkx Aùkv cw lAù ^kv ¢UTkm YkkTklbkAùPkä bkkvFk PQkk AùkZkr#kw\km Ykx Óùk†TPAùk@m 

Ul@^kPrTk \kkAù@ WkÃkkx Aùkv b^kP: l^kAùlbkP ckvTkv Aùk ¢^kbk@ Rx‹ Aùl^k @^kmTæTkkQk KwCkkv@ Avù ¢Tknbkk@ - ""WkÃkkx 

Aùk ¢SkrFkvPTk YkTk ^kpdkkx Aùm P@c bklÓùZk ckvPk cw‹ Hkwbkv ^kpdk Ykx Sk@Pm bkv @bk Bk{FkTkv Aùm dkYkPk ckvPm cw ^kwbkv 

cm Wkk\kAù Avù YkTk Ykx ¢UTkv Fkk@kx ¢kv@ bkv ¢UTkv l\k. Hkê@m Bkk< Ékk¶P Aù@Tkv Aùm dkYkPk ckvPm cw‹ "" ZklR 

Wkk\kAù Aùk Ul@^kv#k ¤ÅkYk ¢kw@ bkgbAùk@m cw Pkv ^kc Xkm bkgbAùk@m WkTkvCkk‹ bkgbAùk@ cYkk@v Uo^krHkkx Aùm bkYUlÅk ¢kw@ 

Sk@kvc@ cy Hkkv UmNjm-R@-UmNjm Fk\kPv HkkPv cy‹ ¢kHk Aùm Ul@†bQklPZkkx Ykx Wkk\kAù ‘Zkk bkgbAùk@ Uk @cv cy? WkÃkv 

¢kHk lHkbk YkkTklbkAùPk Ykx Hkm @cv cy ¤bkAvù l\k. ¤Åk@RkZkm AùkwTk cw? Dk@ ¢kw@ l^k<k\kZk RkvTkkx Aùk cm 

Ul@^kv#k WkÃkkx Avù Hkm^kTk Aùkv l^kakk‘P ¢kw@ ¢UgCk WkTkk @ck cw‹  

 
Dk@ Ykx ¤Uvdkk  

Wkk\kAù Aùm Zkc ¤Uvdkk ¤bkAvù #kw#k^k Aùk\k bkv cm Ékk@YXk ckv HkkPm cw‹ Ykkf WkÃkkx Aùkv HkTYk cm Tkc{ 

RvPmä ¤Tcx lçHk Xkm WkTkkPm cw‹ YkkPk ¢kw@ lUPk Aùkv bkgZkYkm ¢kw@ bkgbAùk@m ckvTkk WkÃkx Avù l^kAùkbk Avù l\k. 

¢k^k#ZkAù ckvPk cw‹ bkgZkn‘P Ul@^kk@ Ykx Pkv Ykkf Avù TkkwAù@mUv#kk ckvTkv U@ Xkm WkÃkkx Avù \kk\kTk-Uk\kTk Ykx ^Zk^kSkkTk 

ROLE OF TEACHERS & PARENTS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

AND CONFLICT SOLVING 

Wkk\kAùkx Avù l^kAùkbk ¢kw@ bkgDkakr Ykx ¢lXkXkk^kAùkx ¢kw@ l#kdkAùkx Aùm XkolYkAùk 
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Tkc{ ¢kPk Qkkä lAùTPn .AùkAùm Ul@^kk@ Ykx WkÃkv WkkvIk \kCkPv cy‹ Ykkf-WkkU RkvTkkx Avù TkkwAù@mUv#kk ckvTkv U@ WkÃkv 

TkkwAù@kx Avù bkck@v U\kPv cy‹ Dk@ ¢kTkv U@ Xkm Ykkf Avù Ukbk £PTkk bkYkZk Tkc{ ckvPk lAù ^kc WkÃkv bkv ¶Zkk@ Avù Rkv 

WkkP Wkkv\k bkAvùä ¤TkAùm Hkê@Pkx Aùkv bkYkIk bkAvù‹ ¤Tcx lBk\kkwTkv QkYkk lRZkvä WkÃkk ¤Tkbkv Tk Wkc\kv-Vnúbk\kv Pkv 

Kmå^kmå Bkkv\k lRZkk ¢kw@ ¤bkAvù bkkYkTkv WkÃkv Aùkv lWkLk lRZkkä ¢Wk Pkv WkÃkk FknU @cvCkk cm‹  

WkÃkk #kw#k^kk^kbQkk Uk@ Aù@ WkFkUTk Ykx ¢kPk cwä ¤bkAùm ¤Uvdkk ¢kw@ WkNj HkkPm cw‹ WkÃkk Hkwbkv-Hkwbkv 

WkMjk ckvPk cw ¤bkAùm lHkekkbkk.f WkNjPm HkkPm cyä U@ ¤TkAùk bkYkkSkkTk Tkc{ ckv UkPk‹ lAùbkAvù Ukbk ^k‘P cw lAù 

^kc WkÃkv Aùm bkYkbZkk¢kvg Avù Wkk@v Ykx bkkvFkv‹  

¢kHk HkWk bkkYkklHkAù l^kDkKTk bkvä Ukl@^kkl@Aù £Aùk£Zkkf Bk’Yk ckv CkZkm cy‹ PWk ¤bkAvù Ék#Tkkx Aùk ¤Åk@ä 

¤bkAùm lHkekkbkk¢kvg Aùk bkYkkSkkTk Ykkf-WkkU cm Aù@ bkAùPv cy‹ WkÃkk HkWk Ykkf bkv AnùG UoGPk cw Pkv Ykkf BkmIkAù@ 

Aùc RvPm cw ¢UTkv UkUk bkv UoGkv HkkAù@; UkUk ^kkUbk Ykkf Avù Ukbk XkvHk RvPv cy‹ .AùkAùm Ul@^kk@ Ykx WkÃkk 

¢Avù\kk UMj HkkPk cw‹ Ykkf-WkkU Avù ¶Zkk@ Avù ¢Xkk^k Ykx ¤bkAùm UosP cvPn ¤bkAùk lRYkkCk £Sk@-¤Sk@ XkKAùTkv 

\kCkPk cw ¢kw@ ^kc lR#kkl^kcmTk ckvTkv \kCkPk cw‹ ^kc b^kZkg Ykx Avù†TæP ckvTkv \kCkPk cw‹ ^kc Ro@R#krTk bkv lFkUAùTkv 

\kCkPk cw‹ ¤bkAùk WkFkUTk Bkkv HkkPk cw‹ lAùbkm Tkv LmAù cm Aùck cw -  

""Kv\kml^kHkTk Aùm ^kHkc bkv Vúbk\k Hk\Rm UAù CkZkmä 

WkÃkk-WkÃkk #kc@ Aùk Wkkl\kCk TkHk@ ¢kTkv \kCkk‹ "" 

WkÃkkx Avù #k@m@ bkv Uc\kv ¤TkAùk lRYkkCk WkMjk ckv HkkPk cw‹ zcbkAù lVú\Ykxä zcbkk bkv Xk@m cn£r BkWk@xä 

Ykkf-WkkU Avù l@#Pkx Ykx ¢kZkm P\Bkmä Dk@ Aùk PTkk^kUoOkr ^kkPk^k@Ok ¢kw@ lVú@ UNjkZkm Aùk WkkvIk-£Tk bkWkAùk ¢bk@ 

WkÃkkx U@ AnùG £bk AùR@ UMj @ck cw lAù ¤TkAvù XkmP@ Aùk Skm@Hk lGTk CkZkk cw‹ Ykkf-WkkU Aùm TkbkmcPx ¤TkYkx 

TkAùk@k’YkAù l^kFkk@ Xk@ @cm cy‹ Ykkf-WkkU WkÃkkx U@ cYkv#kk ¢UTkm YkHkmr QkkvUPv cy‹ ^kv FkkcPv cy lAù ¤TkkAù WkvKk 

Mkt‘K@ä £gHkmlTkZk@ ¢Qk^kk Aùkv£r ¤Ãk ¢lSkAùk@m WkTkv‹ WkÃkk Hkwbk v cm FkkwQkm-UkfFk^k{ Aùdkk Ykx UcnfFkPk cwä Ykkf-WkkU 

FkkcTkv \kCkPv cy lAù ^kc c@ dkOk UNjPk @cv‹ ^kv WkkP-WkkP U@ WkÃkv Aùkv KkvAùTkv \kCkPv cy‹ Ro@R#krTk Aùm Hkkv \kP 

Ykkf-WkkU Tkv \kCkkZkm Qkmä ¢Wk ^kv FkkcPv cy lAù ^kc ¤TkAùk Aùck YkkTkAù@ Kmå^kmå Avù AùkZkrÓùYk Tk RvBkv‹ WkÃkk c@ 

dkOk YkkTklbkAù RWkk^k Ykx @cTkv \kCkPk cw‹ Ul@OkkYkP: WkÃkkx Ykx ¢k’Ykc’Zkk ¢kw@ zcbkk Aùm Ék^kplÅk WkNjPm  

Hkk @cm cw‹  

YkkSZklYkAù ¢kw@ ¤Ãk l#kdkk Avù GkÇk Xkm U@mdkk Avù lRTkkx Ykx Ék#TkUÇk LmAù Tk ckvTkv U@ ¢k’Ykc’Zkk Aù@ 

\kvPv cy‹ WkÃkkx Aùm zcbkAù Ék^kplÅk Aùm BkWk@v Xkm ¢kZkv lRTk lYk\kPm @cPm cy‹ Zkv bkYkkFkk@ ¢Wk ¢kYk ckv CkZkv cy‹ 

Awùbkm l#kdkk cw Zkc? WkÃkkx Aùkv Awùbkv bkgbAùk@ lYk\k @cv cy Zkv ? £bkAvù l\k. Dk@ Aùk ^kkPk^k@Ok ¤Åk@RkZkm cw‹ 

Ykkf-WkkU ¤Åk@RkZkm cy‹ Zkcm Aùk@Ok cw lAù YkgM\kmZk YkTkkvl^kekkTk AvùTæ Tkv HkWk AùkTkUn@ #kc@ Avù UFkkbk bAoù\k-

Aùkt\kvHk Avù 6000 WkÃkkx Aùm Aùk¤†Tbkz\kCk Aùm Pkv ¤bkYkx Hkkv Ul@OkkYk ¢k.ä ^kv ¢lXkXkk^kAùkx Aùm ^kPrYkkTk UmNjm 

Aùkv ¢k£rTkk lRBkkPv cy‹ £bk Aùk¤†Tbkz\kCk Ykx .Aù WkMjm PkRkR ¤Tk WkÃkkx Aùm Qkmä lHkTckvTkv bkkVú Aùck lAù 

¤TkAùm Tkc{ä ¤TkAvù YkYYkm-UkUk Aùm Aùk¤†Tbkz\kCk ckvTkm Fkklc.‹  

 
l^k<k\kZk Ykx ¤Uvdkk  

WkÃkkx Aùk Robk@k Dk@ ckvPk cw ¤bkAùk l^k<k\kZk ¢kw@ ¤bkAùk Robk@k ¢lXkXkk^kAù ckvPk cw ¤bkAùk 

¢SZkkUAù ‹ WkÃkv Aùk ¢lSkAùkg#k bkYkZk Dk@ Avù WkkR l^k<k\kZk Ykx cm ^ZkPmP ckvPk cw‹ l#kdkk ¢kHk Xkm Wkk\k 

Avù†TæP ckvTkv Avù WkHkkZk ¢SZkkUAùä UkL~ZkÓùYk ¢kw@ U@mdkk Avù†TæP WkTkm cn£r cw‹ ¢kSknlTkAùPk Avù TkkYk U@ l#kdkk 

Aùk WkkHkk@mAù@Ok ckvPk Hkk @ck cw‹ ¢Wk Pkv l#kdkk Uo@m P@c bkv SkTk AùYkkTkv Aùk .Aù Hkl@Zkk WkTk CkZkm cw‹ 

£bkbkv WkÃkkx Aùk #kk@ml@Aùä YkkTklbkAù .^kg bkg^kvCkk’YkAù l^kAùkbk ¢^kéá ckv @ck cwä WkÃkv AngùLk Aùk l#kAùk@ ckv @cv 

cw‹  
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¢SZkkUAùkx bkv ¤Uvdkk  

l^k<k\kZkkx Ykx UkL~ZkÓùYk Avù ¢\kk^kk bkklc’Zk Aùm UnbPAxù UNjTkv Avù ÉklP élFk HkkCk|P Aù@Tkk ¢SZkkUAù-

¢SZkklUAùk¢kvg Aùk RklZk’^k cy‹ ^kv WkÃkkx Avù WkmFk YkkwlBkAù ¢kw@ l\klBkP bkklc†’ZkAù ÉklPZkkvlCkPk.f Aù@kZkxä lHkbkbkv 

WkÃkkx Aùk ¤’bkkc^kSkrTk ckv ¢kw@ ¤TkAùm Aù\UTkk-#k†‘P Aùk l^kAùkbk ckv‹ YkCk@ ^kkbPl^kAùPk ^kc cw lAù ¢kHk Avù 

¢SZkkUAù-¢SZkklUAùk b^kZkg bkklc’Zk bkv l^kYknBk cy‹ bkklc’Zk-l^kYknBk ^Zk†‘P Robk@kx Aùkv bkklc’Zk UNjTkv Aùm ¢kv@ 

Xk\kk Awùbkv Ékvl@P Aù@ bkAùPk cw? ^kv bkklc†’ZkAù ÉklPZkkvlCkPk.f Aù@kTkv Avù ÉklP ¤RkbkmTk cy‹ ¤TkAùk ¤+v#Zk Pkv 

Hkwbkv-Pwbkv UkL~ZkÓùYk Uo@k Aù@Avù ¢UTkv AùPr^Zk Aùk lTk^kkrc Aù@Tkk YkkÇk cw‹ Hkwbkv-Pwbkv £bkl\k. lAù UkL~ZkÓùYk Aùkv 

WkÃkkx Aùkv lHkbk êU Ykx l^klSk^kP UNjkZkk HkkTkk Fkklc. lAù WkÃkkx Ykx ¢SZkZkTk Avù ÉklP WkNjvä ¤bk êU Ykx Tkc{ 

UNjkZkk HkkPk‹ ¢Wk ¢SZkkUAù Aùdkk Ykx ¢SZkkUTk U@ AùYkä AùkvzFkCk ¢kw@ K~Zko#kTk U@ ¢lSkAù SZkkTk RvPv cy‹ ^kckf 

Xkm l#kaZk ¢kw@ Ckné Avù WkmFk ¢SZkZkTk-¢SZkkUTk Aùk Ykkckw\k Tkc{ @cPk‹ Zkc ¢SZkkUAù Avù Ukbk l#kaZk Aùkv Ukbk 

Aù@kTkv Aùk LvAùk ckvPk cw‹ 

¢lXkXkk^kAùkx Aùk AùPr^Zk: 

YkfcCkk£r Tkv bk^kkrlSkAù YkSZkYk l^kÅkmZk ^kCkr Avù \kkvCkkx Aùkv ÉkXkkl^kP lAùZkk cw‹ £bk ÌkvOkm Ykx lHkTkAvù WkÃkv cy 

^kv ¢lXkXkk^kAù AùlLTkk£r bkv UkL~ZkUnbPAxù cm Bk@mR Aù@ Rv UkPv cy‹ UkL~ZkvP@ ¢FGm UnbPAxù WkÃkkx Aùkv RvTkv Ykx 

¤TkAùm AùYk@ IknAù bkAùPm cw .vbkk YkkTkAù@ ^kv WkÃkkx Aùkv ¤TkAùm élFk Aùm UnbPAxù Tkc{ RvPv‹ 

¤Uck@ Ykx WkÃkkx Aùm UnbPAxù Tkc{ Rm HkkPm‹ HkTYk-lRTk ckv Zkk ¢TZk Aùkv£r ¢^kbk@ ¢Qk^kk Wkk\kAù Aùdkk 

Ykx ¤ÅkmOkr cn¢k ckv Pkv ¤bkv Ul@SkkTkä bkkHk-bkÄkk ¢klR Aùm ¢TZk FkmHkx Rm HkkPm cy‹ YkcfCkv Aùkv\M lM}‘bk lR. 

Hkk bkAùPv cy U@TPn Wkk\k l^kAùkbk Aùm bkcZkkvlCkTkm UnbPAxù Bk@mRTkk lTk@QkrAù YkkTkk HkkPk cw‹ 

WkÃkkx Avù îRZk Ykx @gCklWk@gCkm UnbPAxù UNjTkv Aùm .Aù b^kXkkl^kAù élFk cn¢k Aù@Pm cwä lAùTPn ÉkkZk: 

¢lXkXkk^kAù Zkc Xko\k HkkPv cy lAù bAoù\km UnbPAùkx ¢kw@ Wkk\k bkklc’Zk Aùm UnbPAùkx Avù WkmFk .Aù YkkvvKm @vBkk 

zBkFkm cwä Hkkv RkvTkkx Aùkv .Aù-Robk@v bkv ¢\kCk Aù@Pm cw‹ ZklR WkFFkkx Aùkv Avù^k\k bAoù\km UnbPAùkx U@ cm lTkXkr@ 

ckvTkk UMjvCkk Pkv ¤TkYkx ^kv b^kbQk bkgbAùk@ AùXkm Tkc{ l^kAùlbkP ckv UkZkxCkv Hkkv ¤Tcx @kì} Aùk b^kbQk TkkCkl@Aù 

WkTkkPv cy‹ WkcnP AùYk ¢lXkXkk^kAù .vbkv cy Hkkv Zkc bkYkIk UkPv cy lAù Ìkví Wkk\k bkklc’Zk Aùm UnbPAxù UNjTkv bkv 

WkÃkkx Aùm b^kXkkl^kAù élFk Aùkv WkNjk^kk lYk\kPk cw ¢kw@ ^kv ¢UTkv Hkm^kTk Aùk .Aù lTk†#FkP RplìAùkvOk WkTkk UkTkv Ykx 

bkYkQkr ckvPv cy‹ .vbkv WkÃkv cm .Aù bknZkkvCZk TkkCkl@Aù WkTkAù@ bkYkkHk .^kg Rv#k Avù ÉklP ¢UTkv ¤Åk@RklZk’^k Aùkv 

bkcm NgCk bkv lTkXkk UkPv cy‹ Zkc bkkvFk cm l^kAùlbkP Tkc{ ckv UkZkm cw lAù WkÃkkx Avù b^kkXkkl^kAù l^kAùkbk Ykx YkkPk-

lUPk ¢kw@ l#kdkAù Aùm P@c cm Wkk\k bkklc’Zk Aùk Xkm Ykc’^kUoOkr ZkkvCkRkTk cw ‹ HkZkÉkAùk#k Xkk@Pm Tkv WkcnP LmAù 

Aùck cw - ""lHkbk @kì} Avù Ukbk bkYkpá Wkk\k bkklc’Zk Tkc{ cw‹ ^kc @kì} bknBkmä bkYkpá ¢kw@ bkYUÆk ckv cm Tkc{ 

bkAùPk‹ ‘ZkkxlAù Wkk\kAù Avù îRZk Ykx ¤YkgCkä ¤\\kkbkä ¢k#kk .^kg l^k#^kkbk HkCkkAù@ ¤bkv bkWk\kä b^kbQkä ¢kR#kr 

TkkCkl@Aù WkTkkTkv Ykx Wkk\k-bkklc’Zk Aùm XkolYkAùk WkvHkkvMj cw‹ 

 
l#kdkAùkx Aùk AùÅkr^Zk  

Un@kTkv HkYkkTkv bkv .Aù N@kr Fk\kk ¢k @ck cwä lHkbkYkx Aùck HkkPk cw lAù YkkbK@m Aùm TkkwAù@m lYk\k cm 

HkkPm cw‹ Hkkv YkkbK@m Tkc{ Aù@ UkPv ^kv bAoù\k Avù ÉkWkTSkAù WkTk HkkPv cy ¢kw@ l^k<k\kZk Aùk bkcHk ^Zk^kbkkZk 

Aù@Tkv \kCkPv cy‹ ^kc Xkm ZkkRCkk@ HkYkkTkk Qkkä HkWklAù l^k#^kl^k<k\kZkä Avù Wkkc@ Avù çk@Uk\k PAù WkcnP l^kçkTk 

ckvPv Qkv ¢kw@ ^kv GkÇkkx Aùm Wkkc@ cm U@mdkk \kvAù@ PWk ZkkvCZk l^k<ksQkZkkx Aùkv ¢TR@ Ék^kv#k Avù l\kZkv HkkTkv Aùm 

¢TknYklP RvPv Qkv‹ 

¢kHk Wkk\k l#kdkAùkx Avù ÉklP bk@Aùk@ Xkm ¤RkbkmTk cw‹ £bkm Aùk@Ok ¤bkAvù çk@k Ékk£Yk@m l#kdkAùkx Aùkvä 

l^k<k\kZk-Xk^kTk-lTkYkkrOkä bkkYknRklZkAù lcP Avù AùkYkä Tk#kkWkTRmä Ukvl\kZkkv M}kU lU\kkTkv Aùk AùkYkä FknTkk^k Aùk 

AùkYkä HkTkbkgBZkk Aùk lcbkkWk-lAùPkWkä b^kkbQZk Hkwbkv Hkê@m AùkYk bkkyU lR. HkkPv cy ¢kw@ AùkYkFk\kk¥ bkkdk@Pk 

cvPn lRBkkTkv Avù l\k. l#kdkk Avù ÉkXkk@ bkky@v HkkPv cy‹ l#kdkAù ¢UTkk UkL~ZkÓùYk cm UoOkr Tkc{ Aù@ UkPvä 
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bkYkZkkXkk^k @cPk cwä Pkv l#kdkk Ykx élFk AùWk \kv‹ l#kdkk Avù YkglR@ Ykx ¤TkAùk ¢k@kSZk Wkk\kAù Tkc{ cw‹ PWk ^kv 

Wkk\k élFk U@ ‘Zkkx SZkkTk Rx ? lYkM Mv Ykm\kä GkÇk^kplÅkä Hkwbkv AùkYk l#kdkAù Avù l\k. ÉklPUk< cy‹ 

l#kdkAù Wkk\k élFk ¢kw@ WkÃkkx Aùm Ék^kplÅkZkkx bkv ¢TklXkek @cPv cy‹ ^kv WkÃkkx Avù Ék#Tkkx Avù bkYknlFkP ¤Åk@ 

Tkc{ RvPv‹ ¤Tcv Wkn@m P@c bkv MktK RvPv cyä ¤TkAùm #kgAùk¢kvg Aùk bkYkkSkkTk Tkc{ Aù@Pv‹ WkÃkkx Aùk ¤’bkkc XkgCk ckv 

HkkPk cw‹ ¤TkAvù ÉkbPk^k YkTk Avù AùkvTkv Ykx Sk@v @c HkkPv cy‹ Zkv ¢FGm l#kdkk Avù WkkSkAù PÅ^k cy‹ WkÃkkx Avù b^kXkk^k 

Ykx £TkAùk ÉklPAoù\k ÉkXkk^k UMjPk cw‹ Ul@OkkYkPä ^kv lHk+mä lFkMjlFkMv ¢kw@ IkCkMjk\ko WkTk HkkPv cy‹ Zkv \kk£\kkHk 

YkkTklbkAù Ck|†TQkZkkf Aùk\kkTP@ Ykx YkTkkvl^kAùk@ Ykx WkR\k HkkPm cy‹ ¢P: .Aù l#kdkAù bkv Zkc ¢Uvdkk Aùm HkkPm cw 

lAù ^kc SkwZkrUo^krAù WkÃkkx Aùm c@ bkYkbZkk Aùk bkYkkSkkTk Aù@v‹ Uo@m Aùdkk Avù bkkYkTkv lAùbkm Xkm WkFFkv Aùm ¢k\kkvFkTkk 

Tk Aù@v‹ ¤TkAùm cfbkm ¤MjkTkv ¢ZkkvCZk Tkk\kkZkAù Zkk YkoBkr AùcTkv bkv WkFFkkx Ykx cmTk Xkk^kTkkä ¢bkn@dkk Aùm Xkk^kTkk 

HkTYk \kvTkv \kCkPm cw‹ Ul@OkkYkP: ¤TkAùk ^Zk†‘P’^k l^kAùlbkP ckvTkv Avù bQkkTk U@ cYkv#kk Avù l\k. AngùlLP ckv 

HkkPk cw‹ WkÃkkx Aùkv Ékkv’bkklcP Aù@x‹ .Aù Anù#k\k ¢SZkkUAù GkÇkkx Aùm Ék#kgbkk Aù@ bkRk ¤TkAùk ¢k’YkWk\k WkNjkPk 

cw‹ Uo@m Aùdkk Ykx ¤bkAvù bkcUklLZkkx Avù bkkYkTkv Aùm Ck£r Ék#kgbkk ¤bkAvù WkkwláAù b^kkbQZk Avù l\k. KktlTkAù Aùk 

AùkYk Aù@Pm cw‹ .vbkk ^kkPk^k@Ok WkTkk.f lAù ¤TkAùm l^kl#kìPk.f ¤HkkCk@ ckv bkAxù‹ @kì}mZk l#kdkk ÉkOkk\km Ykx 

Ykcsak ¢@l^kTR Tkv Aùck Qkk - ""c@ ^Zk†‘P Ykx lR^ZkPk Aùk ¢g#k cwä AnùG l^k#kvakPk.f cw ¢kw@ l#kdkk Aùk Zkcm 

AùkZkr cwä lAù £bkv BkkvHk lTkAùk\kk Hkk.ä l^kAùlbkP lAùZk Hkk. ¢kw@ ÉkZkkvCk Ykx \kkZkk Hkk.‹"" 

^kkbP^k Ykx .Aù ¢FGv l#kdkAù Aùk AùPr^Zk cw lAù ^kc GkÇk Avù lGUv cn. CknOkkx Aùkv Wkkc@ lTkAùk\kv‹ bkÃkv 

l#kdkAù Aùkv .Aù YkosPAùk@ XkkflP ckvTkk Fkklc. Hkkv ¢TkCkNj Aùkv P@k#k Aù@ bknTR@ YkosP Aùk êU RvPk cwä ^kwbkv cm 

.Aù l#kdkAù Xkm bkkYkkTZk l^k<kQkmr Aùkv ¢bkkSkk@Ok ^Zk†‘P’^k ÉkRkTk Aù@ @kì} Aùk Aù\ZkkOk Aù@ bkAùPk cw‹ 

l^k<ksQkZkkx Avù YkTk-Yk†bPaAù .^kg Wknlá Aùm WkTR lBkMjlAùZkkx Aùkv Bkkv\kAù@ ¤bkv Bkn\kk ^kkPk^k@Ok RvAù@ ¤Tcx bkcm 

lR#kk RvTkv Ykx l#kdkAù Aùm YkcÅ^kUoOkr XkolYkAùk cw‹ 

 
lTkaAùakr 

Zkn^kk¢kvg Aùkv bkVú\kPk Aùk bkoÇk RvPv cn. l^k^kvAùkTkTR AùcPv cwä Aùkv£r .Aù l^kFkk@ \kkv ¢kw@ ¤bkv ¢UTkm 

zHkRCkm WkTkk \kkv‹ ¤bkm Avù Wkk@v Ykx bkkvFkkv ¢kw@ bkUTkv Ykx Xkm ^kcm RvBkkv‹ ¤bk l^kFkk@ Aùkv lHkZkkv‹ ¢UTkv #k@m@ Avù 

c@ ¢gCk Aùkv ¤bk l^kFkk@ bkv Xk@ \kkv‹ bkVú\kPk Aùk Zkcm @kbPk cw HkWk PnYk Aùkv£r AùYk Aù@ @cv ckv Pkv lVú@ 

lAùbkm ¢kw@ FkmHk Avù Wkk@v Ykx YkP bkkvFkk‹ £bkv UoHkk Aùm P@c Aù@kv‹ £bk RnlTkZkk Ykx ¢k. ckv Pkv ¢UTkm GkU 

GkvMjAù@ Hkk¢kvg‹ .vbkk Tkc{ lAùZkk Pkv lVú@ PnYk Ykx ¢kw@ UvM U’Qk@kx Ykx ¢gP@ ‘Zkk @ck? ^kv Xkm UwRk ckvPv cw 

¢kw@ TkaK ckv HkkPv cy‹ 

Wkk\kAù .Aù bkkYkklHkAù ÉkkOkm cw‹ Ék’ZkvAù Wkk\kAù Aùk #kk@ml@Aùä YkkTklbkAùä ¢kSZkk†’YkAù PQkk 

@kHkTkwlPAù l^kAùkbk bkYkkHk Ykx @c Aù@ cm ckvPk cw‹ Wkk\kAù bkYkkHk Ykx Xkkakkä @mlP l@^kkHkä @cTk bkcTkä bkXZkPk 

^k bkgbApùlP Avù \kdOkkx Aùkv îRZkCk|Yk Aù@Pk cw‹ bkkYkklHkAù ÉkkOkm ckvTkv Aùkv TkkPv Wkk\kAù Aùkv ^kv bkXkm lÓùZkk-Aù\kkU 

Aù@Tkv ckvPv cw lHkbkAùm .Aù bkYkkHk Aùkv ¢k^k#ZkAùPk UMjPm cw‹  

Wkk\kAùkx Avù l^kAùkbk Ykx ¢lXkXkk^kAù ¢kw@ l#kdkAùä Dk@ ¢kw@ l^k<k\kZk Aùm .Aù ¢KoK XkolYkAùk cYkv#kk 

@cPm cw‹  
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Introduction 

Decision making is inescapable in any phase of management and the quality of 

the decision determines the quality of the management. Decision making occurs when 

there is some problem to solve or some choice to make. Group decisions are made from 

the collective action of several individuals each of whom has distinct values, goals, 

standards and role perception. Each one could consider their expertise superior to others. 

Role conflicts would emerge in this situation. Conflict, arguments and change are natural 

parts of our lives, as well as the lives of every agency, organization and Nation. 

 
Methods of Resolving Conflict 

When there is a group involved in making the decisions, it is possible that conflict 

may occur. Each member may try to ascertain one's own Point and may desire that 

his/her suggestion be taken as the final decision.  

This is true for the family or any other organization or group. When there is no 

consensus, some ways of resolving this conflict must be worked out. There can be 

different outcomes of such situation where the group may try to make a decision but 

their inner feelings may be different. 

There are six out comes representing four different levels of harmony of feeling or 

inner agreement.  

They are as follows 

Level of Harmony of Feeling Method of Resolving Conflict 

1. 
Lowest level (Least inner 
agreement) 

1. 
Struggle and victory of one side resulting 
in dominance 

2. Next higher 2. Voluntary submission of one side 

3. Next higher 3. Compromise 

4. 
Highest (complete inner 
agreement) 

4. 
Integration or 
*Conversion or 
*Acceptance of difference 

 
Dominance 

As the name indicates, amongst the two sides in a group or one to one situation, 

one side. Demands and the other side is forced to obey. In school the child would obey 

the teacher even if he/she has some differing view point otherwise he may loose a good 

grade. In such situation the inner feelings of the two sides regarding the action are far 

apart from each other during the conflict as well as after the conflict, although one side 

THE METHODS OF RESOLVING CONFLICTS AND IT’S 

MANAGEMENT IN GROUP DECISION MAKING 
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may win. In certain cases the inner feelings may become farther apart after the conflict 

than when they started. Schematic presentation would make the point clear. 

Dominance as a Method of Resolving Conflict 

 Line of Action Inner Feeling about Action 

During Conflict A          B A B 

After Conflict 
 

AB          AB 

A B 

If A Wins A B 

f B Wins A B 

 
Voluntary Submission  

In this method of resolving conflict, out of the two sides, one side wins and the 

other side voluntarily submits to the other. But the understanding between the two sides 

is greater than what it is in case of dominance. The inner feelings are more unified than is 

case of dominance. But the outward result looks same as that of the dominance 

Voluntary Submission as a way of Resolving Conflict 

 Line of Action Inner Feeling about Action 

During Conflict A B A B 

After Conflict    

In A Wins AB A B 

If B Wins AB A B 

 
Compromise  

Compromise means a settlement of dispute or conflict by mutual concession or 

arbitration (i.e., through intervention of a third person or party). This is often considered 

to be the most desirable to reach. In this method of resolving conflict, there is voluntary 

yielding on the both sides without an essential harmony of inner feeling or even 

resolution of fundamental differences. Each side comes part way in outward action. But 

retains one's own original point of view or mind set on the issue. It may seem at the 

surface that the conflict has been resolved but the original point of difference may flare 

up at any time later. 

Compromise as a Method of Resolving Conflict 

 Line of Action Feeling about Action 

During Conflict A B A B 

After Conflict AB A B 

 
Integration  

This is the highest level of settling conflict. In this method both the sides creatively 

reach to a new solution together with which concerned are satisfied. In this process the 

group tries to find out the points on which the agreement exists and the points on which 

there are genuine differences. On clearly discovering this, they work out a new solution 

which would resolved the points of differences still existing in the group. This whole 

process requires a desire on the part of group members to resolve the conflict through 

this method, logical thinking to realize the differences and agreement on several points of 
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view and conscious and sincere deliberation to work out new solution. In integration all 

the members of the group are equally victorious and there is defeat for no one.  

 
Integration as a Method of Resolving Conflict 

 Line of Action Inner Feeling about Action 

During Conflict 
A B 

 

(A1 B1) 

 

C(New) 

A B 

After Conflict AB 

 

Conversion  

It is possible that after dominance or voluntary submission or even compromise, 

the one who has submitted (has lost the war) wholly or partly can change his/her mind 

or point of view at that time or later and accepts the views of the opponent party 

Conversion as a Method of Resolving 

Line of Action Immediately  following 

Conflict 

AB or AB 

Feeling about Action  Immediate or deffered 

AB 

 

Acceptance of Differences 

In many cases of conflicts when reasonable or acceptable solution can not be 

reached, the group may decide to adjust the conflict through acceptance of differences. 

This can be considered as the same policy as "live and let live." In this process the 

members reach harmony of the inner feeling as it is in the integration but the way is 

different than that. The individual differences are given due respect voluntarily by both 

the parties which may be as satisfactory as unified action. 

Conflict Resolved by Acceptance of Differences 

 Line of Action Feeling about Action 

During Conflict A B A B 

 

AB 
After Conflict A B 

There are seven steps to successfully negotiating the resolution of a conflict: 

 Understand the conflict 

 Communicate with the opposition  

 Brainstorm possible resolutions 

 Choose the best resolution 

 Use a third party mediator 

 Explore alternatives 

 Copes with stressful situations and pressure tactics 

Conclusion 

 There is no single conflict resolution technique that can be applied to all types of 

conflict resolution. Managing conflicts in a constructive manner, and encouraging 

collaborative problem solving and decision-making. In conflict resolution, the best 

solution is the solution that is best for both sides. In all these the organizational goal 

should be the binding force for the group to operate.  
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Introduction 

 Stress has existed throughout the evolution. In the 1990‘s India emerged as a 

major player in the field of software engineering, IT services and web –based services. 

Presently the Indian Information Technology industry employs a little more than half 

million people and provides indirect employment to over a quarter of a million people. 

Stress is the emotional and physical strain caused by our response to pressure from the 

outside world. Stress in the workplace occurs when employees try to cope with the 

duties, responsibilities and other forms of pressure associated with their jobs. Work stress 

occurs in all sectors, especially in IT sector, employees are subject to more stress. 

 
Review of Literature  

Vasuda, Venugopal (2010), an increasing number of IT professionals have been 

finding it difficult to handle emotional stress, according to experts. An ‗occupational 

hazard ‘the stress related to work needs to be addressed without delay, they emphasize. 

Shane Schick,(2007),stressed IT professionals who use a balance of problem-focused 

coping strategies and emotion-focused copies strategies are most successful in dealing 

with the stress of staying perpetually up-to-date. 

 
Table 1 Impact of Stress in various Dimensions 

Impact on Body Impact on Mind 
Impact on 
Behaviour 

Impact on 
Emotions 

Headaches Worrying Accident prone Loss of confidence 

Taut muscles Negativity Loss of Appetite More Fussy 

Breathlessness Hasty decisions Drinking Depression 

Fatigue Muddled thinking Smoking Irritability 

Skin irritations 
Impaired 
Judgement 

Insomnia Anxiety 

Objectives of the Study 

 To study the various sources of stress among the IT employees. 

 To identify the impact of various stresses. 

 To know the various coping strategies at organizational level. 

Research Methodology 

 It is a descriptive study. The study is based on a survey conducted in 5 

Information Technology companies in and around Chennai with a sample size of 120.Out 

of the total sample,60% were men and rest of them were women. The respondents were 

software professionals at lower and middle level management with a mean of about 6 to 

8 year experience in Industry. 

 

STRESS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN IT COMPANIES 
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Table 2 Age-wise Classification of Respondents 

Age group No. of Respondents Percentage 

20-25 15 13 

26-30 35  

31-35 52  

36-40 18  

Total 120 100 

Source: Primary Data 

It could be seen from the TableNo.2 that 52 respondents fall under the category of 

31-35 age group; only 15 respondents fall in the age group of 20-25. 

 
Table 3 Sources of Stress 

Sources Percentage of Respondents (Multiple responses) 

High demand for performance 25 

Role Ambiguity 40 

Job Insecurity 38 

Technology 20 

Work Culture 40 

Family or personal problems 20 

Time Pressure 78 

Attitude of Boss/Management 76 

Source: Primary data 

 Table No.3 shows that 78 % of the respondents identified Time pressures and 

deadlines for finishing a particular project causes high stress. 76% of them have optedthat 

―Attitude of the Boss / Management‖ in the organization is the main source of stress. 

Table 4 Level of Stress among Respondents 

Options % of Respondents 

Very High 44 

High 36 

Neither High/Low 2 

Low 18 

Very Low 0 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Data 

The above Table No. 4 shows that the level of stress prevailing among the selected 

respondents. 44% of them felt that they are having very high stress level and only 18% of 

them have given the opinion that they have low level of stress in their workplace.  

Table 5 Impact of Stress 

Impact % of Respondents 

Sleeping Disorders 35 

Digestive Problems 15 

Depression 05 

Severe stomach Related Problems 07 

Eye sight Problems 32 

Ear Problems 06 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Data 
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The above table shows that majority of the respondents face sleeping disorders, 

digestive problems and eye sight problems 

 
The Dynamics of Stress 

 In a challenging situation, the brain prepares the body for defensive action-the 

fight or flight response by releasing stress hormones, namely, cortisone and adrenaline. 

These hormones raise the blood pressure and the body prepares to react to the situation. 

With a concrete defensive action (fight response), the stress hormones in the blood get 

used up, entailing reduced stress effects and symptoms of anxiety. 

 When we fail to counter a stress situation (flight response), the hormones and 

chemicals remain unreleased in the blood stream for a long period of time. It results in 

stress-related physical symptoms such as tense muscles, unfocused anxiety, dizziness and 

rapid heartbeats. We all encounter various stressors (causes of stress) in everyday life, 

which can accumulate, if not released. Subsequently, it compels the mind and body to be 

in an almost constant alarm-state in preparation to fight or flee. This state of accumulated 

stress can increase the risk of both acute and chronic psychosomatic illness and weaken 

the immune system of the human body. 

 Stress can cause headaches, irritable bowel syndrome, eating disorder, allergies, 

insomnia, backaches, frequent cold and fatigue to diseases such as hypertension, asthma, 

diabetes, heart ailments and even cancer. In fact, Sanjay Chugh, a leading Indian 

psychologist, says that 70 percent to 90 per cent of adults visit primary-care physicians for 

the stress-related problems. Scary enough.  

 
Identification of Stress Coping Strategies at Organisational Level 

This study further continued to identify stress coping strategies adopted at 

organizational level for the well-being of their employees. 

 Stress Management Programmes 

 Physical exercises 

 Stress Audit 

 Life cycle Modification Programmes 

 Finding triggers and stressors 

 Supportive organization culture 

 Ergonomics and environmental design 

 Stress counselling Programmes 

 Compulsory Yoga and Spiritual Programmes 

 
Suggestions 

To the Organizations 

 Role clarity 

 Mobilization of the needed resources 

 Proper Delegation 

 Career Counselling 
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 Recreational facilities, proper reward and recognition 

 Stress control workshops 

 
To the Employees 

 Enhancement of Self-Esteem 

 Efficient Time Management 

 Enhancing personal skill for top Job performance 

 Communicating with the right people to solve problems 

 Prioritizing the work 

 Work-Life balance 

 
Conclusion 

To conclude stress can impact an individual mentally and physically and so can 

decrease employee efficiency and job satisfaction and increase employee turnover. When 

individual workers within an organisation suffer from a high degree of stress, overall 

efficiency can substantially decrease. Stressed workers will ultimately foster a negative 

culture and show reduced operational capabilities. The work stress process is 

complicated, multi-dimensional, systematic and temporal process that is difficult to 

encapsulate in quantitative empirical terms.  

The moral remains that we can work a stress condition to our advantage or 

protect ourselves from its untoward follow-thoughts, subject to how we handle a stress 

situation. The choice is between becoming a slave to the stressful situations of lifeor using 

them to our advantage 
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Introduction  

 Youth are considered the future of a nation, hence positive development of youth 

is very important for any nation to progress. Conflict, in whatever level it takes place 

hampers human functioning. Most of the time it rips apart the social fabric of a society; 

with people being killed, families torn apart, communities being displaced and divided, 

infrastructure being damaged and destroyed and natural support systems collapses. 

Youth usually get affected, even shattered by the conflict. Being in their developing stage 

the impact of conflict hampers their efficiency of thinking and working. (Asima H.) This 

article looks upon the issue of continuous armed conflict in the Kashmir region and its 

impact on Kashmiri youth in their social, economic and psychological factors. 

 
Need for Positive Development of Youth 

 Positive development of youth is essential for any nation. Youth with good 

physical and mental status can contribute strongly to the development of their nation. 

Positive development of youth is not only the responsibility of an individual family, but 

collectively the society and as a whole the nation. It is the duty of the nation to provide 

conducive atmosphere, facilities and opportunities at every stage of growth, to help 

youth to transform into a positive adulthood life. India has the largest youth population 

in the world that is poised to increase further in the coming decade. According to the 

2011 Census, the youth population including adolescents is around 550 million, i.e., 70% 

of India‘s population is below the age of 35 years. India being on the top of the Human 

Resource ladder have all possibility to reign the world by converting it into a productive 

resource. 

 
Jammu and Kashmir – An Overview 

 Jammu and Kashmir, a state in the northern part of India, often denoted by the 

acronym J&K, is located mostly in the Himalayan Mountains and the state known for its 

tranquil beauty. J&K consists of three administrative regions: Jammu, the Kashmir Valley 

and Ladakh. The state has 22 districts, 87 Assembly Constituencies and 6 Parliamentary 

Constituencies with total Population of 12.5 million (Census, 2011: 12,541,302), in that the 

youth population (15-24 years) is nearly 2.3 million (Census 2011: 2,398,000). Muslims 

forms 68.31% of the population, 28.43% Hindus, 1.87% Sikhs, 0.89% Buddhist, and 0.01% 

forms the Jains, Christians, Atheist. It is the only state in India with Muslim-majority 

population. 

 

ARMED CONFLICT AND ITS IMPACT ON KASHMIRI YOUTHS 
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Kashmir Issue and its Impact on Kashmiri Youths 

 The Kashmir Issue has spanned decades and one of the longest and bloodiest 

conflicts today. Starting as a bilateral issue after partition of the subcontinent in 1947, the 

conflict has evolved in many ways with growing discontent of the 1980‘s that introduced 

additional factors like non state armed actors, violence in name of religion, socio-

economic factors and range of interests like accession to Pakistan and independence from 

India. These notions increasingly turned Kashmir region into a complex and 

multidimensional issue over the years. The winter of 1989 in Kashmir Valley saw the 

emergence of armed uprising against Indian rule with support from Pakistan. A violent 

campaign of insurgency and counter insurgency marred the nineties and continued till 

2000. Except the three major unrests of 2008, 2010 and 2016, violence started to decline in 

the Valley after 2000 due to a change in world political scenario. These three unrests are 

marked by high intensity insurgency with many casualties.  

 When a Kashmiri is killed in police or Army action, it naturally evokes violent 

outrage among youth than any other age group. The mobs come out to the streets 

spontaneously. It is reported that they don‘t need any organized handlers or agents to 

vent their anger. They are out on their own. They don‘t listen to their parent or elders. 

Even the separatists don‘t have any control over them. Even organized mobs orchestrated 

by former militants surface only after a few days of spontaneous protests over a 

legitimate grievance. As per a report (TOI, April, 2016) there are about 30,000 released 

militants who have either completed their prison time or are out on bail. And they have 

both the ideological conviction and ability to mobilize youth into violence. They do 

radicalize youth and propagate anti-state views among them.  

 Youth population is generally seen as drivers of socio-economic growth, but in 

Kashmir, the youth bulge is a problem. One can see Kashmiri youth everywhere. The 

presence of massive youth on streets is really problem to handle. Curfews, shutdowns, 

absence of internet facilities, social media, and other entertainment media for security 

reasons made the boys laze around alone or in groups on roadsides. At some times they 

were holed up inside and do nothing. Lack of resources and avenues to engage youth in 

meaningful ways drive youth towards the miscreants in this society. It is inevitable youth 

being on streets, either harmlessly wasting their lives or as a mob. Instead of policing 

youth, the government should devise a policy to channelise this youth bulge 

constructively. Armed conflict usually hampers the socio-psycho development of youth, 

and its impact on a society as a whole is enormous. Conflict often destroys the safe 

environment provided by a house, a family, adequate nutrition, education and 

employment. Health risks increase during conflict, anxiety and depression, extreme 

stress, high-risk drug use and suicide are disturbing aspects of youth health that are 

particularly prevalent in societies experiencing conflict (Asima H., 2001). As like, Kashmir 

conflict also led to huge loss of life, family breakdown, school dropout, unemployment, 

orphanage culture, psychological disorder, suicide etc. hence the prevailing condition has 

not only deteriorated the social structure but also the economic condition.  
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Education and Employment – An Overview  

 Education is the most important lever for social, economic and political 

transformation. A well-educated and skilled population not only ensures personal 

growth but also drives of economic and social development in a country. The literacy rate 

(Youth Info India - UNFPA) of the Kashmir state shows an increase from 55.50% to 

68.74% (2001-2011) as against 64.84% to 74.04% at national level. It reveals a 13.2% 

increase in the literacy rate of the state, a positive sign of development in the field of 

education, especially in a conflict prone region. ‗Employment‘, the fruit of education 

remains a crisis. According to Mercy Corps (2011 report), a US based development 

agency, 48% of Kashmir youth are unemployed. The 68th round of NSS Survey - 

conducted during July, 2011 – June, 2012 (Directorate of Economics and Statistics, J&K) 

throughout the country reveals the unemployment rate of J&K as 4.9% which is alarming 

when compared to the unemployment rate of all India level which constitutes 2.7%. 

However, when compared to the 66th round of NSS Survey in the J&K state (July, 2009 : 

5.3%) a 0.4% decline is seen, nevertheless, the decline cannot be taken as a sign of positive 

development as it is insignificant when compared to all India level. Youth bulge with 

unemployment in a society or a country means ‗productive energy in idle state‘. There is 

all possibility of them switching to drugs or indulge in anti-social activities. It is evident 

that unemployment forms a major reason for surge of violence in J&K region. 

 
The Changing Aspiration in Kashmir Valley  

 A survey in Kashmir region (Aarti Tikku, TOI, 16th April, 2016) stated that the 

Kashmiri youths mostly belong to extremely poor sections of society and will very 

unlikely get assimilated through employment. Another study (Anwesha Ray Chaudhari) 

brings to limelight the changing aspiration among the Kashmiri youths. Change 

witnessed even in their method of protests, i.e. stones replaced for grenades. Unlike the 

1980‘s and 90‘s youth, this generation of youth want to lead a peaceful and normal life. 

True to the above said surveys, hundreds of Valley youth turned up for army recruitment 

on September 22, 2016. There was mindboggling response from the five districts of the 

South Kashmir region which was the epicenter of an ongoing unrest (Burhan Wani 

incident, July, 2016) that has left over eighty people dead and more than ten thousand 

injured.  

 For the Army recruitment more than 6,000 youth from south Kashmir applied for 

the different jobs using online registration system. An aspirant from the Pulwama district 

who attended the recruitment rally in Anantnag stated that he want to change the 

perception about the youth of Kashmir, ‗if given an opportunity it would be an honour to 

serve this nation‘. Another youth from Kokernag requested the youths of Kashmir to 

leave the stone-throwing and prove their talent. (Septermber 22, 2016. TOI).  The Deputy 

Director General Recruitment (Punjab and J&K) stated that the aim of the programme is 

to provide job opportunity to unemployed and educated youth. Nearly 425 candidates 

turned up for the necessary tests for the job of soldiers. They reached the army camp by 

facing the fury of the protesters. Indian army is the biggest attraction for the youth of 

south Kashmir who are often being stereotyped as stone throwers and anti nationals.  

 As like hundreds of youth also turned up for SPO (Special Police Officer) posts 

during recruitment rally organized by the J&K Police in the volatile Pulwama district, 

defying separatist‘s call for not to join the police force in the state. DSP DR, Member 
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Recruitment Board of the J&K Police stated that youths from Tral, Awantipora, Lethipora 

areas appeared for fitness tests and many were qualified. This can be seen as the sign of 

change among the youths.  

 
Conclusion 

 One of the major reason behind the decline of violence in the Valley is Pakistan 

stopped its aid for the militant outfits in the region on various grounds. Besides, there is a 

big realization among Kashmiri youths that they are merely used as a pawn to bleed 

India. This generation of Kashmiri youths prefers to lead a peaceful and normal life. 

Policing is not a solution to youth problem. The government should devise policies to 

channelise them towards constructivism. Education and employment are the two best 

means to bring positive development in Kashmiri youths. Education is the foundation of 

success in today‘s globalised world. Education will lead to inclusive, equitable and 

sustainable society.  
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Introduction 

Yoga as we all know it is aimed to unite the mind, the body, and the spirit.  Yogis 

view that the mind and the body are one and that if it is given the right tools and taken to 

the right environment, it can find harmony and heal itself. Yoga therefore is considered 

therapeutic. It helps you become more aware of your body‘s posture, alignment and 

patterns of movement. It makes the body more flexible and helps you relax even in the 

midst of a stress stricken environment. This is the one of the foremost reasons why people 

want to start practicing yoga-to feel fitter, be more energetic, happier and peaceful.  

Yoga is a science that has been practiced for thousands of years. It is consists of 

Asian theories, observations and principled about the mind and body connection which 

is now being proven by modern medicine. Substantial research has been conducted to 

look at the health benefits of yoga-from the yoga postures (Asanas), yoga breathing 

(pranayama), and Meditation. 

 The information is grouped into three categories-physiological, psychological, 

biochemical effects. Furthermore, scientists have laid these results against the benefits of 

regular exercise. 

Suryanamaskar is the complete sadhana, spiritual practice; in itself for it includes 

asana, pranayama, mandra and meditation techniques. It is an excellent group of asana 

with which to start morning practice. However, it is an effective way of loosening you 

stretching, massaging and toning all the joints, muscles, and internal organs of the body. 

Its versatility and application make it one of the useful methods of inducting a healthy, 

vigorous and active life while at the same time preparing for spiritual awakening and the 

resulting expansion of awareness. 

Sports performance depends largely on inherited characteristics of muscles fibers 

distribution and neuro - muscular co- ordination. The three qualities strength, speed, and 

endurance are the basic qualities for sprinting. Sprinting is a high powered running. It 

depends more on genetic factor than training methods. Among all physical fitness 

components, speed is the hardest to develop. Speed, strength, endurance, flexibility and 

coordination are the different factors that influences sprint. The purpose of the study was 

to investigate the effects of Suriyanamaskar practices on selected motor fitness 

components among inter collegiate male athletes. 

 

EFFECT OF SURIYANAMASKAR PRACTICE ON SELECTED 

MOTORFITNESS COMPONENTS AMONG  

INTER-COLLEGIATE MALE ATHLETS 
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Methodology 

To achieve the purpose of the study 20 athletes and age ranging between 18 - 22 

years from various colleges in Tiruchirappalli was selected. They were further divided 

into experimental, and control groups randomly after the pre and post test. The subject 

(N=20) were randomly assigned to two equal groups of 10 athletes each. The groups were 

assigned as experimental group (EG), control group (CG) in an equivalent manner. The 

experimental group participated in the Suriyanamaskar practices for a period of 8 weeks. 

The post –test were conducted on the above said variables. The training programme was 

scheduled as 6.00.a.m to 7.00.a.m. for three alternative days in a week. 

 
Experimental Design 

The Experimental group had underdone respective Suriyanamaskar training 

programme for three alternative days for week, for 8 weeks. The subjects of two groups 

were tested during pre and post-test. 

 
Selection of Test 

 

S.No Criterion Variables Name of the test Unit/Measurement 

1 Speed 50 Yard dash In metrs 

2 Agility Shuttle run In seconds 

3 Flexibility Sit & reach test In cms 

  
Statistical Techniques 

The data collected from the two groups namely Suriyanamaskar practice group 

and control group on selected motor components were statistically analyses by using ―t‖ 

ratio in order to determinate the dif any among the group at pre and post- test. The 

calculated ‗t‘ ratio is tested for significance at 0.05 level of confidence. 

 
Table-I Difference in Mean, Mean Deviation, Standard Deviation, Standard Error and 

„t‟ Ratio on Selected Motor Fitness Components 

Variables Group Mean 
Mean 

Difference 
Standard 
Devition 

Standard Error „t‟ ratio 

Speed 
Pre Test 8.809  

0.8272 
0.7176 0.2271  

13.75* Post Test 7.982 0.6883 0.2177 

Agility 
Pre Test 11.29  

1.5 
0.4840 0.2344  

2.64* Post Test 9.79 0.7978 0.6365 

Flexibility 
Pre Test 53.50  

8.00 
3.206 1.014  

13.86* Post Test 61.50 3.779 1.95 

 *Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 

(The table value required for 0.05 level of significance with dfs is 2.26) 

Table shows the significant difference was found in speed between experimental 

and control group (t= 13.75< 0.05), which means experimental group are having more 

speed when compared with control group  
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Table shows the significant difference was found in agility between experimental 

and control group (t= 2.64< 0.05), which means experimental group are having more 

agility when compared with control group  

Table shows the significant difference was found in flexibility between 

experimental and control group (t= 13.86< 0.05), which means experimental group are 

having more flexibility when compared with control group. 

  
Conclusion 

 The following conclusion were drown based on the results of the study 

Suryanamaskar practices had significantly developed the Speed, Agility, Flexibility and 

of the inter-collegiate male athletes. 
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Dr. Bhavna Barmi, a senior clinical psychologist, New Delhi says that the pressure 

journey of the children usually begins at birth. In the past, the joint family system 

inculcated in the children many values through the members of the family and the 

parents themselves took personal care to bring up their children till they were married 

and sometimes after their marriage also. The reason cannot be attributed to the fact that 

the parents had been very possessive, but they wanted to keep the family system intact 

wherein the children received guidance, proper care and assistance and a feeling of safety 

from the elderly members. But in the nuclear family system, the parents influence them a 

lot and don‘t allow them to choose their own career and nip it in the bud, the very likes 

and dislikes desires and aspirations of their children and pressurize them to pursue the 

career options they themselves have chosen for their children. 

In India many such problems arise out of such parental behavior. The success of 

the children is decided by grades and high percentage in academic field and there is no 

parameter to measure and understand the creative and innate abilities which would help 

themcome out with flying colours through non – academic pursuits like creative writing, 

acting, music and other fields,in which they could find scope for further development. 

Dr. Vasta, a consultant psychiatrist explains the results of such parental behaviour, in the 

following words ― These children will get frustrated with academics and are likely to feel 

unsuccessful‖. ― Holistic yardstick is important‖ adds Dr. Bhavna Barmi and further says 

― Success should holistically take into account intelligent quotient, emotional quotient 

and social quotient of the child‖. 

In this context, it is essential for the parents to know how to motivate slow – 

learners and even average children to show different and better performance levels. The 

first step, Dr. Vatsaprescribes is, ―to discover the difficulties of the child and rule out 

possibilities like low intelligence, a specific learning disability, emotional or conduct 

disorders etc, with professional help‖. The impact of constant pressure on the youth and 

adolescent children, when it is also associated with criticism, make the children lose their 

self-esteem, self – confidence resulting in mental disorders like depression, anxiety and a 

sense of worthlessness. This form of emotional abuse leaves an indelible scar in their 

lives. All this happens because the parents are armed with ‗parents-know-it-better‘ 

attitude.There are some parents who try to fulfill their dreams through their children and 

forced their unfulfilled expectations on them. These unrealistic expectations have a 

serious impact on their psyche and make them unproductive by stunting their mental 

MISUSE OF PARENTAL POWER ON THE YOUTH AND REMEDIES 

FOR THEIR EMOTIONAL AND INTELLIGENT GROWTH 
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and emotional growth. There is an association between stress and self – harm among 

Indian adolescents. Due to educational pressure, higher expectations of the parents, 

aggressive parental behaviour, poor family support the child indulge in self – harming 

activities. Angry parents create angry children. Hence Ravi Samuel, a psychotherapist 

who has specialized in anger management says ‖Anger is time – bound. What makes you 

angry won‘t keep you angry for long‖. When the parents lose control over their anger, 

they should adopt certain strategies to control it, because parents are not just role models 

but also emotional coaches to their children, in spite of their age. ―Teens who report 

having more conflicts with parents, also experience greater hopelessness, lower self – 

esteem, more drug use and less life satisfaction‖ says some psychologists. Thus the issue 

of parent – child conflict results in anxiety disorders in both of them and affect their 

health.   

Some tips for the parents to cope with the behavior of their adolescent children are 

 Talk with them freely and be non – judgemental about their behaviour and attitude. 

 Ask them what he/she thinks of himself/herself. 

 Make them find out on their own, their self – esteem and confidence level and give 

them emotional support. Assure them that it is not right to be angry and there are 

right ways to express their anger. 

 Make them do some deep breathing exercises and repeat a calming phrase and 

meditation apart from their interest in their hobbies. 

 Don‘t compare your children with his friends or another child of his own age group. 

 Form or join a parent group and discuss with them the methods of coping with 

troubled children, even if they are in their pre – adolescent or adolescent age. 

Mr.EdwinSudhekar, a HR expert says ― The young are focusing on what they want to 

do at a much earlier age than we did‖. Hence it is imperative that the parents should 

keep at bay their power over their children in order to make them help develop and 

increase their emotional, intelligent growth and self – esteem,though parental influence 

remains high on issues of politics, religion, morality and career decisions to a certain 

extent. 
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 Darshna-s or philosophical traditions of Bharatam upholds that  or 

happiness is the ultimate goal of life and is the birthright of all beings. This happiness can 

be assured only by practice of Dharma ( )  Consequently, all efforts of beings seeking 

happiness should be based on Dharma.        

    (all efforts ob all beings are known to be for happiness. 

Happiness caanot be there without Dharma. Therefore remain devoted to Dharma.) 

That is why, the goals of human life or , whether it be the one that belong 

to this world ( ) or the one that belong to the other world ( ) commence with 

Dharma.. , ,  and  are the sequentially significant  or goals of 

human life. Everything is rooted in Dharma (   ). That is why, it is made as 

the first in the sequence of purusarthas. Then follow the two goals which belong to this 

world –  acquiring wealth by rightful means ,  fulfilling desires ethically. All 

these are means to be happy in this world and the other.  or liberation, the  

 or the human goal that belongs to the other world consists in experiencing supra-

world, unsullied bliss. From all these, the ideal and real state that every soul in this world 

has the right to be blissful and happy forever, is evident. 

 But the same philosophical texts speak of the practical miseries or  or misery 

as an inevitable aspect in human life. It is categorised into three types as – , 

 &  In fact this is only this misery that prompts philosophical 

enquiry. Sankhya, which is one of the six systems of philosophy, begins philisophical 

enquiry based on these three types of miseries.   

   adhyatmika dukha refers to the miseries caused by one‘e own 

self. It can be both  and  refers to physical illness and  refers to 

mental disturbances right from anger, hatred, envy etc., to insanity.   

adhibautika dukha refers to the miseries caused by fellow beings right from insects to 

human beings. It can be caused by thought, word and deed ( , , ). It consists in 

the physical, mental or verbal assaults from other beings. Then the third misery  

CONFLICTS OF LIFE AND THEIR REMEDY – A PHILOSOPHICAL 

PERSPECTIVE 
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 adhidaivika dukha are miseries caused by natural Calamities like famine, draught, 

floods, rain, cyclone, vulcano, earthquake, forest fire, tsunami and so on. No being can 

escape from any one or all of these aforesaid three miseries. This is the crudest truth that 

is faced in life by one and all. But in the same tone happiness is declaredt to be the innate 

and natural trait of all beings. So there is a conflict in life between hapiness or bliss, the 

practically unavoidable three-fold miseries.  

 A philosophical enquiry is initiated at this point to resolve this conflict. The text 

states – being afflicted by the three fold miseries, there is an enquiry into the means to get 

over them. No seen means can resolve it, as the miseries cannot be permanantly and 

completely removed. Seen means can give only temporary relief and so the misery can 

recur repeatedly, at any time. Further, th, the seen means can only mitigate the distree 

seen means can only mitigate the distress ss and cannot give even a temporary total relief. 

So seen means cannot be the solution to the conflict under discussion. 

 similarluyand cannot give even a temporary total relief. So seen means cannot be 

the solution to the conflict under discussion. 

 Similarly, the unseen means ordained in the scriptural texts are also to be 

repetedly performed for sustained results. Less effort more result is smart working. 

Hence, unseen means for this life conflict resolution, involves hard and repeated efforts 

for temporary result. This cannot be the sought after solution to resolve te said life 

conflict. 

 The philosophical texts proceeds further, suggesting - -  –  

discriminative knowledge of the manifest, unmanifest and the self as the best remedy. 

This disriminative knowledge enhances the inner outlook that helps a lot in resolving 

even the toughest conflicts. That is, an epistemological peep into the metaphysical 

concepts is the best solution for any conflict. 

 Ignorance is the root cause of all miseries and the underlying conflicts and 

knowledge alone is the cause of bliss. Dicriminative knowledge is the cause of permanent 

bliss. All happiness experienced in this world are not perfectly complete or have the 

definite possiblity of misery in future. But unsullied or perfect bliss does not allow any 

possibility of future distress. Such a bliss can be assured only by the discriminative 

knowledge of the manifest ( evolutes of prakrti tattva), unmanifest (prakrti tattva) and 

the self – the knower (Jna).  

 This discriminative knowledge makes one feel and realize the fleeting nature of 

everything else other than the self and the eternal nature of the self. This helps to assign 

due value to things, people and happenings all around. As a result of this, striking the 

mental balance becomes easy and remaining in one‘s own nature is ensured. Once this is 

achieved, the innate bliss radiates and all conflicts, differences and miseries disappear. 

Getting elevated internally is the key to resolve and rectify the conflicts of life and to be in 

everlasting bliss. 
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Thus philosophy suggests an awakened consciousness about the innate nature of 

the metaphysical concepts in the universe as the everlasting remedy for the conflicts of 

life. 
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Introduction  

 Conflict is when people disagree on an issue, or can't get along well. This is just a 

part of life. It's natural for people to disagree at times, because we all have different 

interests, values, goals and needs. Sometimes we don't understand other people and what 

they really mean, or they don‘t understand us. 

 Conflict happens in personal relationships, with family, parents, friends, partners, 

teachers and work mates. Conflict also happens in the wider society, among groups with 

different interests and values, different religions, races, countries, political parties and 

even sporting teams.  

 Conflict can also happen within yourself when you learn something new that is 

different to what you always believed. The conflict inside yourself can make you want to 

hang on tightly to your old beliefs or it can lead you to change your beliefs. 

The University of Notre Dame identifies five conflict management styles. 

  Avoiding the Conflict – By avoiding the conflict, you essentially pretend that it 

never happened or doesn‘t exist. Giving In – Basically, you agree to accommodate the 

other party by acknowledging and accepting the other person‘s point of view or 

suggestion. Standing Your Ground – With this approach, you are essentially competing 

with the other party; you‘ll do anything to ensure that you win the battle.  

Compromising – You agree to negotiate on the larger points and let go of the smaller 

points; this style expedites the resolution process. Collaborating – This occurs when you 

listen to the other party‘s side, discuss areas of agreement and goals, and ensure that all 

parties understand each other. 

 
Literature Review 

 Longaretti& Wilson (2006) The perceptions and management of conflict within a 

primary school setting between students and teachers. One drawback to this study is that 

it is comprised of a small sample so the findings cannot be generalized. The study 

involved 40 observed conflict incidents, including 10 cases of teacher yelling, 14 imposed 

decisions, 2 physical actions (such as grabbing students by the arm) and 4 incidents of 

blame and punishment. This study revealed that teachers form negative opinions about 

students involved in conflict (as in labeling them as ―troublemakers‖) and that they often 

assume an authoritative stance when dealing with conflict. That is, teachers will intervene 

and impose solutions, lecture the conflict participants and fail to listen to the students. 

A STUDY ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION MECHANISM  

AMONG SCHOOL STUDENTS 
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Simon and Furman (2010) examined the responses of 183 high school seniors who 

completed questionnaires about their parents‘ marriage and their own romantic 

relationships. The study revealed that interparental conflict causes children to develop 

either: (1) patterned aggressive conflict responses (both verbal and physical) and 

hypersensitivity to conflict cues or (2) the opposite: a total avoidance of conflict and/or 

accommodation-type behaviors. There were also some noted differences in gender with 

boys showing a greater tendency to withdraw to avoid angry impulses and girls tending 

to be more compliant in conflict situations.It‘s important to note that this study focuses 

on children‘s perceptions of interparental conflict. Along these lines, boys who perceived 

higher levels of interparental conflict were more physically aggressive than boys who 

perceived less conflict. However, the study showed no correlation between perceived 

interparental conflict and physical aggression in girls. Generally, girls are not likely to 

be physically aggressive regardless of how much interparental conflict they perceive in 

the home. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

 To find out the major causes of conflicts among school students. 

 To identify conflict management methods those are effective in resolving conflicts. 

 

Common conflicts in schools which can be mediated 

Student/Student    Teacher/Student  

 Name calling     Work loads  

 Teasing     Homework 

 Exclusion     Punctuality 

 Friendship problems    School responsibilities 

 Rumors     Behavior 

 Fighting  

Teacher/Teacher     Teacher/Administration 

 Curriculum     Working conditions 

 Resources     Duties allocation  

 Teaching strategies  

 Personal style  
 

Figure 1 Occurrence of Conflict 

 
 Source: Primary Data 
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From the figure it is clear that 45% of the respondents said that conflict occurs 

every day, 32% claimed that conflict occurs weekly. 

 
Table 1 Causes of Conflicts in Schools Causes of Conflicts between  

Students and Fellow Students 

Causes %of Respondents 

Competition 3 

Contradictory Opinions 25 

Incompatibility of needs and Interests 10 

Personality Differences 14 

Unmet Expectations 36 

Miscommunication 12 

Total 100 

  Source: Primary Data 

 
The study therefore established that the causes of conflicts in secondary schools 

were (i) unmet expectations, (ii) contradictory opinions among opinions, (iii) personality 

differences, (iv) miscommunication, (v) incompatibility of needs and interests, and (vi) 

competition, in that order. 

 
Table 2 Causes of Teachers to Teachers Conflicts in Schools 

Causes % of Respondents 

Difference in perceptions on certain issues 29 

Feelings of superiority of some subject teachers over others 23 

Limited resources (finance, materials, facilities etc.) 20 

Differences in their social-cultural backgrounds 18 

Differences in individual teaching capabilities 10 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Data 

From the above table it is inferred that 29% of the Respondents stated that 

individual differences is the main causes of Conflict, 23% of the Respondents expressed 

that Feelings of superiority of some subject teachers over others is another cause of 

conflict. 

 
Resolution Techniques 

 The chief executive or a school manager, that is, the principal, is responsible for 

the overall organization, control and maintenance of standards in the school. 

 From the administrators' perspective, five main approaches were identified. They 

include: having regular meetings where the aggrieved parties can air their grievances; 

inviting resource persons from the provincial education office; dialogue with the parties 

involved in conflict with the guidance department; regular consultation with prefects to 
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identify areas of conflict; and punishing the involved parties by assigning them harsh 

tasks, punishment, and giving suspensions.  

 Mediation is a positive problem-solving process that can prevent conflicts and 

misunderstandings from becoming protracted and destructive disputes. It aims to help 

people resolve their differences. It helps disputing parties to assess their options 

realistically and reach mutually acceptable solutions. The mediation process encourages 

future co-operation. An independent third party, the mediator, helps the parties to talk 

with one another, and to listen to one another‘s grievances.  

 Mediation is a conflict resolution process that can be applied across the school 

community. As such, it is an ideal process to integrate into whole school community 

policies and procedures. 

 
Conclusion 

 Conflicts in school have diverse causes which vary with places and times; the 

effects can be negative and/or positive depending on how they are managed. At school 

level, it emerged that perceived conflict occurs because of ignorance, poor 

communication, and lack of proper people management. The schools should also 

embrace guidance and counseling programmed since its one of the best way to deter 

destructive mechanisms of resolving both personal and group conflicts especially 

amongst students. Guidance and counseling is the most appropriate to control spread of 

bad inner feelings.  
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Introduction 

―Don‘t be afraid of opposition. 

Remember, a kite rises against, 

Not with, the wind‖. 

- Hamilton Mobie. 

According to a study by the society of HRM, ―HR managers report spending 

between 24 and 60 percent of their time dealing with employee disputes‖. (Source: six 

tips to managing workplace conflict, CNN.com article). Whatever the type, chronic 

workplace conflict leads to: 

 Loss of synergy, lost productivity, Administrative and legal costs, perception 

costs, turnover and attrition, toxic company reputation. This study explores the sources of 

conflicts in the study unit and also identifies the different conflict resolution techniques 

adopted by the young managers. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

 To explore the different sources of conflict in the study unit. 

 To ascertain the conflict resolution techniques implemented by the young 

managers in the workplace. 

 To know what skills do the managers think that are important to resolve conflict 

in the organization. 

 
Methodology 

It is a descriptive study. The data was obtained through the use of questionnaire. 

Primary data was collected from 34 young managers in a PVT Ltd company at 

Tiruchirappalli. Secondary data was collected from books, journals, websites etc... 

 
Review of Literature 

Max well (2004) report that we can see that ‗Conflict‘ comes into the picture as a 

source of Job stress. The majority of this conflict is attributed to work design and the 

organization and management of work, and an employee‘s social and environmental 

contexts, which have the potential for casing psychological, social and even physical 

harm. 

A STUDY ON CONFLICT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

ADOPTED BY YOUNG MANAGERS IN A PRIVATE  

LIMITED COMPANY AT TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 
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Dana (2001) says that workplace conflict is a condition between or among workers 

whose Jobs are interdependent, who feel angry, who perceive the other(s) being at fault, 

who act in ways that cause a business problem. 

 
Discussion 

Figure: 1 Classification of respondents on the basis of their departments 

 
Source: Primary Data 

 
Satisfaction Level of Respondents 

Satisfaction level of employees reflects the kind of working environment, the 

organization has. If there are many conflicts and most of them have destructive character, 

it is then argued that the level of productivity of employees suffers a lot and it decreases 

the performance of the whole organization. 

 
Table: 1 Perception on Job productivity 

Options Number of Respondents % of Respondents 

Highly Dissatisfied 2 5.88 

Dissatisfied 3 8.82 

Neutral 1 2.94 

Satisfied 21 61.77 

Highly Satisfied 7 20.59 

Total 34 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 
 

The survey results show that 28 respondents have given the opinion that they are 

satisfied with their Job productivity. 
 

Table: 2 Conflicts at work 

Options Number of Respondents % of Respondents 

Sometimes 28 82.4 

Never 6 17.6 

Total 34 100.0 

 Source: Primary Data 

As the above frequency shows that many of the young employees have conflicts 

in their work place. 82.4% of them have identified that they have conflicts. 
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Table: 3 Types of Conflicts 

Options Number of Respondents % of Respondents 

Interpersonal 12 35.29 

Intra group 9 26.47 

Intergroup 6 17.65 

Inter organizational 6 17.65 

Others 1 2.94 

Total 34 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 

From the above table we could infer that 35.29% of the respondents have 

interpersonal conflict; 26.47% of them have intra group conflict i.e among the members in 

their own department, 17.65% of them have both i.e. inter group conflict and inter 

organizational conflict. 
 

Character of Conflicts 

 It is not enough to know the type of conflict that companies have, but is also even 

more important to identity if the conflict usually has a destructive or constructive 

character. This knowledge helps to determine whether it should be resolved (destructive 

conflict) or managed (constructive conflict). 
 

Table: 4 Character of Conflicts 

Options Frequency Percentage of respondents 

Functional (Constrictive) 15 44.1 

Destructive(Dysfunctional) 16 47.1 

Neutral 3 8.8 

Total 34 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 

 The survey led to interesting results. It is noticed from the table that 15 

respondents suppose that they usually have to deal with functional conflict and 16 

managers think that they usually deal with dysfunctional conflict. 

 
Table: 5 Sources of conflicts 

Sources No.of. Respondents 

Personal problems  4 

Roles and expectations  11 

Authority Relationships  8 

Status differences  6 

Skills and abilities  2 

Specialization  11 

Common resources  4 

 Goal differences  15 

 Interdependence  11 

Jurisdictional ambiguities  8 

Personality conflicts  19 

Perceptions  6 

Diversity  6 

Communication breakdown  8 

 Source: Primary Data    (*Multiple Responses) 
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According to these results, the most common reasons for conflicts in the study 

unit are ‗personality conflicts‘ and ‗goal differences‘. 

 
Table: 6 Conflict Resolution Techniques 

Options Frequency Percentage of Respondents 

Avoiding (with drawing) 2 5.88 

Smoothing (obliging) 3 8.82 

Compromising 4 11.77 

Collaborating (problem solving) 22 64.71 

Neutral 3 8.82 

Total 34 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 

The most popular strategy is ‗collaborating‘ (problem-solving). The most 

unpopular is ‗withdrawing‘. 

 
Table: 7 Conflict Resolution skills 

Ratings Frequency Percentage of Respondents 

Average 10 29.41 

Good 20 58.83 

Very Good 2 5.88 

Neutral 2 5.88 

Total 34 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 

It is clearly seen that most of the respondents assess their problem-solving skill as 

―Good‖. i.e (58.83%) 

 
Table: 8 Opinion on the Required skill to be Possessed by a Manager to Manage 

Conflicts at Workplace 

Skills % of Respondents 

Negotiation skills 15 

Third party intervention skills 21 

Interpersonal skills 41 

Ability to be ready to use conflict resolution styles 20 

Neutral 3 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Data 

Negotiation skills include building trust, ability to lead a dialogue, ability to 

convince; Third party intervention skills represents open minded, Understand the issues 

of both the parties; intra personal skills involves Leadership, communication skills, 

listening skills, Emotional intelligence. Here more emphasis is on interpersonal and third 

party intervention skill. 
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Figure: 2 Conflict with Colleagues and Superiors 

 
Source: Primary Data 

 Figure 2 shows how often do the respondents enter into conflicts with superiors 

and colleagues in the organization. The obtained answer is that almost 17% of the 

respondents almost ‗never‘ enter a conflict, while 36% of the respondents enter a conflict 

‗rarely‘. This sometimes happen by the 34% of the respondents, while 13% of the 

respondents often enter the conflicts with their colleagues and superiors in the 

organization. 

 
Suggestions 

 Give more importance to develop interpersonal skills, role playing and sensitivity 

training. These kinds of training develop interpersonal insights – an awareness of 

self and others. 

 Develop emotional intelligence. 

 Development of decision-making skills helps the managers to reach a more 

rational conclusion in the conflict situation and to make contribution to the firm‘s 

profitability. 

 Not to ignore the post conflict management analysis. 

 
Conclusion 

Successful management conflict has a positive domino effect, allowing managers 

to create a workplace where employees thrive; even when disagreements occur, civility 

and respect-shown during conflict resolution will foster a sense of peace and goodwill in 

an otherwise stressful workplace. Conflict is the part of human life; it is impossible to 

avoid it in business life. No matter if the organization appears as an economic operator of 

the economy of a country or practices some other services, its employees will more or less 

enter conflicts. Modern organizations have recognized the necessity of conflicts and do 

not run away from the conflicts among its employees. More ever, organizations 

frequently decide to encourage the conflicts within the organization. The key roles of the 

managers on different levels of organization that should be educated on the basis of 

organizational behavior, with the emphasis on conflict management. Only if the 

managers properly estimate the level of conflict within the organization, then they will be 

able to decide on the reduction or encouragement of conflicts. The aim of conflict 

management is to accomplish the optimal level of conflicts on which the level of 

organizational performance is the highest. Conflict management has a strategic 
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advantage for an organization with resulting improvements in productivity, retention 

and decision making. 
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 "In fact, the socialization gives us the tools to fill our evolutionary roles. They are our 

building blocks."  

-Warren Farrell  

 
Introduction 

Man is not only social but also cultural. It is the culture that provides 

opportunities for man to develop the personality. Human infants are born without any 

culture. Acquiring culture is not an automatic process. It must be transformed by their 

parents, teachers, and others into cultural and socially adept animals. The general process 

of acquiring culture is referred to as socialization. The child becomes a man or a person 

through a variety of experiences. During socialization, we learn the language of 

the culture we are born into as well as the roles we are to play in life. The process of 

socialisation is conditioned by culture. We also learn and usually adopt our culture's 

norms through the socialization process. Norms are the conceptions of appropriate and 

expected behaviour that are held by most members of the society. Socialization is 

important in the process of personality formation. While much of human personality is 

the result of our genes, the socialization process can mould it in particular directions by 

encouraging specific beliefs and attitudes as well as selectively providing experiences.  

Socialization is a learning process that begins shortly after birth. Early childhood 

is the period of the most intense and the most crucial socialization. It is then that we 

acquire language and learn the fundamentals of our culture. It is also when much of our 

personality takes shape. The newborn is merely an organism. Socialisation makes him 

responsive to the society. He is socially active. He becomes a ‗Purush‘ and the culture that 

his group inculcates in him, humanises him, and makes him ‗Manusha‘. The process 

indeed, is endless. The cultural pattern of his group, in the process gets incorporated in 

the personality of a child. It prepares him to fit in the group and to perform the social 

roles. It sets the infant on the line of social order and enables an adult to fit into the new 

group. It enables the man to adjust himself to the new social order.  

The process operates at two levels, one within the infant which is called the 

internalisation of objects around and the other from the outside. Socialisation may be 

viewed as the ―internalisation of social norms. Social rules become internal to the 

individual, in the sense that they are self-imposed rather than imposed by means of 

external regulation and are thus part of individual‘s own personality. The individual 

therefore feels an urge to conform. Secondly, it may be viewed as essential element of 

SOCIALISATION - A STEP TOWARDS CONFLICT 

MANAGEMENT 

http://anthro.palomar.edu/social/glossary.htm#culture
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social interaction. In this case, individuals become socialised as they act in accordance 

with the expectations of others. The underlying process of socialisation is bound up with 

social interaction. 

The heart of socialisation, to quote Kingsley Davis, ―is the emergence and gradual 

development of the self or ego. It is in terms of the self that personality takes shape and 

the mind comes to function‖. It is the process by which the newborn individual, as he 

grows up, acquires the values of the group and is moulded into a social being. 

Socialisation is, thus, a process of cultural learning whereby a new person 

acquires necessary skills and education to play a regular part in a social system. The 

process is essentially the same in all societies, though institutional arrangements vary. 

The process continues throughout life as each new situation arises. Socialisation is the 

process of fitting individuals into particular forms of group life, transforming human 

organism into social being sand transmitting established cultural traditions. 

Looking around the world, we see that different cultures use different techniques 

to socialize their children. There are two broad types of teaching methods--formal and 

informal. Formal education is what primarily happens in a classroom. It usually is 

structured, controlled, and directed primarily by adult teachers who are professional 

"knowers." In contrast, informal education can occur anywhere. It involves imitation of 

what others do and say as well as experimentation and repetitive practice of basic skills. 

This is what happens when children role-play adult interactions in their games. 

Most of the crucial early socialization throughout the world is done informally 

under the supervision of women and girls. Initially, mothers and their female relatives 

are primarily responsible for socialization. Later, when children enter the lower school 

grades, they are usually under the control of women teachers. In North America and 

some other industrialized nations, baby-sitters are most often teenage girls who live in 

the neighbourhood. In other societies, they are likely to be older sisters or grandmothers.  

During the early 1950's, John and Beatrice Whitiing led an extensive field study of 

early socialization practices in six different societies. They were the Gusii of Kenya, the 

Rajputs of India, the village of Taira on the island of Okinawa in Japan, the Tarong of the 

Philippines, the Mixteca Indians of central Mexico, and a New England community that 

was given the pseudonym Orchardtown. All of these societies shared in common the fact 

that they were relatively homogeneous culturally. Two general conclusions emerged 

from this study. First, socialization practices varied markedly from society to society. 

Second, the socialization practices were generally similar among people of the same 

society. This is not surprising since people from the same culture and community are 

likely to share core values and perceptions. In addition, we generally socialize our 

children in much the same way that our parents socialized us. The Whitings and their 

fellow researchers found that different methods were used to control children in these six 

societies. For instance, the Gusii primarily used fear and physical punishment. In 

contrast, the people of Taira used parental praise and the threat of withholding praise. 

The Tarong mainly relied on teasing and scaring. 
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Features of Socialisation 

 Features of socialisation explain how the children are educated and how it helps 

for character building which in turn help for conflict management.  

 
Features of Socialisation May be Discussed as Under 

1. Inculcates basic discipline: 

Socialisation inculcates basic discipline. A person learns to control his impulses. 

He may show a disciplined behaviour to gain social approval. When an individual is 

concerned about social approval he must also know to manage the conflict arise inside 

his or her self and outside.  

2. Helps to control human behaviour: 

 It helps to control human behaviour. An individual from birth to death undergoes 

training and his, behaviour is controlled by numerous ways. In order to maintain the 

social order, there are definite procedures or mechanism in society. These procedures 

become part of the man‘s/life and man gets adjusted to the society. Through 

socialisation, society intends to control the behaviour of its-members unconsciously. 

When social control is properly initiated in a society, there one cannot see any conflicts. 

3. Socialisation is rapid if there is more humanity among the- agencies of socialisation: 

 Socialisation takes place rapidly if the agencies‘ of socialisation are more 

unanimous in their ideas and skills. When there is conflict between the ideas, examples 

and skills transmitted in home and those transmitted by school or peer, socialisation of 

the individual tends to be slower and makes him to understand the conflict and find out 

solutions to come out of it. 

4. Socialisation takes place formally and informally: 

 Formal socialisation takes through direct instruction and education in schools and 

colleges. Family is, however, the primary and the most influential source of education. 

Children learn their language, customs, norms and values in the family. 

5. Socialisation is continuous process: 

 Socialisation is a life-long process. It does not cease when a child becomes an 

adult. As socialisation does not cease when a child becomes an adult, internalisation of 

culture continues from generation to generation. Society perpetuates itself through the 

internalisation of culture. Its members transmit culture to the next generation and society 

continues to exist. Thus socialisation continuously through all methods teaches him the 

meaning, causes, effects and solutions to conflict. 

 
Theories of Socialisation 

 The theories on personality elaborate the various concepts of self and personality 

which are the main focal point in conflict management. These theories explain how 

conflict management is part and parcel of the socialisation process.  

 
Development of Self and Personality 

 Personality takes shape with the emergence and development of the ‗self‘. The 

emergence of self takes place in the process of socialisation whenever the individual takes 
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group values. The self, the core of personality, develops out of the child‘s interaction with 

others. A person‘s ‗self is what he consciously and unconsciously conceives himself to be. 

It is the sum total of his perceptions of himself and especially, his attitudes towards 

himself. The child has no self. The self arises in the interplay of social experience, as a 

result of social influences to which the child, as he grows, becomes subject. Primary 

groups play crucial role in the formation of the self of the newborn and in the formation 

of the personality of the newborn as well. It can be stated here that the development of 

self is rooted in social behaviour and not in biological or hereditary factors. In the past 

century sociologists and psychologists proposed a number of theories to explain the 

concept of self. 

 
Charles Horton Cooley 

 Charles Horton Cooley believed, personality arises out of people‘s interactions 

with the world. Cooley used the phrase ―Looking Glass Self‘ to emphasise that the self is 

the product of our social interactions with other people. To quote Cooley, ―As we see our 

face, figure and dress in the glass and are interested in them because they are ours and 

pleased or otherwise with according as they do or do not answer to what we should like 

them to be; so in imagination we perceive in another‘s mind some thought of our 

appearance, manners, aims, deeds, character, friends and so on and variously affected by 

it‖. According to Cooley, primary groups play crucial role in the formation of self and 

personality of an individual, however, the influence of secondary group is of lesser 

significance than that of the primary groups. 

 The child conceives of himself as better or worse in varying degrees, depending 

upon the attitudes of others towards him. Thus, the child‘s view of himself may be 

affected by the kind of name given by his family or friends. A child called ‗angel‘ by his 

mother gets a notion of himself which differs from that of a child called ‗rascal‘. The 

‗looking glass self assures the child which aspects of the assumed role will praise or 

blame, which ones are acceptable to others and which ones unacceptable. People 

normally have their own attitudes towards social roles and adopt the same. The child first 

tries out these on others and in turn adopts towards his self. A critical but subtle aspect of 

Cooley‘s looking glass is that the self results from an individual‘s imagination of how 

others view him or her. As a result, we can develop self identities based on incorrect 

perceptions of how others see us. It is because people do not always judge the reactions of 

others accurately, of course and there in arise complications. It‘s also is a reason for 

conflict inside an individual.  

 
G.H. Mead 

 The American psychologist George Herbert Mead (1934) went further in 

analysing how the self develops. According to Mead, the self represents the sum total of 

people‘s conscious perception of their identity as distinct from others, just as it did for 

Cooley. However, Mead‘s theory of self was shaped by his overall view of socialisation as 

a lifelong process. According to Mead, the self is compassed of two parts, the ‗I‘ and the 

‗me‘ The ‗I‘ is the person‘s response to other people and to society at large; the ‗me‘ is a 
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self-concept that consists of how significant others – that is, relatives and friends-see the 

person. The ‗I‘ thinks about and reacts to the ‗me‘ as well as to other people. 

 The child must learn what is expected not just by one other person but by a whole 

group. On a baseball team, for example, each player follows a set of rules and ideas that 

are common to the team and to baseball. These attitudes of ‗other‘ a faceless person ―out 

there‖, children judge their behaviour by standards thought to be held by the ―other out 

there‖. Following the rules of a game of baseball prepares children to follow the rules of 

the game of society as expressed in laws and norms. By this stage, children have gained a 

social identity. 

 
Sigmund Freud 

 Sigmund Freud‘s theory of personality development is based on the belief that the 

individual is always in conflict with society. According to Freud, biological drives 

(especially sexual ones) are opposed to cultural norms, and socialization is the process of 

taming these drives. 

 
The Three-Part Self 

Freud‘s theory is based on a three-part self; the id, the ego, and the superego.  

1. The id is the source of pleasure-seeking energy. When energy is discharged, 

tension is reduced and feelings of pleasure are produced, the id motivates us to 

have sex, eat and excrete, among other bodily functions. 

2. The ego is the overseer of the personality, a sort of traffic light between the 

personality and the outside world. The ego is guided mainly by the reality 

principle. It will wait for the right object before discharging the id‘s tension. When 

the id registers, for example, the ego will block attempts to eat spare types or 

poisonous berries, postponing gratification until food is available. 

3. The superego is an idealized parent: It performs a moral, judgemental function. 

The superego demands perfect behaviour according to the parents‘ standards, and 

later according to the standards of society at large. 

All three of these parts are active in children‘s personalities. Children must obey 

the reality principle, waiting for the right time and place to give into the id. They must 

also obey the moral demands of parents and of their own developing super egos. The ego 

is held accountable for actions, and it is rewarded or punished by the superego with 

feelings of pride or guilt. Among all the theories the theory of Sigmund Freud is related 

to the topic conflict, how it arises and how to overcome it. Since the term conflict is a 

psychological one which comes because of the clash between ego and superego.  

 
Factors Affecting Socialisation of Children 

By Carolyn R. Tomlin  

 Specific tasks related to social development occur in early childhood, just like 

developmental tasks occur in cognitive growth. It is the process whereby individuals, 

especially children, become functioning members of a particular group and take on the 

values, behaviours, and beliefs of the group‘s other members. How children are 
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disciplined, how they respond to this discipline, and how they develop independent 

behaviour are all connected to the process in which socialization occurs. 

 
Dimensions of Parental Behaviour 

 Researchers believe that acceptance-rejection and control-autonomy are 

contributing factors that determine a family‘s attitude toward child rearing. 

1. Parents who use rejection in parental behaviour may have children who are 

hostile and aggressive toward others.  

2. Restrictive parents who use strict control usually have children who are well 

behaved. However, these children may be highly dependent on the parents.  

3. Children who see autonomy as a form of parental and caregiver behaviour may 

be sociable and assertive youngsters who are aggressive.  

4. Achieving a balance between these dimensions of parental behaviour seems to be 

the ideal, yet it is difficult to accomplish. 

This parental dimension towards child rearing itself is a main reason for conflict 

in the individuals. If these dimensions are changed by their parents then they know the 

way to come out of the conflict. 

 
Failures of the Socialisation Process and the Problems of Faulty Socialisation  

 Socialisation is a powerful factor that helps to bring about social conformity. Like 

any other social mechanism it has its own limitations. Socialisation is not an all-out cure 

for all problems of personality. Failures of socialisation on the one hand and appropriate 

or wrong way of socialisation on the other lead to serious consequences including 

problems of personality. 

1. Culture cannot be understood completely, because it is very vast which cannot be 

internalised by the individual. Socialisation stresses confirmation of cultural 

norms and valued which cannot be achieved hundred percent and deviations are 

possible.  

2. Development of proper self-image is vital to successful socialisation. Failure in 

socialisation would damage the self-image of the child. An unsatisfactory self-

image often leads to unpleasant anti-social or delinquent behaviour.  

3. Failure of socialisation leads to mental illness. It is proved by several sociological 

researches. Wrong parenting is often the cause of mental illness of children. Due 

to communication block parents do not allow children to identify and control 

their own reality. Children must learn how to use anger, joy and sorrow to deal 

with tension. Lower class parents do not stress self-control and autonomy as 

much as middle class parents do.  

4. Successful socialisation requires the parents to be supportive to their children and 

at the same time controlling also. It has been observed that teenagers whose 

parents‘ child rearing method is both supportive and controlling were more 

committed to traditional religious beliefs and norms and teenagers who got little 

support but a great deal of control were often found to be non-conformists and 
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many children rebelled by adopting values that were opposed to those of their 

parents and the larger society.  

5.  Socialisation in complex, modern societies is not a simple process. It often fails to 

prepare people for the challenges of life cycle. It does not equip people properly 

for the challenges of adolescence. So often they experience a stage of confusion 

and personality crisis.  

6. Inconsistency in the ways of socialisation of different socialising agents may also 

produce confusion and conflict for the child. When there is conflict between the 

ideas, examples and skills transmitted in the home and those transmitted by the 

child‘s peers, teachers at school, the socialisation of the child suffers very badly. 

The child resists and alters the process of socialisation at many points in his or her 

development. Parents attempt to impose their wishes, plans an ambitions upon 

their children are also often resisted by them.  

Socialisation sometimes fails from the stand point of society that is in so far as the 

child develops non-conformity, rebelliousness and counter-cultural tendencies. Such 

failures may often serve as the basis of social change in larger generations.  

 
Conclusion 

 Socialisation stands for the development of the human brain, body, attitude, 

behaviour and so forth. Socialisation is known as the process of inducting the individual 

into the social world. The term socialisation refers to the process of interaction through 

which the growing individual learns the habits, attitudes, values and beliefs of the social 

group into which he has been born. From the point of view of society, socialisation is the 

way through which society transmits its culture from generation to generation and 

maintains itself. From the point of view of the individual, socialisation is the process by 

which the individual learns social behaviour, develops his ‗self. This process is very 

essential not only for regulating the individual but it also teaches the individual about the 

conflicts among the individuals and among himself. Even the type of family deeply 

influence of the children during their behaviour formation. Extended families and joint 

families play an effective role than the nuclear families. The approach to punishment and 

discipline is another developmental task of learning. When children misbehave, teachers 

or parents may use some form of discipline. This approach may be in the form of 

spanking, scolding, yelling, embarrassing, or making the child feel inferior or unloved. 

Often a combination of these is involved. These negative approaches may have unwanted 

results. And different approaches in the socialising agencies also confuse the children and 

that leads to conflict among them. Socialisation process sometimes may mislead the 

children but it also direct them in a right path through good socialisation. It won‘t 

directly guide them to manage conflict but indirectly by teaching them good behaviour, 

habits and their own cultural values and the benefits of following their culture, it guide 

them to overcome the conflicts. From cradle to the grave in each and every stage 

socialisation process teaches the individual the needed information of that stage. 

Socialisation is a step towards conflict management both directly and indirectly.  
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“If you feel rejected by others, do not deprive yourself. There will always be someone 

who will accept of who you are and your hopes would be fulfilled if you are persistent 

with yourself.”  

- Saaif Alam 
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Introduction 

Youth, more than ever, are at the forefront of global social, economic and political 

developments. 

Young people, as members of a dynamic group in society, play a crucial role in 

positively transforming conflict situations and in building the foundations of democratic 

and peaceful societies. This is documented in several statements and reports of 

governments, international inter-governmental organisations and non-governmental 

organizations. However, there is limited data to back up these statements which are more 

rhetorical than substantive. Academic research has yet to focus on youth's positive role in 

peace-building, as Siobhan McEvoy states: 

 ―Neither children nor youth appear as important variables in the literature on 

peace processes. Nor, authors of important UN reports admit, have adolescents been 

separately or well considered even in studies of war-affected children. A neglect of 

adolescents and older young people is shortsighted and counterproductive in terms of 

peace building particularly in the crucial post-accord phase with its twin challenges of 

violence prevention/accord maintenance and societal reconciliation and reconstruction. 

Youth embody essential elements of both challenges: posing at once potential threats to 

peace and peace building resources‖. 

 
What Causes Conflict? 

Conflict arises from differences, both large and small. It occurs whenever people 

disagree over their values, motivations, perceptions, ideas, or desires. Sometimes these 

differences appear trivial, but when a conflict triggers strong feelings, a deep personal 

need is often at the core of the problem. These needs can be a need to feel safe and secure, 

a need to feel respected and valued, or a need for greater closeness and intimacy. 

 
Conflict Mode Instruments 

Forcing 

Also known as competing. An individual firmly pursues his or her own concerns 

despite the resistance of the other person. This may involve pushing one viewpoint at the 

expense of another or maintaining firm resistance to another person‘s actions. 

 
Win-Win (Collaborating) 

 Also known as problem confronting or problem solving. Collaboration involves 

an attempt to work with the other person to find a win-win solution to the problem in  

hand – the one that most satisfies the concerns of both parties. The win-win approach 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT - 

ROLE AND POWER OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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sees conflict resolution as an opportunity to come to a mutually beneficial result. It 

includes identifying the underlying concerns of the opponents and finding an alternative 

which meets each party‘s concerns. 

 
Compromising 

Compromising looks for an expedient and mutually acceptable solution which 

partially satisfies both parties. 

 
Compromising 

Compromising looks for an expedient and mutually acceptable solution which 

partially satisfies both parties. 

 
Withdrawing 

 Also known as avoiding. This is when a person does not pursue her/his own 

concerns or those of the opponent. He/she does not address the conflict, sidesteps, 

postpones or simply withdraws. 

 
Smoothing 

Also known as accommodating. Smoothing is accommodating the concerns of other 

people first of all, rather than one's own concerns. 

 
 

Youth and Conflicts 

It has been divided into three sections. The first one is youth as victims of 

conflicts. It is recognised that violent conflict situations have devastating effects on any 

human being and can be particularly shattering for young people. Youth is ―an important 

period of physical, mental and social maturation, where young people are actively 

forming identities and determining acceptable roles for themselves within their 

community and society as a whole. They are increasingly capable of abstract thought and 

decision-making in new ways. Their sexuality is also emerging, as their bodies continue 

to change, and they are presented with new physical and emotional feelings, social 

expectations and challenges.‖ 

The second most generalised view of youth in conflict is the one who sees youth 

as violent actors. It has been argued and observed that youth who are reared in and into a 

culture of violence and especially those who have been direct victims of violence will 

likely use violence as way of dealing with conflict. The emergence of youth gangs and 

youth-led armed groups has been the answer to a system that excludes young people. 

They have organised themselves for protection, survival and to conduct illegal activities, 

all of them with varying degrees of sophistication. They feel powerful and claim to have 

found their identity in these groups. Research should look into these processes of 

exclusion and inclusion and reflect on the reasons why young people only find 

protection, feeling of belonging and power ―outside‖ society. 
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Similar to that of youth being violent, there is extensive evidence of youth not 

only being peaceful but of being agents of positive social change. However, this 

phenomenon has not been analysed by academic research. How many young people are 

violent and how many young people are peace-builders? Social research using 

quantitative and qualitative methods can help to answer this question. Our experiences 

as youth workers and educators in several contexts suggest that there are many youth 

who are peace-builders. They are pro-active agents in their communities, in their schools, 

work places, sports teams, youth groups and universities. Their stories have yet to be 

told. McEvoy writes:  

―In any conflict context one examines, the dominant presence of the young in 

youth work, in community development, and in inter-ethnic and dialogue and peace 

groups is clear. Many have direct experience of violence, conflict and imprisonment 

themselves. They are not well paid, their projects are under-funded, often stressful and 

can be life threatening. Like other civil society actors they are less visible in analysis of 

peace processes than key elites.‖ 

 
The Power of Youth as Peace-Builders 

Young People are Future-Oriented 

Young people inherit the past from older generations. In many cases, they have 

not witnessed war directly but their parents and schools have passed down stories. They 

will have to live in the world that others built. Since they have more time ahead, they are 

willing to try alternatives and are more bound to ―forget‖ the past than those who were 

directly involved in a painful moment of history. McEvoy also points out that ―in the 

longer-term, a peace agreement‘s endurance depends on whether the next generations 

accept or reject it, how they are socialized during the peace process, and their perceptions 

of what that peace process has achieved. Child and youth dimensions are central to the 

structural issues of peace building – such as inequality, poverty, and unemployment.‖ 

 
Young People are Idealistic and Innovative 

Many revolutions were started and led by young students or activists. Students 

often have more time to think, read, meet colleagues and develop ideas. They also have 

more time to engage different activists groups. ―Students historically have always been in 

the vanguard of social change. So if you're looking for that pillar of support, it doesn't 

take nearly the amount of resources to get them up to where you want them and in some 

cases, like in the Burmamovement in 1988, the students were mobilized and active well 

before any of the other institutions of society were. So when it came to the crisis point, the 

other pillars of support were not ready to support them.‖ Youth also create ideas that 

solve old problems in innovative ways. Youth seek for alternative roots of power and 

influence. Young people are courageous Young people are also less experienced and 

willing to try new adventures. This risk-taking nature combined with a belief in a cause 

and a situation that cannot get worse pushes them to be courageous, especially when 

others believe that change is impossible. StankoLazendic, from OTPOR, Novi Sad 

expressed: ―Each and every one of us has lived our youth in a very negative way. Living 
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such a negative youth, and having an unclear picture of our future, we had nothing to 

lose. We could react and take part in creating our own future, get out of here, or simply 

keep quiet "give up, and pretend it does not concern us.‖ 

 
Young People are Knowledgeable about their Peers' Realities 

Young people possess valuable knowledge of the needs that exist among their 

peers, based on their own experiences and close contact in their age group. Adults often 

are or seem to be clueless about young people‘s behaviour, language and ways of 

communicating.37 Youth set priorities different from adults and this diversity of 

perspectives should be appreciated.  

 
The Potential of Youth as Peace-Builders 

The characteristics mentioned above will not create a sustainable movement of 

young people for peace by themselves. As they are trained to be soldiers, youth need to 

be supported as builders of peace and democracy. Their potential and power has to be 

developed in order to sustain a process of change. This presents enormous challenges. 

 
Training 

Young people should have access to training opportunities in conflict 

transformation, mediation, negotiation skills, facilitation of group decision making 

processes, project and organisational management and other themes of their interest 

and/ or relevant to their social contexts.  

Peer Education  

One of youth's major contributions can be through peer group non-formal 

education. Young people and especially teenagers spend a lot time with their friends, and 

on many occasions they listen more to them than to their parents or teachers. They also 

have a greater flexibility and openness to new ideas. They can build bonds and 

relationships easier with other young people to overcome old barriers. The key to success 

is allowing youth the space, time and trust to take up the initiative.  
 

Participation  

Youth participation should be encouraged at all levels of social interaction, from 

the neighbourhood, school, and local community to the national and international levels 

in a multi-track diplomacy approach. They should be given responsibilities according to 

their capacities and be taken seriously. 
 

Advocacy  

Young people should learn from other movements' histories and achievements. In 

this respect, the efforts that led to Resolution 1325 of the United Nations Security Council 

of October 31st 2000, which recognises the role of women in peace-building, is an 

example to follow. A similar resolution would help to raise awareness and develop 

processes towards the inclusion of young people in peace-building. 
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Inter-Generational Mainstreaming 

Processes and decisions should be analysed taking into consideration how 

different generations are involved. Different generations have different opportunities, 

roles and needs, and thus political decisions affect them differently. This analysis should 

not be only restricted to how young people are treated in conflict situations but rather 

how are they treated in general in society. Partnerships between adults and youth should 

be fostered.  
 

Use of Information and Communication Technologies 

Young people are attracted by and easily learn to use ICTs to support and 

improve their work and extend their outreach. 
 

Networking and Self-Organising 

Young people create networks, mutual support structures and common platforms 

for advocacy, sharing resources, know-how and ideas. 
 

Conclusion 

Conflicts arises everywhere but it‘s our actions that makes them a problem are 

solving it in a calm way. Conflict management is all about controlling emotions and quick 

thinking skills that will solve the root cause of the conflict. As a business person it is 

mandatory to face certain conflicts during any part of the business. The youth stepping 

into these should be ready to face conflicts. Handling conflicts with emotions would lead 

them to failure. Thus they must be well prepared both in mentally and physically to face 

conflicts. 
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Youth, the responsible citizens of the society have an important role to play in the 

challenging task of national reconstruction and social progress. The contribution of the 

youth towards such progress is possible only if they are physically and mentally healthy. 

But many a time the youth lack this healthiness due to various problems. The challenges, 

aspirations, generation gap, old customs, practices, etc make them undergo stress and 

strain.  As Indian youth come from various strata of the society with diverse culture, 

religion, economic status, language and life styles, they experience difficulty in 

adaptation to the changing roles and value systems.  The traditional beliefs, practices, 

ideas and values appear to be outmoded, irrelevant and irrational for the modern youth. 

They are influenced by modern values based on science, rationalism and individualism. 

Hence, they are in a state of confusion which leads to conflict and causes stress. Stress is 

characterized by feelings of tension, frustration, worries, sadness, withdrawal etc., which 

is not a good sign of a healthy life. This article attempts to explain the causes of stress and 

the ways to manage stress for the betterment of the life of the youth. The youth face 

multiple problems from both the family and society which hinders the functioning of 

their body and mind.  In such situations they get confused and disturbed to the core. 

They are unable to handle problems particularly relationship problems and become 

entangled in the grip of insecurity. Besides this, they are reluctant to share their problems 

with their parents which force them to undergo depression and stress. It is regrettable 

that the youngsters hide their problems from their parents and elders in the family and 

live in their own dreamy world. They give more importance to their friends than family. 

They wear dress in a certain way, speak the teen lingo and behave as they like to suit the 

present trend. This implies that the youth put aside their true self and act to the tunes of 

their peer group, which later ends in stressful experience. Besides this, being 

overambitious they set up unrealistic goals for their own self and find it difficult to attain 

them and later feel inferior.  

In the fast moving world the parents are also unable to spend time and develop 

friendly relations with the children. They fail to identify the factors that put forth the 

youth at risk particularly when stressful events begin to accumulate them. They forget 

the fact that it is the responsibility of the fellowmen both at home and society to save the 

youth from falling into the pit of stress.  Though the stress has two sides of positive and 

negative, mostly it is focused on the negative side as it is the one in which the persons 

suffer from psychological, emotional, physical and social problems. No doubt 

YOUTH AND STRESS MANAGEMENT 
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overwhelming stress damages the health, mood, relationships and quality of life if left 

unchecked. The following are the major causes of stress:  

 Isolation/ loneliness/withdrawal/ detachment  

 Less interaction with the people at home  

 Generation gap  

 Quarrels with siblings  

  Family worries  

 Family conflict  

  Illness of family members  

  Disintegrating family bond  

  Lack of rest  

  Poor nutrition  

  Work pressure  

  Peer pressure 

  Loss of friendship 

  Broken romance  

 Absent or separated parents  

  Alcoholism or addiction to drugs  

 Failure to achieve goals 

  Being  overloaded with work  

  Rejection etc.,  

The above mentioned causes of stress have to be quashed in order to save the 

youth, the precious contributors of societal development who are caught in the invisible 

evil net of stress. So, preventive measures in the name of stress management gains 

momentum at this stage to relieve the youth from stress and lift them towards real 

progress. Accordingly, certain tactics are suggested to overcome stress and come out with 

flying colours: 

 intake of nutritious food  

  Do Exercise  

  Practice yoga and do meditation  

  Sharing of thoughts and good relationship in the family Strategy 

  Peaceful and sound sleep at night  

  Avoid tension and quarrels  

  listening to music  

  Playing a game 

  Go for a walk  

  Avoid conflicting situations  

  Optimistic attitude towards life   

  Be interactive and avoid loneliness  

  Selection of good friends  

  Say no to alcohol and drugs  
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  Have self control  

  Engage in good activities as per one‘s wish/ desire to get  relaxation  

  Undergo counseling if needed etc.  

These tactics help the youth to cope up with stress and get relieved from 

difficulties. Besides these individual efforts, the society must also create peaceful 

atmosphere with good human relations in addition to digital and clean environment, 

which is the need of the day.       
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Conflict refers to the incompatibility of goals, values, attitudes, and approaches 

and so on between people in all possible relations in all social settings. There can never be 

an absolutely perfect compatibility between people. So conflict is unavoidable in our lives. 

In fact, presence of conflicts ensures true and purposeful interactions between individuals.  

Conflicts as such cannot be branded as good or bad. But the way in which conflicts are 

handled makes them good or bad, yielding progressive or destructive results. Conflict 

management thus gains importance.  

Though conflict management is considered as a contemporary subject, yet the 

treatment of the subject is found right from the Vedic times. The  

( ) states -           

          When there is a confusion  regarding 

dharma and conduct, then observe a noble soul and adapt his ways. Here an internal 

conflict caused by confusion regarding values and conduct caused by confusion is referred 

to and the management strategy suggested is to observe and adapt the ways of a well 

established noble soul. Thus it is evident from this that conflict and their management  

prevails, as they should be, from time immemorial.   

Following this Vedic trend, the Veda for health – Ayurveda also deals with 

conflicts and their management. This ancient science of medicine focuses on prevension of 

diseases on one hand and preservation and promotion of health on the other. Cure of 

diseases through promotion of holistic health also systematised right from the time of 

Caraka (500 BC). 

Ayurveda deals with two types of diseases –  (physical ailments) and  

(mental ailments).  Ayurvedic views on  (mind) and  (mental ailments) are 

aphoristic and scattered. But they are highly significant  and useful in understanding mind 

and mental disorders.Conflicts which can be broadly divided into two as internal and 

external, have only an internal root - the mind.  Hence a careful handling of mind and 

mental disorders is essential to resolve conflicts.  

Mind is an internal sense organ in Indian knowledge traditions.  According to the 

Ayurveda Acaryas, it has heart and brain as its seat. The mortar and sensory functions of 

the mind are attributed to brain and the psychological functions are attributed to the heart.  

This view agrees with modern psychology. In modern psychology, mind has two aspects – 

neurological and behavioral. The neurological aspect gets reflected in brain and emotional 

aspect gets reflected in heart. 

AYURVEDA ON CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
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The intricate interlink between mind and body is very important. Gross and minute 

examinations are essential for effective treatment. Hence this is a very important and 

difficult subject in Ayurveda system. Imbalances and conflicts in mind, affects body too in 

all small and big ways. For instance, grief and anger of women results in loss of breast 

milk. Physical imbalances also disturb mental balance. For instance, excited vayu in the 

body causes depression, fear, grief etc in the mind. 

Ayurveda holds that disturbance caused to harmony causes diseases. When the 

equilibrium of tridosas – vata, pitta and kapha is disturbed, it results in physical ailments. 

When the equilibrium of the triguna-s – sattva, rajas and tamas is disturbed, it results in 

mental disorders. When the equilibrium is constantly maintained, then that harmony 

ensures holistic health.  

Ayurveda holds that mental diseases and disturbances are caused by disturbance in 

 The inherent nature of mind depends upon the state of  When  and  

overpower,  loses its predominance and results in manifestations of mental 

imbalances. Especially in the current commercial and competitive world,  

predominates , causing over indulgence in activities that depress the activities of 

brain. This gives room for conflicts and confusions that diverts the mind and results in 

disoriented and misdirected approaches.  

Further, Ayurveda describes channels of circulation in mental level too apart from 

physical. Astral body or emotional body is derived from life-force ( ), emotions ( ) 

and thoughts ( ). When the channels of circulation of this astral body are 

disturbed, mental imbalances and diseases are caused. Preventive medicine is 

recommended for   or treatment of mental disorders. 

 

Ayurveda has three categories of treatment for manasa roga. They are: 

 Divine therapy ( ) 

 Rational treatment ( ) 

 Trans therapy or Psycho-therapy ( ) 

Divine therapy retrieves normal functioning of sattva and removes obstacles of 

rajas. This treatment has the integral aspect of chanting of mantras and performances of 

homas. 

Rational treatment consists in using proper diet ( ) and medicine ( ). 

 recommends some food items as conducive for mental disorders. Milk, ghee, 

grapes, jack fruit, brahmi, meats of buffalo, snake, tortoise and cockoo, ash guard, wood 

apple etc are prescribed to be beneficial in treating varous mental disorders. This  diet 

therapy is unique to Ayurveda and deserves a scientific probe. 
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Then the drug therapy is the second aspect of the rational treatment. Mental 

disorders can be caused by disturbance in tridosas also. In such cases,  elimination of vata, 

pitta and kapha ( ) or cell cleansing ( ) has to be done using the 

 or purificatory measures prescribed in Ayurveda.  After this cleansing,  

palliatives ( ) and tonics ( ) are used. Several -s, -s, -s, 

-s, -s and -s are recommended accordingly. Many treatment processes 

( ) like - - - - - - -  –s etc are also 

used. Trans-therapy or Psycho-therapy ( ) which means winning the 

mind is the third treatment adopted for treatment of mental diseases. This treatment aims 

at restoring the mental functioning. The science of yoga of Patanjali, intended for mental 

refinement, is effectively used by Ayurveda for treating ailments relating to mind.  -

- -  practices help to improve free oxygen circulation to all the parts of 

the body which in turn removes the blocks in the channels of circulation linked to mind. 

This treatment includes training based on spiritual knowledge and philosophy. 

Basically Ayurveda  holds that any sort of disturbance in mind as adhi. Greed, 

anger, lust, hatred, confusion, several types of conflicts , etc are caused in mind due to loss 

or imbalace of sattva. So this ancient medical science aims at cultivating sattva in order to 

ensure the proper state of mind. Diet, medicine and divine practices as stated above are 

effectively made use of.  Beyond this, several traditional mind culturing and mental health 

promoting measures were also practiced. Healthy habits ( ) and  good conduct 

or moral practices ( ) are insisted. Fortitude, contemplation and concentration in the 

strong foundation of the knowlege of the self and the philosophical outlook helps a lot in 

strikingand maintaining the mental balance. Good balanced diet, stress free life style, strict 

adherence to ethical and moral codes, recommendations in the  of    

are most beneficial in preventing and restoring mental balance through sattva cultivation. 

To conclude, conflicts arise due to mental imbalance. This in turn can be due to 

imbalance in tridosas (vata, pitta and kapha) , loss of sattva or disturbances in the channels 

of circulation of this astral body. Proper diet, medicine and sattva cultivating practices 

along with proper counseling and guidance are the recommended ways for conflict 

management in Ayurveda. Following ethical, moral, social and religious codes and 

inculcating values through constant efforts will help a lot to keep away from conflicts or to 

manage them. Constant practice of yoga, the mind perfecting science of Patanjali is also 

an effective way to handle conflicts.  
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÷´V\VO¤ˆ[ x≈ı º\ÈVıÁ\
Dr. M.S. Madhavachari,

Assistant Professor
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cÈ˛_ c^· ®_ÈV ˝k´VEÔ^ º\ÈV™ º√Æ ÿ√uÆ cFk>uÔV™ kaÔÁ·
®|›m¬ÌÆD >›mk∫Ô^ √V´>ÂV‚Ω_ >ÏƒÂ∫Ô^ ®™©√|D. ›Ú†Bº> ∂ºÂÂ
÷] >ÏƒÂD ®[≈ s·¬Ô›][ ∂Ω©√Á¶l_ ®Á>¬ ÔÚsBVÔ¬ ÿÔVı| º√Æ
∂Á¶B©√|˛≈º>V ∂m >Ï†ÂD gzD. ÷Ák ∂§° ÿ√Ækm¶[ W_ÈV\_ ∂Á>
ÿƒB_√|›mk>uzD x[–ˆÁ\ sw∫z˛≈m. QV™D, ∂Oi¶VÂD ÷´ı|D ÷]_
x>[Á\ÿ√Æ˛[≈™. ÷©√Ω©√‚¶ >Ï†Â∫Ô^ ∂Æ. ∂Ák ÕBVBD, Ákº†¥ÔD,
vV∫¬BD, ºBVÔD, ØÏk *\VDvV, c›> *\VDBV ÷kuÆ^ c›>´ *\VDvV
ºk>VÕ>D ®™©√|˛≈m.

ºk>VÕ>∫Ô^ ºk>∫Ôπ[ ÔÁ¶E √VÔ\V˛≈ c√W≠›m¬Ôπ_ ÔV©√|D
>›mk∫ÔÁ· s·¬z√Ák. c√W≠›m kV¬B∫Ôπ[ ÿ√VÚ^ z§›> gF°
ºk>VÕ>∫Ôπ_ ÿƒFB©√|˛≈m. c√W≠›m kV¬˛B∫Ôπ[ ÿ√VÚ^Ô^ ÿkÀºkÆ
kÁÔÔ·VÔ Ì≈©√|k>V_ √ÈkÁÔBV™ ºk>VÕ>Ô^ cÚkV˛•^·™. ∂kuÆ^
J[Æ x>[Á\ ÿ√u≈Ák. ∂Ák ƒ∫Ô´V™ ∂›Ák>D, ÷´V\VO¤ˆ[
s‡i¶V›Ák>D, \›kˆ[ ›Ák>D, ÿ√VmkVÔ ÷ku§_ J[Æ >›mk∫Ô^ E¬
(˝k[) ∂E› (©´¬Ú]) ~ƒk´[ (÷Á≈k[) º√ƒ©√|˛[≈™. gl–D
c√W≠›kV¬˛B∫Ôπ[ ÿ√VÚ^ ÿÔV^”D kÁÔÔπ[ \VÆ√‚¶V_
÷›>›mkWÁÈÔπ[ ÿ\F©√V| \VÆ√|˛≈m ÷m ŒÚ xΩku≈ x≈VÔ
√È±u≈Vı|Ô·VÔ ºk>VÕ]Ô”¬z^ kV>áskV>∫Ô·VÔ ÿ>V¶ÏÕm
ÔV©√|˛[≈m.

c√Â¶>kV¬B_Ô^ EÈ x[ ÿƒV[™ J[Æ >›mk∫Ô”D Œ[º≈
®[ÆD,\uÆD EÈ ºkÆ√‚¶º> ®[≈D x≈ı√º¶ ÔÚ›m¬ÔÁ· ®|›m¬ ÌÆ˛[≈™.
÷ÕWÁÈl_ ƒ∫Ô´Ï Œ[º≈ ®[≈ WÁÈ©√V‚Ω_ W[Æ ºkÆ ®[≈ ÔÚ›Á>fl
ÿƒV_KD kV¬˛B∫Ô^ ©´\V∫Ô^ ∂_È ®[≈ ÿÔV^ÁÔÁB¬ ÿÔVı|^·VÏ.
\›kÏ ºkÆ√‚¶ÁkÔº· ®[≈ ÿÔV^ÁÔl_ W[Æ Œ[Æ ®[Æ ÌÆD kV¬˛B∫Ôº·
©´\V∫Ô^ ∂_È ®™ ∂Æ]l|˛≈VÏ. ∂>™VºÈºB Œ[º≈ >›mkD ®™ ÿ√VÚ^
√¶ ∂›Ák>D ÷´ı| ∂u≈m ®™ ÿ√BÏ ÿ√u≈m ƒ∫Ô´Ï \>D. ∂º>º√V_ ÷´ı|
(ºkÆ√‚¶m) ®™ ÿ√VÚ^ √¶ ›Ák>D ®™ ÿ√BÏ ÿ√u≈m ›Ák> \>D.

tÔ cBÏÕ> ©´\V\VÔ¬ ÔÚ>©√|D ºk>∫Ôπ[ √VÔ∫Ô^ EÈ ©´\V∫Ô^
∂_È ®[≈ WÁÈ©√V‚Á¶ ∞uÔ xΩBVm ®™ \Æ›> ÷´V\VO¤Ï ºk>∫Ô^
xøkmº\ ©´\Vº\ ®[≈ WÁÈ©√V‚Ω_ ºk>kV¬˛B∫Ôπ[ x≈ıÔ^
cıÁ\lºÈºB x≈ıÔ^ ∂_È. ∂ÁkÔ^ º\ÈVıÁ\l™V_ yÏ° ÔV¬
ÌΩBkÏÔº·. ÷>uÔV™ kaÁB ºk>∫Ôº· ŒÚ kV¬˛B›]_ ÔV‚|k>V¬ z§©∏‚|
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∂ÀkV¬˛B›Á> Ô¶Ô ƒÚ] ®™ ÿ√Bˆ‚¶VÏ. ∂ÀkV¬˛B›][ JÈD J[Æ
>›mk∫Ô”D Œ[Æ ®[ÆD ÿkÀºkÆ ®[ÆD ÔV‚¶©√|D ®™ s·¬z˛≈VÏ.
√´\V›\>›>kD g[\VkVÔ°D, \u≈ ÷Ú >›mk∫Ô”D c¶ÈVÔ°D g˛ †Z´V›\
√Vk vD√Õ>D ÿ√uÆ Œ[≈V˛, √È°\V˛ ÷Ú¬zD ÿ\F©√V‚Á¶ s·¬z˛≈VÏ.
x≈ı√‚¶ ºk>kV¬˛B∫Ô^ º\ºÈV‚¶\VÔºk x≈ı√‚|^·Á> cÏÕm,
∂>uÔV™ yÏÁk ºk>›]oÚÕº> Ôıÿ¶|›m, ∂Õ> kV¬˛BD x≈ı yÏÁk
ÿƒFm Ák©√>V_ Ô¶ÔƒÚ] ®™ ÿ√Bˆ‚|, x≈u≈>V™ ºk>D xøÁ\•º\
©´\VD ®™ WÆs™VÏ. ºk>›]_ \‚|\[§ cÈ˛B_, ƒJÔsB_ kalKD
ÔV©√¶D √È x≈ıÔÁ· >›mkQV™D xøÁ\BVÔ©ÿ√uÆ, √_WÁÈ
x[º™u≈›Á> ∂Á¶Õm, g[\k·ÏflEÁB ∂Á¶k>V_ yÏ¬ÔÈVD.
®™¬ÔV‚ΩBkÏ. x≈ıyÏ° >Úk]_ k_È´V™ ÷kÏ E≈Õ> x≈ıWÏkVÔ s›>Ô´VÔ›
]Ôµ˛≈VÏ. ºÔVs_ ÂÁ¶xÁ≈Ôπ_ ÔV©√‚¶ √Èx≈ıÔÁ·•D yÏ›m Ák›>VÏ.

x≈ı yÏs[ º√Vm Â|WÁÈl_ \™D WÁÈÿ√Æ>_ tÔ°D x¬˛B\V™m.
÷¬ÔVÈ ÂT™ x≈ı WÏkVÔ k_K™ÏÔ^, ®]KD Â|WÁÈl_ ÷Ú©√]™VºÈºB
x≈ı WÏkVÔD ÁÔkƒ©√|D ®[√m ÷∫z ÌÏÕm ºÂV¬Ô›>zÕ>m.

÷´V\VO¤Ï \u≈ >ÏƒÂ∫Ôπ_ ÔV©√|D x≈ıÔÁ·•D >™m kV>›]≈™V_
®|›m¬ÔV‚Ω, ∂ku§uz› yÏkVÔ >\m s‡i¶V›Ák> >›mk›Á> WÆk™VÏ.
√Á¶ÿB|©A º√V[≈ vJÔ x≈ıÔÁ·•D ƒÕ]›m >[ ƒD∏´>VB›Á> WÆs
x≈ı WÏkVÔ›]_ º\D√‚| s·∫˛™VÏ ®[√m tÁÔB_È.

----------
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Sub Theme Conflict and its management in language and literature 
 

 
ªÀævÀ ºÉÆÃzÁUÀ¼É EµÀÖ°AUÀzÀ PÀ¼É £ÀµÀÕªÀªÁé 

CªÀgÀÄ °AUÀ«zÀÆÝ ¨sÀ«UÀ¼ÀÄ 
CzÀÄ ºÉÃUÉAzÀqÉ ¥Áæt«®èzÀ zÉÃºÀzÀAvÉ 
Gj°AUÀ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼ÀgÀ À̧ §®è£ÉÆ®è£ÀªÁé 

||12|| ¸ÀªÀ¸ÀA 228 
 
¦ÃpPÉ : Introduction 

ºÀ£ÉßgÀqÀ£É ±ÀvÀªÀiÁ£ÀzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁd ¹ÜvÀåAvÀgÀPÉÌ M¼À¥ÀlÖ ¸ÀªÀiÁd. ªÀÄvÀ¥ÀAxÀUÀ¼ÀÄ, ªÀÄvÁAvÀgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ d£ÀgÀ ªÀÄ£À¹ì£À°è 
¢YÆäqsÀvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ªÀÄÆr¸ÀÄªÀ PÁ®, ªÀuÁð±ÀæªÀÄzÀ PÀlÄÖ¥ÁqÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ, gÁdQÃAiÀÄzÀ°èzÀ C¹ÜgÀvÉ EAvÀºÀ ¸ÀA¢UÀÞ 
¸ÀAPÀæªÀÄuÁªÀ¸ÉÜAiÀÄ ªÀiÁ£À¹PÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ ªÀiÁqÀ®Ä vÀªÀÄävÀ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß G½¹PÉÆAqÀÄ ªÀåQÛ ªÉÊ²µÀÖöåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
§¼À¹PÉÆAqÀÄ DvÀä«±Áé À̧ªÀ£ÀÄß   zÀÈrüÃPÀj¸ÀÄªÀAvÀºÀ ¤ªÀðºÀuÁUÁgÀgÀ CªÀ±ÀåPÀvÉ EvÀÄÛ. CA¢£À negative aspects UÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
positive aspects UÀ¼À ªÀÄÆ® ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉÆÃUÀ¯Ár¸ÀÄªÀ management£À C¤ªÁAiÀÄðvÉ EvÀÄÛ. Conflict 

Management ªÁåSÁå¤¸ÀÄªÀAvÉ The aim of conflict manangment is to enhance learning and group outcomes 

including effectiveness or performance in organizational setting ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ°è vÁ£ÀÄ PÀ°vÀ ºÁUÀÆ vÀ¤ßAzÀ 
PÀ°PÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀæUÀw¥ÀgÀUÉÆ½¸ÀÄvÁÛ, CA¢£À ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ºÁUÀÆ C©üªÀåQÛ¸ÀÄªÀ ¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀvÉAiÀÄÄ 
gÀZÀ£ÉUÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ ¥ÀæQæAiÉÄAiÀÄ »£Éß¯ÉAiÀÄ°è  PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÁwéPÀ ¨sÀQÛ, eÁÕ£À, PÀªÀÄð, fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ ¸ÀºÀdvÉUÉ 
DzÀåvÉ PÉÆlÄÖ conflict management £À ¸ÀégÀÆ¥ÀzÀAvÉ properly managd conflict can improve group outcomes 

¥ÀjPÀ®à£ÉUÉ vÀªÀÄä£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ErAiÀÄ ªÀåQÛvÀézÀ°è ¸ÀªÀiÁªÉÃ±ÀUÉÆ½¹ vÀªÀÄä vÀªÀÄä CAvÀgÀAUÀUÀ½AzÀ¯ÉÃ CAzÀgÉ intra 

organizational conflict management ¤AzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ°è vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀ QæAiÀiÁvÀäPÀ C©üªÀåQÛAiÀÄ°è inter organizational conflict 

management £À «zsÁ£À¢AzÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁd PÀuÉÛgÉAiÀÄÄªÀAvÉ ªÀiÁr ¸Áé£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀ¢AzÀ PÀÆrzÀ eÁÕ£Ádð£ÉAiÉÆA¢UÉ, ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ 
¥ÀæeÉÕAiÀÄ D¼ÀzÉÆA¢UÉ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÁUÁgÀgÁV conflict manager UÀ¼ÁV ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ¥ÀæeÉÕ, ¸ÁªÀÄÆ»PÀ eÁUÀÈw 
ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À ªÁå¥ÀPÀ gÀZÀ£É EªÀÅUÀ¼À ¸ÁzsÀ£ÉUÀ¼ÉÆA¢UÉ ºÀzÀUÉlÖ ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß AiÉÆÃUÀå jÃwAiÀÄ°è £ÀqÉ¬Ä À̧ÄªÀ ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß 
JZÀÑgÀUÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀ ¥ÀgÀA¥ÀgÁUÀvÀ ±ÀÄµÀÌ CxÀð»Ã£À ¸ÀªÀPÀ½AiÀÄ £ÀqÉ£ÀÄrUÀ¼À£ÀÄß w¢Ý ¸ÀfÃªÀUÉÆ½¸ÀÄªÀ CAzsÁ£ÀÄPÀgÀuÉAiÀÄ°è 
ºÀjAiÀÄÄvÀÛzÀÝ d£ÀªÀÄ£ÀPÉÌ ªÀåQÛ «²µÀÖvÉAiÀÄ CjªÀÅ ªÀÄÆr ºÀ®ªÀÅ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À ¸ÀªÀiÁªÉÃ±ÀPÉÌ  conflict manager UÀ¼ÁV 
¸ÀA¥ÀæzÁAiÀÄ ¤µÉ×AiÀÄ «gÀÄzÀÞ, ¸ÁéAiÀÄvÀÛvÉAiÀÄ «gÀÄzÀÞ ¥Àæw¨sÀn¸ÀÄªÀ effective conflict management UÉ ¨sÀzÀæ §Ä£Á¢ 
ºÁQzÀªÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀPÁwð Gj°AUÀ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼À ¥ÀÄtå¹ÛçÃ PÁ¼ÀªÉé.  
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CzsÀåAiÀÄ£ÀzÀ UÀÄj ªÀÄvÀÄÛ GzÉÝÃ±ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ Aims and objectives of the study 

 

UÀÄj :  
 

1. PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸Á»vÀå ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÉ zÁj¢Ã¥ÀªÁVgÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß 
±ÉÆÃ¢ü¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

2. ¸Á»vÀå ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðzÀ°è PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ PÉÆqÀÄUÉAiÀiÁVgÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß 
wÃªÀiÁð¤¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ.  

 
GzÉÝÃ±À :  

DAvÀAiÀÄð, ¸ÀAWÀµÀð, ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ eÁUÀÈwUÉ ºÁUÀÆ CAvÀgï ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ ¥ÀjPÀ®à£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ 
¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀiÁV eÁUÀwPÀ ªÀÄºÀvÀé ¥ÀqÉ¢gÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß «±ÉèÃ¶¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

 
CzsÀåAiÀÄ£ÀzÀ ªÉÊzsÁ¤PÀvÉ : Research methodology 

«±ÉèÃµÀuÁvÀäPÀ «zsÁ£À : Analyatic methodology 

PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À°è ¸Á»vÀå ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À°è ¤ªÁðºÀPÀ¼ÁV 
PÁAiÀÄð¤ªÀð»¸À®Ä ¸ÁzsÀå JA§ eÁUÀwPÀ ªÀÄºÀvÀézÀ ªÀ¸ÀÄÛ «µÀAiÀÄPÉÌ «±ÉèÃµÀuÁvÀäPÀ ªÉÊzsÁ¤PÀvÉAiÀÄÄ C£ÀéAiÀÄªÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß 
CxÉÊð¹PÉÆAqÀÄ «±ÉèÃµÀuÁvÀäPÀ ¸ÀA±ÉÆÃzsÀ£Á «zsÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß C¼ÀªÀr¹PÉÆArgÀÄvÉÛÃ£É. 
 
¥Áj¨sÁ¶PÀ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼ÀÄ : Terminology 

 
1. Conflict management :¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ 
2. Intra organizational conflict management : vÀ£ÉÆß¼ÀV£À ªÀ¸ÀÄÛ ¨sÁªÀ ¥ÀjPÀ®à£É ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ : DAvÀAiÀÄð 

¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀ À̧AWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ 
3. Inter organizational conflict management : vÀ£ÉÆß¼ÀV£À ¨ÁºÀå DAiÀiÁªÀÄUÀ¼ÉÆA¢UÉ ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ : ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ 

M¼ÀUÀÄA¥ÀÄUÀ¼ÉÆA¢UÉ ¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ 
4. Effectiveness conflict management : ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ : ¸Á»vÀå ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÉÆA¢UÉ 

¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÉÃzÀ£ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß CxÉÊð¹PÉÆAqÀÄ CzÀPÉÌ vÀPÀÌ ¥ÀjºÁgÉÆÃ¥ÁAiÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß MzÀV¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ. 

 
CzsÀåAiÀÄ£ÀzÀ «±ÉèÃµÀuÉ : Analysis of the study 

ªÀZÀ£ÀPÁwð PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄÄ 12£ÉÃ ±ÀvÀªÀiÁ£ÀzÀ Gj°AUÀ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼À ¥Àwß. CªÀ¼À CAQvÀ Gj°AUÀ ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼ÀgÀ¸À M®è£ÀªÁé 
¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀªÀÄ¥ÀðPÀªÁV ªÀiÁrPÉÆAqÀ ªÉÆzÀ® KPÉÊPÀ zÀ°vÀ ªÀZÀ£ÀPÁwð. PÉÆgÀ½ ªÀÄoÀzÀ GgÀ°AUÀ 
zÉÃªÀ£À C£ÀÄUÀæºÀ¢AzÀ °AUÀ¢ÃPÉë ¥ÀqÉzÀÄ «ÃgÀ±ÉÊªÀ zsÀªÀÄðzÀ PÀPÉëUÉ §AzÀªÀ¼ÀÄ. 12 ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ zÉÆgÀQªÉ. DPÉAiÀÄ 
ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À À̧AWÀµÀðzÀ s̈ÁªÀ.  
 
1. ªÀævÁZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄºÀvÀé 
2. ¥Àæ¸ÁzÀzÀ ªÀÄ»ªÉÄ 
3. ¨sÀPÀÛ£À ®PÀët 
4. PÁAiÀÄPÀ ¤µÉ× 
5. ªÀÄvÀ¥ÀAxÀUÀ¼À ¸ÀAWÀµÀð 
6. DAvÀAiÀÄð ºÁUÀÆ CAvÀgï ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£É ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÉÃzÀ£É 

  
F ªÉÄÃ°£À J¯Áè ¸ÀAWÀµÀðzÀ ¨sÁªÀ DAvÀAiÀÄð¢AzÀ ºÉÆgÀ ºÉÆgÀl ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀªÁV CAvÀgï 

¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼ÁV PÀqÉAiÀÄ ºÀAvÀzÀ°è ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðt ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀiÁV ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ JZÀÑjPÉ ¤Ãr, §zÀ¯Á¬Ä¹zÀÄÝ 
FPÉAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À PÉÆqÀÄUÉ. 
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ªÀævÀªÉA§ÄzÀÄ £ÁAiÀÄPÀgÀvÀß; 
ªÀævÀªÉA§ÄzÀÄ À̧Ä¥ÁàtÂAiÀÄ ªÀÄÄvÀÄÛ; 

ªÀævÀªÉA§ÄzÀÄ fÃªÀ£À PÀ¼É; 
ªÀævÀªÉA§ÄzÀÄ À̧Ä¬ÄzÁ£À; 

ªÀævÀvÀ¥Àà®Ä, Gj°AUÀ ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼ÀgÀ̧ À£ÀªÁé  
||11||  ¥ÀÄl 220 

 
PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ F ªÀZÀ£ÀzÀ°è DAvÀAiÀÄðzÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð zÀéAzÀéPÉÌqÉAiÀiÁV CAvÀgï ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ°è eÁUÀÈvÀªÁV ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄ 

¤ªÀðºÀuÉ »ÃUÉ ªÀÄÆr§A¢zÉ. ªÀævÀªÉAzÀgÉ ¤AiÀÄªÀÄ, £ÀqÀªÀ½PÉ, £ÀqÀvÉ DzÀgÉ ªÀævÀªÉAzÀgÉ AiÀÄdÕ JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß DPÉ 
M¥ÀÄàªÀªÀ¼À®è. DAvÀAiÀÄð ¸ÀAWÀµÀð¢AzÀ ºÉÆgÀ§AzÀÄ CAvÀgï ¸ÀAWÀµÀðzÀ°è £É¯É ¤AvÀÄ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀvÉAiÀÄ°è EzÀ£ÀÄß 
¥ÀjuÁªÀÄUÉÆ½¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. vÀ£Àß DAvÀAiÀÄð ¸ÀAWÀµÀðzÀ¯ÉÆèAzÁzÀ DzsÁåvÀäPÀ fÃªÀ£ÀzÀ ¥ÀæUÀwUÉ ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄªÀAvÉ PÉ®¸ÀªÀ£ÀÄß 
vÀ¥ÀàzÉÃ ªÀiÁqÀÄvÉÛÃ£ÉA§ ¥ÀæweÉÕ CxÁðvï DZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄ ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ. EAvÀºÀ DZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ªÀÄ£À¸ÀÄì CxÀªÁ DvÀä 
±ÀÄzÀÞªÁUÀÄvÁÛ ºÉÆÃUÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß £ÁAiÀÄPÀ gÀvÀß JAzÀÄ ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄ ¤ÃqÀÄvÁÛ¼É. EAvÀºÀ ªÀævÀ PÁªÀÄ, PÉÆæÃzsÁ¢üUÀ½®èzÀ ±ÀÄzÀÞ 
DvÀäªÀÅ ¥À«vÁævÀäzÀ ªÁ¸ÀPÉ AiÉÆÃUÀåªÁUÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß ±ÉæÃµÀ×ªÁzÀ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ¸ÀÄ¥ÁàtÂAiÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CzÀÄªÉÃ fÃªÀ£À PÀ¼É J£ÀÄßvÁÛ¼É. ªÀævÀzÀ 
ªÀÄÆ® ¸ÀAWÀµÀð EA¢æAiÀÄ ¤UÀæºÀ DzsÁåwäPÀ ¥ÀæUÀw. EªÀÅUÀ¼À ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÁV ¸ÀÄ¬ÄzÁ£ÀzÀ ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄvÁÛ¼É. 
¸ÀÄ¬ÄzÁ£ÀªÉAzÀgÉ gÀPÀëuÉ, JZÀÑjPÉ. CAzÀgÉ §AzÀÄzÀÄ PÉÊUÉÆ¼Àî¨ÉÃPÀÄ, EvÀgÀgÀ£ÀÄß ªÀAa¸À¢gÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ CjµÀqÀéUÀðzÀ CµÀÖªÀÄzÀ 
PÉÆ®ÄèªÀÅzÀÄ, zÀÄUÀðtUÀ¼À ¤ªÀÄÆð®£É »ÃUÉ ¨ÁºÀå ªÁåªÀºÁjPÀ DZÀgÀuÉUÀ¼À §UÉÎ JZÀÑjPÀ G¼ÀîªÀ¼ÁzÀ PÁ¼ÀªÉé £ÉÃgÀ ºÁUÀÆ 
¢mÉÖzÉ¬ÄAzÀ ¸ÀzÀÄÎtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß gÀQë¹PÉÆ¼Àî§®è ¸ÀAWÀµÀð¤ªÀðºÀuÁUÁgÀ¼ÁV  F ªÀævÀ PÀ®à£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄªÀÅzÀgÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ 
¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß §zÀ¯Á¬Ä À̧ÄvÁÛ¼É.  

 
PÀÈvÀå PÁAiÀÄPÀ«®èzÀªÀgÀÄ s̈ÀPÀÛgÀ®è; 
¸ÀvÀå ±ÀÄzÀÞ«®èzÀÄzÀÄ PÁAiÀÄPÀªÀ®è; 
D Ȩ́AiÉÄA§ÄzÀÄ s̈ÀªÀzÀ ©Ãd; 
¤gÁ¸ÉAiÉÄA§ÄzÀÄ ¤vÀå ªÀÄÄQÛ; 

Gj°AUÀ ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼ÀgÀ À̧£À°è ¸ÀgÀzÀªÀ®è PÁtªÀé 
|| 6 || ¥ÀÄl. 226 

 
¥ÀgÀªÀiÁvÀä£À£ÀÄß ±ÀæzÉÞ¬ÄAzÀ DgÁ¢ü¸ÀÄªÀªÀ£ÀÄ ¥ÀgÀªÀÄ DvÀä zÁj PÁt É̈ÃPÁzÀgÉ ¸ÀwÌçAiÀiÁZÀgÀuÉUÀ½AzÀ ¸ÀA¸ÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß 

zÁl¨ÉÃPÀÄ, ¸ÀzÁZÁgÀUÀ½AzÀ PÀÆrgÀ É̈ÃPÀÄ. ±ÀæzÁÞ¨sÀQÛ, ¤µÁ×¨sÀQÛ, CªÀzsÁ£À ¨sÀQÛ, C£ÀÄ¨sÁªÀ ¨sÀQÛ, D£ÀAzÀ ¨sÀQÛ, ¸ÀªÀÄgÀ¸À ¨sÀQÛ. 
¨sÀPÀÛ£À F 6 G¥ÁAUÀUÀ¼À DZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÁ¼ÀªÉé PÀÈvÀåPÁAiÀÄ ¸ÀvÀå ±ÀÄ¢Þ PÁAiÀÄPÀ ¨sÀªÀzÀ ©Ãd, ¸ÀA¸ÁgÀzÀ dAiÀÄPÉÌ EgÀÄªÀ D¸É 
¤gÁ¸ÉUÀ¼À ¸ÀAWÀµÀðªÀ£ÀÄß «ÄÃj ¹ÜgÀ ªÀåQÛvÀé ¥ÀqÉAiÀÄÄªÀ ¥ÀæQæAiÉÄAiÀÄ£ÀÄß «ªÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛ, ¤vÀå ªÀÄÄQÛAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¥ÀqÉAiÀÄ®Ä 
¸ÀAWÀµÀðgÀ»vÀ ªÀævÀ ªÀÄÄRå JAzÀÄ ¸Á©ÃvÀÄ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. F ªÀævÀ DZÀj¸À®Ä ¨sÀPÀÛvÀ£À ªÀÄÄRå. ¨sÀPÀÛvÀ£À ªÀåQÛvÀé ºÉÆAzÀ®Ä 
¨sÀªÀzÀ ©Ãd¢AzÁUÀÄªÀ ªÀÈPÀë ªÀÄÄRå JA§ ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÉÄqÉUÉ À̧ªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß ¤ªÀð»¸ÀÄvÁÛ ¥ÀAiÀiÁðAiÀÄUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄvÁÛ¼É.  

PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À°è£À £ÉÃgÀ £ÀÄr, ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ £É¯ÉAiÀÄ°è ºÀÄnÖ¤AzÀ §AzÀ ±ÉæÃµÀ× ¤ÃZÀ JAzÀÄ UÉgÉAiÉÄ¼ÉzÀÄ ¥ÀævÉåÃQ¸ÀÄªÀ 
¥ÀgÀA¥ÀgÉAiÀÄ C£ÁåAiÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÆPÀëöäªÁV UÀªÀÄ¤¹zÀªÀ¼ÀÄ.  

 
PÀÄj PÉÆÃ½ Qj«ÄÃ£ÀÄ wA§ªÀjUÉ®è PÀÄ®d PÀÄ®dgÉAzÉA§gÀÄ 

²ªÀUÉ ¥ÀAZÁªÀÄÈvÀªÀ PÀgÉªÀ ¥À±ÀÄªÀ wA§ ªÀiÁ¢UÀ QÃ¼ÀÄeÁwAiÉÄA§gÀÄ 
CªÀgÉAvÀÄ QÃ¼ÀÄeÁwAiÀiÁzÀgÀÄ? eÁwUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤ÃªÉÃPÉ QÃ¼ÁVgÉÆÃ? 
¨ÁæºÀät£ÀÄAqÀÄzÀÄ ¥ÀÄ°èUÉ ±ÉÆÃ©üvÀªÁV £Á¬Ä£ÉQÌ ºÉÆÃ¬ÄvÀÄ 

ªÀiÁ¢UÀgÀÄAqÀÄzÀÄ ¥ÀÄ°èUÉ ¨ÁæºÀätUÉ ±ÉÆÃ©üvÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ 
CzÉAvÉAzÉqÉ ¹zÀÞ°PÉAiÀiÁ¬ÄvÀÄ, ¸ÀUÀÎ¼ÉAiÀiÁ¬ÄvÀÄ 

¹zÀÝ°PÉAiÀÄ vÀÄ¥ÀàªÀ£ÀÄ, ¸ÀUÀÎ¼ÉAiÀÄ ¤ÃgÀ£ÀÄ 
±ÀÄzÀÞªÉAzÀÄ PÀÄrªÀ §Ä¢ÝUÉÃr «¥ÀæjUÉ £ÁAiÀÄPÀ£ÀgÀPÀ vÀ¥ÀÄàzÀAiÀÄå 

GgÀ°AUÀ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼À£ÀgÀ̧ ÀÄ M®è£ÀªÁé  
 ||4|| ¥ÀÄl ¸ÀASÉå: 226 
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GvÀÛªÀÄgÀÄ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ £É¯ÉUÀ¼À°è UËgÀªÁzÀgÀ½UÉ ¥ÁvÀægÁzÀgÀÆ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀªÁV ªÀiÁ£ÀågÀ®èzÀ PÉ¼ÀªÀUÀðzÀªÀjVAvÀ CªÀgÀÄ 
ºÉÃUÉ ±ÉæÃµÀ×gÀÄ JAzÀÄ ¥Àæ²ß¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. ¹zÀÞ°PÉ vÀÄ¥ÀàªÀ£ÀÄß vÀÄA©qÀÄªÀÅzÀPÉÌ ZÀªÀÄð¢AzÀ ¹zÀÞ¥Àr¹zÀ aÃ®. ¸ÀUÀÎ¼É ±ÀÄzÀÞªÁzÀ 
¤ÃgÀ£ÀÄß vÀÄA©qÀ®Ä ZÀªÀÄð¢AzÀ ¹zÀÝ¥Àr¹zÀ aÃ®. PÁ¼ÀªÉé CA¢£À ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß »ÃUÉ ªÀåPÀÛ¥Àr¸ÀÄvÁÛ 
¸ÀAWÀµÀðPÉÌ ªÀÄÄPÁÛAiÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. PÀÄj, PÉÆÃ½, Qj«ÄÃ£ÀÄ w£ÀÄßªÀªÀgÀÄ PÀÄ®dgÀÄ ¸ÀvÀÛ ºÀ¸ÀÄ«£À ªÀiÁA¸ÀªÀ£ÀÄß w£ÀÄßªÀ 
ªÀiÁ¢UÀgÀÄ QÃ¼ÀÄeÁw, ªÀiÁA¸À w£ÀÄßªÀ E§âgÀÆ ªÀÄ£ÀÄµÀågÉÃ. DzÀgÉ CªÀgÀ°è M§â PÀÄ®d E£ÉÆß§â QÃ¼ÀÄeÁw ºÉÃUÁzÀ? 
PÀÄ®dgÉ¤¹PÉÆAqÀªÀgÀÄ QÃ¼ÀeÁwAiÀÄªÀgÀÄ, zÀ£ÀzÀ ªÀiÁA¸À wAzÀÄ JAd°¹zÀ D zÀ£ÀzÀ ºÀ¹AiÀÄ ZÀªÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß MtV ¹zÀÝ°PÉ, 
§ÄzÀÝ°PÉ ¸ÀUÀÎ¼ÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀgÀÄ. GvÀÛªÀÄgÀÄ CzÀ£ÀÄß JuÉÚ, vÀÄ¥Àà, ¤ÃgÀÄ vÀÄA©qÀ®Ä §¼À À̧ÄªÀªÀgÀÄ. QÃ¼ÀÄeÁwAiÀÄªÀgÀÄ 
wAzÀÄ J¸ÉzÀ zÀ£ÀzÀ ZÀªÀÄð¢AzÀ ¹zÀÞ¥Àr¹zÀ ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼ÀÄ GvÀÛªÀÄgÀ ¤vÀå §¼ÀPÉUÉ AiÉÆÃUÀåªÁzÀªÀÅ, ±ÀÄzÀÞªÁzÀªÀÅ. »ÃUÁV 
GvÀÛªÀÄgÀÄ QÃ¼ÀÄeÁwAiÀÄªÀjVAvÀ ºÉÃUÉ ªÉÄÃ¯ÁzÀgÀÄ? J£ÀÄßªÀ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÉ ¤ªÁðºÀPÀ¼ÁV GvÀÛj¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É. eÁwAiÀÄ°è 
GvÀÛªÀÄgÀ®èzÀªÀgÀ JAd®£ÀÄß ±ÀÄzÀÞªÉAzÀÄ ªÉÊ¨sÀ«ÃPÀj¸ÀÄvÁÛ CªÀjUÉ £ÁAiÀÄPÀ £ÀgÀPÀ vÀ¥ÀàzÀÄ JAzÀÄ PÁ¼ÀªÉé ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ 
¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÉ zÉÆåÃvÀPÀ¼ÁVzÁÝ¼É. 

¨sÀPÀÛ£ÁzÀªÀ¤UÉ vÀ£Àß zÉÊ»PÀ ±ÀæªÀÄzÀ ¥sÀ®ªÀµÉÖÃ C£ÀÄ¨sÉÆÃUÀ AiÉÆÃUÀåªÁzÀÄzÀÄ. C£ÀågÀ zÀÄrªÉÄAiÀÄ ¥sÀ®zÀ 
C£ÀÄ¨sÉÆÃVAiÀiÁUÀ¨ÁgÀzÀÄ JA§ÄzÀÄ PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À ¸ÀAWÀµÀðuÁ¨sÁªÀ C£ÀågÀ®è §AzsÀÄUÀ¼À°è ¥Àæ¸ÁzÀ ¹éÃPÀj À̧ÄªÀÅzÀÄ 
vÀ¥ÀÄà JA§xÀðªÀ®è. EµÀÄÖ ¸ÀévÀAvÀæ ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃ¨sÁªÀzÀ ¸Áé©üªÀiÁ£ÀzÀ ¤ªÀðºÀuÁPÁgÀgÀÄ wÃgÁ «gÀ¼À. ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß 
ªÁ¸ÀÛªÀªÁ¢ £É®UÀnÖ£À°è ªÀÄÄSÁªÀÄÄTUÉÆ½¸ÀÄvÀÛ¯ÉÃ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄ¸ÀÆvÀæªÁV ªÀÄÄV¸ÀÄvÁÛ¼É.  

§zÀÄQ£À°è UÀÄuÁvÀäPÀ ¥sÀ®UÀ¼ÀÄ CªÀgÀªÀgÀ ¸ÀvÀå, zsÀªÀÄð, ªÀævÀ, DZÀgÀuÉUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥sÀ¯Á¥sÀ®UÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¤ÃqÀÄvÀÛªÉ JAzÀÄ 
¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ªÀiË®å MzÀV¹zÀ PÁ¼ÀªÉé F ªÀZÀ£ÀzÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ªÀiÁ£À«ÃAiÀÄvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀàµÀÖ¥Àr À̧ÄvÁÛ¼É.  

 
s̈ÁUÀåªÀÅ¼Àî ¥ÀÄgÀµÀAUÉ PÁªÀÄzsÉÃ£ÀÄ 

PÁ«Ä¹zÀÄzÀ¤ÃªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
¤ s̈ÁðUÀå ¥ÀÄgÀÄµÀAvÉ PÁªÀÄzsÉÃ£ÀÄ 
vÀÄqÀÄUÀÄtÂAiÀiÁV vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
¸ÀvÀå¥ÀÄgÀÄµÀAUÉ PÀ®àªÀÈPÀë 
PÀ°à¹zÀÄzÀ¤ÃªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
C¸ÀvÀå ¥ÀÄgÀÄµÀAUÉ PÀ®àªÀÈPÀë 
É̈Æ§Äâ½AiÀiÁV vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 

zsÀªÀÄð ¥ÀÄgÀÄµÀAUÉ aAvÁªÀÄtÂ 
aAw¹zÀÄzÀ¤ÃªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
CzsÀªÀÄð ¥ÀÄgÀÄµÀAUÉ aAvÁªÀÄtÂ 
UÁf£ÀªÀÄtÂAiÀiÁV vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
²æÃUÀÄgÀÄ PÁgÀÄtåªÀÅ¼Àî ¸ÀzÀãPÀÛAUÉ 
dAUÀªÀÄ°AUÀªÁV vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
s̈ÀPÀÛ£À®èzÀ ¥Á¦µÀ×AUÉ dAUÀªÀÄ°AUÀ  

ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀ£ÁV vÉÆÃgÀÄªÀÅzÀAiÀÄå 
Gj°AUÀ ¥É¢ÝUÀ¼ÀgÀ¸ÀÄ M®è£ÀªÁé  

||10|| ¥ÀÄl : 228 
 
wÃªÀiÁð£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ : Findings 

 
1. ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ vÀ¼ÀºÀ¢AiÀÄ°è ¸Á»vÀå, ¸ÀAªÉÃzÀ£É ºÁUÀÆ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ ªÉÃzÀ£ÉAiÀÄ zsÀé¤AiÀiÁV 

PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÉ PÉÆqÀÄUÉ ¤ÃrªÉ. 
2. ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ «zsÀUÀ¼ÁzÀ DAvÀAiÀÄð ¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CAvÀgï 

¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀ À̧AWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉUÉ PÁ¼ÀªÉéAiÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ gÀZÀ£ÁvÀäPÀ À̧égÀÆ¥ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÀqÉ¢ªÉ. 
3. M§â ¸ÁªÀiÁ£Àå ºÉtÄÚ ªÀÄUÀ¼ÀÄ ¸ÁÜ¦vÀ ªÀåªÀ¸ÉÜAiÀÄ JzÀÄgÀÄ ¢lÖvÀ£À¢AzÀ DAvÀAiÀÄð ªÀÄvÀÄÛ CAvÀgï 

¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀ ªÀåQÛvÀézÉÆA¢UÉ ¸ÀªÀiÁdzÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ½UÉ GvÀÛgÀ ¤ÃqÀÄvÁÛ, À̧ªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß §zÀ¯Á¬Ä¹zÀ zsÀé¤ 
UÀÄgÀÄw¸À¯ÁVzÉ. 

4. ªÀævÀ ¤µÉ×AiÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀgÀ°è ºÀ©âzÀ ªÀiËqsÀå «zÉÆæÃºÀPÁgÀPÀ ªÀÄ£ÉÆÃªÀÈwÛ, ¸ÁéxÀð¥ÀgÀvÉ, ±ÀÄµÀÌ 
CxÀð»Ã£À £ÀqÉ£ÀÄrUÀ¼À£ÀÄß wzÀÄÝ ªÀåQÛ «²µÀÖvÉAiÉÄqÉUÉ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ DAvÀAiÀÄð ¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀvÉ 
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CAvÀgï ¸ÀAWÀl£ÁvÀäPÀvÉ ºÁUÀÆ ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ ¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÁUÁgÀ¼ÁVzÁÝ¼ÉAzÀÄ 
wÃªÀiÁð¤¸À¯ÁVzÉ. 

 
À̧ªÀiÁgÉÆÃ¥À Conclusion  

 
¸ÀªÀiÁd ¸ÀÄzsÁgÀuÉAiÀÄ PÁAiÀÄðªÀ£ÀÄß PÉÊUÉÆ¼ÀÄîªÀªÀ£ÀÄ DzÀ±ÀðªÀ£ÀÄß d£ÀgÀ°è ©vÀÄÛªÀÅzÀQÌAvÀ ºÉZÁÑV vÀ£Àß DAvÀAiÀÄðzÀ¯ÁèzÀ 
¸ÀAWÀµÀðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß PÀAqÀÄPÉÆAqÀÄ vÁ£ÀÄ ºÉÃ¼ÀÄªÀÅzÀ£ÀÄß ªÉÆzÀ®Ä vÁ£ÀÄ DZÀj¹PÉÆAqÀÄ D£ÀAvÀgÀ vÁ£ÀÄ ¤AvÀ ¸ÀªÀiÁdPÉÌ 
¥ÀAiÀiÁðAiÀÄ ¥Àæw¥sÀ®ªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀÄÄnÖ¸ÀÄªÀªÀ£ÀÄ ¤dªÁzÀ CxÀðzÀ°è Conflict Manager  DUÀÄvÁÛ£ÉA§ÄzÀÄ ªÀZÀ£ÀUÀ¼À°è ¸ÀàµÀÖªÁV 
ªÀÄÆr§A¢zÉ. ¸ÉÆÃV£À vÀvÀéUÀ¼ÁUÀ°, G¥ÀzÉÃ±ÀUÀ¼ÁUÀ° ¸ÀªÀiÁdªÀ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÄzsÁj¸ÀÄªÀÅ¢®è. DvÀä«ªÀÄ±Éð, DvÉÆäÃzÁÞgÀªÀ®èzÉ 
¸ÁªÀiÁfPÀ PÀ¼ÀPÀ½AiÀÄ ¤ªÀðºÀuÉ PÀÆqÀ ªÀåQÛ «²µÀ×vÉAiÀÄ ªÀiÁUÀðªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß ªÀZÀ£ÀPÁwð PÁ¼ÀªÉé ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄzÁAiÀÄPÀ 
¸ÀAWÀµÀð ¤ªÀðºÀuÉAiÀÄ eÁUÀwÃPÀ PÉÆqÀÄUÉ ¤ÃrzÁÝ¼É.  
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